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SYMBOLS

a coefficient in relation of width to discharge
Ad drainage area
b exponent in relation of width to discharge
c coefficient in relation of depth to discharge
d mean depth defined as ratio of cross-sectional area

to width
D, size of sediment particle, expressed as median size
f exponent in relation of depth to discharge
j exponent in relation of suspended-sediment load to

discharge
k numerical coefficient having a specific but unde-

termined value
1 stream length
L suspended-sediment load in units of weight per unit

of time
m exponent in relation of velocity to discharge

n' a roughness parameter
N number of streams in a basin
o stream order
p coefficient in relation of suspended load to discharge

Q discharge in volume per unit of time

Q2 .3 mean annual flood (equaled or exceeded on the
average once every 2.3 years)

r a numerical coefficient
s stream slope
t a numerical coefficient
v mean velocity defined as quotient of discharge

divided by cross-sectional area
w mean width of water surface
y exponent in relation of roughness parameter to

discharge
z exponent in relation of slope to discharge



PHYSIOGRAPHIC AND HYDRAULIC STUDIES OF RIVERS

EPHEMERAL STREAMS-HYDRAULIC FACTORS AND THEIR RELATION
TO THE DRAINAGE NET

By LUNA B. LEOPOLD and JOHN P. MILLER

ABSTRACT

The hydraulic factors of width, depth, velocity, and suspended-
sediment load of ephemeral streams near Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
were measured during flood flow. Later, channel slope was
measured. These flood-flow data, in conjunction with an analy-
sis of drainage-basin configuration by the methods proposed by
Horton, are used to determine the generalized interrelation of
stream order and hydraulic variables. The method developed
for determining this interrelation allows an integration of the
geographic and physiographic characteristics of a drainage basin
with the channel characteristics; specifically, the interrelation
of the length, number, and drainage area of streams of various
sizes with their respective discharge, width, depth, velocity,
slope, channel roughness, and suspended-sediment load.

These interrelations show that stream order is related to stream
length, number of streams, drainage area, and discharge by
simple exponential functions. The relation of discharge to
width, depth, velocity, slope, and other hydraulic factors can be
approximated by simple power functions. Thus, any pair of
these factors is related by exponential or power functions.

The data indicate that suspended-load measurements made
during various stages of a few individual floods provide a close
approximation to the suspended-load rating curve obtained from
periodic measurements taken at a sediment station over a period
of years.

The analysis of the hydraulic data shows that in the ephemeral
streams studied, velocity increases downstream at a faster rate
than in perennial rivers. This appears to be associated with an
increase in suspended-load concentration downstream in these
ephemeral channels.

The tendency for stream channels to maintain a quasi-
equilibrium with imposed discharge and load is shown to be
characteristic of ephemeral channels in the headwaters of the
drainage basin, even to the most headward rill.

The formation of a discontinuous gully is analyzed in terms
of this tendency. This type of gully is characterized by a
gradient of the channel bed flatter than the gradient of the
valley floor in which the gully is cut. The low gradient is
explained as a hydraulic adaptation of channel slope to quasi-
equilibrium with the narrow gully width. Examples indicate
that as a discontinuous gully widens, its gradient steepens and
its length consequently increases. Thus a series of discon-
tinuous gullies tends to coalesce into a continuous trench having
a bed gradient nearly equal to the slope of the original valley
floor.

INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The flow of water in natural channels may be
described as perennial, intermittent, or ephemeral. A
perennial stream carries some flow at all times. An
intermittent stream is one in which, at low flow, dry
reaches alternate with flowing ones along the stream
length. Those which carry water only during storms,
and are therefore called ephemeral, are generally smaller
but are much more numerous than perennial ones.
From the divide to the mouth of a drainage basin, the
increase in channel size is accompanied by a decrease
in the number of channels.

Drainage channels are more apparent and more
abundant in arid than in humid regions where vegeta-
tion hides small rills. Vegetation also tends to increase
the length of overland flow, thereby decreasing channel
density. For both kinds of areas, however, the land
presents to the eye a contrast depending on the perspec-
tive one assumes. In arid areas there is the panorama
of broad, apparently smooth surfaces sweeping up to
the abrupt fronts of mountain ranges or mesa escarp-
ments. A closer examination may show that the whole
countryside is actually cut into a myriad of rills, gullies,
and arroyos. Humid regions, on the other hand, are
typically characterized by rounded, rolling topography
which is covered by natural or cultivated vegetation.
Although many details of drainage nets are commonly
concealed beneath vegetation, careful search discloses
the presence of many more channels than can be in-
ferred from a distant view.

Despite the fact that the channels of ephemeral
streams are generally recognized to have an important
part in the erosion of the land and resultant production
of fluvial landforms, they have not received careful or
concentrated investigation. The present report is
devoted to a preliminary quantitative description of
flow characteristics, channel properties, and configura-
tion of the drainage net in arid regions only. However,
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it is believed that the principles established may be

applicable to humid regions as well.

Practical considerations, along with personal bent,

dictated that channels of arid rather than humid regions

should receive our attention first. "Accelerated ero-

sion" in the West is a problem of great social and eco-

nomic importance. The arroyos that trenched alluvial

valleys of the Southwest beginning in the latter part of
the 19th century, some of which even now are eroding
apace, are spectacular examples of ephemeral streams.
Conservationists, range managers, geologists, and a host
of others have debated the cause of gullying, have
experimented with methods of gully control, and have
tried to prognosticate the eventual status of the channel
system. But in all such efforts practically no attempt
has been made to study the process of gully erosion
itself, to describe the hydraulic conditions in the eroding
channels, or to understand the nature of the equilibrium
which was upset by grazing and climatic change. It
seems bootless to spend large sums on the control of
gullies and arroyos without concomitant attempts to
increase knowledge of their hydraulic characteristics.

The present study provides new data that are perti-
nent to a fuller understanding of ephemeral streams.
Specifically, geometric and hydraulic properties of
channels are related to the drainage-net configuration.

NEW MEXICO

L-- INDEX MAP

The plan of presentation is as follows: First, the chan-
nels in the area studied are described and the methods
of investigation outlined. Next, the measurements of
hydraulic variables, including channel shape, discharge,
and sediment load are presented. A method of inte-
grating hydraulic characteristics with properties of the
drainage net is shown to increase markedly the utility
of available data. Finally, the role of equilibrium in
ephemeral channels, as related to the accelerated erosion
problem, is discussed.

Many colleagues and friends gave us continuing
advice and assistance in the study, and particular
thanks are due M. Gordon Wolman, Thomas Maddock,
Jr., John T. Hack, and Walter B. Langbein. The
field work was made considerably easier in many ways
by the cooperation of Paul C. Benedict and Berkeley
Johnson. Charles E. Stearns visited us in the field
and later discussed the manuscript with us.

We are indebted to John T. Hack and Stanley
Schumm for permission to include in this report some
of their unpublished data.

GEOGRAPHIC SETTING AND BASIC MEASUREMENTS

Nearly all the data included in this report were col-
lected in the basins of the Rio Galisteo and Rio Santa
Fe, tributaries to the Rio Grande in semiarid central
New Mexico (see fig. 1).

106

FIGURE 1.-Location map showing area in New Mexico where detailed studies were made.
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EPHEMERAL STREAMS

As one approaches Santa Fe from the west, it appears
that the Sangre de Cristo Mountains are abutted by a
single relatively broad remnant of an erosion surface
cut on poorly consolidated sand and gravel of the Santa
Fe formation of Miocene and Pliocene age. From the
top of any of the lava-capped mesas near the Rio Grande,
one obtains a splendid view of this surface which slopes
gently upward to the east toward the mountains.
Actually, the plain, which from afar appears smooth,
consists of several erosion surfaces differing but little
in elevation. Furthermore, close inspection shows that
the relief is in fact greater than it appeared from a more
distant view. Rolling hills, dissected by gullies and
rills and interlaced with sandy, flat-floored washes, are
nearly everywhere at hand. The general appearance
of streams in the area studied can be visualized by in-
spection of the photographs in figures 2 and 3. (For
definition of stream order see p. 16.) The network of
drainage channels ramifies upstream into increasing
numbers of successively smaller gullies and rills extend-
ing almost to the divides.

As elsewhere in arid regions, these channels present
a variety of forms. They range from tiny rills biting
back into mesa escarpments to deep trenches or flume-
like arrovos incised in otherwise flat alluvial valleys.
Despite these striking differences in appearance, they
all have certain common characteristics besides the
ephemeral nature of their flow. First, vegetation in or

-,

- .

FIGURE 2.-Channel of Arroyo Caliente, a small tributary to Arroyo de los Frijoles
near Santa Fe, N. Mex. The channel shown is typical of a fifth-order stream in the
area studied.

a4
Ai

a~n -

FIGURE 3.-Channel of Arroyo San Cristobal just below Highw ay 41, 1 mile south of
Galisteo, N. Mex. This stream is of 10th order. Mudballs in the channel bed
attained a diameter of 2; feet. High-water marks indicated recent flows flooded
the willows in upper right and nearly reached the top of the vertical bank seen just
to the left of the plinetable.

along the channel is so sparse that it exerts almost no
influence on the form of the channel. Second, because
large amounts of fine debris are readily available for
transportation both in interstream areas and in the
channel itself, the sediment concentration during flows
greatly exceeds that of streams in more humid areas.
Third, downcutting appears to proceed slowly after the
initial development of gullying in a given reach. In a

developing arroyo system, channels quickly achieve
maximum depth and thenceforth little change in depth
occurs despite a considerable thickness of easily removed
material.

An arroyo in the Southwest discharges water only
when a moderately heavy rain falls on the drainage
basin. This is typically a summer phenomenon since

flow-producing rain falls only from thunderstorms.
Winter rains are of too low intensity to provide surface
runoff and for this reason arroyos practically never flow
in winter.

Summer thunderstorms in New Mexico typically pro-

duce rain over 5 to 50 square miles, but the larger cov-
erage ordinarily results from movement of the storm.

The storm itself covers, on the average, about 10 square

miles. Depth-area curves of thunderstorm rainfall in

New Mexico published by Leopold (1942) show that
usually not more than 3 to 4 inches of rain falls over 3
square miles and the amount decreases to 1 inch over

50 to 100 square miles. It was our experience that
flash flow in arroyos seldom occurs if the rainfall at the

3
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storm center is less than 1.5 inches. Another rule of
thumb is that for arroyos to flow, the curtain of rain
as viewed from a distance must be so dense that one
cannot see through it.

During three field seasons we were constantly on the
watch for thunderstorms and when one appeared close
enough to be reached in less than half an hour, we hur-
ried to get to it. By seriously chasing individual
storms, and even though helped by a rather intimate
knowledge of local roads and geography, we were able
in this period to obtain hydraulic measurements less
than a dozen times. Most of them were for locations
near Santa Fe, with the others at scattered points in
Colorado, Wyoming, and Nebraska. As will be de-
scribed later, the hydraulic characteristics measured
during storms include channel width, depth, velocity,
and suspended-sediment load.

It was our plan to combine the measurements of
hydraulic factors with data obtained in the field when
the channels were dry, and with information taken from
maps and aerial photographs. Slope was measured
with a telescopic alidade, and channel width was deter-
mined by taping or pacing. At the locations where
flow was measured, material comprising the channel
bottoms was sampled. Drainage areas and stream
orders were determined from the excellent planimetric
maps compiled by the Soil Conservation Service from
aerial photographs and available for parts of central
New Mexico.

MEASUREMENTS OF HYDRAULIC VARIABLES IN
EPHEMERAL STREAMS

GENERAL FEATURES OF FLOW

The ephemeral nature of flow in arroyos is their most
impressive characteristic. Flash floods are the rule.
A typical dry arroyo reaches peak discharge in less than
10 minutes, the high flood flow seldom lasts more than
10 minutes, and flow decreases to an insignificant
amount in less than 2 hours.

A typical flood rise of small magnitude is shown by
the series of photographs in figure 4. This series was
taken by Herbert W. Yeo, whose diligence in obtaining
sediment records added much to early knowledge of the
suspended load carried by New Mexico streams. His
work was the prelude to the establishment of regular
sediment-sampling stations in that State. These photo-
graphs present a graphic account of what we observed
several times during attempts to measure arroyo flow.

If a stream rises from nearly a dry condition to a
depth of several feet within 10 minutes, one might well
speak of a wall of water coming down the channel.
Bores as large as 2 feet in height have been seen by
the authors. However, observations made during the

course of this study cause us to conclude that a "wall
of water" is less common than a rapid increase in
stage attained through a succession of small surges or
bores each a few inches in height. The rise shown in
the photographs of figure 4 is believed to be typical in
that the initial front does not amount to more than
half of the peak depth. Jahns (1949) stated that
debris flows may have nearly vertical but slow-moving
fronts. As he pointed out, desert floods may include
all of the gradations from mudflows to nearly clear
water. We believe, however, that the faster moving
fronts are seldom vertical "walls of water," but a
succession of small bores as described above; Jahns'
photographs also support this contention.

A flood in Canada Ancha Arroyo, July 26, 1952,
provided an exceptional opportunity to observe the
surges or bores. At maximum flow the width was
about 100 feet, mean depth was estimated to be 1
foot, and mean velocity slightly exceeded 5 feet per
second. During the 5 minutes immediately preceding
peak stage, a series of bores each , to 1 foot high
moved down the channel at a velocity estimated to be
greater than that of the water itself.

The approach of the third bore made it apparent
that they were spaced rather regularly in time. There-
after, we measured with a stopwatch the intervals
between successive bores which were 31, 35, 34, 48,
and 60 seconds respectively. Between surges the
water stage decreased somewhat, as judged by sub-
mergence and reemergence of a gravel bar in the
channel. Furthermore, the peak stage was much less
than the sum of the heights of the eight individual
wave fronts.

The nearly constant period between five of the eight
surges seems to rule out the possibility that they
resulted from successive arrivals of flood peaks from
different upstream tributaries. Rather the bores are
a type of momentum wave associated with the hydrau-
lics of the channel itself.

One of our first opportunities to measure the flow in
an arroyo was in a narrow and steep-walled channel
cut in fine alluvium. After the stage had fallen and
the channel was nearly dry, we heard a succession of
"plops" which attracted attention. The source of the
noises turned out to be falling chunks of bank hitting
the nearly dry stream bed. It became obvious that
bank caving followed the flood recession.

On every subsequent opportunity, examples of
undercutting and bank caving due to high velocity
water were specifically sought, but never experienced.
Yet, without exception, caving of wetted banks into
the channel after the flood was observed. Moreover,
on walking any dry arroyo one will find debris fallen

4
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A Ti me 1:14 p. in. Ipst roam viewr. Bore is coverin; the small sand island.

.1:9 .~ . ... .t

4 r f .4.
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C' T11c bout I:I1 i 1. Iml. Floats d bris epical of rsnr faced (I e
on surface.
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B . T i m e a b o u t 1 :1 4 ? p . m . B o r e a d v a n c e s f a s t e r i n d e e p t h a n i n h ol ll ow p a r t o f c h a n n e l .

D. Time about 1:15 p. m. View across channel parallel to bore face. Note the
slope of water surface as shown by shadow of vertical bank.

FIGURE 4.-Passage of a sinall bore in the rising stage of an
ephemeral flow in an arroyo channel, Rio Puerco, a tributary
to the Rio Grande. Location is 8 miles north of Puerco
Station, N. Mex., September 19, 1941. Soil Conservation
Service photographs.

from the vertical walls and lying crumbled but un-
eroded in the channel. This debris is picked up and
washed away by subsequent flows and is undoubtedly
an important source of debris load.

Flash floods in arroyos, therefore, appear to do but
insignificant amounts of bank cutting as a direct result
of impingement of flow on the banks. Wetting of the
banks, however, results in subsequent collapse of
arcuate slabs of alluvium which tumble into the channel
to become important additions to the load of later
floods.
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Collapse of gully walls is greatly facilitated by piping
or tunnels which develop in the gully walls and lead
waters from the adjoining surface to the channel by an
underground route (see fig. 5). It was our observation

V~ ,

-4

FIGURE 5.-Water pouring into open pipe or tunnel leading downward to arroyo
channel. The upper opening of this piping hole is at least 15 feet from wall of gully.
Rio Pescado near Ramah, N. Mex., August 17, 1946.

that only a small proportion of total flow in a gully
reaches the gully channel by direct overpour of the
vertical banks. Piping tunnels and tributary gullies
and rills deliver the bulk of the discharge.

The manner in which relatively large pebbles or
cobbles move during flash flows is particularly worthy
of comment. The bed material in the ephemeral
streams studied in the Santa Fe area characteristically
is composed of a matrix of moderately well sorted
coarse sand, but it includes a certain number of cobbles,
rocks, and even some small boulders. The cross sec-
tion of flowing water during flash floods is wide and
shallow, but the velocity of the water is high. Despite
the small depth of flow, the large cobbles are effectively
moved by rolling. Mudballs move in a similar fashion,
rotating about the longest axis. Even cobbles which
are irregular in shape and subangular roll along the
stream bed for long distances without stopping. Cob-
bles were observed to roll spasmodically but rapidly
even when the water was no deeper than half the diameter
of the rolling object. At this depth the water seems to
splash up on the upstream side of the cobble and plunge
over its top, so providing a torque. It is indeed com-
mon to see particles, small and large, sticking well out

of the general water surface and rolling rapidly down-
stream with only temporary interruptions.

PROBLEMS OF MEASUREMENT

Attempts to obtain precise measurements of arroyo
floods are fraught with many difficulties and inherent
dangers. It was necessary to adopt unorthodox
methods that yield data which are admittedly crude.
Nevertheless, the data themselves are unique, and
they appear to be adequate for the kinds of analyses
undertaken.

Three factors militate against good measurements of
the rising stage of arroyo floods. First, the stage rises
to peak so quickly that one can seldom be present
during the few minutes of rise even when he is trying
to. Second, peak stage is dangerous for a person
wading in the flood because of high velocity and the
occurrence of surges or bores. Finally, peak flow of
consequence occurs generally near the storm center
where lightning is a deterrent to wading operations.
Hence, most of the hydraulic data presented here were
obtained during the falling stage of the individual floods.
All measurements were made by wading; velocities
were measured with a Price current meter.

When rocks as much as half a foot in diameter batter
one's feet and meter in a current flowing 6 feet per
second, and when the sand is constantly undermined
from under one's heels, short-cut methods inevitably
are adopted. For reasons which follow, our discharge
measurements of arroyo flow must be considered rough
approximations. Instead of using 20 to 30 measuring
points or "verticals" across the channel, only 10 to 15
were used. The duration of current-meter observa-
tion at each point was reduced from 40 to 20 seconds,
and the meter was set at 0.6 depth in most cases. It
is standard procedure to make adjustments for varia-
tion in water level during the measurement, but stage
could be measured only crudely. We traversed back
and forth along the tag-line without interruption during
the falling flood. Each traverse of the 10 or 15 sections
across the channel was considered a measurement of
discharge, and the mean stage during the traverse was
assumed to apply to that measurement.

Suspended-sediment samples were collected with the
DH 48 hand-sampler or, in a few cases, by dipping a
bottle without the aid of a hand-sampler. The samples
were collected near the midpoint in time of discharge
measurements. Usually two samples, each depth-
integrated, were collected at two points in the channel
cross section. The concentration of sediment was de-
termined separately in the laboratory. The average
of the two concentrations was considered to be repre-
sentative of the flow during the discharge measurement.
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CHANGES OF WIDTH, DEPTH, VELOCITY, AND LOAD
AT INDIVIDUAL CHANNEL CROSS SECTIONS

Data for establishing the relation of width, depth,
velocity, and load to discharge were obtained from two
sources: our own wading measurements and gaging
station records. Although there are several gaging
stations in central New Mexico on streams that are
essentially ephemeral, the stations command basins of
considerable size. Thus, our wading measurements
provide data not otherwise available and also extend
considerably the ranges of the several hydraulic var-
iables studied. The gaging station records used for
comparison with the data from smaller ephemeral
streams are for the Rio Galisteo at Domingo (drainage
area about 670 square miles) and Rio Puerco near
Cabezon (drainage area 360 square miles.)

Figure 6 shows the relation of width, depth, and veloc-
ity to discharge at the gaging station on the Rio Galisteo
at Domingo. Figure 7 shows the similar graphs for the
gaging station on the Rio Puerco near Cabezon. When
graphs of this kind were first presented by Leopold and
Maddock (1953) the scatter of points was poorly under-
stood. Wolman (1954a) showed that in a stream where
bed scour and fill are minor, the scatter of points is
markedly reduced if the successive measurements are
made at identically the same cross section. Clarifica-
tion of this matter is important in that the scatter need
not be attributed to lack of adjustment between the
channel and the imposed load and discharge.

More scatter of points occurs on the at-a-station
curves for streams having sandy or silty beds which are
easily eroded than for streams flowing in gravelly chan-
nels. Except for the effect of varying position of meas-
urement, the remaining scatter apparently is caused by
relatively rapid adjustment of channel shape to changes
in suspended-load concentration. These changes in
concentration result from the varying location, in-
tensity, or other characteristics of storms and the con-
sequent varying amount of erosion on the watershed
lands.

Data obtained from measurements of flash flow in
small ephemeral streams are plotted in the graphs of
figure 8, which show variation of width, depth, and
velocity with changing discharge at each cross section.
The same figure includes the lines representing the data
from the two gaging stations discussed earlier as typical
of the large ephemeral streams in central New Mexico.

When one sees the wide, flat-bottomed, sandy chan-
nels characteristic of the ephemeral streams in central
New Mexico, he might obtain the impression that even
at very low discharges the water flows over the full
width of the channel. Actually, as shown in figure 8,
width of the flowing water increases progressively with
discharge in a quite uniform manner. The rate of

increase is about the same as for midwestern perennial
rivers. Values of b in the equation relating width, w,
to discharge, Q,

w=aQb

at a given cross section range from .09 to .44, and have a
median of .26. This is the same as the average value of
b for river data studied by Leopold and Maddock (1953,
p. 9). For a discharge of 100 cfs, the width of flowing
water in the various channels measured ranged from
about 30 to 90 feet.

The rate of increase of depth with discharge at a given
cross section, shown by the slope of the lines, tends to be
generally similar for the several channel cross sections
measured. The slopes ranged from .61 to .24, with a
median of .33; the slopes represent the values of the
exponent, f, in the equation relating depth, d, to dis-
charge,

d=cQ'

For rivers, this exponent has an average value of .40.
The values here are for mean depth, defined as the
quotient of the cross-sectional area of flowing water
divided by the width of flowing water. The available
data are insufficient to conclude that depth increases
with discharge less rapidly in the ephemeral streams
studied than in rivers. It should be noted that, as in
rivers, the depth in various arroyo channels for a
particular discharge varies considerably. For instance,
at a discharge 100 cfs, for which six examples are avail-
able, the depth ranges from 0.25 to 0.8 feet.

Mean velocity (defined as discharge divided by
cross-sectional area) increases with discharge at about
the same rate in both the ephemeral streams and peren-
nial rivers. The median value of m in the equation
relating velocity, v, to discharge,

v=kQ m

is .32 for the arroyos as compared with .34 for rivers
previously studied. At a discharge of 100 cfs, mean
velocity in the various channels measured ranged from
2.9 to 5.0 feet per second.

As shown previously (Leopold and Maddock, 1953,
p. 8),

because Q=wdv

then Q=aQbXcQfXkQrn

and b+f+m=1

Even without weighing or adjustment, the sum of the
respective median values of these three exponents for
arroyo data equals .91. With so few data available
there is no rational way to adjust the median reported
for each exponent. Refinement of these values must
await collection of additional data.

7
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FIGURE 6.-Relation of width, depth, and velocity to discharge at the stream gaging station on Rio Galisteo at Domingo, N. Mex. Crosses indicate slope-area measurements.
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EPHEMERAL STREAMS

Figure 9 presents the data for suspended load at

various discharges (the suspended-sediment rating

curve) measured at two Geological Survey sediment.

stations. The same section is used for both discharge

and suspended-load measurements at the Domingo

station on the Rio Galisteo. For the other example, the
sediment station is located 11 miles downstream from
the gage on the Rio Puerco at Cabezon. Because no
major tributaries enter in this reach of the stream, the
sediment and discharge records may be considered
essentially comparable.

The data from sediment measurements in small
ephemeral streams are shown on figure 10, along with
curves for the two sediment stations. In each arroyo
cross section we measured only a single flood, whereas
in regular sediment operations each measurement
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Rio Galisteo at Domingo, New Mexico
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represents generally a different hydrograph rise or
different day. Nevertheless, lines drawn through our
meager data agree very well with the sediment-rating
curves of the regular sediment stations. Furthermore,
the scatter of our data obtained by wading measure-
ments (fig. 10) is no greater than that for the stations
(fig. 9). This suggests that the suspended-load rating
curve at a given cross section in a western ephemeral
stream can be approximated by a series of measure-
ments during one or two floods.

The relation of suspended load to discharge has been
expressed as

L=pQi

where L is suspended load in tons per day (Leopold and
Maddock, 1953). Values of j (slope of the suspended-
sediment rating curve) for arroyos range from 1.09 to
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FIGURE 9.-Suspended-sediment rating curves for Rio Galisteo at Domingo, N. Mex., and for Rio Puerco near Cabezon, N. Mex., measured one-fourth mile above the
mouth of Chico Arroyo.
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FIGURE 10.-Change of suspended-sediment load with discharge at various cross sections'during individual storms. Comparison is made with similar curves
for Geological Survey sediment stations.
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1.58, with a median of 1.29. For perennial rivers, the
average value of j lies between 1.5 and 2.0. As this
exponent is greater than unity, load must increase
faster than discharge, or in other words, suspended-load
concentration increases with increasing discharge.

CHANGES OF HYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE
DOWNSTREAM DIRECTION

The graphs just presented show how width, depth,

velocity, and suspended load vary with changing dis-
charge at individual channel cross sections. Each
discharge on these at-a-station curves represents an
occurrence of different frequency. The hydraulic vari-
ables (width, depth, and others) at several cross sections
along the length of a stream may appropriately be
compared only for some constant frequency of discharge.
Thus, the change of a variable in the downstream
direction can be determined by drawing a line through
those points on the at-a-station graphs which represent
a discharge of equal frequency at all cross sections.
This construction is part of the hydraulic geometry.

As the arroyos were measured whenever and wherever
an opportunity was afforded, it is not possible to esti-
mate the frequency or recurrence interval of the dis-
charge recorded in the individual floods. We feel

certain that none of the arroyo flows gaged were from
unusually severe storms.

Lacking other alternatives, we assume that the lines

defined by plotting all measurements of each variable
against discharge represent the downstream changes
at some constant frequency of discharge. The plot
of width against discharge (fig. 11) lends credence to
this assumption. Previous work has shown that the
most nearly constant relation among the hydraulic
variables in natural stream channels is the rate of
increase of width with discharge in the downstream

direction. This is the value of the exponent b, in

w=aQb

The average value of b for rivers and regime canals
is .5. In figure 11 the slope of the width-discharge
relations for all our arroyo measurements is nearly .5
regardless of exactly how one chooses to draw the line
through the points. Because of the general agreement
in the value of this exponent, it is believed that the
plots in figure 11 approximate the downstream rela-
tions at a constant, though unknown, frequency of

discharge.
The values of f and m, respectively the downstream

rate of increase of depth and of velocity, are .3 and .2

for arroyos as compared with .4 and .1 for perennial
streams. No great reliance should be placed on the
exact value of these exponents for arroyos, considering

355397-56-3

the nature of the data and the limited number of
observations. Indeed, the average values of the same
exponents in river data need verification with additional
data. Tentatively, however, we conclude that for
arroyos the downstream increase of depth is less and

velocity greater than had been found for river data.
An explanation of these differences appears to be found
in a consideration of the sediment load.

Parallelism of the individual at-a-station graphs

simplifies development of downstream relations for
the sediment data. Regardless of the frequency chosen,
any line representing the increase of suspended load
with increasing discharge in the downstream direction
would nearly coincide with the at-a-station lines already
plotted on figure 10. Such a line has a slope of about
1.3, which is the median of the slopes of the individual
at-a-station graphs. Although the scatter allows some
latitude of choice, it is apparent that any line through
the data plotted on figure 10 must have a slope greater
than unity. This leads to a conclusion of considerable
interest.

From analyzing data for rivers, Leopold and Maddock
concluded that in the downstream direction suspended-
sediment load increased less fast than discharge. By
a rather roundabout analysis, they found the mean
value of j to be 0.8. Sediment stations are not ar-
ranged along the length of any single river in sufficient
number to analyze directly the change of sediment
load in the downstream direction. Whereas the j
value of 0.8 also could be justified by deduction, the
fact remains that those authors did not have so good

a check on the downstream change of sediment load
as is available in the present data.

The arroyo data indicate that suspended-sediment

load increases downstream more rapidly than discharge
and, therefore, suspended-sediment concentration in-
creases downstream. From analysis of data for peren-

nial rivers the opposite conclusion was reached; namely,
that suspended-sediment concentration decreases in
the downstream direction.

A downstream increase in sediment concentration
requires (1) that runoff entering the river at downstream
points carry larger sediment concentrations than in
the headwaters, or (2) that the water pick up progres-
sively more and more sediment off the stream bed as
it flows down the channel, or (3) that water be progres-
sively lost by percolation into the channel.

For an area of uniform rock and climate, slopes

tend to be steeper near the headwaters than down-
stream. Drainage density tends to decrease down-
stream, and this means that the length of overland
flow contributing to headwater rills is less than to

minor channels which enter the main stream in down-

13
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stream areas. The flatter slopes and greater lengths
of overland flow in the lower parts of drainage basins
seem to militate against a downstream increase in
sediment concentration contributed to the channel
system from the watershed.
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Our measurements in ephemeral streams were con-
fined to relatively small drainage basins, all of which
were characterized by fairly uniform lithology. It
appears necessary then, to assume that the observed
increase in concentration results either from a gradual
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and progressive pickup of sediment off the stream bed
or from loss of water. The relative amounts of these
two is not known. We presume that the downstream
increase in sediment concentration measured by us
can be attributed primarily to percolation into the
channel bed, but this needs further verification.

Many ephemeral streams in the study area have de-
graded somewhat since 1860, when a combination of
climate factors and overgrazing set off an epicycle of
erosion. Most of the gullying occurred relatively soon
after this erosion epicycle began. The beginning was by
no means simultaneous in all valleys, for some had begun
to erode in 1860 and others as late as 1915 (Leopold,
1921). Many are still actively cutting, at least in the
headwaters. So, there is some reason to suppose that
the channels measured might still be undergoing some
deepening which would imply a progressive pickup of
debris along the length of the channel. To the extent
that this is true, it would account for a downstream in-
crease of suspended-load concentration.

It is well known that arroyo flows gradually lose
water by percolation into the stream bed, but the
amounts of such loss have been studied only in a few
instances (Babcock and Cushing, 1941). These investi-
gators found that the average rate of water seepage into
the channel of a dry wash in Arizona (luring flash floods
was about 1 foot of water depth per day. R. F. Hadley
(personal communication) observed a flow in Twenty-
mile Creek near Lusk, Wyo., which he estimated as 40
cfs in an upper reach but which was entirely absorbed
by the channel in a distance of 6 miles. This channel
loss is particularly important in the ephemeral channels
in semiarid areas where stream beds are often underlain
by considerable thickness of sandy or gravelly alluvium.

Though it is not possible from our data to allocate to
these two processes proportions representing their rela-
tive importance, the fact remains that it is logical that
suspended-sediment concentration should increase down-
stream in these channels. It should be expected, there-
fore, that other channel characteristics would show some
tendency to adjust to th is condition. The manner of
adjustment should be shown by the average values of
the exponents representing the change of channel factors
with discharge, and those values will be summarized and
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Before summarizing the salient features of the hy-
draulic geometry of ephemeral streams described in this
report, it should be stressed again that the median
values of the exponents relating width, depth, velocity,
and load to discharge are derived from a small number
of measurements. These median values should, there-

fore, be considered as merely indicative of magnitude.

With this qualification, the data presented here show

that the general principles laid out in Professional Paper

252 find verification in western ephemeral streams as

well as in a single eastern stream, Brandywine Creek,
Pa. (Wolman, 1954a). At cross sections in ephemeral
stream channels the relations of width, depth, and
velocity each to discharge are generally similar to those
found in the perennial rivers previously studied, as can
be seen by the tabulation below. The basic equations
are listed in the left column, and the main body of the
table presents values of exponents in the equations for
ephemeral channels and for the average river.

w=aQb
d= cQL_
v=kQm--
L=pQ'-

Average downstream
relations

Average
Ephemeral river
channels channels

b=0. 5 b=0. 5
f= .3 f= .4

r=. 2 rn= . 1
----- j=1.3 j= .8

rn m
-=-7 -= . 25

Average at-a-station
relations

Average
Ephemeral river
channels channels

b=0.261 b= 0.26
f= .332 b= .40

m= .322 b1= .34
j=1.32 j=1.5-2.0

1 Leopold and Maddock (1953). 2 Unadjusted median values.

To summarize, at discharge of constant frequency in
both perennial rivers and ephemeral streams, width in-
creases downstream as the square root of discharge.
Velocity, however, increases more rapidly downstream
in ephemeral streams, and this tendency is accompanied
by a less rapid increase in depth. This more rapid down-
stream increase in velocity can be interpreted as a re-
sponse to the downstream increase in suspended-
sediment concentration. Indeed, the observed rela-
tions are in agreement with the principle enunciated by
Leopold and Maddock (1953, p. 26) that "the rate of
increase of suspended-sediment load with discharge is
a function of the ratio:

rate of increase of velocity with discharge,
rate of increase of depth with discharge

Those authors state (p. 26) the generalization in this
way: "for any given value of b * * * the value of j in-
creases with an increase in the m to f ratio." The
agreement with this principle can be visualized by com-
paring the downstream values of these exponents in the
ephemeral channels with those in the average river data.

So, it can be seen that the channel factors in the
ephemeral channels appear to differ from those of the
average river in a manner which is in accord with the
observed change of suspended-load concentration.
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INTERRELATION OF DRAINAGE NET AND HYDRAULIC
FACTORS

RELATION OF STREAM ORDER TO STREAM NUMBER,
STREAM LENGTH, AND DRAINAGE AREA

The quantitative description of drainage nets devel-
oped by Horton (1945) related stream order to the
number, average length, and average slope of streams
in a drainage basin. Our purpose in this section is to
show how this useful tool may be extended to include
the hydraulic as well as drainage-net characteristics.

All the data required for the Horton type of drainage-
net description can be obtained from maps. As maps

of several different scales were required for our own
analysis, some explanation of the procedure is in order.

Figure 12 presents planimetric maps of a sample area
near the city of Santa Fe. The map on the right, which
shows the drainage net in a typical watershed about
9 miles long by 2 miles wide, was compiled from plani-
metric maps made by the Soil Conservation Service
from aerial photographs at an original scale of 2 inches

to the mile. The left map shows in more detail the
drainage net in one small tributary which for purposes
of this report we will refer to as Arroyo Caliente. This
map was made by pace and compass after a planetable
traverse had been run for control. Each tributary rill
was paced out to its farthest upstream extension in
order that the map would include all recognizable
channels.

The orders of various channels in the basin of Arroyo

Caliente are indicated by numbers appearing in the
upper part of the left map of figure 12. A small
unbranched tributary is labeled "order 1," and the
stream receiving that tributary is labeled "order 2."
All streams of orders 3, 4, and 5 are labeled with appro-

priate numbers near their respective mouths.
On the right map of figure 12, the little basin called

Arroyo Caliente is one of the minor tributaries which
even on this small-scale map appears to be unbranched
like the tributary just west of it. If only this map
were available, one would conclude that Arroyo Caliente
is a first-order stream. This points up an important

qualification to the Horton scheme of stream-order

classification; namely, that the definition of a first-order
stream depends on the scale of the map used. The
first-order stream, by definition, should be the smallest

unbranched channel on the ground. The designation
of which stream is master and which is tributary is
somewhat arbitrary, but we have followed the guide
suggested by Horton (1945, p. 281).

The largest drainage basin which is included in the
present analysis is that of the Rio Galisteo (fig. 1). At
its mouth this basin drains about 670 square miles.
Such an area contains a very large number of small
tributaries. It was desired to estimate the number of

tributaries of various sizes, their lengths, and other
characteristics. The task of counting and measuring
each individually would be inordinately great but
approximate answers could be obtained by a sampling
process. Arroyo Caliente is one of the samples used.

The detailed map of Arroyo Caliente was used to
determine the number, the average length, and average
drainage area of each order of stream in its basin. At
its mouth, Arroyo Caliente is of fifth order.

The Arroyo de los Frijoles basin shown in small scale
at the right in figure 12 was used as another sample and
similar measurements were made. The small, un-
branched tributaries on this 1 mile to 2 inch map, of
which Arroyo Caliente is one, would be designated

order 1, in accordance with the definition of stream
order. The detailed study of Arroyo Caliente showed,
however, that on the ground this tributary which had
appeared unbranched was, in reality, composed of a
drainage network of still smaller tributaries. Arroyo
Caliente and other channels which appeared as order 1
on the right-hand map are, on the average, actually of
5th order. Thus the true order of any stream deter-
mined from the right-hand map of figure 12 is increased
by adding 4, so that an order 1 stream on that map
becomes order 1+4, or 5.

This provides a way of combining maps of different
scales to carry the numbering of stream order from one
map to the other. It can be seen in the plot of stream
length against stream order (left graph of figure 13)
that this relation in stream orders 1 to 5 (average values
of Arroyo Caliente) fits well with data from the small-
scale maps after the values of stream order were
adjusted as described above.

Similarly, this principle was used to obtain the esti-

mate of the number of streams of each order in an 11th

order basin in the area studied, as shown in the right
diagram in figure 13. An actual count of the number of
streams of highest order was made. From the small-
scale maps the order of the Rio Galisteo at its mouth
(fig. 1) was determined to be 7, which when adjusted
by 4, indicates the true order of 11. Because this is the

only stream of order 11 in the area studied, the graph
must go through the value of 1 on the ordinate scale at

an abscissa value of 11. The mean relation was drawn

for the numbers of streams of highest orders and extrap-
olated to determine the number of streams of order 5,
the smallest tributaries shown on the small-scale map.
The graph of number of streams of orders 1 to 5 in the

Arroyo Caliente basin which included only one stream

of order 5 was superimposed on the graph determined
from the 2 inches to 1 mile map and placed so that the

points representing order 5 coincided. By extending
the graph to order 1, the number of 1st order tributaries

in the 11th order basin could be estimated.
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EXPLANATION

Average values, Arroyo Caliente

Arroyo de los Frijoles

Arroyo de las Trampas to Rio Santa Fe

Rio Santa Fe, Rio Galisteo, and
Caniada Ancha (del oriente)
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FIGURE 13.-Relation of stream length and number of streams to stream order in basins of 11th order in central New Mexico. Left, stream length plotted against stream

order; right, number of individual streams of a given order plotted against order.

This same general procedure was followed for several
other sample drainage basins. Order 11 was the highest
found, this being for the main stem of Rio Galisteo.
The number and average length of streams in each order
were determined and the results are included in
figure 13.

It will be noted that the plots of stream order against
stream length and stream order against number of

streams are straight lines on semilogarithmic paper, as
Horton discovered. Lengths range from about 50 feet
for the 1st order tributaries to 54 miles for the Rio
Galisteo.

In order to visualize better the types of channels
studied and their relation to stream order, the reader is
referred to the photographs in figure 14, which show
first-order tributaries in the basin of Arroyo Caliente,
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and figure 15 which pictures Arroyo de los Frijoles at

a place where its size is typical of an 8th order stream.
Channels of order 5 and order 10 can be seen in figures
2 and 3, respectively.

Because maximum stream length is a function of

drainage-basin area, it is not unexpected that the rela-

tion of drainage area to stream order is also a straight

line on semilogarithmic paper, as can be seen in figure

16. The smallest unbrancbed tributaries, which are

rills about 8 inches wide and 1 to 4 inches deep, drain
on the average about .00006 square miles or .04 acre.
In the 670-square-mile basin of Rio Galisteo there are
roughly 190,000 such first-order tributaries, as esti-
mated from figure 13.

EQUATIONS RELATING TO HYDRAULIC AND PHYSI-
OGRAPHIC FACTORS

From the previous work of Horton or from our data
plotted in figures 13 and 16, it is apparent that stream
order, 0, bears a relation to number of streams, N, in
the form

O=k log N or Ooclog N (1)

and a similar relation to stream length, 1, slope, s, and
drainage area, Ad,

Ooclog 1

Ooclog s

(2)

(3)

FiGURE 15.-Arroyo de los Frijoles at place where it typifies a stream of eighth order.
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FIGURE 16.-Relation of drainage area to stream order for ephemeral channels in
central New Mexico. Number beside point is serial identification keyed to data
in appendix.

It follows, then, that there must exist a power-function

relation between each two of these variables other than

order, in the form

locAd, socA , soclk

where k is some exponent having a particular value in
each equation. Moreover, because it is known that

discharge, Q, bears a relation to drainage area of the
form

QocA (5)

then discharge must be related to stream order according
to

Ooclog Q (6)

Reiterating some of the hydraulic relations discussed
earlier:

woc Qb

docQ'

LocQ'

socQz

n 'ocQ"

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Where Q= discharge

w=width

d= depth

v=velocity

L=suspended load

s=slope

n'=a roughness parameter

b, f, m, j, z, and y are numerical exponents

It follows from equation (6) and equations (7) to
(12) that there definitely is a relation between stream
order and width, depth, velocity, suspended load,
slope, and roughness of the form

0oc log (width, depth, etc.)

Also, there are several interrelations among variables
in equations (1) to (4), and among those in equations
(7) to (12). An example of such a relation is that
which would exist between sediment load, L, and
drainage area, Ad.

Because

and

then

LocQ'

QocAi
LocA'

Thus,rit can be seen that a whole series of hydraulic
and drainage-network factors are interrelated in the
form of power or exponential functions. These equa-
tions can be added to the several others derived by

1 nn()

n: I I
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Horton (1945, p. 291) which, in his words, "supple-
ment Playfair's law and make it more definite and
more quantitative. They also show that the nice
adjustment goes far beyond the matter of declivities."

The equations listed above merely state the condition
of proportionality; for them to be definitive the con-
stants involved must be determined. In addition to the
values of certain exponents already discussed, data

collected during this investigation established the rela-
tions among order, slope, and width, as will now be

described.
Although channel depth, velocity, and discharge at

a particular cross section can be measured only when
the stream is flowing, the important hydraulic var-
iables, channel width and channel slope, can be esti-

mated even in a dry stream bed. During the many
days when no thunderstorms were occurring in the
area studied, our field work included measurement of
width and slope in the dry channels. The procedure
used will be described briefly.

The width was defined as width near bankfull stage.
In Eastern United States where the development of

the river flood plain is the rule rather than the excep-
tion, the bankfull width is relatively easy to define and
measure. It is the width which the water surface
would reach when at a stage equal to the level of the

flood plain. In dry arroyos where flood plains are the
exception and alluvial terraces exceedingly common,
it is difficult to point specifically at an elevation which
might be called bankfull. Nevertheless, field inspec-
tion allows fairly consistent estimates of width cor-
responding to an effective or dominant discharge, even

by different observers. The positions on the stream
banks representing the two ends of the cross section
were chosen independently by each of us, and the
recorded widths represent a compromise between our
individual judgments.

Channel slope is somewhat easier to determine.
Although there are local dry pools or deeps resulting
from both definite patterns of flow and random channel
irregularities, a smooth profile of channel bed drawn

through several points in a reach provides an estimate
of channel slope which is reproducible by successive
measurements. Our procedure was to place the plane-

table in the center of the dry stream bed and take a

series of sights both upstream and down as far as the

stadia rod could be read with a leveled instrument.
In most instances this gave a measurement of slope

through a reach of about 600 feet.
Width and slope were measured at more than 100

channel cross sections. Because of the widespread
geographic distribution of measured cross sections and
because of the lack of adequate maps, we have not

determined the order of the streams on which many of

these are located. The graphs of figures 17 and 19

Mean line derived from width en
.10 stream order and width vs

O @4 soe relations

1 .0"5

W 31 29

W "20 9 17
zi

30 "232 27 26
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FIGURE 17.-Relation of channel slope to stream order, showing the individual
measurements and the mean relation (solid line) derived from other parameters.
Number beside point is serial identification keyed to data in appendix.

were plotted from data on cross sections of streams of

known order. As expected, order is related to width

and slope by equations of the type.

O=k log w and O= k log s

The relation between width and slope can be determined

by equating the relations above or by direct plotting

of the data as in figure 18. To represent the relation

in larger streams, a straight line on logarithmic paper
has been drawn through the numbered points (fig. 18).
The equation of this line is

s=0.12w-0 -5

This means that for the area studied, channel slope

decreases downstream approximately as the reciprocal

of the square root of channel width. This expresses an

interrelation and does not imply a direct dependence be-

tween these two parameters.

Establishing the relations among width, slope, and

order merely requires collecting and plotting the appro-

priate data. It should be possible to combine those

factors which are most easily and definitively measured,

and thereby arrive at approximations of other factors

which are more difficult to measure. Such a scheme

would expand the usefulness of the techniques now

available. An example to illustrate this possibility will

now be cited.
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The manner in which discharge increases with
stream order is of particular concern, as it provides the
link between the Horton analysis and the hydraulic
geometry. For perennial streams, gaging-station data
are available in quantity for the larger stream orders.
The determination of stream order at a gaging station
is laborious but can be made, and order can be plotted
directly against discharge of a given frequency derived
from gaging-station data. In arid regions there are
relatively few gaging stations, and for the most part
they are located on the larger streams. To obtain a
relation between order and discharge for ephemeral
streams requires discharge measurements of the smaller
streams. But even these measurements do not provide
at a given cross section a specific value of discharge
which can be plotted against stream order, for it
must be remembered that discharge at any given loca-
tion may fluctuate through a wide range and that
sufficient record is required to allow some kind of fre-
quency analysis.

If the discharge chosen has some specific relation
to the position of the cross section along the length

of the stream, an approximation to constant frequency

might result. It is proposed to use that discharge

which corresponds to the average width representative

of the stream order at the point in question. To obtain

this value, the relations already demonstrated can be

utilized. Specifically, the relation between width and

order indicated on figure 19 will be combined with the

relation of downstream increase of width with increas-

ing discharge. The latter is, fortunately, one of the most

consistent of the graphs representing the hydraulic

variables. From figure 19 the stream width for each

order can be obtained and, by use of those values of
width, the corresponding discharges can be read from

the width-discharge graph of figure 11. In such a

manner the relation between stream order and discharge

may be derived, and it is plotted as the unbroken line

on figure 20.
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FIGURE 19.-Relation of stream width to stream order in arroyos. Number beside
point is serial number in appendix.

A second approach to the discharge-order relation
makes use of flood-frequency analysis. On streams of
small and moderate size in central New Mexico there
are only a few gaging stations that have a relatively
long period of record. Despite the paucity of data,
flood-frequency curves for all gaging stations considered
applicable to the area being studied were obtained from
an unpublished study by H. H. Hudson. Also, the
records of some additional stations were analyzed by
the authors. In eastern streams the bankfull stage is
attained about once a year. A conservative quantity
little affected by the length of record is the average of
the highest flood each year of record. This is called
the mean annual flood. It has a recurrence interval
of 2.3 years, and thus we assume roughly approximates
the discharge at bankfull stage. The relation between
2.3-year flood discharge and drainage area for gaging
stations in central New Mexico is presented on figure
21.

It is known by hydrologists that the discharge of a
flood of a given frequency increases somewhat less
rapidly than drainage basin size. It is typical for the
relation of flood discharge to drainage area to plot as a
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FIGURE 20.-Relation of discharge to stream order derived by two separate types of
analyses.

straight line on logarithmic paper, expressed by the
equation

QocA

where k is a constant which for the mean annual flood
has a value of between 0.7 and 0.8. The slope of line
on figure 21 is consistent with values known from other
areas. In drainage basins of the same size, those
studied in the West produce floods of about one-fifth
the magnitude of the typical one in the East.

By combining the discharge-area graph with the
order-area graph, discharge can be related to order.
The drainage area corresponding to each stream order
is read from figure 16, and the value of discharge for
an equal drainage area is determined from figure 21.
The resulting plot is shown as the dashed line in figure
20.

Thus, the relation between stream order and dis-
charge, which is the link between the Horton analysis
and hydraulic geometry, has been derived for a central
New Mexico area in two ways which are at least some-
what independent. Comparison between the results is
indicated by the two lines in figure 20. Only the slopes
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FIGURE 21.-Relation of mean annual flood discharge (equaled or exceeded in 2.3 years) to drainage area. Number beside point is serial number in appendix.

of the two lines should be alike, and indeed, they are
similar. The intercepts should not be expected to be
exactly the same because the discharge determined
from flood-frequency data was chosen to represent a
frequency of 2.3 years. The frequency of that dis-
charge which corresponds to full channel width is un-
known and need not be identical to the discharge
having a 2.3-year recurrence.

It should be recognized that each of the graphical
relations presented has considerable scatter owing to
the nature of the measurements and the inherent
variability of these factors in the field. It should not
be inferred that a relation such as that presented be-
tween discharge and stream order is considered precise.

Rather we are concerned with explaining a methodology
by which generalized relations can be obtained, and with

demonstrating the nature of the interrelations between

a variety of hydraulic and physiographic factors.

In summary, it has been shown that the ephemeral

streams in New Mexico are characterized by a uniform

downstream increase of width, depth, and velocity
with stream order, and also with drainage-basin size.
Increasing size of drainage basins is accompanied by a
downstream increase in discharge. Furthermore, the
interrelations among all of these factors, both hydraulic
and physiographic, may be expressed in simple terms,
either as exponential or power functions. The method

of combining the hydraulic variables with factors

measured on a map or obtained in the field from a dry

stream bed allows a simple means of obtaining inter-

relations which cannot be measured directly.

SOME RELATIONS OF HYDRAULIC AND PHYSIO-
GRAPHIC FACTORS TO THE LONGITUDINAL PROFILE

CHANNEL ROUGHNESS AND PARTICLE SIZE

The longitudinal profile of a river is ordinarily drawn

as a graph showing elevation as a function of horizontal

distance from the headwaters. Hack (1955) showed

that if slope were substituted for elevation as the ordi-

nate, the gradual downstream decrease in stream gradi-
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ent makes the graph a straight line on logarithmic
paper. Furthermore, the slope of this line is a measure
of the concavity of the profile.

Hack demonstrated for several streams in the
Shenandoah Valley that the rate of decrease of bed-
material size in the downstream direction is related to
the degree of profle concavity. The greater rates of
particle-size decrease downstream are associated with
the more concave profiles.

The relation of channel characteristics to the longi-
tudinal profiles of streams was discussed in an initial
way by Leopold and Maddock (1953). They stated
that under most conditions in a river there is a tendency
for channel roughness to be conservative and to change
downstream less rapidly than some of the other
hydraulic variables. They say (1953, p. 51) that "the
suspended load and its change downstream character-
istic of natural rivers require a particular rate of increase
of velocity and depth downstream. Under the condi-
tions of a nearly constant roughness, to provide the
required velocity-depth relations, slope must generally
decrease downstream; it is for this reason that the
longitudinal profile of nearly all natural streams
carrying sediment is concave to the sky."

The data presented in the present paper provide some
indication of how the channel factors are related to the
changing size of bed material, or more specifically, how
the idea expressed by Leopold and Maddock can be
integrated with the later work of Hack to provide a
more nearly complete picture of the interaction of geo-
logic and hydraulic factors.

The hydraulic variables slope and roughness can be
related to the other factors in an approximate way by
considering a Manning-type equation,

v=1.5 -,-

in which d is mean depth (approximately equal to
hydraulic radius), s is slope, and n' is a roughness factor.
It is necessary in our data to use the slope of the stream
bed as an approximation to the slope of the energy grade
line. Let n' be the corresponding roughness parameter.
If these factors are expressed as functions of discharge
in the form used by Wolman (1954a)

s=tQZ

n'=r Q

and substituting the function of discharge (equations
7-12) for each variable, then

kQ"m1.5(cQ)1f(tQ)1zrQ'

it follows that
m=f+ z-y

If the downstream change of width is related to dis-
charge as woc Q-5 (shown to be a characteristic of all
streams studied), because b+f-+m=1, then m+f=0.5.
Thus, when m increases, f decreases.

The equation

m=3f+Zz-y

is represented graphically by the lines in figure 22,
assuming that m-+ff= 0.5. The average relations of the
hydraulic variables as functions of Q in the downstream
direction give values of f= .4 and m= .1. For the
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average value of z, Leopold (1953, p. 619) suggested -. 49,
but analysis of additional data leads us tozrevise this to
-. 95.1 The average downstream relations, therefore,

can be represented by point 8 marked with a triangle in
figure 22. This indicates that the average value of y is
-0.3, which means that channel roughness decreases
slightly downstream for discharge of constant frequency.
This apparently is related to some progressive down-
stream decrease in bed-particle size resulting from
sorting and abrasion.

From the graph it can be seen that if width, depth,
and velocity changed downstream at rates respectively
equal to those in the average river (b=.5,f=.4, m=.1)
and if roughness (measured by Manning-type n')
remained constant downstream (y=0), then slope would
decrease downstream with increasing discharge in the
form

socQ--"3

In few natural rivers, however, does roughness remain
constant downstream.

Values of f and z for several rivers are plotted in
figure 22, and the corresponding values of the exponent
y, expressing rate of change of roughness, can be read
from the scale given by the sloping lines. Point 2,
representing the Kansas-Republican River system, indi-
cates a near-average value for rate of change of depth
(fJ=0.43). The nearly constant value of roughness
downstream (y=0) in that river system is presumably
related to the fact that bed-particle size decreases a
relatively small amount, ranging from sand near the
headwaters to silt farther downstream. Consequently,
the river gradient decreases downstream less rapidly
than in the other rivers; that is, the value of z is about
-. 4, whereas most of the other rivers have values
between -. 8 and -1.1.

The headwaters of the Yellowstone and Bighorn
Rivers rise in coarse gravel which decreases to fine sand
in the main Missouri, and this river has a correspond-
ingly rapid change of gradient as indicated by the large
negative value of z in figure 22. Thus it appears that
an important effect of decreasing particle size down-
stream is to decrease the roughness downstream.

EFFECT OF CHANGE OF PARTICLE SIZE AND
VELOCITY ON STREAM GRADIENT

Channel roughness is not determined entirely by
particle size. That our roughness factor is not neces-
sarily proportional to the sixth root of bed particle
size-as would be expected from the Strickler equation
n=ck/"6 (see O'Brien and Hickox, 1937, p. 314)-
follows from the fact that n' involves not only the grain
roughness but also resistance attributable to channel
configuration and other factors. However, for load

composed of coarse sand or gravel, channel roughness
is materially influenced by the size of grains. The
manner in which particles of finer materials are piled
into dunes and riffles becomes an important determin-
ant of channel resistance.

For a given rate of change of depth and velocity, the
rate of decrease of stream slope (concavity of the pro-
file) is adjusted to the rate of decrease of particle size
as expressed by roughness. In figure 22 this may be
seen by comparing points 2 and 6. Each has a value
of f approximately equal to 0.45; that is, in these two
streams the downstream rates of increase of depth with
discharge are nearly identical. River 2 is characterized
by nearly constant roughness downstream (y=0),
whereas river 6 has a rapid downstream decrease of
roughness (y~-0.3). Likewise, the slope of river 6
decreases much more rapidly downstream (z~-1.1)
than river 2, (z~-0.4).

During the initial field work in New Mexico particle-
size measurements of bed material were made by sieving
scoop samples. The results were quite inconsistent
owing to the large range of size over the bed even
within short reaches. In 1954 the senior author re-
turned to the field area with M. Gordon Wolman to ob-
tain new measurements. Using a grid-system sampling
method (described by Wolman, 1954b), bed-material
size was measured at those reaches where discharge
measurements had been obtained earlier, and these
data are summarized in appendix D.

These data were plotted against discharge corre-

sponding to the stream order at the places of measure-
ment, and the graph is presented as figure 23. The line
drawn through the points shows the downstream rela-
tion of discharge to grain size, and can be expressed as

D 0oc Q .08

where D50 is the median grain size; that is, 50 percent
of the grains are finer.

The streams in central New Mexico are characterized

by the following set of values: f=0.3, z=-0.24; and
the coordinates of these values in figure 22 are indicated

1 Other ways of deriving an approximate value for this expo-

nent can be obtained from the equation presented by Hack(1955)
relating stream length, 1, and slope, s,

socl-1

and his equation relating length to drainage area

Combining these with the generalization typified by figure 21
that bankfull flood discharge

Q 2 ocA*
then

socQ .-
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by point 1. All these streams had only a small decrease
of particle size downstream, and if particle size alone
controlled roughness, point 1 would be expected to fall
near the line y=0 (constant roughness). That the data
indicate some downstream decrease of roughness
(y~ -0.12) presumably indicates that in addition to
the slight downstream increase in particle size, there is
also some effect of bed configuration. Possibly also
width-depth ratio itself tends to influence channel
resistance.

The manner in which the analysis given above veri-
fies and integrates previous work of Leopold and Mad-
dock (1953) and Hack (1955) can now be seen. In
figure 24 the relation between stream gradient and
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drainage area is presented for a selected set of streams
in the United States, including both ephemeral and
perennial streams representing both eastern and western
conditions. The two examples from Hack are for two
eastern streams having different rates of change of
bed-material size. In Calfpasture River the size of
bed material is constant downstream; in Gillis Falls
Branch the size of bed material increases downstream.
Comparison of the graph for ephemeral streams with
those for Calfpasture River and Gillis Falls Branch
would lead one to surmise that the New Mexico streams
have an increase in particle size in the downstream di-
rection. However, our measurements showed that
particle size tended to decrease slightly downstream.
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Other very small ephemeral streams are similar to
the New Mexico example in that the slope of the graph
is relatively small compared with that of Calfpasture

River. Note the line representing the rills developed
on an artificial fill at Perth Amboy, N. J., which was
studied by Schumm. 2 Although analyses of particle size
on Perth Amboy streams are not available, Schumm's
report implied that particle size tended to remain more
or less constant or decrease slightly in the downstream
direction.

The difference in slope of the lines representing Calf-
pasture River and the New Mexico streams in figure
24 is associated with difference in rates of downstream
change of channel characteristics. It is presumed that
in the ephemeral streams, the small value of z (slope
of the line in the gradient-discharge relation) is related
to the downstream increase in sediment concentration
reported in a previous section of this paper. It is
reasoned that to maintain a quasi-equilibrium with this
increase in sediment concentration downstream, there
must be an accompanying downstream increase of
velocity somewhat larger than that which characterizes
normal rivers. As can be seen in figure 22, the more
rapid downstream increase in velocity (large value of
m) is provided by a relatively small value of z for any
given value of the rate of change of roughness (value
of y).

In summary, the longitudinal profile of a river is
related to a combination of geologic and hydraulic
factors. These hydraulic factors are, first, the rate of
change of particle size of bed sediment downstream,
which tends to govern the change of channel roughness;
and, second, the relative rate of increase of velocity
downstream, which appears to be controlled by the
rate of change of suspended-sediment concentration
downstream. Other things being equal, the less con-
cave profiles are characterized by greater rates of in-
crease of suspended-sediment concentration downstream
or by less rapid decrease of bed-particle size in the
downstream direction.

EQUILIBRIUM IN EPHEMERAL STREAMS

MUTUAL ADJUSTMENT OF HYDRAULIC FACTORS

As has been discussed previously (Mackin, 1948;
Leopold and Maddock, 1953), the factors which may
be considered independent of the channel itself are dis-
charge and quantity of sediment load, and to some
degree, caliber of load. Slope, width, velocity, and
depth are determined by or altered by forces operating
within the channel. In the words of Rubey (1952, p.
131), the dependent variables "are determined not
separately but jointly"; that is to say, when circum-
stances require or impose a change in one or more of
the factors, the others will become adjusted to main-

tain a quasi-equilibrium between forces of erosion and
forces of deposition.

That some of the forces operating within the channel
may be determined by previous history is generally
recognized. There may be a difference in the "de-
grees of freedom" characteristic of the different hy-
draulic situations. As an example, one might consider
a flume with a movable bed. If the sides of the flume
are made of wood or metal so that the width is not
adjustable, there must be an adjustment among all the
remaining variables to a condition of mutual accommo-
dation. The fixed width may be thought of as the
restriction of one degree of freedom in the process of
mutual accommodation.

If a particular valley had been carved during the
Pleistocene by a relatively large river, and through
change in climate or other physiographic factors the
valley at present carries only a minor streamlet, it is
likely that the small stream would not be able to recarve
the valley bed to such an extent that the valley slope is
materially altered. In such a circumstance the minor
stream, initially at least, would have to accommodate
itself to the slope of the valley in which it flows.

The organization of a drainage system and the re-

markable adjustment of its various hydraulic factors
have been amply demonstrated. These have been
discussed by several authors, Rubey (1952), Leopold
and Maddock (1953), and in detail by Wolman (1954a).
The present paper presents further evidence that
nearly all rivers approach a condition of quasi-equi-
librium which was formerly attributed only to a graded
stream. This postulate implies further that if the
degrees of freedom of the hydraulic parameters are
reduced, the remaining factors tend toward a mutual
accommodation or quasi-equilibrium. It is our purpose
here to demonstrate that this reasoning can be extended
even to a headwater stream in youthful topography as
far as the uppermost tributary rill.

In figure 18 a line has been drawn to represent the
relation between channel slope and channel width for
arroyos of large and moderate size. In the upper left
part of this figure the open squares represent values of
slope and width of the smallest unbranched rills in the
headwater tributary basin of Arroyo Caliente. These
rills averaged somewhat less than 1 foot in width.
Gradients were measured by laying a board in the bed of
each rill and determining its slope with a Brunton
compass. The measurements may be considered crude
and the scatter of the points on the graph may be partly
attributed to the method of obtaining the data; never-
theless, the position of those points indicates that the

2 S. Schumm, 1954, Evolution of drainage systems on an eroding fill at Perth

Amboy, N. J., Ph. D. thesis, Columbia Univ.
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relation of channel slope to channel width is generally

in line with that of the larger ephemeral channels.

The solid triangles apply to similar unbranched rills

occurring in steeper tributaries in the same area which

drained the unconsolidated gravels of a pediment

remnant somewhat nearer the mountains than the

Arroyo Caliente. The difference in stream slope

between Arroyo Caliente and Fifth of July Wash can

probably be attributed to the difference in size of the

gravel characterizing the two small basins.

To determine whether this relation betweeii slope anl

width would be maintained even by the very smallest

rills, measurements were made of the smallest natural
rills which could be found in the area. The values of
slope and width of these miniature features are repre-
sented by the black circles in the far upper left part of
figure 18. They fall in a position so nearly representing
an extension of the line in the diagram that it may be
inferred that the slope-width relation in the area stulied
applies as far upstream as the smallest observable rill.

In the same area are many places where modern
highways have required deep road cuts through the
same material as that constituting the drainage basins
under study. On the steep road cuts little or no vegeta-
tion has become established, and numerous steep
parallel rills of an average depth of 0.2 feet have devel-
oped. The width and slope of these.road-cut rills were
measured. The slope had changed but little from that
determined by the blade of the highway grader. The
rills on road cuts are shown by open triangles on figure
18. These points are no more scattered from the mean
line than any other data. It appears then, that if the
degrees of freedom are reduced, in this instance by a
prescribed slope, the width of the rill will be formed in
accordance with the slope-width relations for natural
streams having a larger number of degrees of freedom.
This is interpreted as further evidence that channels
cut by water carrying sediment tend to maintain a
quasi-equilibrium even as far upstream as the most
remote ephemeral rills.

THE DISCONTINUOUS GULLY

Beginning late in the 19th century the alluvial
valleys of the West experienced an epicycle of erosion
characterized by the development of valley trenches
or arroyos (see fig. 25). These arroyos range in size
from insignificant rills to canyons 600 feet wide, 50
feet deep, and 150 miles long. The notorious Rio
Puerco (del Oriente) in New Mexico has the latter
dimensions. Some gullies are narrow enough to step
across but are deep enough to lose a giraffe in. As
Gregg (1844, p. 184) said more than a century ago,

The sides are usually perpendicular-indeed, often shelving
at the base, and therefore utterly impassable . . . Though,
to a stranger, the appearance would indicate the very head of a
ravine, I would sometimes be compelled to follow its meandering
course for miles without being able to double its "breaks."

It is characteristic of the large arroyos that depth
remains quite uniform through very long reaches.
This uniformity of depth means that the gradient of
the channel bed had attained a slope almost parallel
to the original valley floor. There is also another
distinctive type of gully that is characterized by a
vertical head-cut, a rapidly decreasing depth down-
stream, and a fan at the lower end. Such channels
generally occur in groups arranged irregularly along
the length of the drainageway, and because of this
characteristic are called discontinuous gullies.

Bryan (1928) has presented evidence that when the
Rio Puerco was first reached by the reconnaissance
teams of the Army of the West in 1846, the valley floor
was already being dissected by discontinuous gullies.
Some of them were evidently large, for in August 1846,
Lt. Simpson had to cut down the gully wall of the Rio
Puerco in order to get his brass cannon across. Yet,
at the same time, there were long reaches in the Puerco

valley so smooth that the native grass was cut for hay,
and water was diverted from the channel by felling a

cottonwood tree to form a dam.
Discontinuous gullies have long presented a problem

to the erosion-control engineer. In the first place, the
mechanics of gully formation is very poorly understood.
Although it is generally presumed that discontinuous
gullies, at least in places, can coalesce and form a

continuous channel, it is not known whether the nature
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of formation of discontinuous and continuous arroyos
is different. If the mechanics of the two are appreciably
different, the choice of control measures presumably
would be affected.

The salient characteristic of a discontinuous gully is
the relatively small gradient, or slope, of its bed. It is
this flat slope-less steep than the floor of the original
ungullied alluvial valley-that makes the gully dis-
continuous, for the bed profile must at some downstream
point intersect the profile of the original valley floor.
At that point the gully depth has diminished to zero,
and the flow of the gully spreads out over the valley
floor and at least part of the load is deposited in a low
fan.

Therefore, it is important to find an explanation for
the low gradient. Any discussion of such gullies which
does not provide an explanation of the mechanics by
which this flat slope is developed would miss the domi-
nant feature. Our approach to this aspect of the prob-
lem is essentially inductive, for there is a paucity of
adequate data on essential elements in the hydraulic
relations. However, as will be shown later, field charac-
teristics appear to support the conclusion reached in-
ductively.

Consider the wide, grassy floor of an alluvial valley
in the semiarid West before the recent epicycle of ero-
sion. Though the summer rains are of short duration
and intensity, the flash flows spread widely over the
valley, and channel storage consequently keeps the peak
discharge at any point to a small value per unit of
drainage area. The grassy floor offers resistance to the
flow of water and sediment contributed to the valley
floor from adjoining slopes. This resistance keeps the
velocity low and thus the sediment concentration is
small. The profile and cross section of such an ungullied
valley floor are shown as diagram 1 of figure 26.

Assume that local weakening of vegetation allows an
initial furrow, scarplet, or small basin to form by erosion.
The cause of this lowered resistance to erosion could be
grazing or trampling by stock, fire, or an exceptional
local storm. The regional erosion in the West, which
began about 1880, is considered to be a result of a com-
bination of overgrazing and meteorologic shift.

Subsequent storms cause the head of this initial
erosion feature to progress up-valley, and the debris
excavated splays out at the downstream toe in the form
of a low fan. As soon as a short channel is formed,
terminating in a vertical head-cut, the concentration
of water in the flumelike trench reduces channel
storage. Consequently, from a storm of given size, the
peak discharge passing through the channel is greater
than would have been experienced on the ungullied
valley floor. This increased peak discharge is accom-
panied by greater velocity and cutting power, and the

initial gully advances so rapidly during storms that
growth of vegetation in the intervals between storms
cannot heal it.

Water pours over the lip and develops a plunge pool
at the toe. The original sod, even when weakened and
incomplete as a protective cover, keeps the lip of the
head-cut relatively stronger than the underlying
alluvium and the latter is cut away by the turbulence
in the plunge pool, leaving the root-bound lip over-
hanging the plunge pool. Undercutting by plunge-pool
action during storm flow is greatly aided by-and
perhaps is even less important than-slumping of the
moistened headwall after the storm flow ends. This
slumping is promoted by piping holes (see fig. 5) which
develop on a diagonal line between the lower part of
the vertical headwall and the valley floor many feet
upstream from the head-cut. We have often observed
the upper entrance to these piping holes on the swale
floor 50 feet from the head-cut. Piping permits water
to penetrate deeply into the material into which the
head-cut is eating, and this moisture aids the process
of sapping and slumping at the base of the headwall.

The plunge pool is always seen to be dug deeper
than the level of the floor of the discontinuous gully
just downstream from the plunge pool. This clearly
means that the floor of the discontinuous gully is
composed of a layer of newly deposited material which
overlies the undisturbed alluvium. This deposit is
laid in immediately below the plunge pool, and deposi-
tion proceeds upstream as fast as the plunge pool does.

These details of gully growth are important to an
understanding of the mechanics, for they show that
when a plunge pool is present, and it usually is, the
flat slope of the discontinuous gully is a grade of deposi-
tion. Furthermore, these details point up a significant
difference between the action of flood flow in the
channel of a normal river and that of a developing
gully. The plunge-pool action tends to deepen the
channel faster than to widen it. In the early stages
of gully development, then, the channel is relatively
narrow and deep.

At any time, the gully floor is built at such a slope
that the material coming into the reach will be trans-
ported through the reach under the particular condition
of roughness. At the early stage of gully development
now under consideration, the channel has considerable
depth but a restricted width. At the same time it is
forming a deposit just downstream from the plunge
pool and thus is currently forming its bed slope under
conditions in which slope can be adjusted with relative
rapidity, as compared to width. Under conditions
which prevail in ordinary rivers the reverse is true;
width adjusts rapidly during floods, but because of the
large amounts of material involved in appreciably
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changing slope through long reaches of river, slope
adjusts only slowly.

Analysis of river data showed that at a given dis-
charge, the same suspended-sediment load will be
carried by a narrow, deep channel at a particular
velocity as in a wider, shallower channel at somewhat
higher velocity (see fig. 15, p. 23, in Leopold and
Maddock, 1953). The early stage of a discontinuous
gully is considered to represent the narrow, deep con-
dition, and at a later stage, lateral cutting and slumping
of the arroyo walls lead to widening, with a consequent
shallowing of the cross section of flowing water at a
particular discharge. Now, under conditions of a given

and constant roughness, a relatively large depth and
small velocity requires a small value of slope; that is,
a flat gradient, as can be seen by considering the
Manning-type equation

1 d3'
v=1.5-,

As widening progresses during a later stage in gully
development, to carry a particular sediment load at a
given discharge requires a slightly increased velocity
as the width-depth ratio increases. To achieve the
larger velocity with decreasing depth at a given rough-
ness means an increase in the value of slope.

Discontinuous gullies advance

A A'

A

A A'

A A

LONGITUDINAL SECTIONS CROSS SECTIONS THROUGH A-A'

FIGURE 26.-Stages of development of an arroyo from discontinuous gullies.
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This line of reasoning which follows the principles
derived from interrelation of width, depth, velocity,
and suspended load at constant discharge in natural
rivers does provide an explanation for the small gradient
of the channel bed in the early and narrow stage of
the discontinuous gully. It indicates why an increase
in bed slope could be expected to be associated with
the channel widening.

The principles outlined apply to the changing rela-
tions at constant discharge, suspended load, and rough-
ness. Before the individual discontinuous gullies coal-
esce to form a continuous, flumelike channel, there is
still sufficient channel storage in the ungullied reaches
of the valley to attenuate flood peaks originating far
upstream. Thus, the most effective flows in a given
reach probably are derived from storm rainfall in the
immediate vicinity of the reach in question. The
suspended load in the reach is derived from the bank
caving and headcutting of the individual discontinuous
gully. In the early stages of gully development these
conditions justify the use of the assumption of constant
discharge and suspended load. Constant load and
discharge imply constant sediment concentration which
is one of the important determinants of roughness.
So, the assumption of constant roughness is logical.

In developing an argument to explain the low gradient
associated with the narrow and deep channel of the
early stages of a discontinuous gully, it is inappro-
priate to reason from the downstream relation of slope
to width shown in figure 18, for there is implicit in that
diagram an increase in discharge associated with
increasing width downstream. The stages in develop-
ment of the discontinuous gully must be explained in
terms of changes in channel characteristics which can
take place at constant discharge.

In summary, it is reasoned that mutual accommoda-
tion causes the small width of the initial discontinuous
gully to be associated with the development of a small
slope, in fact so much flatter than that of the original
valley floor that the two gradients intersect (diagram 2,
fig. 26). The depth rapidly decreases downstream to
the point of extinction, and below that point a small
fan develops where the sediment is spread on the orig-
inal valley floor.

These same forces operate to expand the gully head-
ward and to deepen it, the combination of which makes
the gully increase in total length. Because there are
usually several gullies along the valley floor, the toe of
one gully tends to extend itself downstream while the
head-cut of the succeeding one is extending itself
up-valley, decreasing the total length of unchanneled
valley floor between them. This change is indicated
by diagram 3 of figure 26.

As the process continues through time, a stage will

be reached when the head-cut of the downstream gully
meets the toe of the one upstream and the two discon-

tinuous gullies coalesce. This stage is indicated by
diagram 4. The lengthening and deepening of the
gully is accompanied, however, by a gradual increase

in width. As both width and depth continue to become
greater, the channel reaches a size sufficient to contain
without overflow on the valley floor the largest discharge
which the basin upstream can produce. At this stage
the effect of the large amount of channel storage which
characterized the flat-floored alluvial valley in its
ungullied condition has been lost and the discharge
in a given reach increases greatly.

Finally a condition is reached in which the total width
between the arroyo walls is sufficient to allow the stream
to wander back and forth between the walls and the
development of local patches of flood plain can begin.
At that stage the gradual increase in width has required
such an increase in slope that the gully bed becomes
almost parallel to the original valley floor (diagram 5).
This is characteristic of most of the large arroyos
throughout the West. There may still remain a
difference, however, between the total width of even a
large gully and the width of flowing water character-
istic of the condition when the ungullied valley floor
carried the same discharge. Probably it is for this
reason that through long reaches in the down-valley
direction the depths of some arroyos gradually decrease.
The hypothesis implies that gullies in the process of
development could generally show the features indi-
cated diagrammatically on figure 26.

To test this hypothesis several gullies in the Santa

Fe area were mapped. The profile of figure 27 is a
typical example. This gully is discontinuous, as can
be seen by the fact that its depth becomes progres-
sively shallower downstream to point of extinction at
a distance of 2,750 feet. Immediately upstream from
this point the gradient of the gully floor was .014, a
much smaller figure than the original gradient of the
valley floor, .028. Some deposition in the form of a
fan can be seen between 2,750 and 3,200 feet on the
distance scale, but only a small proportion of the total
evacuated materials is ever deposited in the fan below
a discontinuous gully; most of it proceeds downstream.
The situation downstream from point 2,300 feet indeed
bears a marked similarity to that shown in diagram 2
of figure 26.

At 2,240 feet it can be seen that the gully bed drops
more than 4 feet, and this is certainly the point of
coalescense of two formerly separated discontinuous
gullies, exactly as shown in diagram 4 of figure 26.
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FIGURE 27.-Profile of a discontinuous gully, Arroyo Falta, near Las Dos, 6 miles northwest of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
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To extend the analogy between field conditions and
the postulated stages of development, it was noted
that another gully nearby and parallel to the one shown
in figure 27 could be characterized by diagram 5 (fig. 26)
in that the depth remained nearly uniform and width
had developed to a point where small patches of flood
plain were beginning to appear within the gully walls.

So it appears that the discontinuous gully changes
progressively through a series of stages to be trans-
formed into a continuous gully of nearly uniform depth.
The early stages are characterized by relatively flat
slope of the discontinuous gully bed, but slope gradually
increases with increasing channel width until the slope
becomes nearly equal to that of the original ungullied
valley floor.

The relation between the hydraulic variables and
the tendency for establishment and maintenance of a
quasi-equilibrium, even in headwater ephemeral chan-
nels, provide a logical explanation for the development
of continuous gullies from discontinuous ones. With-
out the hydraulic argument, the transition from discon-
tinuous to continuous channels could not be explained.

SUMMARY

The broad, sandy, and usually dry washes, and the
trenchlike arroyos of the semiarid Southwest appear
to be the antithesis of the perennial rivers of the humid

East. Probably the most striking fact which emerges
with the collection and analysis of hydraulic data per-
taining to these apparently different channel systems
is the similarity between them. Differing in detail, to
be sure, the interrelations among hydraulic and physio-
graphic factors in ephemeral and perennial channel
systems are generally similar. Differences observed
are in the direction which might be expected from the
hydrologic and physiographic character of the areas,
and for this reason the observed differences in values
of hydraulic factors can be assumed valid.

The same forces or processes operating in a river
channel which lead to the condition of grade also exist
in channels which are not graded. This leads to a
tendency for adjustment among hydraulic parameters
toward a condition of quasi-equilibrium between trans-
porting capability and load delivered to the channel
system. Even when complete adjustment is not
achieved, the disequilibrium is spread through relatively
long reaches of channel. Furthermore, when one of
the ordinarily adjustable hydraulic factors is fixed or
invariant, the other factors mutually adapt toward
quasi-equilibrium under the prevailing conditions.

The ephemeral streams studied provide examples of
each of these general situations. These channels are
probably downcutting slowly, for they are located in
the headwater parts of their drainage areas where over
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short periods geologically, land reduction is in progress.
Thus the streams do not fulfill the requirement of
stability which the term "grade" usually implies
(Wolman, 1954). Yet, the channels are adjustable.
These ephemeral streams in the Southwest are char-
acterized by increasing concentration of suspended
sediment in the downstream direction, which results
from loss of water by infiltration to the channel bed and
to some lesser extent, from progressive pick-up of load
from the stream bed. In response to this downstream
change in sediment concentration, channel factors
mutually adjust themselves toward quasi-equilibrium.
One observable aspect of this adjustment is a greater
downstream increase in velocity than is characteristic
of normal perennial rivers.

These same processes of adjustment lead to a pro-
gressively increasing width and decreasing gradient
downstream in a nearly uniform manner, not only in
the larger streams but headward as far as the upper-
most rills. As an example of adaptation to a tempo-
rarily fixed or predetermined value of one hydraulic
factor, the width-slope relations in road-cut rills were
investigated. It was shown that on a road-cut where
slope was determined by a road grader rather than by
natural processes, rills developed a width which fits
the width-slope relations in natural ephemeral rids
and channels in the same locality.

The same general principles were used to analyze
the probable interrelation between hydraulic factors in
gullies or discontinuous arroyos. This leads to the
conclusion that the mechanics of gully development
involve the same tendency for mutual adjustment
of hydraulic factors, even in a channel undergoing
progressive erosion. The analysis suggests that
measurements of flash flows in active gullies and
suspended-sediment load would be pertinent, even

essential, to an improved understanding of the manner
and rate of gully erosion and effective measures for
gully control.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A.-Basic data on ephemeral channels near Santa Fe, N. Mex.

Drain- Drain-
age Slope Order Length agem Slope Order LengthPonaget ro oitWidth r from

Po. Stream and location area (feet) (feet per (ad- divide No. Stream and location area t) (feet per (ad- divideNo.age fWith Sope Ordr dfom Noin.tem n oato ra (fee foot) justed(square foot) justed)(mes) (square foot) ousted) (miles)
miles) miles)

1 Rio Galisteo, at mouth.------.-672 615 0.0055 11 54 21 Arroyo de los Frijoles, in NW
2 at Hwy. 85.-----..-----..----540 275 .0041 11 46 SW 4 sec. 17. T. 17 N., R.9 E--..---..- 100 0.0177---------.--.--C..
3 at Lamy..------------..-----..-----240 .0074 -......-------- 22 at Connell Ranch }s mile
4 at Galisteo-----..-..------.--------160 .0085---..-.- ....... _ above mouth of Arroyo de
5 at Cerrillos----------------------- -180 .0059 ------- las Trampas.----------------------. 80 .0125 -...S-i--nr...tf dR..
6 Arroyo San Cristobal, near 23 at "Short of Sand Reach'' at

Galisteo----------------------.. --.-____ 180 .007 _mouth of Arroyo de las
7 at ruin (above Hwy. 285)_---.---..----100 .0071--_-_____ _..-___ Trampas..--___..-.-..---...-----.- 90-____-..---8-....
8 Arroyo La Jara, 2i miles south 24 Pojuaque Creek, near San Ilde-

of Galisteo------------------- -------- 90 .007 .3..fonso----------------.--------300 .008-
9 Apache Canyon, near mouth at 25 Ancha Arroyo, near Cuya-

Canoncito------- ------------ 17 42 .0132 9 9.9 mungue..-..---___________ 8.85 298 .0155-------------.-
10 2.2-square-mile wash, 1 mile west 26 Canada Ancha, }s mile below

of Canoncito-..-...-.._-_- __--2.2 36 .0150-----..----.. ---------- mouth Las Dos Arroyo-___ .. 37.4 290 .0185 10 10.2
11 Rio Santa Fe, at mouth_..-.......240 230 .0062----....-_--------- 27 Las Dos Arroyo, near mouth, lat.
12 at La Bajada----...--------- 210 125 .0069-_..------ ---.. 35*48', long. 106*06'30"__.....-_-15.1 219 .019 9 7.7
13 3. mile below mouth of Ar- 28 Alamo Creek, at NE4SE34 sec.

royo de los Chamisos...------------.. 120 .0054----------------.. ---.. 33, T. 18 N., R. 8 E__-------_- 9.72 98 .014 8 6.1
14 at mouth of Arroyo de los 29 Canada Ancha, in NW4 sec. 33,

Chamisos----...--------.-----....---50 .0072-.-_-_-_------ -------- T. 18 N., R. 8 E.-__--.-----.27 18 .031 7 .75
15 at mouth Arroyo Calabasas----_------325 .0087 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 30 Hermanas Arroyo, near Las Dos,
16 at Old Albuquerque Road.---_-_-___-------.0151 .-.---- ___..__._SE 4SW 4 sec. 31, T. 18 N.,
17 Arroyo de los Chamisos, at Old R. 9 E.--_______.__.___------ 1.16 32 .018 7 2.85

Pecos Road (near Mt. Carmel 31 Tributary to Hermanas Arroyo,
Chapel)-.-.-----.---___-___.....2.5 40 .025 8 near Las Dos---.-__-__-----.063 10 .032 6 .3

19 Canada Ancha at Hwy. 84, near 32 Lagunitas Arroyo, at Las Dos,
El Rancho Montoso, Seton SE 4 sec. 30, T. 18 N., R. 9 E.... .79 20 .019 8 1.3
Village quadrangle_....-..--.. _ _ _ -- 1.52 90 .0175 8 2.2

20 Ancha Chiquita, near Hwy. 84,
0.4 mile north of El Rancho
Montoso-_____._____.____.__- .093 22 .0286 5 .7

APPENDIX B.-Arroyo Caliente 1: channel data

Drain- Slope Order Length Length Drain- Slope Order Length Length
Point Location age area Width (feet (ad from from Point Location age area Width (feet from from
No. (square (feet) per (- divide divide No. (square (feet) per (ad- divide divide

miles) foot) ousted) (miles) (feet) miles) foot) lusted) (miles) (feet)

33 Station--.---------19_ 0.027 16 0.0195 5 0.272 ..... _-_ 48 Headwater rill at ran- 0.00021 0.5 --------.--------------- 380
34 Do. ..---------- 17.. .025 6.5 .020 _----_.. .238 ........ 49 dom location in arroyo- .00021 1.6.--------.-------.---.----. .450
35 Do----------.16. .024 11 .0255 ------- .218 50 basin-Continued .00040 .8_--------..----------.------535
36 Do......-_..15. .0018 2.6 3-.---- ------.-. 51 Do.-------------.00054 1.5.------------------------ 650
37 Do------------13. .019 8.4_------.------------------------52 Do---------------.00047 .8 1
38 Do.--_-_- -....--.- 12.. -. 013 7.2 .0405 -------- . -189 _ ... 53 Do-------------.-0....--_0...8- - - -_-- 5.0016 2.0-.-----..--- --- - --_------810
39 Do-9--0-3---- ---- 11- 2 .-0019 2. 8 - --.- --. - --------- --- -- --------- 54 Do--..--------..----....-10018 2. 2-------- ------.. --- --- 1, ------- 1,010
40 Do----..-- -- -.. 9.. .011 10 .0395 -- -- -- ---. 121 ____.... 55 Do._- -- - ----------.00093 2. 3---- - -- --. ---.- ------ 1, 190
41 Do....--.. --- 8..8- _.0076 5.6 .048----------.----.._---.-----56 Do---------------.0013 1. 5---_- .---.....----
42 Do----.------- 6 .0026 5.4 ------ 4 ---------------- 57 Do-------...----- --------...--------.-- -- -------- 1----
43 Do------------.4-- .0022 3.8-------------------------------58 Do------------------.-------- .8--------.1-------------
44 Do-----------3.. .00043 2.8 .08 2.----------------59 Do-_-----------------------1.4.---------3.-------------
45 Do-----------.2_ .00072 2.0 .071 2 .042 ---- __-_ 60 Do--- .------------------.------- _ 3.1---..--- -3- -----.
46 Do-----------1-- .00058 2.0.--------.---------------- 250 Do--------------...
47 Headwater rill at ran- .00021 1.0---- -----.----.-. -130 Do_....... .........

dom location in arroyo Do..................
basin.

I Arroyo Caliente is a tributary (not named on Geological Survey maps) to Arroyo de los Frijoles, in SW4 NE 4 sec. 17, T. 17 N., R. 9 E., within the limits of Aqua Fria
quadrangle, New Mexico.

APPENDIX C.-Flood-frequency data for streams in central New Mexico

Drainage Mean Drainage Mean
Point Stream and location area annual Years of Point Stream and location area annual Years of
No. (square flood record No. (square flood record

miles) (cfs) miles) (cfs)

61 Embudo Creek, at Dixon... --- ------.. --.__ 305 1 1,800 28 68 Rio Chama, near Chamita-----------------3,200 5,000 17
62 El Rito Creek, near El Rito---------__--_ - 52 1 350 20 69 Latir Creek, near Cerro--------------------- 10 1 62 20
63 Rio Ojo Caliente, at La Moderns------------344 1,450 16 71 Nambe Creek, near Nambe----------------- 37 1 270 20
64 Rio Hondo, at Arroyo Hondo-.-..----.. ----.. 70 1 320 42 72 Rio Tesuque, near Santa Fe .i.......----... 11 1 120 20
65 near Valdez- ---- ____-______-___-_-_ - 38 1 235 36 73 Rio Pueblo de Taos, near Taos..-------------- 56 1 200 42
66 Rio Santa Cruz, at Cundiyo....- - ----------------86 1 300 31 74 Santistevan Creek, near Costilla.------------ 3.8 1 11 20
67 Willow Creek, at Park View____________ 193 i 1, 550 20 75 Rio Puerco, at Rio Puerco.----------------- 5,160 - 12, 600 18

1 Data from unpublished compilations by H. H. Hudson.
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APPENDIX D.-Distribution of bed-particle size in selected channels

Percent finer than (millimeters)- 50 per- 84 per-
Point _-cent cent

No. Stream and location finer finer
0.25 0.50 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 than than

(feet)- (feet)-

20 Ancha Chiquita northeast of Hwy. 84, 0.4 mile
north of El Rancho Montoso---------------.. -----2 14 48 78 87 93 97 98 98 100----....0.0034 0.010

17 Arroyo de los Chamisos, at Old Pecos Rd. (near
Mt. Carmel Chapel)_.-------------..--------.-------....-. 6 26 52 72 86 94 97 99 100---..----.0066 .023

19 Canada Ancha, at Hwy. 84 nr El Rancho Montoso. 9 17 39 59 83 93 96 98 100--..-----------.... 0048 .013
5 Rio Galisteo, at Cerrillos.._..-- .-.-...-..-..----.. -27 42 46 60 67 79 86 94 101--..--.---..--..-.0039 .043

31 Tributary to Hermanas Arroyo, near Las Dos..--- -- 1 11 37 54 70 81 89 97 99 100-.-....-..0052 .033
16 Rio Santa Fe, at Old Albuquerque Rd--..-.-...-.. -- 1 4 34 61 68 76 90 96 100--------...----..0046 .039
76 Rio Galisteo, at Domingo--._------------.--.----.. -11 36 71 91 96 96 100- .....---...--.-.---......-. 0022 .005
33 Arroyo Caliente, 5th order, near mouth-..-.-------.... -1 7 23 56 82 90 94 96 100-..-.-.--- --- -. .0057 .015
42 4th order.-------------- --------... --.....-------..----- 5 23 46 54 59 72 79 90 99 100 .0083 .140
36 3rdorder----..-----------------------------. ----___ -..-....-.-.-.. 33 52 61 63 71 78 88 96 100 .0066 .150
52 1st order--------------------- ----.....---.......... -7 21 34 45 61 72 88 99 100.--------.0174 .085
47 Arroyo de los Frijoles, at mouth of Arroyo Caliente. 4 11 28 62 80 92 95 98 100--...--.---..-..0050 .016

2 Rio Galisteo, at Hwy. 85_.-.------..--..-. ---.--..-.. 6 22 70 89 91 92 94 97 99 100--..-...-.0022 .005

APPENDIX E.-Arroyo discharge measurements during fash-flood flow at particular cross sections in New Mexico and Wyoming

Sus- At-a-station values
Cross- Mean Sus- pended

Dis- Width sectional Mean ve- pended load Sl1fee
Stream and location Date Time 1 charge w area depth locity load concen-(feet Remarks

S(cfs) (feeet) v L (tons tration b f m j foot)(feet (fps) per day) C,
(ppm)

5:26 3.4 4.5 1.35 0.3 2.5 86 8,000
5:33 2.3 4.0 .9 .22 2.6 38 4,100 L computed for Q in-

Meet John Wash, near Cas- Aug 2 193 5:35 1.14 3.6 .61 .17 1.9-----------------0.22 0.33 0.45 1.4 terpolated between
per, Wyo.

2  Au.2 , 5:38 .8 3.5 .51 .15 1.6 10 3.270 '2'0 '. -------- individual measure-
5:41 .31 2.7 .38 .14 .82 5.3 2, 460 ments.
5:46 .14 2.1 .22 .10 .64 .9 1,700

Canada Ancha,near El Rancho lJy26 1:30 40 58 9.0 .16 4.4 5, 800
Montoso, N. Mex. uly , 1952- -... 173 100 35.5 .35 4.9 62,000------....39 .23 .28 1.27 0.0175 Estimated peak.

1:40 2.8 18 1.6 .09 1.8 260---..___
AnchaChiquitanearRancho Jg3:05 21.5 14 4.7 .34 4.6 __________

Montoso, N. Mex. 1 Aug. 9,1952 3:08 11.2 13 2.9 .22 3.9 .--------.. -....-. .13 .61 .32-... ._ _ ._0286
3:15 3.1 11 1.3 .11 2.4 . . ._____ ._ .__

Rio Santa Fe at Old Albu- 2:50 126 80 34 .42 3.7 17,500
querque Road, N. Mex.

3  
July 28,1952 3:07 79 68 26 .39 3.0 8,500--_- .26 .45 .36 1.34 .0151

3:49 40 57 16 .28 2.5 3,600-----.---
Rio Galisteo at Cerrillos, u 7 8:30 66 79 26 .32 2.6 5,200 .------ 13 .0 Estimated from partial

N. Mex. }July 7,1952 1 3:15 800 110.---------1.3 6.5 110,000 . . 13 .6 .291.23 .0058 measurement.
Tributary to Hermanas Ar- }J1 2995 3:35 2.1 7 .9 .12 2.4 155-.-------.2 .4 .3 .6 .3

royo,nearLasDos,N.Mex. }June 29,192 . . .14 2.8 .18 .06 .7 3.9 ___. 32 .24 .43 1.3f .032
Arroyo de los Chamisos, near J5:55 120 40 22. 4 .56 5.4------...------

Mt. Carmel Chapel, N. July 3,1952 6:05 57 36 13.6 .34 4.2 10,500-.-.-......09 .61 .26 1.08 .025
Mex. j16:20 I9. 5 32----------_....12 2. 8 1, 600---------.

Rio Galisteo at Domingo 4 _-._----- --------- .32 .39 .24 1.28 .0055 Slope measured near
Rio Puerco at Cabezon 4- ------------ - ----.-- .34 .35 .34 1.58.-------- mouth.

Rio Puerco, near Cabezon 4--..-..- ...-.-- ....-..- ..-- ... -- __..-.----.--.-...-..----- ------.----------.-------- .27 .35 .36 _--__- _---...-

1 All times are postmeridian except that for Rio Galisteo., 8:30 a. m.
2 Measurements made by M. G. Wolman and Leopold.
3 Measurements made with assistance of C. E. Stearns.4 U. S. Geological Survey gaging stations.

APPENDIX F.-Arroyo discharge measurements along length of stream during individual flood (considered to be downstream relations)

Sus- Downstream values
Discharge Width Mean Mean pended Slope

Stream and location Date 0 w depth velocity load(.p
(cfs) (feet) d v L (feet per

(feet) (fps) (tons per b f m j foot)
day)

Sedalia Gully, near Sedalia, Colo., 30 miles south of July 30, 1952Denver.

Sowbelly Creek, near Hat Creek near Harrison, Nebr...- July 11, 1951

0.14
.25
.3

1.2
1.6
4. 1
.03
.07
.44
.74

1.15
1.18

2.2
2.2
2. 5
3
5
5
1. 1
1.4
2.4
3.0
2.5
4.3

0.10
.12
. 11
.14
.12
.17
.08
.09
.13
.14
.18
.21

0.57
.92
1. 1

2.8
2.5
4.8
.33
.54

1.4
1. 7
2.4
1.4

6.7
2.9
6.8

33
63

440
2.4
5.0

38
82

140
170

0.29

.31

0.15

.20

0.58

. 49

1.85

1.2 0. 017-0. 011

I
I
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RIVER CHANNEL PATTERNS: BRAIDED, MEANDERING, AND STRAIGHT

By LUNA B. LEOPOLD and M. GORDON WOLMAN

ABSTRACT

Channel pattern is used to describe the plan view of a reach of
river as seen from an airplane, and includes meandering, braiding,
or relatively straight channels.

Natural channels characteristically exhibit alternating pools or
deep reaches and riffles or shallow reaches, regardless of the type
of pattern. The length of the pool or distance between riffles in
a straight channel equals the straight line distance between
successive points of inflection in the wave pattern of a meander-
ing river of the same width. The points of inflection are also
shallow points and correspond to riffles in the straight channel.
This distance, which is half the wavelength of the meander,
varies approximately as a linear function of channel width. In
the data we analysed the meander wavelength, or twice the
distance between successive riffles, is from 7 to 12 times the
channel width. It is concluded that the mechanics which may
lead to meandering operate in straight channels.

River braiding is characterized by channel division around
alluvial islands. The growth of an island begins as the deposition
of a central bar which results from sorting and deposition of the
coarser fractions of the load which locally cannot be transported.
The bar grows downstream and in height by continued deposition
on its surface, forcing the water into the flanking channels, which,
to carry the flow, deepen and cut laterally into the original banks.
Such deepening locally lowers the water surface and the central
bar emerges as an island which becomes stabilized by vegetation.

Braiding was observed in a small river in a laboratory.
Measurements of the adjustments of velocity, depth, width, and
slope associated with island development lead to the conclusion
that braiding is one of the many patterns which can maintain
quasi-equilibrium among discharge, load, and transporting
ability. Braiding does not necessarily indicate an excess of total
load.

Channel cross section and pattern are ultimately controlled
by the discharge and load provided by the drainage basin. It is
important, therefore, to develop a picture of how the several
variables involved in channel shape interact to result in observed
channel characteristics. Such a rationale is summarized as
follows:

Channel width appears to be primarily a function of near-
bankfull discharge, in conjunction with the inherent resistance of
bed and bank to scour. Excessive width increases the shear on
the bed at the expense of that on the bank and the reverse is true
for very narrow widths. Because at high stages width adjust-
ment can take place rapidly and with the evacuation or deposi-
tion of relatively small volumes of debris, achievement of a
relatively stable width at high flow is a primary adjustment to
which the further interadjustments between depth, velocity,
slope, and roughness tend to accommodate.

Channel roughness, to the extent that it is determined by
particle size, is an independent factor related to the drainage
basin rather than to the channel. Roughness in streams carrying
fine material, however, is also a function of the dunes or other
characteristics of bed configuration. Where roughness is
independently determined as well as discharge and load, these
studies indicate that a particular slope is associated with the
roughness. At the width determined by the discharge, velocity
and depth must be adjusted to satisfy quasi-equilibrium in
accord with the particular slope. But if roughness also is variable,
depending on the transitory configuration of the bed, then a
number of combinations of velocity, depth, and slope will satisfy
equilibrium.

An increase in load at constant discharge, width, and caliber
of load tends to be associated with an increasing slope if the
roughness (dune or bed configuration) changes with the load.
In the laboratory river an increase of load at constant discharge,
width, and caliber resulted in progressive aggradation of long
reaches of channel at constant slope.

The adjustments of several variables tending toward the
establishment of quasi-equilibrium in river channels lead to the
different channel patterns observed in nature. For example,
the data indicate that at a given discharge, meanders occur at
smaller values of slope than do braids. Further, at the same
slope braided channels are associated with higher bankfull dis-
charges than are meanders. An additional example is provided
by the division of discharge around islands in braided rivers
which produces numerous small channels. The changes in slope,
roughness, and channel shape which accompany this division
are in accord with quasi-equilibrium adjustments observed in
the comparison of large and small rivers.

INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

From the consistency with which rivers of all sizes
increase in size downstream, it can be inferred that the
physical laws governing the formation of the channel
of a great river are the same as those operating in a
small one. One step toward understanding the mech-
anisms by which these laws operate in a river is to
describe many rivers of various kinds.

This study is primarily concerned with channel
pattern; that is, with the plan view of a channel as
seen from an airplane. In such a discussion some
consideration must also be given to channel shape.
Shape, as we shall use it, refers to the shape of the river
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cross section and the changes in shape which are
observed as one proceeds along the stream, both
headward to the ultimate rills and downstream to the
master rivers. Because the shape of the cross section
of flowing water varies, depending upon whether the
river is in flood or flowing at low flow, shape must take
into consideration the characteristics of river action
at various stages of flow.

The channel pattern refers to limited reaches of the
river that can be defined as straight, sinuous, meander-
ing, or braided. Channel patterns do not fall easily
into well-defined categories for, as will be discussed,

there is a gradual merging of one pattern into another.
The difference between a sinuous course and a meander-
ing one is a matter of degree and a question of how

symmetrical are the successive bends. Similarly,
there is a gradation between the occurrence of scattered
islands and a truly braided pattern.

The interrelationship between channels of different
patterns is the subject of this study. Because neither
braided channels nor straight channels have received
the attention in the literature that meanders have, our
observations of these patterns precede the discussion
of the interrelations between channels of different
patterns.

The flume experiments described were conducted in

the Sedimentation Laboratory of the California Insti-
tute of Technology during the time when the senior
author was a visiting professor in the Division of Geo-
logical Sciences. For this opportunity, as well as for
advice and encouragement, thanks are extended to Dr.
Robert P. Sharp. The Division of Geological Sciences
also financed the laboratory phase.

Dr. Vito A. Vanoni of the institute not only allowed
the use of his laboratory for the work but generously
offered his counsel. Assembly of the laboratory equip-
ment would not have been possible without the expert
craftsmanship of Elton F. Daly of the Hydrodynamics
Laboratory of the institute.

An early draft of the manuscript was read by a num-
ber of friends in and out of the Geological Survey. For
help at various stages of the work particular thanks are
extended to Norman H. Brooks, Ronald Shreve, and
John P. Miller.

For her careful work in compiling and computing

data for this, as well as previous studies, we gratefully
acknowledge the assistance of Ethel W. Coffay of the
Geological Survey.

THE BRAIDED RIVER

INTRODUCTION

In 1877 when field parties of the Hayden Survey were
making the geologic reconnaissance of west-central

Wyoming, Peale (1879) was impressed by the manner in
which tributaries joined the upper Green River. In
streams which do not exhibit a braided pattern, a
tributary usually discharges all of its flow through a
single channel into the channel of the master stream.
Peale observed that, in contrast, Horse Creek "flows
out into a broad valley in which it is side by side with

the Green, and finally, to use an anatomical term which
exactly describes it, joins the latter by anastomosis.
'There are at least five islands formed by the two streams
in the lower end of the broad valley" (p. 528).

The term "anastomosis" was apparently first applied
to streams by Jackson (1834). Because it has occasion-

ally been misapplied in the geomorphic literature, it is
desirable here to recall its definition-the union of one
vessel with another-or the rejoining of different
branches which have arisen from a common trunk, so as
to form a network. Successive division and rejoining
with accompanying islands is the important character-
istic denoted by the synonymous terms, braided or
anastomosing stream.

A braided pattern probably brings to the minds of
many the concept of an aggrading stream. Not until
the work of Rubey (1952) was the problem of channel
division and island formation discussed as one of the
possible equilibrium conditions of a channel. The
examples which are discussed here allow some elabora-
tion of Rubey's idea and perhaps a somewhat more
complete picture of the manner in which the channel
division around islands proceeds.

HORSE CREEK: TYPE LOCALITY OF THE BRAIDED
STREAM

It is appropriate to use as the first example of a typical
braided river the same stream to which the term
"anastomosing" was early applied. There has been
but little change in the stream pattern between 1877
and 1942 when the modern topographic map was
published. Figure 28 shows the area near Daniel,
Wyo., as depicted by Peale and as shown on a modern
map. The islands shown by Peale still exist with but
minor changes in form.

Within a few miles of the point where Peale viewed

the anastomosing reach of Horse Creek, 5 miles north-
west of Daniel, Wyo., we mapped a reach of the river

which includes a gaging station of the Geological Survey
(fig. 29). At this place Horse Creek has a drainage

area of 124 square miles and a mean discharge of about

65 cfs derived primarily from the headwater mountain

area in the Wyoming Range. Though not so well
developed here as downstream, the braided pattern is

apparent. The reach near the gaging station was

chosen for study because the channel pattern is typical

and because the discharge data obtained at the station
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can be used to analyse the flow characteristics of the
braided channel.

In figure 29 it can be seen that the reach at the gaging
station has only a single channel, but within a few
hundred feet downstream the flow divides and then again
joins into a single channel. The division begins as a low
gravel bar (marked C) near the left bank which grades
downstream into a central ridge meeting the tip of a
gravel island (marked D) supporting a willow thicket.
In the left channel about 200 feet downstream from the
upper tip of the island, a linear gravel bar (marked
E in fig. 29 and pictured in fig. 30) extends for nearly
250 feet down the center of the channel. The bar ends
near the junction of the main channels.

The two channels divided by the willow-covered
island are about equal in width, 30 to 40 feet. The

4n, 1041s

1877

character to the gravel island now sonarating the two
active channels.

The linear bar in the left channel is nearly bare of
vegetation except at its most headwater tip where
young willows have become established. This can be
seen in figure 30, which looks downstream along the
central gravel bar. The man stands by the young
willow at the headwater tip of the linear bar. Two
other bits of new growth on the bar can be seen 20 feet
and 70 feet farther downstream.

The upstream end of the bar is gently rounded in
cross section and lobate in form like a beaver tail.
Downstream the bar becomes pointed, flat on top, and
trapezoidal in cross section (figure 31).

When we first studied this linear bar there was no
vegetation on the lower end. One year later some
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FIGURE 28. Maps of lower Horse Creek and the Green River near Daniel, Wyo., comparing a sketch made by Peale (1879, p1. L) in 1877 and a Geological Survey
map of 1942. The islands (marked A) shown by Peale existed in 1942 with but minor changes in form. Note the successive dividing and rejoining of river channels.

sum of these widths is 20 to 30 percent greater than
the 50-foot width of the undivided reach. In the
downstream part of the left channel where the central
bar of gravel has been deposited, the width is only
slightly greater than in the rest of the left channel
where there is no central bar.

Opposite the gravel island, and on the right side of
the little valley, there is a slough which is alined with
a grassed depression. During flood flow this slough
and the depression undoubtedly carry water. The con-
figuration of the slough and depression and their posi-
tion in relation to the active right-hand channel indicate
that they once joined as a continuous active channel
which has subsequently been blocked by deposition.
In its active stage this old channel was separated from
the present right-hand channel by an island, similar in

vegetation had sprouted on the formerly bare gravel
surface as can be seen in figure 31. On 425 square feet
of area there were 80 individual plants, or one on every
5 square feet approximately. The plants were:

Species
Red top (Agrostis sp.)--------
Sweet clover (Melilotus sp.) -- - -
Bluestem (Agropyron Smithii) - -
Foxtail (Hordeum sp.)---------

Dandelion (Taraxacum sp.)-- -

Shepherd purse (Cruciferae) - _
Carrot weed (Umbelliferae) _ _
Mint (Labiatae)__-_________
Timothy (Phleum sp.)_--------.

Number
of plants

- 20

- 17

- 12
- 10

_ 7
4

- 3
.. 2
. 2

Two cross sections of the braided reach on Horse
Creek are shown on figure 32. The valley bottom is
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Creek; photograph taken from station 550 of the planimetric map of figure 29.

bounded by two low terraces, one 5 feet and another
7 feet above low water surface. Within the confining
banks of the 5-foot terrace the gravel island and the
adjacent gravel flat containing the abandoned channel
lie at the same elevation. The new gravel bar generally
is somewhat lower than the level of the adjacent island,
though at a point about half way down the length of
the bar the flat upper surface of the bar is at the same
elevation as the surface of the island.

STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A BRAID

rThese observations suggest a sequence of events in
the development of a braided reach. In an originally

h -%>7.4

"" _ y = 
" ' ye , te. -',.wR" - t' -

FIG t IN 31. DONwitimarni ced of ceitral gravel bar il left cictnil1 i nt e t k.

single or undivided channel, a short, submerged central
bar is deposited during a high flow. The head of the
new gravel bar is composed of the coarse fraction of the
bed load which is moving down the center of the channel
bed. Because of some local condition not all the coarse
particles are transported through this particular reach
and some accumulate in the center of the channel.
Most of the smaller particles move over and past the
incipient bar, but part of the finer fraction is trapped
by the coarser material and so deposited. Though
the depth is gradually reduced, velocity over the
growing bar tends to remain undiminished or even to
increase so that some particles moving along the
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FIGURE 32.-Cross sections of braided reach of Horse Creek near Daniel, Wyo. (Lines of sections shown in fig. 29.)
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bar near the center of the channel roll along the length
of the new bar and are deposited beyond the lower end
where a marked increase in depth is associated with a
decrease in velocity. Thus the bar grows by successive
addition at its downstream end, and presumably by
some addition along the margins. The downstream
growth is suggested by the fact that willows became
established at the upstream tip while the downstream
portions were still bare. A similar gradation in age of
vegetation exists in many other islands studied.

The growth of the gravel bar at first does not affect
the width of the stream, but when the bar gets large
enough, the channels along its sides are insufficient
in width to remain stable. Widening then occurs
by trimming the edges of the central bar and by cutting
laterally against the original sides of the channel
until a stable width has been attained. At the same
time, some deepening of the flanking channels may
occur and the bar emerges as an island. The bar
gradually becomes stabilized by vegetation. At some
stage lateral cutting against the bar to provide in-
creased channel width becomes just as difficult as
against the banks of the original channel, and so the
bar is not eliminated. The hydraulic properties of the
channel during this process of island formation will be
discussed in a later section.

After the island has been formed, the new channels
in the divided reach may become subdivided in the
same manner. As successive division occurs, the
amount of water carried by an individual channel
tends to diminish so that in some of these, vegetation
prevents further erosion and, by screening action,

promotes deposition.
The Horse Creek example demonstrates all of these

features. The new gravel bar deposited in the left
channel occupies the center of a channel not yet
widened by stream action. The sequence of age of
vegetation shows that the bar was extended down-
stream with time, and presumably was built in 2 or
3 years, for at the time the lower part of the bar was
bare, the willows at the upstream tip were not more than
2 years old.

The gravel island separating the two main channels
is considerably wider than the new gravel bar. The

right channel is separated from the abandoned channel
by a former island which also was wider than the new
bar. When a central linear gravel bar is deposited,
the bar may continue to increase in width, forcing the

channels farther apart. One reason for this lateral
cutting into the original banks can be seen by the
direction of the flow at the tip of the gravel island.
The low bar (marked C in fig. 29) just below the
cable has built downstream until it actually joins the
upstream tip of the much older gravel island (marked

D). At low flow the water which gets into the left
channel pours over the downstream tip of the low bar
in a direction nearly perpendicular to the general
stream course as indicated by the riffle symbols between
the letters C and D in figure 29.

At high discharge the flow impinges against the
left bank and subsequently produces a sharp bend in
the streamlines to the right as they become alined
again with the left channel. Thus the low bar and
the upper tip of the gravel island force the flow into a
reverse curve or S-shaped path. As a consequence
the left bank would tend to erode where the flow
impinged against it, while the inside of this curve
would be a zone of deposition which would blunt or
widen the upstream tip of the gravel island. It is
reasoned that the widening of an initial linear bar is
probably due mostly to the deposition on the inside
of bends that results from obstruction by the bar.

The gravel island is interpreted as a stabilized and
enlarged bar which had its origin in a manner typified
by the new bar. The gravel in the bar and island are
similar. The island has a thin layer of silt covering the
surface of the underlying gravel; it is believed that
during overbank flow, vegetation stopped the fine
material and caused it to be deposited. Coarse material
would ordinarily not be carried over the surface of the
vegetated island for such material moves primarily in
the swifter water of the established channels.

The initial vegetation which sprouts on a new gravel
bar begins the screening process and the consequent
deposition of thin patches of silt or fine sand promotes
the stand of vegetation. Screening of fine material and
the improvement of the stand of vegetation by altering
the texture of the surface layer are reciprocal and
perpetuating.

CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH CHANNEL DIVISION

FLUME EXPERIMENTS

Experimental work in a flume at California Institute
of Technology allowed us to test the hypothesis of bar
deposition just outlined. The observations made in the
laboratory provide some insight into not only the
sequence of events leading to braiding but also into the
hydraulic relations between the divided and undivided
reaches of channel. First, the progressive development
of braids in the flume will be discussed and compared
with field examples. Second, the interrelations of
hydraulic factors in both the laboratory and natural
rivers will be analyzed.

The 60-foot flume had a width of about 3 feet and
was filled to a depth of about 5 inches with a poorly
sorted medium sand (identical to run 1, app. A).
Initial channels of various shapes and sizes were
molded by means of a template mounted on a moving
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FIGURE 33.-Initial channel molded in the sand bed of the flume, California Institute
of Technology.

carriage. One of the initial channels is pictured in
figure 33. The traveling carriage also carried a point
gage for measuring elevation to an accuracy of 0.001
foot vertically, and 0.005 foot horizontally. The slope
of the flume was adjusted by a set of jacks which sup-
ported it, and slopes of 0.01 were possible. The
flowing water itself altered the initial channel section
and slope.

The water supply was recirculated from a storage
sump from which it was pumped to an overhead tank
equipped with a weir that permitted any desired dis-
charge to be drawn at constant head. The excess water
not drawn through the circulating system flowed over

the weir and was returned to the sump. The discharge
into the flume system was measured by a venturi meter.
From the meter the water flowed into a 6-inch pipe
which led to a stilling basin at the upper end of the
flume, and thence through a honeycomb for smoothing
out the turbulence. A 1-foot length of trapezoidal
channel constructed of wood formed the transition from
the stilling pool to the alluvial channel constructed with
the template in the sand bed. Discharges used were in
the range of 0.01-0.10 cfs.

At the downstream end of the sand channel was a
trapezoidal weir, the elevation of which was kept
approximately level with the sand bed of the stream.
Below the trapezoidal weir was a stilling pool where the
sand settled out, and from which the water was skimmed
off and returned to the sump furnishing the water
supply.
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Sediment was fed into the system in the form of dry
sand. From an overhead hopper at the upper end of
the flume, the sand was carried out on a small endless

belt and dropped into the flowing water in the short
wooden flume immediately upstream from the sand
channel. The rate of sand feeding was controlled by a
variable speed motor which moved the endless belt.
The rate of feed of the sand load could be varied from
0 to about 200 grams per minute. During the experi-
ment three sizes of sand were used (see app. A).

In the experiment it was impossible to measure
accurately the amount of sand delivered to the settling
basin at the lower end. The rate of sand feeding could
be accurately obtained by successive samples of the dry
material coming off the endless belt. We were forced
to rely on an inexact method of determining whether the
system was in equilibrium: successive determinations of

the longitudinal profile of water surface and dry stream

bed. This method is sufficiently accurate under circum-
stances where the rate at which load is introduced is

large relative to the volume of the river channel, for

aggradation or degradation could be accurately meas-
ured during the progress of a run of reasonable duration.

These were the circumstances for most runs, but a more

refined method of determining equilibrium would be
desirable.

It is important to emphasize the fact that the channel
developed in the flume was not a model river but was

the prototype of a small stream. The flume-river

adjusted not only its slope, but also its depth and width.
This can be seen in the tabulated data in appendix C.

A period during which sand and water were delivered to

the channel at constant rates lasted as long as 25 hours.
During this period the flow was interrupted at intervals

for measurement of cross sections. Such measure-
ments and corresponding velocity and slope data are
tabulated together and labeled a "run" in appendix C.

The first example showing the development of a
braided reach is a set of runs (6a, b and 8) in which the
initial channel cut by the template was 15 inches wide
and 1; inches deep. For these runs the flume was set
at a slope of 0.0114. The discharge was 0.085 cfs, and
goad was introduced at the rate of 120 g per minute or a
sediment concentration, C,, of 830 ppm by weight.

Customarily, the initial width of channel increased very
rapidly through the action of the flowing water and
attained a minimum value which was stable for the given
discharge. In the river being discussed, the average

stable width for a discharge of 0.085 cfs was 1.1 feet,
The template channel being 1.25 feet (15 inches).
slightly larger than the minimum stable value, there
was no rapid adjustment. During 22 hours of flow
(interrupted for purposes of measurement) a series of
bars and islands developed in a 12-foot reach between
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stations 10-22. The lower end of the entrance box was
at station 3, which means that the head of the braided
reach was 7 feet downstream from the entrance.

The sequence of stages in the development of this
braided reach is shown in figure 34, which includes
sketches made of the pattern at various stages and

detailed cross sections at one position or station along
the flume. A photograph of this braid looking upstream
is shown in figure 35. At the end of 3 hours of flow
the development of a central submerged bar had pro-
ceeded so far that its lower end had caused some deflec-
tion of the flow toward the right bank. This resulted
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FIGURE 34.-Sketches and cross sections showing progress in development of braid in flume-river (February 16-22, 1954, runs 6-8.) (Profiles shown in fig. 38.)
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in a s11tmll arcui te reentrant in the formerly straight

bank. The head of the submerged bar had similarly
caused some cutting on the left bank. The cross sec-
tions shown at the right of figure 34 were taken by
means of the point gage on the traveling carriage after
the load and water were temporarily stopped. The
stopping and starting had little effect on the configura-
tion of the bed.

The cross section at station 14 after 4 hours of flow
shows the pronounced central ridge or submerged bar.
It should be noted, however, that in the upper left
diagram showing the plan view at 3 hours, the band of
principal bed transport lies on top of the submerged
central bar. The grain movement in the deeper parts of
the channel adjacent to the central bar was usually
negligible in the early stage of island development.
The central bar continued to build closer to the water
surface yet the principal zone of movement remained
for a time along the top of the building bar. It was
there that some of the larger particles stopped, trapping
smaller particles in the building bar. These smaller
grains could have been inoved by the existing flow had
they not become protected or blocked by larger grains.

The central bar in the flume-river was caused by local
sorting, the larger particles being deposited in the center
of the stream at some place where local competence was
insufficient to move them. But, as explained, bar build-
ing by sorting does not imply that the deposit is com-
posed only of grains too large to be moved further (see
app. B). The sketches of the developing braided reach

Fmna : 35.- Braided channel developed in flume (February 19, 1954, runs 6-8, 2 p. m.)
Note similarity to horse Creek. figure 30.

Ftl('I E 36-Island formed in a braided reach of the flume-river (April 8, 19.54.
7:15 a. m.. run 30. stations 6-.)

show an irregular distribution of well-sorted fine ma-
terial, usually deposited near the toe or downstream
edge of the bar where progressive bar development
consisted of foreset beds as in a delta. The continual
shifting of the channels, then, builds a heterogeneous
bar consisting of patches of materials of different size
and different degrees of sorting.

By the end of 7 hours of flow the central bar had
been built so high that individual grains rolling along
its ridge actually "broke" the water surface. Leopold
and Miller had noted previously (1956, p. 6) that in
arroyos, many large pebbles and cobbles were observed
to roll in flows of depth only half the diameter of the
rolling stone. By such a process a true island cannot
be formed in uniform discharge. However, the deflec-
tion of the water by the central bar usually caused local
scour in some part of the channels separated by the
central bar, and this scour caused a lowering of the
water surface which left the bar sticking out of the
water as a real island. Such scour was observed in
many of the runs and the islands which are indicated
in the sketches in figure 34 emerged as a result of this

process. This condition is also shown in figure 36, a
photograph of a developing island.

The area designated as "incipient bar" in figure 34 at
hour 7 had enlarged and emerged as an island by hour 9.
Furthermore, after hour 9 of flow a linear bar had
developed in the channel area between the two islands,
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bisecting the flow into two parts, marked A and B.

By hour 13, continued bar building in channel A and
subsequent lowering of the channel B diverted most
of the water out of the old channel A and the primary
zone of transport over the bar area was restricted to
channel B.

Similar sequences continued to change the configura-
tion of the braided reach, moving the principal zones

of transport from one place to another, and at hour 22
there were three island areas. It should be understood
that in the flume-river the constant discharge did not
permit the islands to receive any increment of deposition
after emergence so that an "island" actually represented
merely the highest knob of a bar most of which remains
submerged. The cross section of station 14 at hour 18
(bottom diagram, right side, fig. 34) illustrates this
feature.

The succession of events observed in the flume are

analogous to those postulated to account for the charac-
teristics of the reach studied on Horse Creek. The
central bar built closer to the water surface and extended
itself downstream with time, channels were successively
formed and abandoned, and the bars were made up of
the coarser fractions of the introduced load but mixed
with considerable fine material which had become
trapped. The similarities between the field example
and the flume can be seen by comparing the photo-
graphs in figures 30 and 35.

Nearly all observers who have recorded notes on the
action of a braided stream have remarked on the shifting
of bars and the caving of banks. Once a bar is deposited
it does not necessarily remain fixed in form, contour,
or position. This can be seen in the successive cross
sections of four stations made during the run pictured in

figure 37. Time changes at a particular position are
arranged side by side and the downstream variation at a
particular time can be seen in the vertical groups. A
reference level is given for each section so that the
changes of water surface elevation can be compared.
The sections grouped on the uppermost horizontal line

are at station 6. Comparing the sections from left to
right it can be seen that station 6 underwent continued
aggradation and the shape of the cross section changed
radically, much more than did the area of the cross
section.

The horizontally arranged group of sketches at
station 10 illustrate the varying elevation of water

surface which rose between hours 1 and 4, fell from
hours 4 to 6, and rose again from hours 6 to 11. The fall

of water surface elevation is clearly due to the scour of
the right-hand channel between hours 4 and 6.

The initial linear nature of the central bar is best
illustrated at 6 hours where a central ridge is present

through an 11-foot reach between stations 6 and 17.

This is shown on the sketch of the plan view in the
lower right part of figure 37 and on the cross sections
for that time arranged vertically on the figure.

The growth and subsequent erosion of a central bar
is also illustrated at station 10 (fig. 37). On the left-
hand diagram of station 10 the shape of the initial
channel molded by template is shown as a dashed line.
After 11 hours this shape had been altered by the
building of a central bar and by slight degradation of
the channels beside the bar. By the end of 4 hours the
combination of lateral building and deposition on the
bar surface had widended the bar and made a double
crest. Bar building resulted in a diversion of most of
the water into the right channel at station 10 which
caused local scouring.

DIVIDED AND UNDIVIDED REACHES IN THE FLUME AND
IN NATURAL RIVERS

In both natural streams and the flume-river the slope
of the divided reach proved to be greater than that of
the undivided reach. The steepening of the divided
reach in the flume is very marked. Figure 38 shows
the water surface profile data associated with runs
6a and b and 8, February 16-22, 1954. The measure-
ments presented in the left part of the figure are inter-
preted diagrammatically on the right half of the figure.
When considering the measurements it must be recalled
that the elevation of the water surface was measured
relative to a sloping datum. Thus, water surface
profiles which rise downstream relative to the datum
mean that the water surface became adjusted to a slope
less than that of the flume rails. This can be seen by
reference to the diagrammatic profiles on the right of
figure 38 where the initial profile, shown as a heavy line,
represents the slope of the water surface when the run
began and the water started to flow down a channel
parallel to the sloping rails. By the end of 9 hours,
aggradation had taken place in the reach between station
6 and station 12, and also downstream from station 35.
Degradation of the initial channel had occurred between
stations 15 and 35 with the establishment of a steep
reach in the divided or braided section.

Between hours 9 and 20 of flow, continued aggrada-
tion took place in the divided reach but, in general, the
steep slope was maintained approximately parallel to
that which existed at the end of hour 9. Similarly,

the aggrading reach downstream from station 20 main-
tained nearly the same average slope as that which
existed at hour 9, this slope being much flatter than that
of the divided or braided reach. A similar sequence
can be observed in the profiles presented in the lower
left-hand part of figure 37 (associated with run 17,
March 11-12). In figure 37 it can be seen that be-
tween hours 1'2 and 4, the reach from station 10 to
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station 22 steepened markedly, but from hours 4 to 11
aggradation occurred at approximately the same slope
which existed in this downstream reach at hour 4. In
the braided reach upstream from station 10, however,

continued aggradation was accompanied by continued
steepening between hours 4 and 11.

It is important to note in these runs that aggradation
could take place at a constant slope without braiding even
when the total load exceeded the capacity of the channel
for transport. Braiding is developed by sorting as the
stream leaves behind those sizes of the load which it is
incompetent to handle. If such sorting results in pro-
gressive coarsening of the bed material then the slope
increases progressively If the stream is competent to
move all sizes comprising the load but is unable to move
the total quantity provided to it, then aggradation may
take place without braiding. Hence, contrary to the
assumption often made, the action in the flume river
suggests that braiding is not a consequence of aggrada-
tion alone. This is brought out in flume runs 30a to 35
which are discussed later in relation to the adjustment of

slope in natural channels.
Although the steepening of slope in the divided reach

is one of the more obvious of the observed changes in

the channel associated with division around an island,

nearly all other hydraulic parameters are also affected.

Detailed comparisons of an undivided channel and a

channel divided around an island, or a potential island,

are available for three river reaches and four runs in the

flume-river. These comparisons are presented in

table 1. (Complete data are tabulated in app. D).

Comparisons are shown as ratios of the measurements
in the divided reach to similar measurements in the

undivided one. The width in a reach containing an

TABLE 1.-Ratio of hydraulic factors of divided to undivided
reaches of braided streams (natural rivers and flume-river)

New Fork River Flume at California Institute of
Green near Pinedale, Technology
River Wyo.
near

D~aniel.
Wyo. Reach I Reach 2 Feb. 15 Feb. 16 Feb. 18 Mar. 5

(1953) (1954) Sta.10 Sta.14 Sta. 10 Sta. 12
and 14 and 22 and 14 and 38

Area-----------------1.3 1.03 1.6 0.94 1.08 0.78 1.07
Width_---------------_1.56 1.83 2.0 1.05 1.34 1.48 1.70
Depth--.-------------.88 .56 .79 .90 .80 .52 .63
Velocity___.--------- .77 .97--_----1.06 .93 1.27 .93
Slope_.------.-------5.7 2.3 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.9 1.7
Darcy-Weisbach resis-

tance factor---------10.5 1.3-________- 1.1 1.3 .63 1.25

island is the width of flowing water. The width of the
undivided reach is the width of the water surface up-
stream or downstream from the island or where there is
but a single channel.

All examples show that channel division is associated
with increased width of water surface, increased slope,
and with decreased depth. In the three comparisons
from our measurements of natural rivers the sum of the
widths of the divided channels ranges from 1.6 to 2.0
times that of the undivided one. In the four compari-

sons made in the flume the ratios vary from 1.05 to 1.70.

This increase in water surface width caused by

development of a bar or an island is accompanied by a

decrease in mean depth. The mean depth of the divided

reach was computed by dividing the cross-sectional area

of flowing water by the total width of water surface in

the two channels. The ratio of depths in the divided

reach to depth in the undivided reach varied from 0.6

to 0.9 in natural rivers and from 0.5 to 0.9 in the

flume-river.
With regard to changes in slope, the profiles of Horse

Creek in figure 29 show that the left channel is more
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conspicuously divided into pools and riffles than the
right one, but the slope of each of these divided channels
is unquestionably greater--il fact, it is three times as
large---as the slope of the undivided part of the stream.
The increased slope of the divided reach is even more
marked on the profile of the Green River near Daniel,
Wyo., where there is nearly a six-fold increase in slope
after the river divides (fig. 39). In the example of the
New Fork River (fig. 40), the steepening is less obvious
primarily because there is a steep riffle between stations
200 and 500 which tends to increase the average slope
of the upper 1,000 feet of the mapped reach. If, how-
ever, the divided reach between stations 1700 and 2400
is compared with the undivided reach from stations
1500 to 1700, steepening of the slope in the undivided
part is again apparent (table 1).

In Rubey's analysis (1952, p. 126) of the division of
the channel of the Illinois River by islands he was

51

unable to show from the maps available to him any
significant increase in slope in the divided reach, but
the maps suggested that "on the average, the slope
opposite islands is steeper by something like 5 to 10
percent."

As table 1 shows, there is more variation in the ratios
in slopes than there is in the ratios of widths and of
depths in divided and undivided reaches. This is due
primarily to one example in a natural river, the Green
River near Daniel, for which the slope of the divided
channel was nearly six times that of the undivided one.
With the exception of this one large ratio, however, the
natural rivers have ratios of 1.4 and 2.3, and the
ratios in the flume ranged from 1.3 to 1.9

The changes in width, depth, and slope caused by
island development in the flume-river are of the same
order of magnitude as comparable changes in the
natural rivers studied.

From planetable map by Leopold and Wolman, Aug. 12, 1953

FIGURE 39.-Map of Green River near Daniel, Wyo., showing a reach in which the channel divides around an island and is, therefore, braided; the individual
divided channels meander.
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FIGURE 40.-Plan and profile of a braided reach of the New Fork River, 3.4 miles below Pinedale, Wyo. (American Gothic reach.)

The change of cross-sectional area depends upon the
relative amounts of change of width and depth. The
division by an island caused the cross-sectional area to
increase in all three reaches of the natural rivers studied
but in the flume there was an increase in cross-sectional
area in two instances and a decrease in two instances.
The velocity in the divided channels was somewhat less
in the two natural rivers for which data are available,
but in the flume division caused the velocity to increase
in two reaches and to decrease in two others. Non-
uniform changes caused by island growth can also be
seen in the Darcy-Weisbach resistance factorf (table 1).

These data indicate that changes in nearly all the
hydraulic parameters occur when a channel divides. In
discussing this matter Franzius (1936, p. 38) assumed

that conditions in channel division could be approxi-
mated by assuming that the width-to-depth ratio,
slope, and roughness are identical in divided and
undivided channels. Such assumptions would apply
only in certain cases but could not be assumed generally
applicable. Chien (1955) computed the characteristics
of divided channels, using the Einstein bedload equation
(1950) and assuming that no change of grain size accom-
panied channel division. This assumption is more likely
to be fulfilled in natural channels than those of Franzius,
but both the flume data and the streams studied by us
in the field indicate that selective deposition of coarse
fractions of the load in the braiding process tends to
result in coarser material in the beds of the separate
channels than in the undivided channel.
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The adjustment of various hydraulic factors to any
change in the independent factors may take the form
of any one of many possibilities. The adjustments are
interdependent and it is difficult to specify in advance
how an alteration of conditions will be taken up by the
dependent factors.

New islands form and channels often change too
rapidly for complete adjustment to equilibrium condi-
tions, but some reaches of braided rivers are very
stable indeed, as judged by the size and age distribution
of vegetation. The island shown on Peale's map of
the Green River near Daniel still exists 70 years later,
as can be seen in figure 28. Presumably, in such
instances, a closer approach to equilibrium is possible
than in transitory channel division. Nevertheless
we interpret our observations presented above as
indicative that a braided pattern as well as other
patterns can indeed be one of the possible conditions
of quasi-equilibrium.

SUMMARY: THE BRAIDED RIVER

A braided river is one which flows in two or more
anastomosing channels around alluvial islands. This
study indicates that braided reaches taken as a whole
are steeper, wider, and shallower than undivided
reaches carrying the same flow. A mode of formation
of a braided channel was demonstrated by a small
stream in the laboratory. The braided pattern devel-
oped after deposition of an initial central bar. The
bar consisted of coarse particles, wnich could not be
transported under local conditions existing in that
reach, and of finer material trapped among these
coarser particles. This coarse fraction became the
nucleus of the bar which subsequently grew into an
island. Both in the laboratory-river and in its natural
counterpart, Horse Creek near Daniel, Wyo., gradual
formation of a central bar deflected the main current
against the channel banks causing them to erode.

The braided pattern is one among many possible
conditions which a river might establish for itself as a
result of the adjustment of a number of variables to a
set of independent controls. The requirements of
channel adjustment may be met by a variety of possible
combinations of velocity, cross-sectional area, and
roughness. Braiding represents a particular combina-
tion, albeit a striking combination, of a set of variables
in the continuum of river shapes and patterns.

Braiding is not necessarily an indication of excessive
total load. A braided pattern once established, may
be maintained with only slow modifications. The
stability of the features in the braided reaches of Horse
Creek suggests that rivers with braided patterns may
be as close to quasi-equilibrium as are rivers possessing
meandering or other patterns.

STRAIGHT CHANNELS

In the field it is relatively easy to find illustrations of
either meandering or braided channels. The same
cannot be said of straight channels. In our experience
truly straight channels are so rare among natural
rivers as to be almost nonexistent. Extremely short
segments or reaches of the channel may be straight,
but it can be stated as a generalization that reaches
which are straight for distances exceeding ten times
the channel width are rare.

THE WANDERING THALWEG

Figure 41 shows in plan and profile a reach of Valley
Creek near Downingtown, Pa. For 500 feet this
channel is straight in a reach where the alluvium of
the valley is 30 feet thick. Its sinuosity (ratio of
thalweg length to valley length) is practically 1.0.

The thalweg, or line of maximum depth, is indicated
by a dashed line in the upper portion of figure 41.
Though the channel itself is straight, the thalweg
wanders back and forth from positions near one bank
and then the other. This is typical of a number of
nearly straight reaches which we have studied. The
wandering thalweg is easier to see in the sketch shown
in the lower part of figure 41 in which the position of
the thalweg relative to a channel of uniform width
is plotted.

Along with the wandering thalweg it is not uncommon
to find deposits of mud adjacent to the banks of straight
channels. These commonly occur in alternating (as
opposed to "opposite") positions. A similar observa-
tion has been made by Schaffernak (1950, p. 45). The
alternating mud "bars" are related to a thalweg which
also moves alternately from bank to bank. In an
idealized sense, this plan view of straight channels
appears to bear a remarkable resemblance to a meander.

In a straight flume Quraishy (1944) observed that a
series of alternating shoals formed in the channel.
These he referred to as "skew shoals" (p. 36). Sim
ilarly, Brooks (1955, p. 668-8) called the condition in
which low channel bars formed alternately adjacent to
the left and right walls of his straight flume a "meander"
condition.

POOLS AND RIFFLES

Another characteristic of natural streams even in
straight reaches is the occurrence of pools and riffles.
This has been noted by Pettis (1927), Dittbrenner
(1954), and Wolman (1955). Figures 40, 42, and 43,
respectively, the New Fork River near Pinedale, Wyo.,
the Middle River near Staunton, Va., and the Popo
Agie near Hudson, Wyo., present plans and profiles for
a braided reach, a straight reach, and a meandering
reach. Profiles of these three examples are compared
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in figure 44 which reveals a similarity in the profiles
of streams possessed of very dissimilar patterns. Thus,
a straight channel implies neither a uniform stream bed
nor a straight thalweg.

As demonstrated first by Inglis (1949, p. 147), the
wavelength of a meander is proportional to the square
root of the "dominant discharge." One wavelength (a
complete sine curve or 2ir radians) encompasses twice
the distance between successive points of inflection of
the meander wave. It is well known that meandering
channels characteristically are deep at the bend and
shallow at the crossover or point of inflection. Thus,
twice the distance between successive riffles in a straight
reach appears analogous to the wavelength of a meander
and should also be proportional to Q-5. As an initial

test of this hypothesis, bankfull discharge, which we
consider equivalent to "dominant discharge" of the
Indian literature, has been plotted in figure 45A against
wavelength of meanders. The figure includes data
from straight reaches for which "wavelength" is twice
the distance between successive riffles.

The data in figure 45, tabulated in appendix E,
include measurements of rivers in India from Inglis
(1949), our own field measurements, and some flume
data from Friedkin (1945) and Brooks (1955 and personal
communication). The wavelengths in Brooks' data
obtained in a fixed-wall flume (no. 259, appendix E)
represent, as in the nonmeandering natural channels,
twice the distance between the "riffles," or low bars,
which lie observed.
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Figure 45A demonstrates that, with considerable
scatter, a relation between wavelength and discharge
exists through a 108 variation in Q. The data for
straight channels do not vary from the average relation
any more than those for meanders.

Inglis (1949, p. 144) had called attention to the fact
that since width is also proportional to the square root

of discharge, wavelength is a linear function of stream
width. Inglis did not mention the fact, illustrated in
figure 45$, that the scatter of points in the width-wave-
length relation is less than that in the discharge
wavelength relation. The relation in figure 45B is quite

consistent though it includes straight channels as well
as meanders, and the widths range from less than 1 foot
in the flume to 1 mile in the Mississippi River. The
line drawn through the plotted points in figure 45B
indicates that in general, the ratio of wavelength to
bankfull width varies from about 7 for small streams
having widths of 1 to 10 feet, up to 15 for large rivers
having widths in excess of 1,000 feet.

Dr. T. M. Prus-Chacinski has told us that European
engineers have a rule-of-thumb that the meander wave-
length is 15 times the channel width. That our ratio
is 1:15 only for large rivers may possibly be influenced by
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the fact that our data show bankfull width rather than
width at some lower stage. Our data indicate that the
relation is not a constant ratio but a power function
having an exponent slightly larger than 1.0, specifically
X=6.5w1.

Comparison of figures 45A and 45B .leads us to
postulate that in terms of the mechanical principles
governing meander formation and the formation of pools
and riffles, the wavelength is more directly dependent
on width than on discharge. It is argued later in this
paper that in general, at a constant slope, channel width
follows from discharge as a dependent variable. We
suggest, therefore, that wavelength is dependent on
width and thus depends only indirectly on discharge.
That this relation describes both the distance between
riffles in straight channels and the wavelength of
meanders leads us to conclude that the processes which
may lead to meanders are operative in straight channels.

SUMMARY: STRAIGHT CHANNELS

The observations discussed lead us to three tentative
conclusions. First, pools and riffles are a fundamental
characteristic of nearly all natural channels and are not
confined to meanders. Second, river curves all tend to
have a wavelength that is a function of stream width

.1 - 1 11 1 1 [
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and thus indirectly a function of discharge. rihird,
even straight channels exhibit some tendency for the
flow to follow a sinuous path within the confines of their
straight banks.

THE CONTINUUM OF CHANNELS OF DIFFERENT
PATTERNS

The physical characteristics of the three specific
channel patterns discussed in the preceding section
suggest that all natural channel patterns intergrade.
Braids and meanders are strikingly different but they
actually represent extremes in an uninterrupted range
of channel pattern. If we assume that the pattern of a
stream is controlled by the mutual interaction of a
number of variables, and the range of these variables
in nature is continuous, then we should expect to find a
complete range of channel patterns. A given reach of
river may exhibit both braiding and meandering. In
fact, Russell (1954) points out that the Meander River
in Turkey, which gave us the term "meandering,' Ilas
both braided and straight reaches.

This conception of transition in pattern or interrela-
tion of channels of diverse pattern is supported by the
data in figure 46 in which the average channel slope is
plotted as a function of bankfull discharge (data tabu-
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late in app. F). Meandering, braided, and straight
channels are designated by different symbols. The
reaches which have been called meanders are those in
which the sinuosity, the ratio of thalweg length to
valley length, is equal to or greater than 1.5. This
value is an arbitrary one but in our experience where the
sinuosity is 1.5 or greater, one would readily agree that
the stream is a true meander. Many channels which
appear to the eye to be very tortuous actually have
rather low sinuosity ratings. The reader may be
helped in visualizing these values by inspecting the map
of the Popo Agie River near Hudson, Wyo. (fig. 43).
This meander on the Popo Agie, the most symmetrical
that we have seen in the field, has a sinuosity of 1.73.

The term "braid" is applied here to those reaches in
which there are relatively stable alluvial islands, and
hence two or more separate channels.

The data in figure 46 indicate that in the rivers
studied the braided channels are separated from the
meanders by a line described by the equation

s 0.06 Q--" (1)

For a given discharge, meanders, as one would expect,
will occur on the smaller slopes. At the same slope a
braided channel will have a higher discharge than a
meandering one. The figure shows, moreover, that
straight channels, those with sinuosities less than 1.5,
occur throughout the range of slopes. This supports

the view that the separation of a true meander from a
straight channel is arbitrary. Study of the sinuosities

of these channels does not reveal an increasing sinuosity
with decreasing slope; that is, greater tortuosity is not
necessarily associated with decreasing slope. A diagram
similar to the one in figure 43 has been plotted by

Nuguid. 1 His designation of meanders was not based
upon a particular sinuosity but was apparently an
arbitrary designation based upon the plan or map of
the channel. Nuguid indicated that what lie calls
normal, or straight, channels have a smaller value of
slope than meanders for any given discharge. The

present data do not demonstrate such a distinction.

In considering figure 46 it is important to keep in

mind that these data describe certain natural channels.

In natural channels specific variables often occur in

association. For example, steep slopes are associated

with coarse material. In a system which contains, as

we have pointed out, a minimum of seven variables, a

diagram such as figure 46 which treats only two of these

cannot be expected to describe either the mechanism of

adjustment or all theoretically possible conditions.

Because it is drawn from nature, however, it does

I Nuguid, C. P. 1950, A study of stream meanders: Iowa State Univ., master's
thesis.

describe a set of conditions which are to be expected
in many natural channels.

Two ideas that will be explored more fully are inherent
in figure 46. First, at a given discharge various slopes
are associated with varying channel shapes and pat-
terns. Second, in considering an individual bifurcating
channel, we are concerned with a division of discharge
comparable to the comparison of a downstream point
with an upstream point in a river channel system.

Cottonwood Creek near Daniel, Wyo., is a striking
illustration of an abrupt change from one stream pattern
to another (fig. 47). Above the gaging station, Cotton-
wood Creek is a very sinuous meander. Immediately
below the gage it becomes a braid. The character of
the channel where braiding begins is shown by the
photograph in figure 48. As the profile in figure 47
shows, the meander reach has a slope of 0.0011, while
the braided section occurs on a slope of 0.004. TIhe
difference in slope is accompanied by a change in the
median grain size from 0.049 foot in the meander to
0.060 foot in the braided reach.

Data for this reach are plotted in figure 46. At a

discharge of 800 cfs points 12a and 12b represent,
respectively, the meandering and the braided parts of
the reach of Cottonwood Creek pictured in figure 47.
In changing from a meander to a braid at a constant
discharge we should expect the two conditions on
Cottonwood Creek to be represented by points on
different sides of the line of figure 46, and indeed this
expectation is fulfilled.

It is clear that through the short reach of Cottonwood
Creek discharge is the same in both meandering and
braided parts, for no tributaries enter. The load
carried is the same in both meandering and braided
parts. There is no indication of rapid aggradation or
degradation, and to the extent that this is true, if the
meandering reach is assumed to be in quasi-equilibrium,
then the braided reach is also. The braided pattern
here is not due to excessive load but appears to be a
channel adjustment caused by the fortuitous occurrence
of a patch of coarser gravel deposited locally in the
valley alluvium, the bulk of which was probably laid
down in late Pleistocene time.

A reach of the Green River near Daniel, Wyo., is
shown on the map in figure 39. Here the transition
from undivided to divided channel involves a change of
slope, and by reason of the individual channels, a

change in discharge. The river at this point has
a drainage area of 600 square miles and a bankfull
discharge of about 2,000 cfs. It flows in a broad
alluvial plain about 2 miles wide. There are myriad
sloughs and marshes with a dense growth of sedges and
willows. In the reach mapped in figure 39 the main
channel divides into two channels about one-quarter
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Wyo. A indicates gaging station house where pattern changes from mean(der to
braid. At B the first meander bend upstream can be seen.

mile above U. S. Route 189. At the time the map was
made the undivided channel carried a discharge of
425 (fs. Below the division the left channel had a
discharge of 305 cfs and the right 120 cfs. Flowing on
a slope of 0.0005 the undivided channel has a grain
size of 0.056 foot, while in both the right and left
channels the slope is 0.0029 and the grain size 0.18 foot.

Assuming that the proportion of the discharge
flowing in each channel remains the same at the bank-
fall stage, the three channels for the Green River at
Daniel are plotted in figure 46 (points 14a-c, appendix
F). In this figure the divided reaches of the channel
are considered separately in terms of their local slope
and discharge. The undivided part is also considered
over a short reach. Thus, the short undivided reach
of the Green River at Daniel (point 14a) is given the
symbol of a straight river in figure 46. The slopes of
the divided channels are equal but their discharges are
different. From figure 46 (points 14b, c) we should
expect the left channel to be braided and the right to
be meandering. As the map in figure 39 shows, the
right channel is definitely meandering. The left

channel has too small a value of sinuosity to be called a
meander. It does include some islands, but it is not a
clear case of braiding and should be classified as
straight.

Other examples of the relation of chiannel pattern to
discharge and slope can be chosen from rivers in various
parts of the world. The great rivers traversing the
plain of the Ganges in the State of Bihar, India, provide
illustrations. The Kosi River (maximum discharge
about 800,000 cfs), rising near Mount Everest, flows
out of the Himalayas and over a broad, flat debris
cone to join the Ganges. The Kosi is braided in the

first 75 miles after it leaves the mountain front and this
braiding is associated with deposition of the coarser
fractions of its debris load, just as in the flume experi-
ments described earlier. The pattern changes from
braiding to meandering at the foot of the debris fan
and remains meandering to the junction with the
Ganges.

Data on discharge are meager on the Bihar rivers.
The mean annual flood for the Kosi, roughly equivalent
to the bankfull stage, is about 200,000 cfs. Some
decrease of the peak discharge can be expected from
channel storage in the 75-mile reach over the debris
fan and this is probably compensated by an increment

provided by the Bagmati and Kamla Rivers which
enter the Kosi at the foot of the fan. As a reasonable
generalization, we assume that the bankfull discharge
remains constant from the foot of the Himalayas to the
junction with the Ganges.

The river slope decreases from about 0.001 near the
apex of the debris fan to about 0.00035 in the meander-
ing reach. The values of slope and discharge on figure
46 appear as points 270a-c, (app. F). The meandering
reach (point 270c) plots somewhat above the tentative
line we have drawn to separate braids from meanders.

Point 271 represents the Ganges River near Patna,
and again the discharge is only approximate. This
point falls somewhat too low for the line dividing braids
from meanders. Though the data are approximate
the Kosi and Ganges examples are included because
they represent cases of braiding at very large discharge.

The Son River, a northward-flowing tributary, joins
the Ganges near Patna. Owing to the great breadth
of the Gangetic plain, which in the central portion was
constructed principally by the Ganges, the Son flows
on a gradient greatly influenced by the Ganges itself.
Where the Son joins the Ganges, both rivers flow at
approximately the same gradient. The Ganges, having
a much larger discharge than the Son, has a braided
pattern, while the Son meanders. This illustrates the
principle shown in figure 46, that at a given slope, the
braided pattern will be associated with a large dis-

charge and the meandering pattern with a small one.
Besides differences in slope and discharge between

meanders and braids our observations indicate that in

general, at constant slope braided channels are also

characterized by higher width : depth ratios than are

meanders.
When a channel divides around an island in a braided

reach, the separate channels have a smaller discharge, a
larger grain size, and a steeper slope than the undivided
channel. These changes are not peculiar to braids alone
but are in the same direction as the ones we usually find
in a comparison of small and large channels with
increasing discharge in the downstream direction.
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The relation of channel pattern to slope and discharge
is of particular interest in connection with the recon-
struction of the alluvial landscape from profiles of
terrace remnants and from alluvial fills. Changes of
climate such as occurred in the Pleistocene might be
accompanied by changes in precipitation and runoff.
Such variations in streamflow might produce changes
in the stream pattern without any accompanying change
in the quantity or caliber of the load. An increase of
flow could result in a meander becoming a braid; a
decrease in discharge could make a braided channel
a meandering one. Yet, a change in the character of
the load, such as an increase in caliber which the
presence of a valley glacier might provide, could result
in an increase in slope and a change from meandering
to braiding without any change in the precipitation or
discharge. The presence, then, of material of different
sizes in successive valley fills suggests that at different
periods in its history the river which occupied the
valley may have had several distinctive patterns. As
the pattern of major rivers in an area is a significant
feature of the landscape, the application of such
principles to historical geology may prove of some help
in reconstructing the past.

SUMMARY: THE CONTINUUM OF CHANNEL
PATTERNS

The observations described above demonstrate the
transitional nature of stream patterns. A, braided
stream can change into a meandering one in a relatively
short reach. Individual channels of a braided stream
may meander. A tributary may meander to its junction
with a braided master stream.

When streams of different patterns are considered in
terms of hydraulic variables, braided patterns seem to
be differentiated from meandering ones by certain com-
binations of slope, discharge, and width-to-depth ratio.
Straight channels, however, have less diagnostic com-
binations of these variables. The regular spacing and
alternation of shallows and deeps is characteristic,
however, of all three patterns.

This continuum of channel types emphasizes the
similarity in physical principles which determine the
nature of an individual channel. The next section
discusses some aspects of these principles. Although
our understanding of them is far from complete, the
analysis does indicate the complex nature of the
mechanisms controlling diverse natural channels.

THE NATURE OF CHANNEL ADJUSTMENT TO INDE-
PENDENT CONTROLS

Many geologists accept the idea that geology, cli-
mate, and interrelated hydrologic factors are the ulti-

mate determinants of river morphology. Nevertheless,

the details of how this control is exercised, particularly
with respect to the hydraulic mechanisms, have not been
fully described.

It is the purpose of this final section of the present
report to illustrate, from our field and laboratory
observations, some parts of the process by which the
river channel is ultimately controlled by geology and
climate through the effect of these factors on discharge
and load.

The shape and pattern of the river channel are deter-
mined by the simultaneous adjustment of discharge,
load, width, depth, velocity, slope, and roughness. In
order to study the behavior of any of the variables
separately, the remaining ones must be kept constant.
Obviously, this seldom occurs in nature. Nevertheless,
it has been possible to make some observations in
natural channels in the field and in the flume under
conditions in which several of the variables do remain
constant. These observations of isolated parts of the
mechanism of adjustment in river channels are pre-
sented in the following section. Each example is a
simplification of the general case involving simultaneous
adjustment of all of the variables. Segregated into a
sequence of actions and responses, the process of
adjustment is somewhat easier to visualize.

DEVELOPMENT OF RIVER WIDTH

During a flood the process of bank caving and cutting
takes place with relative rapidity. One high flow can
make more change in channel shape in the direction of
increasing width than many succeeding days of lower
flows can alter. It is reasonable to suppose, however,
that the quasi-equilibrium width of the channel is
determined not by those floods which occupy the entire
valley, but rather by discharges which attain or just
overtop the banks of the channel (Wolman and Leopold,
1957). If the width is larger than necessary for quasi-
equilibrium, the unused parts of the wide channel are
taken over by vegetation which not only tends to
stabilize the places where the roots are present, but the
vegetation itself induces deposition. The establish-
ment of vegetation in unused parts of a natural channel

provides a slow but effective way of reducing a width
which has been made excessive during high flows. The
deposition of root-bound mud lumps seen on the bars
of braided streams in Wyoming is one way vegetation
tends to become established. It is well known that
plant seeds are frequently included in flood debris
deposited along high-water marks. As described by
Dietz (1952), lines of even-age vegetation can often be
observed marking the zone of deposition of seeds on
sloping river banks.

We have noted in natural channels and in the flume
that the wandering thalw eg of a straight reach provides
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an additional mechanism for decreasing the width of
the channel. Deposition of material on the insides of
these thalweg bends tends to reduce the channel width.
These areas of deposition may also be associated with
the loci of vegetation mentioned above.

The width of a river is subject to constant readjust-
ment if the banks are not well stabilized by vegetation.
The magnitude of the readjustment depends on the
nature of the banks and the amount and type of vegeta-
tion they support. In the eastern United States river
banks generally tend to be composed of fine-grained
material having considerable cohesiveness, and large
trees typically grow out from the bank and lean over
the stream. Their roots are powerful binding agents,
and under these conditions width adjustments are
small and slow. Only the large floods are capable of
tearing out the banks. In the semiarid West width
adjustments appear to be greater owing to generally
more friable materials making up the banks and to less
dense vegetation. Though examples for which ade-
quate data are available are not numerous, a few may be
mentioned.

The Verde River in Arizona has experienced in the
last half century several floods of considerable magni-
tude. The flood of 1891 widened the channel greatly
but in subsequent years vegetation became established
and the width gradually became restricted. The Gila
River in Arizona has not experienced a great flood since
1916 and vegetation and deposition have tended to
narrow the channel in the subsequent years

After construction of Hoover Dam the channel of
the lower Colorado River changed considerably. Data
on changes of width at Yuma, Ariz., were analysed by
Leopold and Maddock (1953) who showed that the
new width is much smaller than existed before the
higher flows were eliminated.

If these lines of reasoning are correct, it might be
supposed that if rivers from a great diversity of geo-
graphic areas were considered, flood discharge would
correlate more closely with river width than it would
with any of the other channel factors such as depth,
velocity, slope, or grain size, because the latter are
apparently less directly controlled by discharge. Data
from such diverse rivers as the arroyos in New Mexico,
Brandywine Creek, Pa., the Yellowstone and Bighorn
Rivers, and the upper Green River indicate that such is
is the case. There is, of course, considerable variation
in width of streams having equal discharges of a similar
frequency. Nevertheless, the variation between streams
at a particular discharge is small relative to the change
in width with increasing discharge in the downstream di-
rection. The difference in width between streams having
equal discharge appears to be related to sediment concen-
tration and to the composition of the bed and banks.

The close relation between channel width and dis-
charge is also shown by several runs in the flume (table
2). Runs 23b and 30d each had a discharge of 0.033
cfs. Despite the fact that the bed material in run 30d
was 6 times as coarse as that in run 23b, and the slope
about 10 times as steep, each run developed the same
width.

TABLE 2.-Comparison of channel factors in two flume-runs at
equal discharge

[California Institute of Technology flume, 1914]

Run

23b 30d

Discharge--------- -cubic feet per second.
Median grain size-----------------feet.
Load----------------pounds per second.
Width----------------------------feet.
Hydraulic radius-------------------feet.
Velocity-----------------feet per second.
Slope--------------------------------
Darcy-Weisbach resistance factor--------

0. 033
. 00059
. 00121
. 66
.0555
. 68
. 00175
. 0575

0. 033
. 0036
. 00202
. 67
0320

1. 36
.0117
.0523

The rapidity with which the width of the channel in
the flume adjusted to the discharge indicates the close
association of the two. When the water was first
turned on, if the initial channel shape molded by the
template was not in equilibrium with the discharge,
the adjustment of shape took place very rapidly
indeed. More than 20 runs were made in which the
initial channel shape was not wide enough for quasi-
equilibrium with the discharge, and in all of these runs
the adjustment of the channel width by bank erosion
and the consequent change of mean depth took place,
on the average, in less than 5 minutes. The runs
lasted not less than 5 hours and often as long as 30
hours. After the initial adjustment in channel width
within the first 5 minutes, no subsequent change iii
width took place during the rest of the run. In inter-
preting this flume observation, it should be noted that
the channel within the flume was composed of com-
pletely uncemented sand without any clay for binding
the channel banks. An inspection of the cross sections
of figure 37 shows that the sand banks above the water
line stood nearly vertical for the duration of a run
without any tendency for caving or progressive
widening.

When a template was used which established a
channel wider than that which the water would have
cut-that is, wider than necessary for quasi-equilib-
rium-there was little or no adjustment of the channel
to a narrower width except gradually in connection
with tendencies for general aggradation or degradation.

From the evidence presented we tentatively conclude
that the width is primarily a function of discharge.
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The magnitude of the effective discharge to which the
width is adjusted is considered in another paper
(Wolman and Leopold, 1957) where we argue that it
occurs about once a year.

CHANNEL ROUGHNESS AND RESISTANCE

One of the ways by which the lithologic character of a
basin affects river morphology is the size of the particles
contributed to the debris load. To relate this effect to
the hydraulic mechanisms by which the channel is ad-
justed, it is necessary to consider the interaction of
grain size with other hydraulic factors.

Engineers are familiar with the concept (Rouse, 1950)
that at high Reynolds numbers the Darcy-Weisbach
resistance coefficient,

fc gRsfo- (2)

is a function of relative roughness. Where the rough-
ness is controlled by the grain size, relative roughness
may be defined as the ratio of grain size to the depth of
flow.

For flow in pipes empirical relations between resist-
ance coefficient and relative roughness have been ob-
tained, and in these relations the "grain size" term has
usually been defined on the basis of a uniform sand size.
The size of roughness elements of pipes of various ma-
terials are often expressed in terms of "equivalent grain
size," that is, uniform grains which gave comparable
resistance.

RESISTANCE CONTROLLED BY SIZE OF BED MATERIAL

The beds of natural rivers are often characterized by a
wide range of particle size, particularly where the bed
material is gravel. Because of both organized and
random variation of grain size-distribution over the
channel bed, the sampling problem is in itself important.
Furthermore, even when an adequate sampling pro-
cedure is adopted, one must choose some representative
size or some characteristic of the size distribution to
typify the bed material.

'Thus far no completely satisfactory method has been
developed for relating grain size in natural rivers to
resistance. Our approach to the problem has been an
empirical one. The size-distribution of grains making
up the beds of several river reaches was measured, using
a method described by Wolman (1954). Some of the
size-distribution data are included in appendix G, and
the values of median grain size determined by the same
method are shown in appendix H for a more extensive
list of river locations.

In our attempt to relate grain size to resistance, the
grain size parameter chosen is D84; that is, 84 percen t
of the material on the cumulative curve is finer than the

size D84. The 84 percent figure is one standard devia-
tion larger than the median size, a choice guided by our
experience that this size gave the best correlation with
resistance.

Figure 49 shows an empirical relation between a

resistance parameter (wheref is the Darcy-Weisbach

coefficient) and relative smoothness (the ratio of mean
depth of water, d, to grain size D84). The data in figure
49 are for a number of reaches of Brandywine Creek,
Pa., (data from Wolman, 1955). The equation for the
straight line drawn through the points is

1 d )05

- \ D84
(3)

The data from Brandywine Creek include measure-
ments of the slope of the water surface which, in con-
junction with the measurements of the bed material
size, are available for very few locations elsewhere. To
be correct, the slope used in the computation of f
should be the slope of the energy grade line. Our data
indicate, however, that for the purposes of this general-
ized analysis, the difference between the water surface
and energy slopes is not significant.

For streams other than Brandywine Creek, our data
do not include water surface slope but only the mean
slope of the channel bed. The latter is usually a rough
approximation to water surface slope but its use consti-
tutes an additional source of variance. It is not
astonishing, therefore, that when such data are added
to those for Brandywine Creek as has been done in figure
50, the scatter is greater than in figures 49. Neverthe-
less, the mass of points encompass the points for Brandy-
wine Creek alone and these two figures indicate in a
general way how geology, through its effect on grain
size, may influence the river channel properties.
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FIGURE 49.-Relation of relative smoothness and a resistance factor for data collected
on Brandywine Creek, Pa.
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One reason the empirical relation presented above is
defined only poorly is that the computed resistance is

probably not solely a function of the size of the bed
material. Although the data largely represent streams
with coarse beds in which the ratio of width to depth is
usually greater than 20 to 1, the resistance in some of
them may be affected by vegetation, channel alinement,
or other factors not attributable to grain roughness.
In the event that grain size is not the dominant factor
controlling the resistance, the relation shown in figures
49 and 50 would not apply.

RESISTANCE RELATED TO BED CONFIGURATION

In many natural channels with beds of fine material
the roughness of the channel is related to the dunes
and ripples which form on the bed rather than to the
size of the discrete particles themselves. This relation
is illustrated by an example from the flume.

The photograph (fig. 51) of the bed of the channel
in run 23b shows the size and spacing of dunes. These
dunes were characteristic of all runs in which the bed
was composed of fine sand, D50 equal to .00059 foot.
As table 2 shows, in run 30d the grain size was 6 times

as large as it was in run 23b. Figure 57 shows the bed
in rn 30d. When each was experiencing the same
(lischlarge, however, the resistance factor in run 231)
was approximately equal to that in ro il30d. Thus,
the adjustments in velocity, depth, and slope which
accompanied the changes in the configuration of the
bed of fine sand resulted in a resistance in the bed of
fine material equivalent to that in the much coarser
channel. Where bed configuration is important, the
channel roughness cani no longer be considered even
partially independent. Roughness is controlled by
changes which take place in velocity, depth, and slope
in response to changes in discharge and load. Detailed
studies of sediment transport by Brooks (1955) support
this conclusion.

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SHEAR, AND RESISTANCE

The complexity of the problem indicated by the brief
observations oi bed configuration and resistance leads
directly to a consideration of some illustrations of the
interrelation of resistance, shear, and sediment trans-
port.

In some of the runs made in the flume, a deep
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T ALE 3.- CoMparison. of reaches of chainnet before awl after
passage of sedinetit fronl

[California Institute of Technology flume, March 18, 1954]

20a 201) 20e

-- '

it W

F~ y

.-- ) 51.- Dunes in fine mIerial on 1)(1 of flume-river (rareh 26, 1954, run 23h.)

trapeZOiclal (llalllel (template E, rt No. 201, b, c,
was molded in the sand. Though the discharge nearly
filled the channel, the satld making up the bed of the
flume was not mnoviiig. Load fed at the upper end
of the flume tended to move downstream as a front,
sediment deposited in a given reach building up the
bed and gradually reducing the depth and increasing
the velocity in the reach. When the depth was de-
creased sufficiently, the grains passed over the new
deposit and were carried downstream where they rolled
over the end of the new deposit like foreset beds being
deposited in a delta.

In run 20, (table 3) stations 9 and 13 are upstream
from the depositional front, and station 26 is down-
stream from the front. The data in the table show
that passage of t he front through a given reach was
accompanied by an increase in velocity and slope and

9-
8:00 a. mn _ _
1 foot down-

stream.
0.086. -

.00253 -_

1.18
.064.
.0068_
.027
.080 -

13
:3:50 p. m. _ _-

5 feet down-
stream.

0.086
.00253_

1.18 _ -. -
.062
.0041
.011.
.047 -

2f.
3:50 p. In.
8 feet up-

stream.
(1.081.
No move-

ment.
0.66.

.120.

.0018.

.014.

.130.

Station
Time - --
Position of front relative to the station

Discharge- cubic feet per second
Load_.. pounds per second

velocity - feet per second
Hydraulic radius - feet
Slope
Shear (ro=yRs) _ _ _ __
I )arcy-Weisbach resistance factor.

by a decrease in hydraulic radius. The shear (com-

puted as yTRs) at station 26 in which no sediment. was
moving, however, very nearly equaled the shear at
station 13 through which sediment was moving. The
movement of sediment, however, at station 13 was
associated with a much lower resistance.

At the outset of run 17 no sediment was being
removed from the bed of the channel until sand intro-
duced at the head of the flume moved down the channel.
As the run progressed the sediment load introduced
into the flow moved progressively downstream as a thin
sheet of material along the bed. After passage of this
sheet, movement on the bed was continuous. Vertical
velocity profiles taken at station 36.8 before and after
passage of the sheet are shown in figure 52. The grain
size remained constant and the rate of change of
velocity with depth was greater when sediment was not
moving on the bed. As the rate of change of velocity
with depth is directly proportional to the shear velocity
and the Von Karman kappa, it is tentatively assumed
that the transport of sediment alters the value of kappa
as found by Vanoni (1946).

0.05

0.04

0.03

.0

o 10:19 A.M. - No sediment movement
x 10:31 A.M.-Sediment front has passed;

transport active

x/

o_ ___ /

R /

x

0.01
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Velocity, in feet per second

FImURE 52.-Vertical profiles of velocity in the flume-river showing that
at a given grain size, shear velocity is not the sole determinant of bed
transport.
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(April , 1954. run 29, 4:5 h. ni.)

A series of runs in the flume was designed to show the

effect of various rates of introduction of sediment load

under constant conditions of discharge, flume slope,

' 4r4. ,1 -

, F- P, u

Lu'4 . ' t r f.

~ :a.

!"6 Wp i ' - " i'ff ]R id i'

r d" * ^Y~fZC a

I . he of flunu-rive r after 21 hours of flow with no load being introduced
(A april 7, 1954, run 29, 9:30 a. m.)

,ind template size. The initial channel was molded
with a t rapezoidal section having a top width of 9 inches
lind a depth of 2% inches. Experience had shown that
a discharge of 0.033 cfs would require no readjustment

of this width. This initial channel is shown in figure 53.
The flume slope was set at 0.0103. In the first run in
the series no load was introduced. There was a gradual
winnowiig of the bed during which there was active

tnovement over the central 3; inches of the total bed
width of 7 inches. The central band of sand movement
at station 20 after 1 hour and 20 minutes can be seen in
figure 54. After 18 hours of flow with no load being
introduced, the whole channel became winnowed of
finest grains and further degradation had in effect
ceased. The condition at station 20 after 18 hours is

shown in figure 55.
During this degradatioti the slope flattened slightly

and the b(d coarsened until little or no movement
occurred. At this discharge the stream became unable

to move the material on its bed; thus, this discharge was

analogous to low flow in a natural river with a coarse
bed. Because the discharge was too low to be effective,
the slope could not be altered.

Runs were made at the same discharge and initial

slope introducing load at the rate of 24 grams per

minute and 55 grams per minute. In each run there

was some steepening of the reach farthest up stream as

in previous instances in which a braided channel
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developed. The principal part of the flume, however,
through which moved the bulk of sediment minus part
of the coarse fraction deposited in the developing island,
remained relatively stable. The slope of this lower
reach became 0.0117 in the run (No. 30d) during which
55 grams per minute was introduced, and 0.0112 in the
run (No. 31) of 24 grams per minute.

The most striking difference between these two runs
(Nos. 30d and 31) in which different quantities of load
were introduced, was the width of the band of moving
sediment in the long reach below the developing braid.
As can be seen by comparing the photographs in figures
56 and 57, the larger introduced load (run 30d, fig. 57)
was associated with movement of the load over most
of the bed width. With the smaller introduced load the
movement on the bed was confined to a narrow band in
the center of the channel.

This same effect was shown by another series of runs
in which all particles coarser than 3.32 mm had been
sieved out of the introduced sand load (app. A). The
width of the moving band of sediment appeared to
depend on the rate of introduction of load, as shown in
table 4.

In summary, the bed sediment movement in the
flume tended to concentrate in the center of the bed,
not only when the bed was flat, but even after a central
ridge began to develop. When no central ridge was
being built, the width of the band of moving sediment

FIGURE 56.-Bed of flume-river with load being introduced at rate of 24 grams per
minute.

Fli-tnE 57.-TBerl of flime-river with load being introduced at rate of 55 grams per
mimute.

increased with the amount of load coming into the

reach.

T ABLE 4.-Relation of width of moving band of sediment to rate of
introduction of load

Measured at station 22, California Institute of Techmology flume, 19541

Rate of Width of
load in- band of
troduction moving
gramss bed sedi-

per min- meant

Run utte) (inches)
:32 56 2;4
:33 115 :3'
:34 175 41/

RESPONSE OF SLOPE TO CHANGES IN LOAD IN THE FLUME

Another series of runs in the flume was designed to

test the relation between sediment load and slope at a

constant discharge. The cross section remained prac-

tically constant during the series. The following

data (table 5) were obtained under constant initial

conditions except rate of introduction of load. All

material coarser than 3.32 mm had been screened from

the introduced load, and as a result no island or bar

appeared. When the load was introduced at various

rates at the same discharge (runs 32 to 35) the slope

became adjusted to nearly the same value whether the

reach was stable or aggrading. Aggradation was

characterized by a gradual and uniform rise of the bed

all along the flume.
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TABLE 5.-Effect of changing load on stream slope, all other condi-
tions being kept constant

[California Institute of Technology flume, 1954]

Run
32
e33
:34
35

Discharge
(cubic feet
per second)

0. 033
. 033
. 033
. 0:3:3

Load in-
trod neced

(grams per
minute)

56
115
175
212

Slope
0. 0105

. 0105

. 0109

. 0110

Condition of channel
Nearly stable.
Slow aggradation
Aggradation.
Rapid aggradation.

Despite a fourfold increase in load, slope remained
essentially constant. Although this appears to conflict
with Gilbert's conclusion (1914), analysis of Gilbert's
data shows that the increase in slope which took place
with increasing load in his experiments was also ac-
companied by an increase in roughness. In our experi-
ment there was but a relatively small change in either
slope or resistance.

Though slope was little affected by changes of total
load in the flume experiments, there was some indication
that at constant grain size, relatively steep slope is
associated with small discharge and flat slope with large
discharge. The data do not permit a definite statement
on this relation. Considering the downstream rate of
change of velocity, depth, and width with discharge in
an average river (Leopold and Maddock, 1953, p. 26)
under the assumption of constant roughness (f), slope
must decrease with discharge as

s oc Q--"'20 (4)

The part which changing cross-sectional area down-
stream plays in this relation is unknown. Tenta-
tively, it is believed that at constant grain size, river
sections having different effective discharges should
differ in slope, larger discharges being associated with
flatter slopes.

OBSERVATIONS OF ADJUSTMENTS IN NATURAL
CHANNELS

Measurements in the flume are complemented by
examples drawn from larger rivers illustrating the same
principles of adjustment. Table 6 indicates the nature
of the adjustments which accompany changes in sedi-
ment load at constant discharge. Unfortunately,
there are few rivers for which data on the flow param-
eters, including slope, are available and the data for
these few suffer because suspended load but not bed
load was measured.

In table 6 the flow characteristics of the Elkhorn
River, which are compared at a discharge of 6,000 cfs,
represent the rising and falling sides of a hydrograph.
The rising stage was typified by a lesser depth and lesser
slope, and a greater velocity and greater load than the
falling stage. The elevation of the bed remained the
same. The larger load of the rising stage was associated
with lesser roughness. This lower resistance led to a
greater velocity and a lesser depth despite the slightly
lesser slop". 'T he product of depth times slope, which is
directly proportional to the shear, was less in the rising
stage, and thus the larger load was associated with the
lesser shear. It is presumed that the increase in veloc-
ity associated with the lesser roughness was of greater
importance than the relatively small difference in shear
in promoting equilibrium with the large load.

Also in table 6, the data on the Rio Grande at Berna-
lillo show another type of adjustment. The rising
stage was characterized by a lesser depth, greater
velocity, and greater load than the falling stage. In
the falling stage, slope was somewhat less, and thus the
smaller load was associated with the lesser shear.
Here, then, the greater shear was associated with the

larger load, but, as in the Elkhorn River, the total
resistance was less when the load was large.

TABLE 6.-Examples from river data of adjustments of depth, velocity, and slope to changes in suspended load at constant discharge and width

Stage

Discharge _ _ __ __ -- _ _ __ -
W id th ______ ____ -___ __ __
Velocity. ---- _ - -
D ep th __ . - _.. __ __ _. _ __ _
Slope _ - _ ___ __--- _- _ _- __ _
Suspended load _____ ______.__
Elevation of bed above arbitrary da
Shear (ro= yds)_-_-- - ___--- _--
Resistance factor-----------------

S =8 g s(fSv2)
Grain size, suspended material --
Grain size, bed material----_-_-.-_

_-_c-------_cubic feet per second-.
_--- --. ---_ -_ _ ----_ _ ---------f e e t .

----------- ------- feet per second -
- ..- .-----_- _- -_ ._ -_ _ _ _ _ .. _ f e e t .

----tons per day..
ttu__n-------------------------feet_.

-- l-_ - _ pounds per square foot..

-- - - - - - - - - - -- D50  (in l)-
--- - - - --- - - - - -D . 0 (invn) --

Elkhorn River near Water- Section A-2, Rio Grande at
loo, Nebr., March 26 to Bernalillo, N. Mex., April
April 9, 1952 to June, 1952

Rising Falling Rising Falling

6, 000
255

4. 90
4. 8

. 00038
96, 000

7. 8
114

.019

.03

6, 000
263

4. 56
5. 0

. 00046
74, 000

7. 8
. 143
.028

4,700
275
5. 5
3. 1

. 00094
46, 000

3. 2
. 182
.025

. 04 . 1:3
. 32

4, 700
275
5. 0
3. 4

. 00084
21, 000

3. 2
178

. 029

.13

.32

i
-
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION

From these diverse observations on the nature of
channel adjustments to independent controls we draw
several tentative conclusions: 1. Channel width is
largely determined by discharge. The effective dis-

charge we believe to be that corresponding approxi-
mately to bankfull stage. 2. Where resistance is con-
trolled by the roughness provided by discrete particles
on the bed of a channel, the resistance factor may be
correlated with the size of the particles. 3. Where the
configuration of the bed enters into the determination
of roughness, the resistance is a function of the discharge
and load and represents a simultaneous adjustment of
velocity, depth, and slope. 4. The load transported at a
given discharge is not solely a function of shear and
grain size. At a constant shear decreased resistance
appears to be associated with greater transport. The
resistance is not necessarily governed by caliber of the
load but may be determined principally by bed con-
figuration. 5. In the flume-river the width of th - band
of moving sediment was often less than the width of the
channel, and width of the band was related to the
quantity of load being transported. If such bands
exist in natural channels, errors might result from esti-
mates of total load based on computations of load per
foot of width multiplied by the total width. 6. Where
no change in roughness occurs at constant discharge, a
large increase in load is not accompanied by an ap-
preciable increase in slope. Both aggradation and
degradation may occur, therefore, without change in
slope.

We shall now attempt to construct a general though
oversimplified picture of the way in which the shape and
pattern of a natural channel may be determined by the
river itself within the framework provided by the
climate, rocks, and physiography of the region in which
it lies.

In a given region the magnitude and character of the
runoff are determined by climate and lithologic factors
quite independent of the channel system. The amount
and distribution of precipitation, and characteristics
which affect the runoff, are functions of the climate.
The topographic and lithologic character of the drainage
basin helps to determine, in conjunction with vegeta-
tion, not only the characteristics of the runoff, but of
equal importance, it greatly helps to determine the load
of debris delivered to the channel system from the
interstream areas and from the stream margins. Both
quantity and nature of the load are greatly influenced

and often are primarily governed by geologic factors.
Exceptional runoff is accompanied by conditions

which increase the movement of soil and rock debris.
Of particular importance are relatively large amounts

of rainfall, often at high intensity, and saturated soils.

Moreover, large volumes of runoff are associated with
relatively large depths of flow both in rills and in over-
land flow. These depths are accompanied by relatively
high flow-velocity and increased transport of debris to
the channel system. For such reasons large flows are
usually accompanied by large loads.

In a given period of time there are far fewer large
flows than small or moderate ones. An intermediate
range of discharge includes flows that occur often
enough in time and possess sufficient vigor to constitute
the effective discharge (Wolman, 1956). During these

flows the river can move the material on its bed and in
its banks and thus is capable of modifying its shape and
pattern.

It is within the framework of these characteristics of
runoff of water and sediment that channel systems
develop. The water and load, including their time and
space distribution as well as quantity, that are delivered
to the channel system are functions of the climate and
geology. The water and load carve the channels that
transmit them downstream. To the water and debris,
therefore, the channels ultimately owe their shape and
pattern, but processes within the channel itself effect
specific modifications.

Channel width is primarily determined by discharge.
Widening is rapid relative to other changes and the
channel generally tends to become adjusted at the
width provided by large flows near the bankfull stage.

The roughness of any reach of a channel is governed,
initially at least, by the geologic character of the bed
material supplied by the drainage basin. Although
abrasion and sorting may modify the material on the
bed, the rock character partly determines the extent of
such modification. The roughness may be primarily
grain roughness. Alternatively, owing to the size
distribution of the particles and their movement, the
rugosity may be due to the configuration of the dunes,
ripples, or waves in which the particles on the bed
arrange themselves.

The roughness of the boundary affects the stress
structure and the velocity distribution in the flowing
water. In addition, turbulent eddies near the bed
produced by the roughness elements lift particles of
debris off the bed. These alternately move forward in
the current and settle back to the bed under the
influence of gravity. Not only the resistance then, but

also the movement of debris through turbulence and
shear is related to roughness.

At a given discharge, with width fixed thereby,
velocity, depth, and slope become mutually adjusted.
To visualize the nature of this adjustment, one may
assume temporarily a value of slope. With slope given,
velocity and depth must mutually adjust to meet two
requirements: The first is that the product of width,
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depth, and velocity is equal to the value of discharge, or

Q=wdv (1)

The second is the relation of resistance to depth, slope,
and velocity, which is expressed by the equation for the
Darcy-Weisbach coefficient,

focfaV~ (2)

The resistance f can be assumed to be fixed by the
materials in the bank and on the bed.

These two equations must be satisfied. They contain
six factors, but where four of the factors are fixed or

temporarily assumed, these two equations fix the
remaining two variables.

At a given discharge width is considered fixed.
Resistance is determined by the nature of the material
in bed and banks, channel configuration, and bed

condition. Slope has been temporarily assumed.
Hence, velocity and depth become determined by these
two equations.

If this combination of depth, velocity, and slope con-
stitute a channel that will transmit the given discharge
and load without erosion or deposition, the slope is not
altered. If the hydraulic factors of the channel are not
in equilibrium with the imposed load, erosion or deposi-
tion will occur. By such action the slope of relatively
long reaches of the channel is altered and as the altera-
tion occurs, the velocity and depth also are changed.

This explanation provides a perspective of how the
several variables interact to make the channels which
are observed in nature. These variables are inter-
dependent, but their relative order of importance is
believed at this time to be generally as outlined above.
If correct reasoning about the relations of geologic and

other factors to fluvial processes is to be achieved, it is
necessary to determine the relative independence of
these variables.

In further explanation we reason that if, for example,
a river is able to move the size of material in the load but
is unable to transport the total quantity of load brought
into the reach, deposition may take place along the
reach with little or no change in slope. During a flood
in an alluvial river if deposition occurs oo the bed, this
deposition at a constant width is customarily accom-
panied by a decrease in depth and consequent increase
in velocity through reduction in cross-sectional area.
The increase in velocity at the expense of depth implies

that deposition on the bed does not cause an equal rise
in elevation of the water surface and of the bed.

Our studies indicate that an increase in load at a
constant discharge is usually accompanied by a decrease
in bed roughness which serves to increase the velocity.
The adjustment in depth then, and the smoothing of

the bed are inextricably related. It is, of course,
possible that the increase in capacity resulting from the
increase in velocity is still inadequate to transport the
total load, in which event both the bed and the water
surface will rise.

If a stream can move only some of the sizes in the load
provided to the reach, the process of adjustment is
similar to the one described above save for the fact that
by winnowing from the bed certain sized fractions only,
the mean size of the bed material is increased. This
increased size will be associated with an increased slope

over the entire reach, thereby increasing the total
capacity for transport of all movable sizes.

APPLICATION OF OBSERVATIONS ON CHANNEL
ADJUSTMENT TO THE PROBLEM OF CHANNEL
PATTERN

As explained, eight and possibly more variables enter
in a consideration of natural stream channels: discharge,
amount of sediment load, caliber of load, width, depth,
velocity, slope, and roughness. Each of these factors
varies as a continuous function; that is, within the
limits of observed values, any intermediate value is

possible. Tlie factor having the largest range of values
is discharge, for in natural channels it can vary from 0
to any amount less than 10,000,000 cfs. Load, ex-
pressed as concentration by weight, varies from nearly 0
to about 500,000 ppm. Caliber of load, expressed as
median grain size, may vary from a value near 0 to 10-
foot boulders. Width of natural channels varies be-
tween a few tenths of a foot to about 20,000 feet, mean
depth from 0 to an amount less than 80 feet, mean
velocity from near 0 to less than 25 feet per second,
slope from near 0 to 1.0, and resistance, expressed as the
dimensionless Darcy-Weisbach number, from about
0.001 to about 0.30.

Combinations observed in nature are far more
restricted than the permutations of the values of the
eight variables. To our knowledge, for example, rivers
capable of discharging more than 1,000,000 cfs do not

have slopes in excess of 0.0009 and usually less than
0.0002.

Channel patterns, braided, meandering, and straight,

each occurs in nature throughout the whole range of

possible discharges. Some of the largest rivers in the
world are braided; for example, the lower Ganges and
Amazon. More are meandering, of which the lower
Mississippi is the best known example. Meanders are
common in very small creeks, and braids are common
in many small ephemeral streams. Both meanders and
braids have been observed in the laboratory at dis-
charges less than 0.1 cfs. The straight pattern occurs

at all discharges.
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Our observations indicate that braids tend to occur
in channels having certain combinations of values of the
flow factors, and that meanders occur in different
combinations. The straight pattern can occur in
either. Specifically, at a given discharge, braids seldom
occur in channels having slopes less than a certain
value, while meanders seldom occur at slopes greater
than that same value.

These considerations together with the details dis-
cussed earlier in this study lead to one of the principal
points of the present discussion: There is a continuum
of natural stream channels having different characteris-
tics that are reflected in combinations of values of the
hydraulic factors. The channel patterns, braided,
meandering, and straight, each is associated with
certain of these combinations. The combinations of
hydraulic factors that exist in most natural channels
are those which represent quasi-equilibrium between
the independent factors of discharge and amount and
caliber of load, and the dependent factors of form and
hydraulic characteristics of the channel. Braided,
meandering, and straight patterns, in this conception,
are among the forms of channels in quasi-equilibrium.

This conception fits the observations that a given
channel can change in a short distance from a braid
to a meander or vice versa, that the divided channels
of a braid may meander, and that a meandering
tributary may join a braided master stream. Such
changes in a given channel or such different channels in
juxtaposition can be attributed to variations in locally
independent factors.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A.-Analyses of sizes of sand used in flume experiments and fed into flume-river, 1954
[California Institute of Technology flume]

Median
size (mm)

Medium sand:
R un 1, F ebruary 12. .--- --- ... ...----- ... ... ......... ...-- ... . _ ... _ _ _ ..
R un l10, F ebruary 26 .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... ......--- __...-- . _ _ ... _ .......
R un12, M arch 5-. --- ..--------- . . . . . .-- _........._...
R un 17, M arch .-- - ..---- ---- .............. ....... ....... ..... _... _... ......
Run18, M arch15-------.-- .....---.------- _
R un 20 , M arch 18 ..... ..... ..... ..... .... ..... _ _......__ _. ..... ..... _ _..._..

Fine sand:
Run 22, March 24--------.---- -----------------------------------

Medium sand screened of all particles >3.32 mm:
Run 34, April 16--- .-.-- .-- .-- ...-------------.--.---------------------------- .

0.90
.82 ..103

.72 -

.65 _ .
1.00 ..
.73 ___

.17

.64 .

Percent finer than given size (millimeters)-

.078 .156 .312 .625

3
3
3
3
2
3

42

6

15
15
17
17
12
17

93

20

36
37
44
48
32
44

98.6

49

6

APPENDIX B.-Data on size characteristics of sand on channel bed and on bars in flume-river, 1954
[California Institute of Technology flume]

Percent finer than given size (millimeters)- Size in millimeters
Median

size Dso (me-
mm) dian)

.078 .156 .312 .625 1.25 2.50 D7 Dn So= -
D25

Bar or island in braided reach:Station 6. February12..--..-..-.... ------.. ----..-.... 2.10----..-... ----1.2 7 20 35 58----------- -- ------ --- -----
Station 10, February 12..-------------------------1.45---------- 3 14 28 45 65------------ - -------------------

Channel bed, unbraided:
Station 16, February12. ..------------------------- 1.30.----------- 5 19 35 49 69--------- -------------- ----------

RUN 12, MARCH 5

Braided reach:
Station 11, coarse material from surface of bar--------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------------- 3.00 4.20 1.75 1.55
Station 12, bed of right-hand channel-----------.. ... -.-..---.----------.---------- ------------------..-------------------- 1.75 3.60 .48 2.74
Station 12, fine material from surface of bar-----.. ----.. --.-_ -------.. -.. -. -----.-_ ----- - ------------------- - --------- -- .48 1.30 .27 2.21
Stationl12, bed of left-hand channel------------------------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------------- .75 2.25 .33 2.60

Unbraided reach:
Station 26, bed of channel.-..-----.--..---__--.----_----------------------------....----..------.-.-.- 1.80 3.75 .57 2.56
Station 38, bed of channel----------------------------------------------------- ---- 71.25 3.20 .38 2.90

75

1.25 2.50

61
64
69
73
56
68

77

80
83
86
89
78
85

95



APPENDIX C.-Summary of data for flume experiments at California Institute of Technology, 1954

[Station refers to distance along the 60-foot flume where cross
section was measured. Slope of water surface is slope of flume plus
or minus deviation of water surface from slope of flume; load is rate
of sand introduction at upstream end of flume; zero load means no
load introduced; area is cross section of flowing water.

Observations on dunes or other bed configuration are not complete.
Where original notes are definitive, indication of bed configuration is
noted as follows:

Date
Channel Sta- Dis-
pattern tion charge

(cfs)

Slope
flume

S smooth bed.
A antidunes (definite movement upstream).

SA stationary antidunes, alternating forming and breaking, but
not moving upstream.

D dunes, moving downstream. Number after the letter designa-
tion is wavelength, in inches, thus D 3% signifies dunes 3%
inches from crest to crest.

Template sizes, in inches (all templates trapezoidal):

B...... _..._..
C ----------- 
I) -- - - - - -
E _- -- ..- _ _- -----_ -_

F ---_- -.....

Top
width
15

9
5%
3
9
6 %

Bottom
width
13%
6%
3
1%
3
3

Depth
1%
2%
2%
1%
3)

3]

Sediment Darcy- Intensity Sand 50 Tem-
Slope Slope of Load Load concen- Mean Area Width Wetted Hydrau- Shear Weisbach of bound- percent pera- Tem- Bed
devia- water (g per (lb per tration velocity (sq ft) (ft) perime- lic radius velocity resistance ary shear finer ture plate configu-

tion surface min) sec) (Cs) (fps) ter (ft) (ft) (fps) factor (lb per than- ( F) ration
sq ft) (ft)

Runs using medium sand

1 .Feb. 10----...-..----..10 0.063-..------.---_.-0.0085 100 0.00367 0.000934 1.21 0.0520 0.88----_----0.052 0.119 0.078 0.0276 0.00275--43.0B
2a._ . Feb. 16 Braided -... 14 .085--..---------------.....0133 125 .00459 .000865 1. 24 .0684 1. 60-..-----..-.. -. 0371 . 126 .083 .0308 .00275 _ .. A
2b -.. .do_... Undivided.. 22 .085-..------------..---..0095 125 .00459 .000865 1.34 .0631 1.19----..----..--.0467 .119 .064 .0277 .00275 62 A SA
4....- Feb. 15 Braided . 10 .085-----___ .0104 118 .00433 .000817 1.37 .0619 1.38-___.-..-- .0386 .113 .055 .0250 .00275 A
4a.-.do_. _ Undivided.. 14 .085-_ --_ _ ---.--..._0079 118 .00433 .000817 1.29 .0657 1.32-_--.-__-__ .0410 .102 .050 .0202 .00275 A
6a... Feb. 18 -.__do_....-.10 .085--.------_---..-.--.0081 120 .0044 .000830 1.20 .0708 1.28------..-----.0485 .112 .070 .0245 .00275- . A
6b-_ __.do-.. Braided -..... 14 .085---_ - -_ _ -_ _---... 0157 120 .0044 .000830 1.53 .0553 1.90-----_----_-.0254 .113 .044 .0249 .00275-. A
8..-..Feb. 19--..-------..-..20.2 .085------_-_....-----.0093 120 .0044 .000830 1.24 1.20----..------.. -0497 .122 .077 .0288 .00275-_ A
9a _ Feb. 25-----....--_- 10 .030 0.0103 +0.0032 .0135 80 .00294 .00157 1.39 .0216 .72 0.80 .0270 .108 .0485 .0228 .00263 C
9b - do--.--......-_--_-------26 .030 .0103 +.0011 .0114 70 .0026 .00137 1. 29 .0233 .56 .68 .0342 .112 .0560 .0243 .00263 _____ C D)3%3

11...... Mar. 2------------22 .053 .0103 +.00083 .0111 105 .0038 .00116 1.20 .0440 .80 .96 .0457 .128 .091 .0316 .00263 -_-__ C
12..- Mar. 5 Braided_-_..12 .093 .0103 +.0062 .0165 290 .0107 .00184 1.24 .0748 2.15 2.39 .0313 .129 .0865 .0322 .00229 --__-- A SA
12a._ _.do_.... Undivided.. 38 .093 .0103 -.0008 .0095 290 .0107 .00184 1.33 .0699 1.27 1.41 .0496 .123 .0686 .0293 .00229 ----- A
14..__ Mar. 10-------- .. _--- 22 .040 .0103 +.0012 .0115 100 .00366 .00147 1.11 .0359 .77 .90 .0399 .122 .096 .0286 .00229--_. C A
17..... Mar. 12-..--.----_----26 .01 .0103 0.00 .0103 47 .00173 .00278 .88 .0114 .35 4.38 .0260 .0925 .0884 .0167 .00246---- ) -
18a.__ Mar. 15-- ...-.-- -_- 10 .040 .0103 +.0072 .0175 141 .00516 .00207 1.21 .0329 .68 .778 .0423 .154 .130 .0462 .00328 _-_-_. C
18b -_. .do---......---___ ..---18 .040 .0103 +.0010 .0113 140 .00516 .00206 .77 .0422 .68 .79 .0521 .137 .280 .0368 .00328 65 C
19..._ Mar. 17-_--- ._--- 26 .082 .0015 0 .0015 () (1) -_ . 61 .1351 .89 1.25 .1085 .0723 .113 .0102 .00328 63 B
20a..- Mar. 18-..-___--------9 .086 .0015 +0053 .0068 69 .0025.3 .000472 1.18 .0729 .98 1.14 .0639 .118 .0805 .0272 .00328 63 E
20b.-.-. .. do- --....- ----__.13 .086 .0015 +.00262 .00412 69 .00253 .000472 1.18 .0731 1.00 1.172 .0623 .0894 .0470 .0160 .00328 63 E
20c- _.do..._...-------.--..-26 .086 .0015 +.00033 .00183 (') ()- ---------- .66 .130 .87 1.08 .120 .084 .130 .0137 .00328 63 E

Runs using fine sand

22..... Mar. 24---___.- -____21 .018 .00175 0 .00175 5.3 .000194 .000173 .733 .0245 .54 .68 .036 .0449 .030 .00394 .00059---_--. C D 7
23a... Mar. 26-- .--- ..---. 10 .033 .00175 +.00287 .00462 33 .00121 .000588 .92 .0360 1.09 1.290 .0279 .0644 .0395 .0080 .00059 65 F D 4%
23b.-.....do-____- ...-......-.. 26 .033 .00175 0 .00175 33 .00121 .000588 .68 .0486 .66 .874 .0555 .056 .0575 .0061 .00059 65 ._ D4%
24.... Mar. 29-----...-..------22 .017 .00288 +0005 .00338 4.6 .00017 .000160 .422 .0402 .61 .79 .051 .0745 .228 .0107 .00059 65 F D5
25-__. ... do-.... ---__.......--.20 .030 .00288 +.00037 .00325 5 .00022 .0001 .63 .0476 .97 1.25 .0381 .0631 .0805 .00772 .00059 64 (2) D 4
26._. Mar. 30------.....-.22 .031 .00288 -. 00012 .00276 0 0 ....----------. 60 .0520 .85 1.18 .0441 .0626 .087 .0076 .00059 62 F D8
27-... Mar. 31.-------------.. 21 .052 .00288 +.00022 .00310 8.0 .00029 .00009 .57 .0907 1.22 1.52 .0597 .0771 .146 .0115 .00059 69 (3) D 5

Runs using medium sand, constant discharge, varying load

29.... Apr. 6._--.-- ..----- 20 .033 .0103 -. 0005 .0098 0 0- ...----...---..----. .0299 .64 .77 .0388 .110 .0806 .0237 .00328 62 B A3%
30a 

4.. Apr. 7-...--...-.--12 .033 .0103 +.003 .0133 55 .00202 .00098 1.27 .0259 .66 .76 .0341 .121 .0723 .0283 .00328.---_--.B ....
30b 4. .. do-....---...------_- 22 .033 .0103 0 .0103 55 .00202 .00098 1.27 .0259 .66 .76 .0341 .121 .0723 .0283 .00328......... ....- -
30c

5s. A pr. 8--....------ ..----- 12 . 033 . 0103 +.0045 . 0148 55 . 00202 . 00098 1. 32 . 0250 . 76 . 84 . 0298 . 119 . 0651 . 0275 . 0046 .--

30d S. ... do-__------_------22 .033 .0103 +.0014 .0117 55 .00202 .00098 1.36 .0243 .67 .76 .0320 .110 .0523 .0234 .0036 _ _
31.... Apr. 12--...-.-.-.-....22 .033 .0103 +.0009 .0112 24 .00088 .000427 1.10 .0300 .63 .77 .0390 .119 .093 .0272 .00315 64 B

Runs using medium sand screened of particles greater than 3.32 mm

32..... Apr. 13---_ ------- 22 .033 .0103 +0002 .0105 56 .00206 .0010 1.21 .0272 .66 .78 .0349 .109 .0645 .0228 .0032 .. _._ B
33..... .-.. do-- .....---------------- 22 .033 .0103 +.0002 .0105 115 .0042 .00204 1.27 .0260 .66 .76 .0342 .108 .0575 .0224 .0032 70 (6)- -
34....... Apr. 15-....----.--22 .033 .0103 +.0006 .0109 175 .0064 .00312 1.20 .0275 .67 .77 .0357 .112 .0638 .0243 .0032 ..---- B A 3
35.... Apr. 17------------ _ _ _ _ __.22 .033 .0103 +.0007 .0110 212 .0078 .0038----_-_--- ..--------------- ----.--..-.-------------------------------..-. 0032-____--- -(7)

1 No movement.
2 Increased Q in channel left from run 24.
3 Increased Q and added load in channel left from run 26,

4 After 4 hours of flow.
5 After 20 hours of flow,

CD

O

0

H

d

0

00

6 Increased load in channel left from run 32.
7 Increased load in channel left from run 34.

Run
No.



APPENDIX D.-Comparison of hydraulic characteristics of undivided and divided reaches of braided streams

Green River near Daniel,
Wyo.

Braided reach

Left Right

Undivid-
ed reach

New Fork River near Pinedale, Wyo.

Reach 1 (1953)

Braided reach

Left Right

Reach 2 (1954)

Braided reach
Undivid- Undivid-
ed reach ed reach

Left Right

Flume at California Institute of Technology, 1954

Feb. 15

Sta. 10

Braided
reach

Sta. 14

Undivid-
ed reach

Feb. 16

Sta. 14 Sta. 22

Braided Undivid-
reach ed reach

Feb. 18

Sta. 14

Braided
reach

Sta. 10

Undivid-
ed reach

Mar. 5

Sta. 12 Sta. 38

Braided Undivid-
reach ed reach

Area---.....---------------------square feet._ 152 70 169 25 82 105 64 19 52 0.0619 0.0657 0.0684 0.0631 0.0553 0.0708 I 0.0748 0.0699
Discharge---..--------cubic feet per second. 305 120 425 35 290 325.-----..---..-----.. ---. -. 085 .085 .085 .085 .085 .085 .093 .093
Width---..--------..-.-----------..--..-feet 65 44 70 35 64 54 64 24 43 1.38 1.32 1.60 1.19 1.90 1.28 2.15 1.27
Mean depth--------------.--------......feet 2.3 1.6 2.4 .7 1.3 1.94 1.0 0.8 1.2 .045 .050 .050 .053 .029 .055 .035 .055
Velocity-..----..---------.-..feet per second. 2.0 1.7 2.5 1.46 3.5 3.1-------------_-_... --.. 1.37 1.29 1.24 1.34 1.53 1.20 1.24 1.33
Slope---------------------------..----.---..-..0029 .0029 .0005 .00286 .00286 .00125 .00294 .00294 .00214 .0104 .0079 .0133 .0095 .0157 .001 .0165 .0095
Resistance factor.------.-..-----_-_-----_ . .43 .41 .04 .24 _. .065-...------------..------. .055 .050 .083 .064 .044 .070 .0865 .0687
Shear velocity... ..------------feet per second.. .46 .41 .49 .25-.- ..-.-------- -........__._ ...._.._....._._. _'i .113 .102 .126 .119 .113 .112 .129 .123

0m

zf

Hydraulic factor

i

_



PHYSIOGRAPHIC AND HYDRAULIC STUDIES OF RIVERS

APPENDIX E.-Data on wavelength of meanders, bankfull discharge, and bankfull width

[e estimated; pattern: M meander, S pool-and-riffle spacing in straight channels]

Location

21
23
24
25
27
30
32
36
42
43
44
45
48
49
51
51
51
54
65
67
68
71
84

259

259
260

260
260
260
260
260

261a
261b
261c
261d

I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9

I 10
I 11
I 12
I 13
I 14
I 15
I 16

Estimated
bankfull

discharge 1
(cubic feet

per second)

Duck Creek, near Cora, Wyo.. ____. __.. _ _....
Buffalo Fork, near Jackson, Wyo. (Flybox reach).----.----..---
Wind River, near Dubois, Wyo. (Dumb Cowboy reach).............
Du Noir Creek, near Dubois, Wyo.........__ _ .- _.__
Popo Agie River, near Hudson, Wyo. (Joyful reach)..----...-----
Watts Branch, Viers pasture near Rockville, Md....----.-------
Crooked Run, near State College, Pa. (Save the Meander reach)
Mississippi R., near Blytheville, Ark. (Tamm Bend reach)..-----
Baldwin Creek, near Lander, Wyo....- ---...................
Brandywine Creek, near Cornog, Pa.-.-----------------------

A t Seven Springs, Pa ..... _.....__ _............ ..... _.......
At South Downingtown, Pa---.----__- --_______ __-_- ----
Embreeville, Pa----
W aw aset, P a .. . .. .. __.. - _...................._......_ _ _ _

F ried k in flum e ..... -_ -.._ -__ -_ --__ --_ --_-... .. ...... ... .. ... ... .-

Q uraishy flum e ...-----------..-- .- ..--- .-- .-.- ------------ ..---
Christians Creek, near Staunton, Va. (Orange bridge reach)...._..
Barterbrook Creek, Route 254 near Staunton, Va..........--...
Middle River, at Bethlehem Church near Staunton Va.........
South River, near Lipscomb, Va. (Black Bull reach)----------.. .Slab Cabin Creek, near Lamont, Pa.............................
Brooks'flume.._. . . . ... . ..---------------------------------------

.-.. .d o ... .-- --_ _ _ . .--- -_- _ _- -....- ---.........------....-- -
Meander model, Central Board Irrigation Expt. Sta., Poona,

India.
-. .d o .. . . . . . . . . . .. . ... .-_-- ---_- -. ......................_ _ ....
--. . d o . . . . . . _ _ _ _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _ . ... . . ... .. . . . .. . . . . .. ..
-..- -do.. . --.. . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .- . .. . .
-.. . . d o . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .-.............._ _ ... ..- ....

-- .-.- d o ----. . .-.-.- .- .- . .- - . .- - .. ..- - . ..- ..-.- --- ..- ..- .. ---.- .. . -. -. -. -- .- -- . .. .-

M ississippi R., above Cairo, Ill..... ............... ..... ..... ....
Below Tiptonville, Ill ..--- -- . -- ............ ...........-
Near Blytheville, Ark.......................................

M issouri R., at Bism ark, N. Dak................ ................

RIVERS IN ORISSA, INDIA

M ahanadi, below Jobra ........... .......... .---....... .....--...
B erupa, below w eir.... ... .... _ ..... ... .......... .... ...... ...
M ahanadi, below Chitertola.... ...... .._______ __ ..--------___
Chitertola....... ... .............. --- ............ ... ..
P y k a -.- .- --------. -. ---------. -.. -. ---. .. .. -.---------. -. ----. ---
N u n a ------------. . -.- .- -- .-- ------.. ---------. . ------. --------..
Chitertola, below Nuna--_-_..___-_..-....--..-..----...--..
Katjuri, below Surua head-.----.----....-...-------_-_. ....-. -
Surua....- ..--.....................................-- --.........
Bhargovi---.----- -----------------------------------------
Daya..- ....--. . . ...--------------------------------------------
Bhargovi, below Achhutpur.-.--...-....-------------...-.
Daya, below Belmora escape-------------..-.-.-..----..-.-..---.
Brahmini...---.-----------------------------------------
Kharsua......- ......--------------------------------------------
Baitarani.. .. ....-. .. ..-----------------------------------------

Wavelength
(feet)

110
1,300

290
800

1,400
120
50

34, 000
160
400
600

1,200
800
800

20
16. 2
12.4
6.8

e 200
e 215

190
380
240
3. 4

4.0
14

12. 5
14. 5

14
24
16

29,000
41,700
32, 700
20,600

50
1, 200

340
470

1, 700
246

e 45
1,000,000

180
780

1,400
1,600
2, 200
2, 500

. 15

.10

.05
.021
690
280
560
800
230
.28

.21
.175

. 175
.175
.175

.40
. 10

610,000
112,000
237, 000
338,000
112,000
155,000
111,000
159,000
260,000

46, 000
47, 500
29,000
34,000

650,000
162,000
260,000

Serial
No. Pattern

Bankfull
width (feet)

8
150
30
60

100
22

8
3, 400

25
53
79
72
92
74

2. 1
1.5
2.3
.92
31
31
29
60

e 15
.66

.66
3...... .... 60

2,270
3, 600
2, 800
1, 320

Source of data

M
M
M
M
M
M
M

M2
M
S
S
S
S
S
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
S

S
M

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

I For method of estimating bankfull discharge see footnote to corresponding serial number in appendix F.
2 At gage height, 20 ft.

Authors.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

H. M. Eakin, unpublished.
Authors.
Wolman (1955).

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Friedkin (1945).
Do.
Do.

Quraishy (1944).
Authors.

Do.
I)o.
Do.
Do.

N. H. Brooks, personal communica-
tion.

Do.
Inglis (1949, p. 150).

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Corps of Engineers maps.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Inglis, (1940, p. 111).
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

21,600
7, 500

16,200
16,800
8,000

10, 500
8, 400

10,800
14,400

7, 200
7, 500
5, 700
4, 800

21,600
9, 000

10, 800

i 1 1 1 I

78
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APPENDIX F.-Data on estimated bankfull discharge at various stream sections

[Pattern: B braided, M meander, S straight]

Estimated
Serial Drainage area bankfull
No. Stream and location (square miles) Pattern Slope discharge

(cubic feet
per second)

6 Little Popo Agie R. near Lander, Wyo..-------------------------------------------------------- 108 S 0.0049 1 520
7 New Fork R., Jenkins Ranch near Cora, Wyo----------------------------------------------------- 45 B .0047 1260
8 Green R., at Warren Bridge near Daniel, Wyo.--------..-----------------..------------------------ 468 S .0034 11,700
9 Beaver Creek, near Daniel, Wyo...._-..--------_ ----- ..-- _-----..--.--------.--------------141 B .0066 1620

10 New Fork R., below New Fork Lake near Cora, Wyo..-------------------------------------------- 36 S .0051 1230
11b Horse Creek, near Daniel, Wyo.---...---------------.--------------------_----------------------- 124 B .0073 1380
12a Cottonwood Creek, near Daniel, Wyo-----------------------....-----------------------204 M .0011 1800
12b-do -----..--------------------------------------------------.--------------------- 204 B .0041 1800
14a Green R., at Daniel, Wyo. (undivided)----.--------------------------------------------------- 660 5 .0005 1 2,000
14b -- (right channel)-- . ..--------------------------------------------------------------------. --- - - M .0029 1500
14c - (left channel)--- ..---..-----..------- --------------------------------------------------------- ----------- B .0029 11,500
18b New Fork R., at American Gothic Reach near Pinedale, Wyo-------------------------------------- 372 B .0029 1 1,300

21 Duck Creek, near Cora, Wyo..----------.---------------------------------------------------.----5 M .00019 1 50
22 Snake R., below mouth offHoback R., near Jackson, Wyo..-----.--------------------------------- 3,440 B .0021 17,000
23 Buffalo Fork, Flybox reach near Jackson, Wyo.-----..-----------------.--- -------------------- 345 M .00045 11,200
24 Wind R., Dumb Cowboy reach above Dubois, Wyo-----..-----..-----..----------..--------------- 55 M .0037 1340
25 Du Noir Creek, above Dubois, Wyo---.-----..------------------------------------------------ 93 M .00098 1470
27 Popo Agie R., Joyful reach near Hudson, Wyo.--..---.-------------------------------------------- 700 M .00184 11,700
28 Little Pipe Creek near Avondale, Md-----------.--------------..---..----------------------------- 8 M .00473 2 260
30 Watts Branch, Viers pasture, near Rockville, Md. _..- --.--_-_.--.-- ...---------------_----- 4 M .0031 2 246
31 Seneca Creek, at Dawsonville, Md-..---------..-----.--.---------------------------------------- 100 S .0006 2 1,160
33 Seneca Creek, at Riffieford near Rockville, Md-----------...------..--------- --------------------- 15 5 .0023 3'500

36 MississippilR., at Tamm Bend near Blytheville, Ark---...-.....------------------------------------------------ M .000089 41,000,000
42 Baldwin Creek near Lander, Wyo..--------....-.-- .-------------------------------- 21 M .00093 1180
43 Brandywine Creek, at Cornog, Pa-..-.-----......---.---- --------------------------------- 26 5 .0038 2780
48 - at Embreeville, Pa--- ......------------------------------------------------------------------- 117 5 .00068 22,200
65 Christians Creek, at Orange bridge near Staunton, Va----------..-..--.-..-..----------------------- 24 M .0015 3 690
68 Middle R., at Bethlehem Church near Staunton, Va...-.------.----------------------------------- 18 M .0021 3'560
71 South R., Black Bull reach south of Mt. Vernon Church near Lipscomb, Va------------------------ 69 M .00034 1800
89 Yellowstone R., at Billings, Mont...... ------ ---......- ----- .------.------------------------- 11,600 B? .00083 221,400
90 Wind R., near Burris, Wyo-----------.------------------------------------------------------------ 1,220 S .004 12,500

125 Middle Piney Creek below South Fork near Big Piney, Wyo--....-...------------.--------------- 34 M .0091 1 220
128 Little Sandy Creek, near Elkhorn, Wyo.----___-_..---- .....--.-------------. ------------------- 21 5 .010 1150
151 Kansas R., at Lecompton,Kans..----------------------------------------------------------- 58,420 M .000379 265,000
152- at Ogden, Kans...--..----------- ------------------------------------------------------ 45,240 M .000379 240,000
154 -- at Wamego, Kans----- ------------- -------- ------------------------------------------- 55,240 M .000316 2102,000
227 Fall Creek, near Pinedale, Wyo.-..---------....-------------------------...... --------------------- 37 5 .036 1230
229 West Fork Rock Creek below Basin Creek, near Red Lodge, Mont..---------.... ---.. --_ _ .------------- 60 S .035 1 350
230 Rock Creek, near Red Lodge, Mont.._-_------...... ---.. ------.--.. --------------------------- 100 S .021 1540
231 Clarks Fork, near Edgar, Mont...-..--_--_._-------------____ _ _------------------ - ---------- 2,115 5 .00295 16,500
232 Clear Creek, near Buffalo, Wyo-.-..----------- --_..--- __----.-.-------------------------------- 120 S .024 1350
233 North Fork Clear Creek, near Ranger station near Buffalo, Wyo-.----------------------------------- 29 S .028 1190
234 Red Fork, near Barnum, Wyo---.--.------------------------------------------------------ ------- 142 S .0038 1380
235 Rock Creek, at Roberts, Mont.-.---_--------------.. -- _--------------------------------------- -4270 S .0086 11,200
240 Pole Creek, 3 mile below Little Half Moon Lake near Pinedale, Wyo-.------------------------------- 87 S .0018 1 430
256 Bull Lake Creek, near Lenore, Wyo--------.......------------------------------------------------ 222 S .0081 1800
264 Snake R., near Wilson, Wyo.-..----.-------------------------------------------------------------- 2,000 B .0043 14,700
266 Big Sandy Creek, near Leckie ranch, Wyo--.----. --------- --..--- _--.-----_----------------------95 S .00425 1 460
267 Hams Fork, near Frontier, Wyo_----.. -------.------------_ -- ----------- -_- -_- ------------ 298 M .0013 11,100
268 North Fork Powder R., near Kaycee, Wyo....-----------------------------------------------------980 S .0038 11,000

269a Bagmati R., above Dhang, India....-------.----_ ---. ------------------------------------------- B .00057 4 45,000
269b - below Dhang, India...--..------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------- M .00019 445,000
270a Kosi R., above Dhamarghat, India.----.. . . .. . -.---------------------------------------------------- 23,000 B .00095 4200,000
270b - above Dhamarghat, India --.--__-----.----------------------------------------------- ---------------- B .00038 4200,000
270c - below Dhamarghat, India.--------------------- ---------------- ---- ----------- .------ ---------------- M .00038 4 200,000

271 Ganges R., near Patna, India---------------.------------------------------ ----------------------------------------- B .000066 43,000,000
286 Yukon R., near Holy Crcss, Alaska......--------------------------------------------------------------------------- -M .000095 4685,000
287 Chena R., near Fairbanks. Alaska--------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- M .00054 4 8,000

1 Estimated from generalized regional relations of discharge of 1.16-year recurrence 3 Interpolated in regional cu rve relating known bankfull discharge to drainage area.
interval plotted against drainage area. 4 Estimated.

' From rating curve; value of bankfull stage estimated in field.



PHYSIOGRAPHIC AND HYDRAULIC STUDIES OF RIVERS

APPENDIX G.-Distribution of bed-particle size in various stream cross sections

Percent finer than (millimeters)--

.25 1 .50 11

Serial
No.

6
8

9
lla
12a

12b
14b
18a

23

24

25
26
30

31
33
37
43
44
45
48
49
65

66
67

68

69

89
90

125

128
182
183

184

185

186

187

189
227
228
229

230
232
233

234
235
240

256
266

Little Popo Agie R., near Lander, Wyo___ ....
Green R., at Warren bridge near Daniel,
Wyo-.--.--------------.-----.------------..-----..

Beaver Creek, near Daniel, Wyo------------3
Horse Creek, near Daniel, Wyo............. .......-
Cottonwood Creek, near Daniel, Wyo.

(meander)..- ....-------------------... -----.--
Daniel, Wyo. (braid)------------.--.--.. .....-..

Green R., at Daniel, W yo... .... _..................-
New Fork R., at American Gothic reach

near Pinedale, Wyo---.---..-.- ..-..-.--- _
Buffalo Fork, Flybox reach near Ranger

station, Jackson, W yo................ _.... _
Wind R., Dumb Cowboy reach near Sheri-

dan Ranger station above Dubois, Wyo._._
Du Noir Creek, above Dubois, Wyo..
North Popo Agie R., near Lander, Wyo...._....--- ..-
Watts Branch, Viers pasture near Rockville.

Md....... ......... ...-------------------- ..--- .Seneca Creek, at Dawsonville, Md._.........__....._
At Riffleford near Rockville, Md....... ._.---..--

Brandywine Creek, at Lenape, Pa..-....--- -. -.---
At Cornog, Pa. ..------------------ .--------
At Seven Springs, Pa.--_-____-_..-----.
Near South Downingtown. Pa..... -..-.-..
At Embreeville, Pa. . ...---------------- -__......

At Wawaset, Pa_..............------------------
Christians Creek, at Orange Bridge near

Staunton, Va. . . ..------------------------- 6.5
At Rt. 254 near Staunton, Va............_......_

Barterbrook Creek, at Rt. 254 near Staun-
ton,.Va. . ...------------------------------ 5

Middle River, at Bethlehem Church near
Staunton, Va. .... _...----------------------------

Eidson Creek, near Mt. Tabor Church near
Staunton, Va.. ... . .. ..----------------------------

Yellowstone R., at Billings, Mont...........--.....-
W ind R., near Burris, W yo..................--......
Middle Piney Creek, below South Fork

near Big Piney, Wyo.. ... ..----------------------
Little Sandy Creek, near Elkhorn, Wyo.... ...----.-
Rio Galisteo, at Cerrillos (Lamy), N. Mex.. 27
Rio Santa Fe, at Old Albuquerque Rd.,

west of Santa Fe, N. Mex.---___--..----.. 1
Arroyo de los Chamisos, near Mt. Carmel

Chapel (Sunmount) at Santa Fe, N. Mex -
Canada Ancha (Euler), near El Rancho

Montoso near Santa Fe, N. Mex---------- 9
Ancha Chiquita, near El Rancho Montoso

south of Santa Fe, N. Mex.---------------2
Tributary to Hermanas Arroyo, near Las

Dos, northwest of Santa Fe, N. Mex...... 1
Rio Galisteo, at Domingo, N. Mex----------11
Fall Creek, near Pinedale, Wyo-...--.---- ...--------Green R., Fontenelle, Wyo..---...-- ....-..---------
West Fork Rock Creek, near Red Lodge,

Mont.- ...- .....-------------.-.------------.--.. ---
Rock Creek, near Red Lodge, Mont..-..--.- ---.----
Clear Creek, near Buffalo, Wyo----..--.- ..-------
North Fork Clear Creek, near Ranger sta-

tion, Buffalo, Wyo-- ._....------------------------
Red Fork, near Barnum, Wyo------...--.- ..--------
Rock Creek, at Roberts, Wyo--.-.-.- ..--.-.--------
Pole Creek, 3 mile below Little Half Moon

Lake near Pinedale, Wyo....._-__ .. ..-.---------Bull Lake Creek, near Lenore, Wyo------------.. . -
Big Sandy Creek, at Leckie ranch, Wyo..--.....-------

5
3

10
10

3

7. 4

11

15

13

4

6

17

14

11
36

2

5

8
5
2

21
11

2

12

4
10

5

6
19

17
7
5

11
5
4

21
4

36

20

25

4
60

61

52

59

78

54
91

4

9

9
6
5

29
17

2

15

4
23

5

9
2

31
18

9
6

11
7
5

24
11

52

27

31
1

7
67

68

72

83

87

70
96

---- -- ----. -- 1 3

... . . . -_. -..... . . .7 12 -

8

13

9
13

7

34
27

2

15

5
37

8

14
3

48
26
14

9
12
14

9

29
23

66

32

37

3
9

79

76

86

93

93

81
96

2

-....------.----.- 

2

..... . .. --.. ---. 1 2

3

6
5

18
10

4

2

3

3

6
11

4
9

14

24

16

16
1

46

34

26

39

48

37
71

16

22

9
24
22

52
42
2

23

2

20
82
8

31
29
70
40
21
13
14
40
17

41
37

78

39

51
5

5
11
86

90

94

96

97

89
100

4

2

5

3
12

5

15

64 112832

46

10
49
55

71
77
12

31

25

41
100

12

46
69
92
61
32
26
24
64
33

58
61

94

59

74
16
20

12
16
94

96

97

98

98

97

4
8

2
2
8

10
42

7

10

22

95

48
96

100

99
100
96

100

100

96

42

93
100

99
75
77
64

100
92

91
97

100

98

98
77
68

68
71

256

100

84
100

100

100

99

97
94
86

-10

100

100

100

99
99
98

100
82

512 11024 2048

100

100

99
98

100
100
98

. .. . .

80

16
82
88

92
96
58

88

83

73

17
72
97

100
89
48
49
39
91
66

74
82

97

81

92
39
35

29
31

100

100

99

100

98

99

6
16

9
6

19

22
80
32

23
3

38

100 - - ... .I.-I.

100

100

26
84

22
30
41

45
98
80

51
22
66

68
100

44
62
61

78
100
99

78
61
88

90

73
82
79

100

100

93
82
99

100

95
94
96

100
97
99

100
100

100

100

50 percent 84 percent
finer than finer than
(feet)- (feet)-

0.11

.46

. 10

.09

.05

.06

.18

.12

.14

.13

.035

. 49

.082

.075

.026

.072

.22

.21

.34

.072

.16

.075
.085

.0125

.076

.049
. 27
. 27

.31

.29
.0038

.0046

.0066

.00 46

.0033

.0057

.0022

.69
. 29

.88

. 67
.58

.47
.12
. 27

.42

.69

. 25

0.24

.84

. 21

.20

.16

.12

.60

.20

.21

.27

. 056

. 79

.31
.15
.079
.18
.48
. 49
.84
.17
.33

.29

.21

.069

. 24

.15

. 47
.60

.58

. 95

.042

.039

.0227

.0132

.0101

.037
. 0046

1.25
. 42

2.4
1. 93
2. 15

1.0
. 21
. 46

. 51
1.92
. 72

Stream and location

100

99

100

998

80
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APPENDIX H.-Values of hydraulic factors at various stream cross sections

[e, Estimated. For definition of b, f, and m see page IV; for discussion see Leopold and Maddock, 1953]

Serial
No. Stream and location

1 North Platte R., North Platte,
Nebr.

2 Near Sutherland, Nebr_-.-_....
3 Near Lisco, Nebr........__...._
4 Near Douglas, Wyo.-.----....-.
5 Wind R., at Riverton, Wyo.......-
6 Little Popo Agie R., near Lander,

Wyo.
7 New Fork R., Jenkins ranch near

Cora, Wyo.
8 Green R., at Warren Bridge near

Daniel Wyo.
9 Beaver Creek, near Daniel, Wyo..-

10 New Fork R., below New Fork
Lake near Cora, Wyo.

1ha Horse Creek, near Daniel, Wyo....
lib -. .. do.

3
_ _ _. ___ _ ___

12a Cottonwood Creek near Daniel,
Wyo.

12b-do.
14a Green R. at Daniel, Wyo..-. ___-
14b- .do.

3
14c- do.

3 a__.__________ _____
18a New Fork R. at American Gothic

reach near Pinedale, Wyo.
18b _._-- do.5 _. ______________ _______
18c -. .. do.5 _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ - _ . _ _ _

21 Duck Creek, near Cora, Wyo_-___
22 Snake R., below mouth of Hoback

R. near Jackson, Wyo.
23 Buffalo Fork, Flybox reach near

Jackson, Wyo.
24 Wind R., Dumb Cowboy reach

near Sheridan Ranger station
above Dubois, Wyo.

25 DuNoir Creek, above Dubois, Wyo.
26 North Fork Popo Agie R., near

Lander, Wyo.
27 Popo Agie R., Joyful reach near

Hudson, Wyo.
28 Little Pipe Creek, near Avondale,

Md.
29 Rock Creek, Rt. 115 near Redland,

Md.
30 Watts Branch, Viers pasture near

Rockville, Md.
31 Seneca Creek, at Dawsonville, Md
32 Crooked Run ("Save the Meander

Farm") near State College, Pa.
33 Seneca Creek at Riffleford near

Rockville, Md.
36 Mississippi R., at Tamm Bend

near Blytheville, Ark.
39 Northwest branch of Anacostia R.,

near Colesville, Md.
42 Baldwin Creek, near Lander, Wyo.-
57 Belle Fourche R., below Moorcroft,

W yo ... ....... .. .-.. .. .._ __ ._..
58 At Hulett, Wyo-._......._......
59 At Wyoming-South Dakota

State line ........... ...........
61 Near Elm Springs, S. Dak___.
62 Near Fruitdale, S. Dak..........
63 Arikaree R., at Haigler, Nebr.....-..
64 Seneca Creek, near Woodfield, Md.

(1 mile north of Woodfield).......
65 Christians Creek, at Orange Bridge

near StauntonVa. ..__________
66 Christians Creek, at Rt. 254 near

Staunton, V a _- ................
67 Barterbrook Creek, at Rt. 254 near

Staunton, Va__ _ __..
68 Middle R., at Bethlehem Church

near Staunton, Va....___....__....
69 Eidson Creek, near Mt. Tabor

Church near Staunton, Va..--.-
70 Tributary to Christians Creek, near

St. James Church near Fisherville,
V a .. --.. .. . .. .. .__ ..- __ ___ .. _- .

71 South R., Black Bull reach south of
Mt. Vernon Church near Lips-
com b, Va ... ____- .. . . . _._

72 South Fork Tye R., above Nash, Va.
73 Tye R., culvert-bridge near Staun-

ton, V a .......- - ______._.- .___-
74 Picnic reach near Staunton, Va..
75 Below Nash, Va................
76 Campbell Creek, above Tyro, Va -
77 Stony Run, above mouth at Little

R. near Staunton, Va..-.-___..
See footnote at end of table.

Drainage
area (square

miles)

32, 000

31,300
26, 900
14, 300
2, 320

108

45

468

141
36. 2

124
124
204

204
660

372-

5

3, 440

345

55

93
140

700

8

7.4

4.2

100
.53

15.5

1, 000, 000?

21

21

1, 730
2, 800

7, 210

1, 460

2. 1

24

82.5

6.8

18

2.2

1.6

69.2
14.2

6.4
12.3
31.4
1.1

At mean annual discharge

Veloc-
Discharge ity
(cubic feet Width Depth (feet

per second) (feet) (feet) per
sec-

ond)

2,300 540 1.7 2.4

537 340 .92 1.7
1,137 400 1.35 2.11,493 310 1.7 3.0
1,106 160 2.0 3.6
e 100 39 1.1 2.7

.- -- ..-- ------ .- ----------. . ---. .- -. ..- .- - ..-

509 120 1.8 2.4

32.1 42 .88 .86
5 0 ---------. .- --. - .- . .-- -_- -.
63.2 61 .64 1.6

67.4 43 .8 1.8
. . -- - --- - -..-.-.-.. --. ------... -- ----. ---.. .. . .

.- - - -- - --- --.-.. ..._- ---...- -..- .... -. .-

.__._______-_______ ------_____--___.._--

. . .. - --- --_- --.- --.. ....---- ..-- -----.- ..- -----_

... - - --- --- ---. ---. . .- - _ ..-- -- .....-- - ..- -

. . . . . ..-- ----.. . . . . . . .. . ... .- - -- - - ---. . -- -.. ..

--- --- -- ---
103

. . . .----_- -----.
------.........

e 4.2

93
------_...--__-

e 580, 000

21. 5

79
69.5

150
447

31. 7

41

------..-..-

13. 1

53

26

38
50

-----.-..-.
112

-----45--..

1.75

.52

1.06

.92

1.5
.8

1.5

1. 5

.62

1.7

.84

1.4
1.8

2.7

1.4

1.1 .-- - - - -..... -' - ... _ .....- .........- _--I ..- .- .-

Slope

Map 1

0. 00135

.00115

.00105

.00095

.0066

.00071

.00133

Field 2

0. 0014

.0011

.00125

.00095

.0038

.0049

.0047

.0034

.0014

.0051

.00227

.0073
.0011

.00405

.0005

.0029
.0029
.00125

.00286

.00286
.000193
.0021

.000455

.0037

.00098
.0070

.00184

.00473

.0031

.0006

.0005

.0023

.000089

Gage
height

at bank-
full

stage
(feet)

--- - - -

6

Median
bed size

(feet)

0. 0006

.0005
.0016
.02
.16
.11

e .023

.46

.097
.017

.09

.049

.06

.056

.18

.18
.121

e . 004

.14

.131

.035

.49

.10

.049

.13

.082

.075

.026

e . 002

.09

b

0.35

.48

.26

.05

.05

.04

.12

.10

.12

.30

. 13

.03

.18

. 19

.30
S18

.38

.30

f

0.48

.34
.50
.65
.65
.48

.34

.40

.42

.26

.20

.47

.50

.42

. 42

. 48

.35

.45

m

0.18

.20
.21
.28
.31
.47

.52

.50

.43

.44

. 65

.50

.30

.42

.28

.45

.32

.30

5.5

3.3

5. 1

.06

.075

.085

.0125

.076

.049

.00327
1.15

1.31
1.65

.75
1.77

.31

-----..----. .00093

.000947.--.----
.00126 ...- _. ---

.000947.-..-----

.00118 .... . ..

.00189 ..--..-

.0092

.0015

.0030

. 0023

.0021

.0093

.0067

.00034

.051

.067

.068
.026
.11

.083

..-.----- -....---..-

..-..--... ---...--.-

-------- --- _---..
-------- ---.---..-
--.-....- ------...-
-----..-...----...-.-

--...-..- .-.----..-

...- ..--- - ----..-----
----.--- ----------

--.----- ----------
-.------ -- --------
--..----- ...--.-----.
---.----- ----------

..... -...- -...-- --- -



PHYSIOGRAPHIC AND HYDRAULIC STUDIES OF RIVERS

APPENDIX H.-Values of hydraulic factor at various stream CrO88 sections-Continued

Serial
No. Stream and location

78 Mines Run, at mouth near Staun-
ton, Va.---..--------------------

79 Skidmore Fork, Rt. 95 near Staun-
ton, Va..--....--------------------

80 Little R., Grooms Ridge near Staun-
ton, Va__ .. .. ..--------------------

81 North R., near Stokesville, Va_____.
82 North River Gap near Stokes-

ville, Va. .. . ..-----------------
84 Slab Cabin Creek, west of Lamont,

Pa__.._...------------------------
86 Big Horn R., at Manderson, Wyo..
87 Wind R., near Crowheart, Wyo.__
89 Yellowstone R., at Billings, Mont... -
90 Wind R., near Burris, Wyo.........
91 Near Dubois, Wyo_............
92 Little Bighorn R., at State line near

Wyola, Mont .. ..----------------
93 North Platte R., at Wyoming-

Nebraska State line, Wyo__.....-
94 At Saratoga, Wyo..----------...
95 Medicine Lodge Creek, Hyattville,

Wyo----- ---------------
96 Gooseberry Creek, near Grass Creek,

Wyo.---...----------------------
97 North Fork Owl Creek, near An-

cher, Wyo---.------------------
98 Yellowstone R., at Corwin Springs,

Mont---.__.--------------_
99 Near Sidney, Mont-------..---

100 Little Bighorn R., below Pass
Creek near Wyola, Mont....-----

101 Near Crow Agency, Mont.-..-_.
102 Republican R., near Bloomington,

Nebr_ .. _._----------------------
103 Laramie R., near Ft. Laramie, Wyo.
104 South Platte R., at Paxton, Nebr...-
105 North Platte R., near Keystone,

N ebr. . _ - ----- --- -----
106 Platte R., near Grand Island, Nebr
107 Near Odessa, Nebr._---.----.
108 Near Overton, Nebr__..._...___
109 North Platte R., near Mitchell,

Nebr..----------------------------
110 Below Whalen, Wyo.--..------..
111 Below Casper, Wyo..--...-.-.--_
112 Popo Agie R., near Riverton, Wyo_
113 Greybull R., near Basin, Wyo___-
114 Near Meeteetse, Wyo-___--_-
115 Owl Creek, near Thermopolis, Wyo.
116 Missouri R., at St. Joseph, Mo-----
117 At Hermann, Mo..-------- ..----
118 At Pierre, S. 1)ak _ _
119 At Kansas City, Mo.-.---------.
120 At Bismark, N. Dak_.__ _- ___
121 East Fork R., near Big Sandy R.,

Wyo..._ __ ...----------------------
122 North Piney Creek, near Mason,

W y o _.._... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . .
123 Boulder Creek, below Boulder Lake

near Boulder, W yo-----..----- ..-
124 Silver Creek, near Big Sandy, Wyo...
125 Middle Piney Creek below South

Fork near Big Piney, Wyo....---
126 New Fork R., near Boulder, Wyo.__
127 Fontenelle Creek, near Fontenelle,

W y o ...... _ _ . . . . . ... _ _ _ _ _... . . _ _ _ _ _
128 Little Sandy Creek, near Elkhorn,

W y o ...... . . . . . .. . _. _... . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _
129 Pecatonica R., at Freeport, Ill_.....
130 Iroquois R., near Chebanse, Ill__....
131 Catheys Creek, near Brevard, N. C
132 Watauga R., near Sugar Grove, N. C.
133 Davidson R., near Brevard, N. C..-
134 Noland Creek, near Bryson City,

N .C ..------ .- ..- ....----- ...--- ..
135 Tennessee R., at Knoxville, Tenn... 
136 French Broad R., near Newport,

T e n n ........ ............... .......
137 At Calvert, N. C...............
138 At Rosman, N. C.............._
139 At Bent Creek, N. C.........._
140 Buttahatchee R., near Caledonia,

M iss .... _ __........ ..... ..... .....
141 Tombigbee R., at Aberdeen, Mis -
142 Near Leroy, Ala....__ __....
143 Near Coatopa, Ala......__.....
144 Near Columbus, Miss...........
145 Sipsey R., near Elrod, Ala..........

See footnotes at end of table.

Drainage
area (square

miles)

2.8

4.8

16
23. 4

66. 4

16
11, 900
1,920

11,600
1,220

233

199

22, 100
2,880

86

155

58.2

2,630
69,450

429
1,190

20,800
4,600

23, 700

30,000
59,500
58,800
58,400

24,300
16,350
12,600
2,010
1,130

690
484

424,300
528,200
243, 500
489,200
186, 400

79.2

58

130
45. 4

34.3
552

224

20.9
1,330
2,120

11.7
90.8
40.4
13.8

8,934

1,858
103
67.9

676

823
2, 210

19,100
15,500

4, 490
515

At mean annual discharge

Discharge
(cubic feet

per second)

1,950
1,315
6,331

853
179

152

767
1,204

37

19

16

2, 950
11,860

202
294

724
185
438

340
960
937

2, 583

1, 495
1, 111
1,358
683
200
364
45.5

35, 440
69, 170
22, 080
43, 710
20, 320

103

60.3

196
43. 4

26. 7
403

64.6

22
906

1,609
34

154
125
42.8

12, 820

2, 764
335
229

1,589

1,066
2, 863

26, 250
21,450
5,791

715

Width Depth
(feet) (feet)

258

155
420
130

68

29

270
210

25

19. 5

17

242
308

57
96

230
60

140

-- _--------
670
550
780

280

250
123
90
87
26

863
1, 578

962
1,093
1,202

70

29

130
29

23
98

42

19
140
330
25.3
64
55
30.1

933

346
92
77

296

152
142
513
458
270

93

2.5
2. 4
4.6
2. 7
1.4

2.0

1.4
2.8

.9

.6

.58

3.4
11.9

1.5
1.2

1. 7
1.4
1.5

.8

.96
1.55

2.0

1.9
3. 3
.95

1.4
.9

11. 5
14. 5

9. 1
11. 7

6. 1

1.3

.94

1.8
.8

.68
1.8

.95

1.5
6. 2
3. 2
.9

1.8
1.6
1.9

14.4

5.3
1.8
2.0
2.8

13.0
11.5
26.0
22.3
11.9
7.0

Veloc-
ity

(feet
per
sec-
ond)

3.0
3.6
3. 2
2. 5
1.9

2. 5

2. 1
2.0

1.7

1.9

1.7

3.6
3.2

2.4
2.5

1.8
2.2
2.0

1.8
1.8
2.2

2.6

3.0
1.7
2.4
3.0
1.9
3.6
3.0
2.5
3. 4
2.9

1.15

2.2

.84
1.9

2.0
2.2

1.7

.76
1.03
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.4
.8

1.0

1.5
2.0
1. 5
1.9

.5
1.8
2.0
2.2
1.8
1. 1

Slope

Map 1 Field 2

.---.--.-- 0.038

---------- . 025

.------ ._ .0048

.-.-..... . 015

----------_ .0091

---_------ .0032
0.000947 ------

.00152

.004

.0063

.0095

.00118
.00146

.0099

.0114

.00237

.000189

.00316

.00118

.00086
.00167
.00158

.00118

.00126

.00126

.00126

.00118
.00111
.00080
.00126
.00663
.00947

.000227

.000189

.000189

.000146

.000227

-- . .- . .- - . . . . ..-- - - -. - -
.00947 -------- --------

.- -----.. -. --.. ----... . ----.. . . .- --
.00374 --..-.-. .- .--.----

.0..0.95 -

. --------.... . --.- .------

.00237

.00108

. 00252

. 00083 .27
-------. -.. .27.- .. ... -. ..---.. ..- ----

.0008

.0091

.010

.000663--------

.000142--------

.000019 ------..-

.000076.---------

.000095.----------
--.- ....-... .00063

Median
bed size

(feet)

0.22

. 25

. 26

. 38

. 43

Gage
height

at bank-
full

stage
(feet)

3.4-3.9

7.3-8.8

16

0.06
.07
.06
.05
.02

.00

.22

.10

.15

.09

.31

.06
.04

.02

.04

.08

.17

.20

.58

.05
.22
.07

.50

.42

.25

.02

.10

.25

.20

.05
.05
.10
.05
.01

.06

.12

.08

.18

.10

.20

.20

.23

.20

.05
.10
.10
.05
.08

.06

.05

.02
.10
.01

.20
.10
.10
.16
.18
.23

b

0.55
.48
.47
.32
.38

.37

.6
.33

.31

.45

.24

.49

.37

.55

.44

.52

.40

.58

.25

.72

.53

.65

.37

.22

.25

.35

.50

.35

.29

.42

.42

.41

.55

.50

.41

.46

.40

.49

.40

.48

.28

.41
. 35
.60
.20
.45
.40
.27

.68

.33
. 55
.52
.55

.07
.50
.31
.45
.37
.45

m

0.35
.40
.46
.62
.59

.64

.16.

.57

.52

.43

.47

.45

.58

.45

.50

.40

.40

.22

.15

.22

.23

.27

.12
.32
.20
.62
.37
.35
.50
.58
.50
.47
.37
.45

.50

.42

.47

.27

.48

.30

.50

.33

.43
.35
.67
.50
.53
.65

.28

.65

.45

.45

.47

.75

.38

.60

.35
.52
.30

15

10

e 66

.31

.29

i 
i

82
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APPENDIX H.-Values of hydraulic factors at various stream cross sections-Continued

Se
N

rial
o. Stream and location

146 Republican R., at Clay Center,
Kans..-----------------------

147 Smoky Hill R., at Elkader, Kans....
148 At Lindshorg, Kans_............
149 At Enterprise, Kans_............
150 Kansas R., at Bonner Springs, Kans.
151 At Lecompton, Kans...._......_
152 At Ogden, Kans.._..............
153 At Topeka, Kans................
154 At Wamego, Kans.._.--..----
156 Flathead R., near Columbia Falls,

Mont..... .........................
157 At Columbia Falls, Mont......
158 Near Poson, Mont..............
159 Clark Fork R., at St. Regis, Mont. 
160 Above Missoula, Mont........_
161 Below Missoula, Mont...........
162 Near Plains, Mont..............
163 Near Heron, Mont..-..-.--.....
164 Pend Oreille R., below Z Canyon,

near Metaline Falls, Wash........
167 Embarrass R., at St. Marie, Il.....-
168 Kankakee R. at Momence, Ill.....-.
169 Rock R., at Como, Ill......... ......
172 Sangamon R., at Riverton, Ill1......
173 Connecticut R., at First Connecti-

cut Lake near Pittsburgh, N. H..
174 At North Stratford, N. H..-.--..
175 Near Dalton, N. H.----.----
176 At White River Junction, Ver-

mont--...-...................
178 At Montague City, Mass..___
179 White R., near Bethel, Vt...........
180 At West Hartford, Vt...-.-.-...
181 Arkansas R., at Salida, Colo.........
182 Rio Galisteo, at Cerrillos, N. Mex....
183 Rio Santa Fe, at Old Albuquerque

Rd. west of Santa Fe, N. Mex.. 
184 Arroyo de las Chamisos, near Mt.

Carmel Chapel (Sunmount) at
Santa Fe, N. Mex................_

185 Canada Ancha (Euler), near El
Rancho Montoso near Santa Fe,
N. Mex...__....................

186 Ancha Chiquita, near El Rancho
Montoso. south of Santa Fe, N.
M ex .. _ . . --- _ ... _ ..

187 Tributary to Hermanas Arroyo, near
Las Dos, northwest of Santa Fe,
N . M ex ... --- _.---- _______ _

188 Rio Puerco, near Cabezon, N. Mex..
189 Rio Galisteo, at Domingo, N. Mex.
190 Rio Puerco, at Cabezon N. Mex..-.
191 Meet John Wash, near Casper, Wyo.
192 Shell Rock R., near Northwood,

Iowa_-....... --...............
193 Turtle Creek, near Austin, Minn....
194 Cedar R., at Cedar Rapids, Iowa....
195 Near Conesville, Iowa.._...___
196 Iowa R., at Wapello, Iowa------...
197 Cedar R., near Austin, Minn..._
198 Lime Creek at Mason City, Iowa.-.
199 West Fork Shell Rock R., at Finch-

ford, Iow a ............ _ _ _ ......__
200 Cedar R., at Janesville, Iowa.......
201 At Waterloo, Iowa.............
202 Tributary to Seneca Cr., at Hawkins

Creamery rd. near Damascus, Md.
203 Seneca Creek, at Holstein pasture

near Woodfield, Md........--.._..
204 At Poison Ivy reach, Brunt road

bridge near Woodfield, Md.....
205 At Pretty Flood Plain near

Prathertown, Md..._____.........
206 Kankakee R., at Davis, Ind__..-.
207 At Shelby, Ind....._....____ ....
208 Auglaize R., near Defiance, Ohio.. 
209 Near Fort Jennings, Ohio-.......
210 Blanchard R., near Dupont, Ohio.. -
211 Near Findlay, Ohio............_
212 At Glendorf, Ohio.... ....... ...._
213 Maumee R., at Antwerp, Ohio_..-
214 Near Defiance, Ohio...._ ...._
215 At Waterville, Ohio....-.-.-....._
216 Ottawa R., at Allentown, Ohio......
217 At Kalida, Ohio...______ ......_

See footnotes at end of table.

Drainage
area (square

miles)

At mean annual discharge

Discharge
(cubic feet

per second)
Width Depth
(feet) (feet)

I 11 - I -

24, 570
3, 555
8, 110

19, 200
59, 890
58, 420
45, 240
56, 710
55, 240

1,553
4, 464
7,096

10, 500
5, 740
8,690

19, 900
21,800

25, 200
1,540

2, 340
8, 700
2, 560

83.0
799

1, 514

4, 092
7, 865

241
690

1, 218
e 100

e 175

2.5

1,093
36

292
1. 419
5, 874
7,838
2,514
4, 655
4, 114

2, 855
9, 112

11,330
7,341
2,659
4,897

18,690
20, 400

26, 190
1, 229
1,818
5, 174
1,806

198
1,570
2, 902

7, 217
13,670

487
1,169

622

272
41
80

102
563
728
342
481
525

290
450
444
346
232
370
495
328

293
110
430
500
125

57
160
380

485
450
160
235
104

2.0
.6

2.4
7.2
5.9
4.6
3.8
4.6
4.1

2.5
7. 1
7.6
6.0
4. 7
5.8

14.3
12.0

11.7
4.8
2.3
3.6
6.0

1. 25
3.7
4.0

4. 2
11.5
1.3
4. 1
2.0

Veloc-
ity

(feet
per
sec-

ond)

2.0
1.5
1.5
1.9
1.8
2.3
1.9
2. 1
1.9

4.0
2.9
3.4
3.55
2.42
2.2
2.6
5.3

7.6
2.3
1.8
2.87
2. 5
2.6
2.7
2.0

3.5
2.6
2.3
1.2
3.0

1.52 1------ .-.... -...... ...I . ... |-----

Slope

Map 1 j Field 2

.000541

. 000545

.000303

.000379
.000379
.000379
.000430
.000316

.00158

.00079

.01136

.00189

.00189

.00063
.00034
.00189
.00114

.0059-

.0151

.025

.0175

.09 1 ....... . I. I..I . . .0286

.06 .. .. -
3 6 0 _ . . . . _ _ _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

e 6 0 0 . . . ... . . - - _ . . _ _.. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . - - ..

380
144

6, 640
7, 840

12, 480
425
535

860
1,660
5, 190

0.8

7.9

.- -- .....--- ....
26

506
1. 800
2,329

333
749
343
643

2, 049
5, 530
6,314

168
315

141
65

3,093
4, 259
6, 135

172
209

461
675

2, 988

. .. . . . ._ . .. . .. .. .
- .. . .. .. . . . . . . . ..
...........---

100
46

460
430
480

94
94

112
190
440

470 75
1.518 130
1,598 285

278 100
452 120
219 92
548 77

1,547 202
3,612 620
4, 269 670

119 52
141 80

1.25 1.1 -_ --_-. -
1.5 .85-...--.----
2.8 2.3 -.---- _- -
4.7 2.0 .----------
8.1 1.6 -----.---
1.35 1.3 - ..---- -
1.9 1.19-..-.-.--

2.4 1.7 . .- _--
1.6 2.3 _----------
2.3 2.9 -- ....--

.. .-- ---- .-- -- .-- - ..- --------

-- ..-- -- .- . _ _- --- --..- ---- - - -

_- .. ---..- ...- _- ---- --. . ---- --
3.6 1.75_..----....
5.6 2.0 .. ........
3.7 1.5 .000189
2.8 1.0 .000413
5.4 .7 .000090
1.5 1.6 .000237
3.7 2.0 .000146
4.3 1.7 .000271
3.1 1.85 .000189
2.1 3.1 ( .000947
1.0 2.45 .000631
1.6 1.1 .000473

Median
bed size

(feet)

.0038

.0046

.0066

. 0046

.0033

b

. 37

. 17

. 22

.10

.06

.07

.02

.07

.17

. 30

. 04

.08

. 09

. 05

.03

.04

.20

.30

.20

.15

.10

. 35

. 10

.15

.08

.04

.08

.08

.05

.04

.13

.25

.09

.39

.13

f

.45

. 58
.56
. 17
. 45
. 70
. 55
.61
.55

.32

.40

.40

. 45

.42

.20

. 27

.38

. 34

.60

.44

.48

.55

.34

.28

.52

.66

. 42

. 55

.38

. 45

.56

. 44

m

.20

.30

.20
. 72
.48
. 25
.40
. 30
.25

.38

.55

.50

. 44

.51

.77

.69

. 36

.34

.20

.38

. 45

. 15

.56

.58

. 42

.30

.46

.36

.57

. 49

.29

.35

i

.61 .26--------

.30 .28--------

.60 .32

.032 .0057 .32 .24 .43........
.-..--.....--..... --.. .27 .35 .36........

.0055 .0022 .32 .39 .24........
--------- _ -. ---... . .34 .35 .34........
-------.. .--- ....--. .22 .33 .45........

---- ..--......-..---.. 0 .56 .46........
..... --....---..--.-.. .21 .48 .29........
-- -- ----.-.-----. .06 .56 .34........
-----..--..-. ------- .33 .40 .22........
------ ----.------_ .. .40 .23 .41........
--------- .. ... ---.-. .09 .54 .39........
--.- .----- ---.-...-.. .04 .53 .42........

------ .--- _- .......... .22 .58 .17 10
.------.-----..25 .51 .19........

--- -.- -. --. -- -- .07 .66 .27--.....-.-

.00467 .056 .-... -- - ----

.00345 .074 - - ---- ----

.0016 .037 ---.-- --- -- -
..... --... -.-.. ..24 .61 .14........
.. - -_. -.-.. -...... . .12 .58 .29

.... -. ---- ...--...... .08 .48 .45. 8
---- ---- .. -----. -. .24 .48 .28 17

-..-.-----_ ----------. .08 .56 .32.. ... .....
.--...-.-. -.---.-- .- .18 .58 .22........

-..... -.... -.-... ----. .17 .45 .38. .....
-..------- ..---.--.. 0 .50 .50........

.--..... ..--..-. 16 .59 .28........
...--.-- --.-...-. .26 .34 .40........
----- ---- .-.-----....-.-.---- ...-...----...--------..

Gage
height

at bank-
full

stage
(feet)

15

-- -21--

12
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APPENDIX H.-Values of hydraulic factors at various stream cross sections-Continued

Serial
No.

218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229

230
231
232
233

234
235
236
237
238
239
240

245
247

248
249

250
251
252
25.3
254

255

256
257
258
264
266

267
268

272
273
274
275
276
277
278

279
280
281
282
283
284
285

Drainage
area (square

miles)
Stream and location

St. Joseph R., near Blakeslee, Ohio..
Scioto R., at Chillicothe, Ohio._-.---

Near Circleville, Ohio __.---...-
At Columbus, Ohio._--_ ...
Near Dublin, Ohio..------_.--
At La Rue, Ohio...----..--.-.---
Near Prospect, Ohio._ ...-- -..-_

Tiffin R., near Brunerburg, Ohio.. --
At Stryker, Ohio..-------...----

Fall Creek, near Pinedale, Wyo._ ...
Green R., near Fontenelle, Wyo- -
West Fork Rock Creek, below Basin

Creek near Red Lodge, Mont..--.--
Rock Creek, near Red Lodge, Mont.
Clark Fork, near Edgar, Mont.----
Clear Creek, near Buffalo, Wyo__-_
North Fork Clear Creek, near Buf-

falo (near Ranger station), Wyo - -
Red Fork R., near Barnum, Wyo....
Rock Creek, at Roberts, Mont.------
Illinois R., at Kingston Mines, Ill.---

At Marseilles, Ill.---.----...-..
At M eredosia, Ill...-__ ..---.....-

Kankakee R., near Wilmington, IlL -
Pole Creek, M mile below Little

Half Moon Lake near Pinedale,
Wyo..------------------

Cedar Creek, near Winchester, Va...
North Fork Shenandoah R., at Mt.

Jackson, Va-...-----------------
Near Strasburg, Va..............

South Fork Shenandoah R., at
Front Royal, Va....______-____---_

Near Luray, Va.-.......----_ ...
Near Lynnwood, Va........___-_

South R., at Harriston, Va.-.-.-.-..-South R., at Waynesboro, Va.......Stony Creek, at Columbia Furnace,
Va-----. ---------- --------------

Antietam Creek, near Sharpsburg,
Md---------........--------------

Bull Lake Creek, near Lenore, Wyo.
Cheyenne R., at Edgemont, S. Dak-
Lance Creek, at Spencer, Wyo___
Snake R., near Wilson, Wyo-____-
Big Sandy Creek, near Leckie

ranch, Wyo_.-_____-------- _
Hams Fork R., near Frontier, Wyo_
Middle Fork Powder R., near Kay-

cee, Wyo.---.-..-------------------
Bighorn R., near Custer, Mont......

Near St. Xavier, Mont........._
Missouri R., at Toston, Mont..-...--
Powder R., near Locate, Mont...--.-

At Moorhead, Mont.____ .._
Middle R., near Grottoes, Va....-...
North Fork Shenandoah R., at

Cootes Store, Va ___ .............
Passage Creek, at Buckton, Va___ __
Shenandoah R., at Millville, W. Va.
Bighorn R., at Kane, Wyo___......-

At Thermopolis, Wyo______.._
Powder R., at Arvada, Wyo..___

At Sussex, Wyo_. ..------------
South Fork Owl Creek, above Curtis

ranch at Thermopolis, Wyo..._-

1 Slope measured from topographic map.
2 Slope determined by field survey.
3 Divided channel.

At mean annual discharge

Discharge
(cubic feet

per second)

369
3,847
2,635
1,624

988
255
571
766
444

37. 2
3,970

60
100

2,115
120

29
142

e 270
15.200
7,640

25,300
5, 250

87. 5
101

509
772

1,638
1,377
1,076

222
144

76

281
222

7.134
2,070
2,000

95
298

980
22,350

e 20, 000

12,900
8,030

360

215
87

3.040
15. 900

8, 080
6, 050
3,090

139

Width
(feet)

292
3, 289
1,815
1, 386

797
198
489
448
292

36. 2
1,838

85
166

1, 008
70

16
29

---.. -- - -----
14, 220
11,670
20, 950

4, 009

108
86.7

368
575

1,671
1, 264
1,020

237
146

e 74

258
285
126

30. 7

-----..- _--_-.

4, 441
3, 758
5, 322

727
511
314

187
70. 1

2, 561
2,413
1,900

410
134

29.1

Depth
(feet)

95
200
280
280
205

90
130

85
77
24. 5

250

33
28. 5

115
42

23
21

600
620
900
840

60
60

110
160

275
315
109

86
78

70

72
92
90
43

390
264
370
165
124

84

73
40

460
175
210
112
100

21

Slope

Map 1 Field 2

2.8
9.2

10.8
3. 7
2.0
3.8
2.5
3.9
5.6

.35
3.2

1.25
2.4
4.2
.9

.8

.97

15.0
4. 1

11. 5
2.4

1.23
1. 1

2. 7
2.4

3. 2
4.7
2.9
1.5
1.4

1.2

2. 7
1.65
.8
.53

4.65
4.9
4. 5
1.6
1.7
3.0

1.4
1. 75
3.85
3.8
2. 7
1. 27
.82

.84

- i 1 - - -li

Veloc-
ity

(feet
per
sec-

ond)

1. 1
1.8
.6

1. 35
1.95
.6

1.5
1.4

.69

.42
2. 3

2.0
2.3
2.0
1.8

.8
1. 34

1.6
4.5
1.9
2.0

1.4
1.2

1.2
1.5

1.9
87

1.9
1.8
1.34

.9

1.3
1.9
1.9
1.4

--2.4
2.8
3. 2
2.8
2. 5
1.3

1.8
.95

1.4
3.35
3.33
2.77
1.85

1.65

.036
0002

.035

.021
00295
.024

.028

----------

0086

.0018

00055
.0081
.0013
00073

.000210

.000316

.000271
.000473
.000947
.000316
.000237
.000105
.000189

.0316

.0038

.0043

.0038

---.--- _--

00271

----------.

000947
.00114

000947
.00189
000947
000842

Median
bed size

(feet)

.69
.29

. 88
.67
.21
.58

.47
. 12
.27

.42

.69P. 00016
e. 0099

b

.12

. 10

.02

.18

.13

.08

.20

.05

.04
0

.08

.14

.16

.03

.08

.04

.06

.10

.13

.04

.04

.06

.10

.04

.20

.05

.14

. 13

.10

. 04

.28

. 15

.30

.26
.04
.06.08
.44
.44

.21

f

.30

. 21

. 52

.40

. 32

.50

.32

.35

.36

.29

.31

.37

.32

.55

.57

.50

.58

.33
. 52

.42

.33

. 53

.30

.43

.45

.35

.33

.53

.50

. 47

.42

.34

.28

.28

.40

.51

.35

.27

.20

.24

m

.53

.64

. 46

. 40

.50

.42

.43

.60

.58

.71

.60

.48

.54

.40

.35

.46

.35

.52

.35

.54
59

.38
.60
.50

.31

.57

.50

.34

.40

.48

.30

.53

.42

.47

.56

.43

.59

.29

.30

.52

.00425 .25

.0013 .086

-.. .-.- --. 15

--..-.---- -----......

-.. . ... . . . -- ... . . ... .

i i i i i i i

Gage
height

at bank-
full

stage
(feet)

17

8. 5
7. 1

3.0

5.3

7.5

5.5

3.8

4. 6-5. 1

84
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PHYSIOGRAPHIC AND HYDRAULIC STUDIES OF RIVERS

RIVER FLOOD PLAINS: SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THEIR FORMATION

By M. GORDON WOLMAN and LUNA B. LEOPOLD

ABSTRACT

On many small rivers and most great rivers, the flood plain
consists of channel and overbank deposits. The proportion of
the latter is generally very small.

Frequency studies indicate that the flood plains of many
streams of different sizes flowing in diverse physiographic and
climatic regions are subject to flooding about once a year.

The uniform frequency of flooding of the flood-plain surface
and the small amount of deposition observed in great floods
(average 0.07 foot) support the conclusion that overbank
deposition contributes only a minor part of the material con-
stituting the flood plain. The relatively high velocities (1 to 4
fps) which can occur in overbank flows and the reduction in
sediment concentration which often accompanies large floods
may also help account for this. Although lateral migration of
channels is important in controlling the elevation of the flood
plain, rates of migration are extremely variable and alone cannot
account for the uniform relation the flood-plain surface bears to
the channel.

Detailed studies of flood plains in Maryland and in North
Carolina indicate that it is difficult to differentiate between
channel and overbank deposits in a stratigraphic section alone.

Because deposition on the flood plain does not continue
indefinitely, the flood-plain surface can only be transformed into
a terrace surface by some tectonic or climatic change which
alters the regimen of the river and causes it to entrench itself
below its established bed and associated flood plain. A terrace,
then, is distinguished from a flood plain by the frequency with
which each is overflowed.

INTRODUCTION

Owing to the extensive use of river flood plains by
industry and agriculture, there is practical as well as
intellectual interest in the mode of formation, stability
of the flood plain, and the frequency of flooding of its
surface. If maximum use is to be made of the broad,
level surfaces provided by flood plains, it is important
to know the natural conditions controlling their
development and preservation. The geologist has long
been interested in the characteristics of flood plains
and has written much about them. For the most part,
previous papers have dealt primarily with individual
examples. The authors believe that the hydrologic as
well as the additional stratigraphic observations
presented here may help in developing a more general-
ized picture of the characteristics of river flood plains.
Conclusions based upon the data now at hand should

be considered tentative, as many additional data will
be needed to verify them adequately.

A definition of a flood plain often quoted is "a strip of
relatively smooth land bordering a stream * * * called
a living flood plain if it is overflowed in times of high
water" (Rice, 1949, p. 139). Valley flats which would
usually be considered "flood plains" may include those
formed by different processes such as landslides,
low-angle fans, and perhaps others. The distinction
between valley flats formed by different processes may
not be apparent to the casual observer and, indeed,

detailed work might be necessary to determine the
origin of a given feature. However, an important
process resulting in the formation of valley flats is a

combination of deposition on the inside of river curves
and deposition from overbank flows. This process
produced many of the flat areas adjoining river channels
and probably most of the flood plains of the great
rivers of the world. It is the flood plains produced by
this process with which the present paper is concerned.

The data supplied to us by several district engineers
of the Geological Survey are essential to the tentative

conclusions reached in this paper. We are indebted
to H. C. Bolon, L. R. Sawyer, M. T. Wilson, and
E. A. Johnson. We also express our appreciation to
D. M. Culbertson for detailed analyses of hydrographs
of water and sediment in several streams in Kansas.
Shri B. N. Chatterjea kindly obtained certain field
data in India at our request, and furnished us flood
frequency tabulations for which we are grateful.

We have profited from discussion of the subject with
J. T. Hack of the Geological Survey. In addition
to colleagues in the Survey who read earlier drafts,
we thank Prof. John C. Geyer of Johns Hopkins
University, H. T. U. Smith of the University of
Kansas, and Mr. Cole Fisher of the Virginia Geologi-
cal Survey for their helpful criticisms of the manuscript.
Thanks are due also to Miss Gladys Braden of Minne-
apolis, Minn., for a number of references with which
she provided us.

We are grateful to the Viers family of Rockville,
Md., and especially to Caroline Viers Mudgett, for
permission to study the stream on their property over
a period of years.
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FREQUENCY OF OVERBANK FLOW

On any river there are floods of varying magnitude
which cover a wide range in stage. As successive floods
overtopped the flood plain, one would expect successive
increments of overbank deposition on the flood plain to
result in a continual increase in elevation of this surface
relative to the elevation of the stream bed. As the flood
plain became higher and higher, presumably it would
be flooded less and less frequently. Nevertheless, the
giant flood could still be expected to deposit a thin
increment of material on this high surface. As a result
of such a sequence of events, one would logically expect
to find that the frequency of flooding of flood plains in
different regions was extremely variable. Some flood
plains would be flooded with extreme rarity, and others
would be flooded frequently. Such considerations
suggested to us that a study of the frequency of flooding
of flood plains might be useful in understanding their
mode of formation. Studies of a number of flood plains
in both the eastern and western United States and in
India indicate that, contrary to the logic of the argu-
ment above, the frequency of overbank flow is remark-
ably uniform in many rivers flowing in diverse climatic
and physiographic regions.

Table 1 shows the recurrence interval of the bankfull
or incipient overflow stage at a number of stations,
most of them in different regions in the United States.
The gage height of the bankfull stage was measured at
gaging stations operated by the U. S. Geological Sur-
vey. In mountainous areas where broad flood plains are
rare, the height of the modern flood plain was considered
to be the average of the highest surfaces of the channel
bars. This is in accord with observations to be pre-
sented on the process of flood-plain formation. The
frequency with which this bankfull gage height is
attained was determined from curves relating discharge,
or stage, of annual floods to recurrence interval (for
method, see Langbein, 1949). The annual flood is the
name given to the highest discharge during a given year.

In most of the rivers listed in table 1, the annual flood
attains or exceeds the level of the surface of the flood
plain every year or every other year (recurrence inter-

val=1 to 2 years). At those stations where the flood
plain is clearly defined and its elevation accurately
known, for example, Seneca Creek near Dawsonville,
Md., Brandywine Creek at Chadds Ford, Pa., and Hams
Fork near Frontier, Wyo.,. the recurrence interval of
overbank flow lies closer to 1 than 2 years. There are,
of course, expected variations in any such data from
natural rivers. Most of the major departures from the
average, particularly the examples drawn from moun-
tain torrents in Wyoming, may be ascribed to the diffi-
culty of locating representative flood-plain surfaces pro-

duced by the process with which we are concerned.
Both the narrow valleys of the mountain torrents and
the very turbulent flow may contribute to this condi-
tion. Despite these variations, the data from eastern
and western United States and the examples from India
indicate a remarkable uniformity in the recurrence
interval of overbank flooding.

TABLE 1.-Recurrence interval with which flood-plain level is
attained by annual flood

River and location

Pole Creek near Pinedale,
Wyo.

Horse Creek near Daniel,
Wyo.

Cottonwood Creek near
Daniel, Wyo.

Little Sandy Creek near Elk-
horn, wyo.

Big Sandy Creek at Leckie
ranch, Wyo.

Green River near Fontenelle,
Wyo.

Hams Forknear Frontier,Wyo.
Middle Piney Creek near Big

Piney, Wyo.
Fall Creek near Pinedale,

Wyo.
Middle Fork Powder River

near Kaycee, Wyo.

Dra
ag
ar

(squ
mil

1:

2

3, 9

2

Red Fork near Barnum, Wyo. 142
Clear Creek near Buffalo, 120

Wyo.
North Fork Clear Creek near 29

Buffalo, Wyo.
Little Popo Agie River near 130

Lander, Wyo.
Beaver Creek near Daniel, 141

Wyo.

Rock Creek near Red Lodge, 100
Mont.

Yellowstone River at Billings, 11, 870
Mont.

Seneca Creek at Dawsonville, 101
Md.

Bennett Creek at Park Mills, 63
Md.

Linganore Creek at Frederick,
Md.

Big Pipe Creek at Bruce-
ville, Md.

Piney Run near Sykesville,
Md.

Patuxent River near Unity
Md.

Little Pipe Creek at Avon-
dale, Md.

Brandywine Creek at Chadds
Ford, Pa.

Buffalo Creek at Garden-
ville, N. Y.

Henry Fork near Henry River,
N. C.

in-
ye
ea
are
es)

88

24

02

21

94

70

98
34

37

980

Recur-
rence

interval,
Discharge in years
at bankfutt (from

stage
(cubic feet

per second)

544

320

990

227

573

9, 170

526
740

1,130

722

80
188

390

534

418

2,000

21,400

1,160

1,510

82 2, 700

102 3,690

11 ?585

35 1,330

8 (?)260

287 4, 570

145 3,000

80 6, 900

annual
flood

series)

1.13

Remarks

1.10

15 Terrace(?).

4

1.05

1.47

1.01
200

200

1.12

1.01
1.01

2.0

1.48

1.36

11

1.05

Mountain torrent; flood
plain poorly defined.

Do.

Flood plain poorly
defined.

Mountain torrent; flood
plain poorly defined.

1.07

1.6

2.7

1.25 Only 4 years of record.

1.3

1.6

Flood plain difficult to
define.

(?)1. 25 Gage at distance from
flood plain.

1.35

1.01

3. 0 Flood plain surface not
clear.
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TABLE 1.-Recurrence interval with which flood-plain level is
attained by annual flood-Continued

River and location

First Broad River near Lawn-
dale, N. C.

South Tyger River near Reid-
ville, S. C.

South Tyger River near Wood-
ruff, S. C.

Middle Tyger River at Ly-
man, S. C.

Tyger River near Woodruff,
S. C.

Willimantic River near South
Coventry, Conn.

Hop River near Columbia,
Conn.

Pomperaug River at South-
bury, Conn.

Burhi Gandak River at Sikan-
darpur, Bihar, India.

Bagmati River at Dhang rail-
road bridge, Bihar, India

1 Estimated maximum.

Drain-
age
area

(square
miles)

198

Discharge
at bankfull

stage
(cubic feet
per second)

5,900

106 3,400

Recur-
rence

interval,
in years

(from
annual
flood

series)

1.16

Remarks

2.2

174 15,000 +20

68 1,200 1.18

351 13,500

Flood plain difficult to
define.

5

121 1,050 1.15

76 730 1.04 Flood plain elevation
not accurately deter-
mined.

75 1,550 1.05

..--... (?)24, 000 2. 05 "Danger stage" as-
sumed from local
information to equal
bankfull stage; data
from series of gage
height observations.

....... 1 146, 000 2.2 Do.

Critera for defining a "flood" vary, but in general all
definitions imply overbank flow. Despite this varia-
tion in definition of a "flood," there is some consistency
in frequency of overbank flows. For example, on the
Elkhorn River in Nebraska the U. S. Corps of Engi-
neers (1949a, p. 18) found evidence "of the occurrence of
33 floods on the Elkhorn River and of a greater number
of floods on tributary streams during the 66-year period
since 1881." Thirty-three flood occurrences in 66 years
represent an average frequency of one flood every 2
years. On the Yellowstone River the Corps of En-
gineers (1949b, p. 22) reports that "records indicate
that at least 48 floods have caused serious inundation
of farm lands and damage to property along the main
stem in the 64-year period from 1882 to 1945." That is,
floods have occurred with a frequency of approximately
one in 1.3 years.

Flood-damage stage, as used by the U. S. Weather
Bureau, refers to the gage elevation at which overflow
begins to cause damage. In an unpublished study of the
U. S. Weather Bureau data on flood-damage stage in
rivers, W. B. Langbein found that the median recur-
rence interval of the damage stage at 140 stations was
2.1 years, based on annual flood series. "Flood stage"
in most instances is a term used synonymously with
"flood-damage stage." Its designation at any partic-
ular place is sometimes a reflection of local experience

but usually results from an engineering investigation of
flood-control needs and becomes accepted as an "offi-
cial" designation. Additional data from records of the
Corps of Engineers on the frequency of flood-damage
stage are provided in table 2. The median recurrence
interval in this table is about 2 years, a value which is
somewhat higher than we have found it in the majority
of our direct field observations.

TABLE 2.-Distribution of flood-damage stage at 71 river gages in
Texas expressed as number of examples in various categories of
recurrence interval (Data from Corps of Engineers)

Categories of recurrence interval, in years (an-
nual flood series). . . . ..---------------------1.0 1.0-1.5 1. 5-2 2-3 3-5 5-8 8

Number of cases in each category------------ 3 7 16 22 12 4 7

In order to establish the relation between the eleva-
tion of the flood-damage stage and the mean elevation
of the flood plain, an effort has been made to compare the
two at a number of cross sections for which data are
available. These stations are listed in table 3. The
flood-damage stage was obtained from records of the
Corps of Engineers (1952) on the Mississippi River
and of the Weather Bureau (1941). The mean height
of the flood plain at each cross section was determined
from profiles drawn from topographic maps having 5-
foot contour intervals. Several of these cross sections
are shown in figure 58.

The profiles of the Mississippi at Greenville Bridge,
Natchez, and at Arkansas City in figure 58, clearly
show a difference in elevation between the defined
"flood stage" and the mean height of the flood plain.
As can be seen on the cross sections, the difference
appears to be due to the presence of natural levees
adjacent to the river bank which raise the stage at
which damage begins. The differences between the
two stages are given in table 3. In some cases the
damage stage may be equal to or below the elevation
of the mean flood plain. In general, however, the
damage stage is considerably above the level of the
natural flood plain.

The recurrence interval of the flood damage stage,
if known, is given in the last column in table 3. These
values are in general accord with those in the preceding
tables 1 and 2. It is clear, however, from the compari-
sons of damage stage and average flood-plain elevation
that the stage equal to the elevation of the flood plain
will occur more frequently because it is lower. If the
frequency of flooding, as determined from the analysis
of the damage stage, is adjusted to allow for the differ-
ence between the elevation of damage-stage and average
elevation of the flood plain, the resultant frequency is
close to the value obtained from the analysis of those
locations where the flood-plain elevation was studied by
us in the field. In summary, the annual flood (highest
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TABLE 3.-Differences between elevation of flood-damage stage and average elevation of natural flood plain

Elevation
of gage

Drainage area datum
(square miles) (feet)River and location

Flood-
damage
stage
(feet)

Flood-
damage
elevation
at cross
section
(feet)

Difference Recurrence
Mean in feet interval of

flood-plain (+indicates flood-dam-
elevation damage age stage I
at cross stage is (annual
section above flood flood
(feet) plain) series)

Mississippi River, at Alton, Ill_____---........-..-.--.--
Memphis, Tenn----. ---- . -- -.-- -- ....
Cairo, Ill...............--.-- .......
M outh W hite River.. .. .__ .. ........._ ...... .....
Arkansas City, Ark .- ..- -.--..--- -.......-- -....
Greenville Bridge, M iss......... ... .. _ ..- ... -.- -....-
Lake Providence, La_ ._ ._ ._ .....- .. ........ _ - .....-
Vicksburg, Miss----- ......---- ..-- --------- .....
St. Joseph, La.----------------------------------
Natchez, Miss__-----------------------------

Arkansas River, at Van Buren, Ark..-- .._....-- ...-.-..
Sacramento River, near Red Bluff, Calif----------------.

I List of floods and period of record from U. S. Weather Bureau, 1941.

discharge in each year) will equal or exceed the eleva-
tion of the flood plain nearly every year.

In view of the obvious differences in the amounts of
runoff in different areas, it may seem illogical that there
should be a uniform frequency at which overbank flow
occurs. Some evidence suggests, however, that where
the runoff is high, the channel is larger than where it is
small. In other words, the larger channel is adjusted
to carry the larger bankfull flows, and thus the frequency
with which the flood-plain stage is attained may be the
same in regions of diverse runoff.

The uniform frequency of overbank flow suggests that
overbank deposits may constitute a small part of the
flood plain. If overbank deposition were a significant
feature of flood-plain formation, because of the frequent
intervals at which flooding takes place one would logi-
cally expect that present flood-plain surfaces would be
built to much higher levels and would be flooded much
less often than they are. Too, there would be no reason
to expect any uniformity in the frequency with which
flood plains in diverse regions are flooded.

It is necessary to consider now the nature of the
deposits making up the flood plain and some possible
explanations of the inferred lack of importance of over-
bank deposition in flood-plain formation.

FORMATION OF A TYPICAL FLOOD PLAIN

The two fundamental types of deposits which make
up a flood plain have often been described in the litera-
ture (Fenneman, 1906; Melton, 1936; Mackin, 1937;
Happ, Rittenhouse and Dobson, 1940; Challinor, 1946;
Fisk, 1947; Jahns, 1947). The first type is the point
bar; the second is the overbank deposit previously re-
ferred to. The two types may respectively be described
as deposits of lateral and vertical accretion. Despite
the distinction between the two in the literature, it is

411036-57-2

171, 500
932, 800
203, 940
970, 100

1, 130, 700
1, 130, 800
1, 130, 900
1, 144, 500
1,148,900
1, 149, 400
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9, 300
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17. 3
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248. 2
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44
44
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48
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40
48
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65. 3
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84
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53

400
265

+4
0

+8
+9
+5
+9
+5
+2

+12
-6
+6

1. 5

1. 3

1. 5
1. 7

often difficult to distinguish between them in the field.
Fenneman (1906) describes an example in Wisconsin of a
flood plain composed solely of point-bar deposits, or
deposits of lateral accretion. He attributes the absence
of overbank deposition to a lake that controls the flow
in the stream and prevents flooding of the flood plain
downstream. Such an ideal example, however, is rare.
In his study of the Mississippi River, Fisk (1947) was
able to develop criteria for distinguishing various types
of deposits by lithology, texture, and morphology. In
this way he could distinguish channel, natural levee, and
back-swamp deposits in the flood plain. Similar dis-
tinctive deposits were described by Lorens and Thron-
son (1955) in the Sacramento Valley. On other rivers
where these criteria are less recognizable, it becomes
more difficult to distinguish these types. As we shall
attempt to show, point bars may be composed of ma-
terial of a great variety of sizes and textures. To a
lesser extent, there is also variability in deposits from
overbank flows.

The modes of deposition are, nevertheless, different.
Basically, overbank deposits consist of material de-
posited from high water flowing or standing outside of
the channel. Point bars originate within the confines
of the channel. Despite the difficulty involved in dis-
tinguishing between them, for purposes of discussion the
distinction continues to be a useful one.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF POINT BARS

SEDIMENTS FORMING A TYPICAL POINT BAR

A point bar is a deposit formed on the inside, or con-
vex side, of a river bend by lateral accretion. Deposi-
tion is related to the existence of circulatory motion or
helicoidal flow associated with the channel bend. Depo-
sition on the convex bank and the concomitant erosion
of the concave bank both tend to be the greatest just
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downstream from the position of maximum curvature
(see Mackin, 1937, p. 827; Eardley, 1938; Fisk, 1947,
p. 32; Dietz, 1952). Together the processes of erosion
and deposition tend to maintain a constant channel
width during lateral shifts of the channel.

Figure 59 is a detailed map and plate 1 a photograph
of a point bar on a meander of Watts Branch near
Rockville, Md. At this point the stream drains about
4 square miles and its flood plain is about 270 feet wide.
This flood plain is typical of many rivers in the eastern
United States and illustrates the type of deposition and
stratigraphy commonly found in this area.

The meandering channel which can be seen in figure
59 contains the flow at low and moderate discharges.
At flows large enough to recur only 2 or 3 times a year,
water passes directly from A to B across the point bar.
In this meander we have measured velocities of 3 fps in
water flowing over the point bar, and this velocity is
sufficient to scour and to move coarse sand across the
bar. Some swale-and-ridge topography on the surface
of the bar is produced by these flows. During periods
of high flow when rapidly moving water crosses the
channel from the convex point toward a position on the
concave bank downstream from the position of maximum
curvature (from C to D in fig. 59) an eddy usually
forms close to the convex bank (E), and is a locus of
deposition of relatively fine material. We have often
noticed another eddy on the outer, or concave, bank
just upstream from the point of maximum curvature of
the bend (F). The alternation of high and low flow
and the concomitant shifts in the velocity and stream-
line pattern at any given place give rise to considerable
heterogeneity in the point-bar deposits.

The map of Watts Branch and data in figure 60
demonstrate this diversity. Our measurements show
the stream is gradually altering its position in the flood
plain (see fig. 62). A local resident says that about 30
years ago there was a hole at point B in figure 59 deep
enough for small children to swim in. As the map
shows, the stream channel has moved at least 10 feet
from that place. As the main thread of the current in
Watts Branch has moved from one position to another
at different stages of flow and at different times, local-
ized eddies formed in slack water adjacent to these cur-
rents. At such points as, for example, in the old swim-
ming hole, exceedingly fine material has been deposited
in juxtaposition to rather coarse material carried by the
main current. This is shown in the auger holes in
figure 60.

The nature of the deposits in the point bar is also
illustrated by the histograms in figure 61, showing size
distributions of samples taken from the stream bed and
from the surface of the adjacent point bar. The
locality of these samples is shown in figure 60. Fine-

grained material was deposited at high flow near the
downstream edge of the point bar (sample 1) as a result
of small eddies to the left of the main current. The
samples at points 2, 4, and 6 include material deposited
in slack water adjacent to the main thread of the cur-
rent. The bimodal character of these deposits appears
to indicate that each sample contained material from
more than a single sedimentation unit. Most of the
stream bed is covered with coarse gravel, and com-
parable material appears in some of the samples in
figure 61. As can be seen in figure 60, gravel occurs
interbedded with sand and with mixtures of clay to fine
sand. It is believed that these fine materials were
deposited by low or moderate flows. Unless a special
effort is made to sample each period of flow separately,
a sample will include deposits from two periods. Just
downstream from sample 1, the sloping margin of the
point bar was covered with piles of leaves and other
organic material and generally surrounded by fine mud.

These examples from active depositional environ-
ments illustrate the wide variety of materials consti-
tuting the point bar and indicate that, contrary to the
common supposition, the point bar is not necessarily
composed of material coarser than that which is found
in the overbank deposits.

PROCESS OF FORMATION AND ELEVATION OF THE SUR-
FACE OF POINT BARS

During 3 years of observation and measurement of
this point bar on Watts Branch, we have recorded as
much as 6 feet of lateral movement of the channel.
Cross sections presented in figure 62 show that erosion
of the steep or outside bank was accompanied by deposi-
tion on the opposite point bar. At cross section X-X'
the amount of material deposited is roughly equivalent
to the amount eroded. At Y-Y' erosion has exceeded
deposition, while further downstream at Z-Z' during
the period of observation deposition has exceeded ero-
sion. We would not expect precise equivalence of
erosion and deposition at an individual cross section
during a short period of time. It is clear, however,
that the eroding flood plain is being replaced by lateral
or within-channel deposits.

The map of Watts Branch presented in figure 59
might alone suggest that the surface of the point bar is
generally lower than the overall flood plain. Our field
observations on many rivers lead us to conclude that
the point bar is actually built up to the level of the flood
plain; that is, the so-called lateral deposit can be found
at all elevations from the water surface to the flood-
plain surface. The distinction between overbank and
lateral deposits becomes quite vague at stages of flow
during which water covers the entire point bar. Over-
bank flow, as used in this study, refers to stages above
the level of the cut bank of the existing flood plain.
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A, Point bar deposits and flood-plain surface adjacent to channel of Seneca Creek
near Prathertown, Md. The surfaces of point bars occur at various elevations up
to the general level of the flood-plain surface.

a -

B, Flat-topped gravel bar in the New fork River. 3 miles below Pinedale. NNyo. This

bar occupies a position near the center of the channel of a braided river and emerges

as an island at low flow. Bar surface is at same elevation as wooded flood plain seep
in background.
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FIGURE 59.-Map and cross section of a typical point bar of the flood plain of Watts Branch, 1 mile northwest of Rockville, Md.
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figure 00.

At times deposition probably takes place in the rela-
tively deep water over the sloping nose of the point bar
and in eddies adjacent to threads of rapidly flowing
water. Such deposition thus occurs well within the
channel. The water flowing over the higher parts or
surface of the point bar may scour or deposit, and we
have observed both at various times during flood flow
over the point bar pictured in figure 59. Examples
from several rivers are presented below which illustrate
the accordance of elevation of the point bar and eroding
flood plain.

At Watts Branch stations p, m, and n, on the larger
of the two point bars in figure 60, are at an elevation
very close to that of the flood-plain surface. Plate 2A
is a reach of Seneca Creek near Prathertown, Md.,
where different point bars composed of a wide variety
of material are found to have surface elevations ranging
successively from several feet below the flood-plain
surface to the height of the surface itself.

The accordance of elevation of a point bar and an
adjacent broad, flat flood plain was observed on the
Burhi Gandak River about 2 miles downstream from
Patna in the State of Bihar, India. A bend in the river
had moved laterally about 600 feet in 2 years. This
rapid movement had been carefully noted because the
levee being constructed in 1955 was close enough to the
bend for local engineers to be anxious lest continued
movement endanger the levee. The point bar built on
the convex shore of this bend was level with the ad-
jacent flood plain, and near the channel its profile
dropped off in a smooth curve, convex upward, to the
edge of the low water surface.

Plate 2B shows a gravel bar deposited in the New
Fork River near Pinedale, Wyo. This exceedingly flat-
topped bar has a composition identical to that found
in the flood plain which borders the stream in this
reach. Furthermore, its surface is at /the same level
as the adjacent flood plain. Laboratory observations
(Leopold and Wolman, 1957) suggest that such a bar
develops by deposition within the channel, often as a
linear deposit roughly along the center-line of the chan-
nel. As the upper surface of the-submerged bar builds
up near the water surface, the flat top is developed as
a result of planation by currents and eddies when the
depth of flow over the bar becomes relatively small.
This same accordance of level and similarity of compo-
sition of bar and flood plain are also found on the Popo
Agie River near Hudson, Wyo. The flood plains of
these streams appear to be composed of coalescent bars
each deposited originally within the stream channel.
Overflow across these coalescent bars tends to leave a
veneer of fine material on the gravel surface. This
veneer, however, makes up a very small part of the
total flood plain. In our study of point bars on Little
Pipe Creek near Avondale, Md., the intimate relation
between what is clearly a point bar and the level flood-
plain surface was shown by a gravel lens that was con-
tinuous from the point bar into the adjacent flood plain.

In summary, as a stream shifts laterally, deposition
on the convex bank keeps pace with erosion of the
opposite concave bank. Our data indicate that the
surface of the material deposited approaches the eleva-
tion of the older part of the flood plain, and thus the
volume of material in the point bar is about equal to
the quantity of material eroded. Ultimately, all of the
debris passing the mouth of a river consists of material
eroded from the land of the drainage basin above but
only part of this eroded material moves continuously
and directly from its source to the river mouth. Another
part is stored temporarily in point bars and in the flood
plain at various places in the channel system. Bank
erosion of the flood plain consists of removal of this
material from temporary storage. Point-bar building
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FIGURE 62.-Progressive erosion and deposition in measured cross sections of Watts Branch near Rockville, Md., from 1953 to 1956.

consists of placing in storage a similar quantity of mate-
rial derived either from storage elsewhere in the system
or directly from the drainage basin.

Those examples in the West are in accord with the
previous observations in the eastern United States.
Both illustrate similar principles of flood-plain forma-
tion. These observations indicate that as much as 80
to 90 percent of a normal flood plain may be composed
of deposits of lateral accretion, and the remaining 10
or 20 percent consists of the overbank deposit.

RATE OF LATERAL MIGRATION

The more sensational changes in river course fre-
quently attract the attention of geologists as well as
newspaper reporters. When, for example, a slice of
Arkansas is contributed to the State of Mississippi by
a change in the position of the channel of the Missis-
sippi River we hear about it. Yet, it is extremely dif-
ficult to get reliable data on the normal rate of lateral
migration, in rivers; that is, movement laterally across

their valleys. Table 4 gives a list of measured and esti-
mated rates of lateral migration from a number of
sources. These are at best crude. They demonstrate,
more than anything else, the variability of lateral move-
ment. Although the larger streams tend to have the
more rapid rate of migration, the data show no con-
sistent rates of lateral movement related to the size or
position of the channel. In many instances a stream
channel may maintain a reasonably stable position and
have but little lateral movement over a long period of
time. The same site may experience very rapid move-
ment during a succeeding period. Considerable error
might result from extrapolation of these rapid small-
scale shifts in position to long-term movements in a
constant direction across an entire flood-plain surface.
Even the slower rates shown in table 4 when considered
over periods of 500 to 1,000 years permit the river to
move readily from one side of its valley to the other.
The very existence of the broad valley indicates that
it has done so in the past.

Cut

Fill

1953
... . -. ..

1955

1956
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TABLE 4.-Some data on rates of lateral migration of rivers across valleys

River and location

Tidal creeks in Massachusetts..--...-..-.....
Normal Brook near Terre Haute, Ind..........
Watts Branch near Rockville, Md-------- 

Do -.-........ -.. ---- --------- -----

Rock Creek near Washington, D. C............
Middle River near Bethlehem Church, near

Staunton, Va.
Tributary to Minnesota River near New Ulm,

Minn.
North River, Parnassus quadrangle, Va.......
Seneca Creek at Dawsonville, Md.--.-----

Laramie River near Fort Laramie, Wyo.-.-..

Minnesota River near New Ulm, Minn.......

Ramganga River near Shahabad, India..-.....

Do. -..... ------ ------.... ----

D o - ... . -. --. . ----.. -. -. -. -------.- .- -- ...-

Colorado River near Needles, Calif--.............

Do ..............-------
D o - --- . -- -- -- ....- . .....
D o --- ..- .--- .- ..... .-- ..-- ..- ... ..--- ...- .
D o ---. -- ------ .... ----- ....-- ..- ..- ..--

Yukon River at Kayukuk River Alaska...-..-

Yukon River at Holy Cross, Alaska.............
Kosi River, North Bihar, India....-.-...-....
Missouri River near Peru, Nebr.._.-..........
Mississippi River near Rosedale, Miss.......-

Approxi-
mate

size of
drainage

area
(square
miles)

4
4

Amount
of

move-
ment
(feet)

0
30

0-10
6

Period of
measurement

60-75 yr... 
1897-1910...
1915-55.....
1953-56-....

7-60 0-20 1915-55-_...
18 25 10-15 yr......

10-15

50
101 0

4, 600

10,000

1,

Do---- -------- .---.---------------. . 1

Rate of
move-
ment

(feet per Remarks bearing on measurement and
year) amount of movement

0 --- .---------- --- .-- .---. ..-
2.3 Average movement downvalley..--

0-0.25.. . ... ...------------------------------
2 Maximum movement; locally in

downvalley direction.
0-0.50-..------------------------------

2.5 --.. -- - .... ..- ..........-- ....

Source of information

Goldthwait, 1937.
Dryer and Davis, 1910.
Topographic map and ground survey.
Successive planetable surveys.

Topographic map and ground survey.
Local observer.

250 1910-38. 9 Tributary near railroad------------.. .U. S. Corps Engrs. map and aerial
photographs.

410 1834-84. 8 .---------.. ----- ------------------ Account by local observers.
--10 50-100 yr... 0-0.20-----------.......-------------------- Maximum age of trees on flood plain

is 100 years.
100 1851-1954.- 1 Average movement in 34 mile reach; Hieb, 1954.

old map.
0 1910-38----. 0 Most of 10-mile reach. ..-------------- U. S. Corps Engrs. map and aerial

photographs.
100,000 2,900 1795-1806... 264 Movement to west; drainage area Central]

only approximate.
100,000 1,050 1806-1883-. 14 Movement to east; same bend as Do.

above.
100,000 790 1883-1945-.. 13 Movement to west; same bend as Do.

above.
170,600 20,000 1858-83----- 800 One bend (maximum movement in Means.'

short period).
170,600 3,000 1883-1903. 150 ...-.do-----------------------------Do.
170,600 4,000 1903-1952.. 82 .-...do.-.---------------------------Do.
170,600 100 1942-52. 10 Minimum movement in short period.. Do.
170,600 3,800 1903-42. 98 Median total movement.-------------- Do.
320,000 5,500 170 yr... 32 From evidence furnished by forest Eardley,

succession.
320,000 2,400 1896-1916.. 120 Local observer.----------------------Do.
-........ 369,000 150 yr-....2,460 .. . ..---------------------------------- Ghosh,1
350, 000 5, 000 1883-1903_. 250 Rate varied from 50-500 feet annually. Duncans
100,000 2,380 1930-45.... 158 About average movement; move- Fisk, 195:

ment variable because of variations
in bank material.

,100,000 9,500 1881-1913... 630 Maximum movement; cutoff channel Do.
not included.

Board of Irrigation, 1947.

1938.

942.
on, 1909.
1, fig. 9.

I Means, T. H., 1953, The Colorado River in Mohave Valley-meanderings of the stream in historic times: U. S. Bur. Reclamation unpub. rept.

OVERBANK DEPOSITION

NATURE AND AMOUNT

There is adequate evidence to show that in some
places and at some times significant amounts of material
are deposited on flood plains by overbank flow. We
shall consider some specific examples, as well as some
reasons that might account for the small amount of
deposition which appears to occur at many localities.

At Prentiss Landing on the Mississippi River oppo-
site the mouth of the Arkansas River, the Mississippi
River exposed in 1955 a section containing an old
court house buried by the river in 1865. The flood
plain at this site contains a basal section of crossbedded
coarse sand and silt constituting channel or point-bar
deposits about 50 feet thick. This is capped by about
4 feet of finer, banded overbank deposits. Some of
this overbank material is probably natural levee de-
posit, and thus the overbank section may be somewhat
thicker than the normal. In either event, the propor-

tion of the total section made up of overbank deposits
is small.

Table 5 presents some data on the average thickness
of sediment deposited on flood plains by great floods.

TABLE 5.-Examples of amounts of deposition on flood plains
during major floods

River basin

Ohio River...-_.-.-_
Connecticut River.

D o ... ...........
Kansas River-....

Average
thickness
ofdeposi-

Date of flood tion (feet)

Jan.-Feb. 1937-. 0.008
Mar. 1936-------- .114

Sept. 1938.....-.. -.- 073
July 1951.--.... ---. . 098

Source of data

Mansfield, 1939.
Jahns, 1947.

Do.
Carlson and Runnels, 1952.

Because of the magnitude of these record floods, it
is impossible to specify exactly their recurrence inter-
val. From the known record, the Ohio flood of 1937
certainly exceeded a 100-year flood. It must be recog-
nized, of course, that the figures in table 5 are averages.
Under special conditions a foot or several feet of ma-
terial were deposited. In other places scour rather
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than deposition occurred. From the data presented
by Mansfield (1939, p. 700) the record flood of 1937
on the Ohio River deposited material which would
amount to about Y% inch if spread uniformly over the
area flooded. However, certain areas were subject to
scour, not deposition, and the amount removed was
approximately one-quarter as much as the total of the
material deposited.

In his study of the Connecticut Valley, Jahns (1947)
describes deposits of the record floods of 1936 and 1938
(table 5) and Pleistocene terrace sequences composed
of flood-plain materials. For the most part the over-
bank deposits of the modern floods ranged in thickness
from 6 feet near the stream, to a thin veneer at the
margins. Jahns (p. 85) estimated that "* * * a
blanket of sediment was deposited over the entire

flooded area to an average depth of 1% inches during
March, 1936. About % inch was added during the
hurricane flood of September, 1938." The stratigraphy
of the terraces described by Jahns consists of channel
and overbank deposits, although he uses different terms
for these features. He (p. 49) identified overbank de-
posits in these sections primarily by their stratification
and finer texture.

The thicknesses of channel and overbank deposits
respectively, in the Connecticut Valley appear in the
ratio of about 2 to 1; this is a somewhat larger propor-
tion of material derived from overbank flows than we
have found elsewhere. The difficulty of distinguishing
point-bar from overbank deposits may account, in
part at least, for the difference.

Happ, Rittenhouse, and Dobson (1940) and many
others have noted large amounts of overbank deposi-
tion from individual floods. Occurrences of thick local
deposits, even as coarse as gravel, are not uncommon.
For example, Harrod and Suter (1881, p. 136) reported
that in the Missouri River flood of 1881 the "immediate
banks were raised for long distances from 4 to 6 feet"
between Sioux City and Glasgow, Iowa. Although
they also noted deposits from 6 to 12 feet in width
within the channel in areas which were "sheltered from
the, fierce current," even this report makes no mention
of widespread deposits sufficient to raise the general
level of the flood plain.

Obviously, it is difficult to estimate accurately the
thickness of sediment deposited over large areas. Al-
though there are examples of thick local deposits from
overbank flows, there are also contrasting examples of
local scour (see Davis and Carlson, 1952, p. 232; Breed-
ing and Montgomery, 1954, p. 6). Observations in
Connecticut following the disastrous record-breaking
flood of August, 1955 indicate that deposition was
extremely irregular and cannot be considered as if it
were uniform over the entire area flooded (Wolman and

Eiler, 1957). The local nature of thick deposits, the
large variation in thickness of deposits even within a
small area, and the occurrence of areas of scour suggest
that widespread deposition of sediment by major floods
is not so well established a fact as a glance at table 5
might imply. These observations suggest that, com-
pared with the overall volume of the flood plain, incre-
ments added by overbank deposition are on the average
quite small.

An economic study of effects of a great flood add
collateral evidence on the magnitude of deposition by
overbank flow. In a study of the flood of 1951 on the
Kansas River, it was found that, in general, damage
resulting from deposition on agricultural lands during
floods was extremely low (Wolman, Howson, and
Veatch, 1952). Locally, overbank deposits may be
significant, but such occurrences appear to be anomalies
rather than usual.

If successive increments of overbank deposition were
responsible for building a flood plain, we might expect
to find minute laminations representing these deposits.
The data in table 5 indicate that these laminations
would be so fine that they could hardly be found, much
less sampled. Although we have observed short
stringers and very thin layers of sand, or even pebbles,
in exposures of the flood plain, they have little or no
lateral extent. They are certainly lenses rather than
extensive overbank layers.

Because material is distributed in the vertical of a
stream of flowing water according to size or settling
velocity, one would expect the deposits in a flood plain
to be successively finer from bottom to top. Examples
from Brandywine Creek (Wolman, 1955, p. 18), Watts
Branch, Seneca Creek, and elsewhere indicate that such
a gradation in size is virtually impossible to find in an

individual section. Available data show primarily
that flood plains may include materials of quite different
sizes. Figure 63 gives examples of flood deposits and
flood-plain sediments from several regions and shows
that the greatest diversity in size is in the basin for
which most data are available, the Connecticut River
basin. Here the major differences in size are due prin-

cipally to differences in source material within the basin.

NATURAL LEVEES

The report of Harrod and Suter on deposition along
the "immediate banks" leads to a consideration of the
importance of natural levees in the formation of flood
plains. Many observers have pointed out that when

the flow leaves the stream channel its velocity is
checked, and as a result the stream is unable to carry
its load and deposits material adjacent to the bank.
Natural levees are prominent along the Mississippi
and Sacramento Rivers where they are particularly
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(50-100 microns)
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(<50 microns)

Connecticut River flood deposits of September
1938 (Jahns, 1947)

o Ohio Valley flood of 1937, composite of 12
analyses, coarser deposits (Mansfield, 1939,
in Jahns, 1947)

" Ohio Valley flood of 1937, composite of 159
analyses, finer textured deposits (Mansfield,
1939, in Jahns, 1947)

e Potomac River deposits, Maryland and Vir-
ginia, composite of 4 analyses, (Mansfield,
1939, in Jahns, 1947)

o Brandywine Creek, Pennsylvania, flood-plain
materials (Wolman, 1955)

x Kansas River, 1951 flood deposit on flood
plain (Carlson and Runnels, 1952)

p Kansas River flood-plain surface (Carlson
and Runnels, 1952)

v Seneca Creek, Maryland flood plain,
composite of 4 analyses

Watts Branch, Maryland flood plain, 2

composites of 4 analyses

FIGURE 63.-Size distribution of flood deposits and flood-plain sediments (original
diagram from Jahns, 1947).

well formed along the concave bank at channel bends.
Natural levees occur along the Nile River, and are
conspicuous on cross profiles of many rivers on the
Gangetic plain in northeast India. Hilgard O'Reilly
Sternberg (1955, personal communication) noted that
many large alluvial islands in the Amazon River are
rimmed by natural levees. Water overflowing the
island during flood is held in the basin formed by the
surrounding levee when the flood recedes. As a result,
the center of such alluvial islands is a lake during
periods of low flow.

Along the rivers of small and moderate size which
exist in Maryland, Virginia, and Pennsylvania, we
have found few recognizable levees. (See Wolman,
1955, figure 16, p. 16 for examples of cross sections of

typical flood plains.) Minor ridges occasionally paral-
lel the stream but not infrequently these are the
result of cultivation, or more accurately, the absence
of cultivation. Farmers may plow close to a stream
but leave a margin of vegetation which may trap

some sediment from the flow. This same area is also
built up by plowed material. These might best be
termed "plowshare" levees.

Natural levees have been described by Happ,
Rittenhouse, and Dobson (1940) in the Southeast.
We have also observed very extensive natural levees
in Georgia. Because of the coarseness of the material
in them, and because of their restriction to certain

areas, it is very possible that accelerated erosion re-
lated to man's activities has much to do with their
formation. Such a possibility is supported by the
existence of prominent natural levees on Little Falls
Branch and on parts of Rock Creek near Washington,
D. C. The levees on these small streams (drainage
areas 4-50 square miles) stand in marked contrast
to the absence of such levees on most of the streams in
the region. Both of these small creeks drain suburban
areas where municipal construction has altered the
basin characteristics.

Little Falls Branch not only has natural levees but

differs in another way from nearby basins less affected
by man's activities. It appears to have experienced
a change in frequency of overbank flow. A competent
observer, W. W. Rubey (personal communication) has
lived for more than 15 years in sight of this creek and
states that the frequency of overbank flooding has
increased from about once a year to at least 10 times
a year during the period of his observation. This
increase in frequency can probably be attributed to
street construction, paving, and home construction on
the watershed. It is logical to suppose that open cuts
and unpaved streets during the boom in suburban
construction have greatly increased the amount of
sediment carried by the stream during the past decade.
The combination of increased sediment supply and
frequency of overbank flow may account for the promi-
nent natural levees there in contrast to absence of
levees on other streams in the area.

These illustrations are in accord with Malott's
(1928, p. 27) observations that the increase in height

of the flood plain adjacent to channels is "* * *
usually small and noticeable chiefly during low flood
stages when this area is the last to be submerged."
Although the natural levee is a feature which has
received considerable mention in the literature as a
type of overbank deposit, it appears to constitute a
relatively small proportion of the normal flood plain.
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HYPOTHETICAL CONSTRUCTION OF A FLOOD PLAIN BY
OVERBANK DEPOSITION

If a specific thickness of material were deposited on
the flood plain every time a river overflowed its banks,
it would be possible to compute the rate of rise of the
flood-plain surface by the use of flood frequency data.
Figure 64 is a plot of hypothetical flood-plain elevation
against time on Brandywine Creek at Chadds Ford,
Pa. It was constructed in the following way: The
average number of days per year on which a given
stage is equaled or exceeded was computed from the
gaging station records. Assuming that each time the

stream overflows a given level it deposits a specific
thickness of material, the time required for the surface
of a flood plain to reach a given elevation can be com-
puted. In this example it was assumed that each
increment consisted of a layer of sediment 0.005 foot
thick (see table 5 for reasonableness of this assumption).

The most conspicuous feature in figure 64 is the
rapid increase in elevation in the first 10 years. Al-
though the rate decreases somewhat as the figure
shows, in 170 years it would have been possible to
construct a flood plain to its present height at Chadds
Ford. From 80 to 90 percent of this construction
would have taken place in the first 50 years.

10

-8

-2

1

Elevation of existing

i - surface of flood plain

i

I

1000

TIME, IN YEARS

2000

FIGURE 64.-Hypothetical formation and rate of increase in flood-plain elevation by
overbank deposition. Graph shows increase in elevation with time on Brandy-
wine Creek at Chadds Ford, Pa.

Not far from Chadds Ford is Buck Run, a tributary
of Brandywine Creek, near Coatesville, Pa. In the
bank of this tributary channel, a log was found at the
base of a flood plain. The log lay just below the low
water level, 0.5 foot above the bed of the present
stream (see Wolmarr, 1955, p. 18, fig. 20). Bedrock
lies approximately 3 to 5 feet below the log and crops
out in the channel about 50 feet downstream. A
carbon-14 analysis dated the log as approximately
1,450 200 years old (Rubin and Suess, 1955, p. 487).
The vertical section above the log comprises only 3.1

feet of deposition. The absence of any discernible
stratigraphic break in the section allows the possibility
that the base of the section is as old as the log. If the
log has been in place during this period, then the eleva-
tion of the surface of the flood plain has risen so little
that it must be considered, in effect, stable.

Assuming that the flood plain at Chadds Ford is
about 1,450 years old, we should expect from figure 64
that the present flood plain would actually be 4 feet
above its present position. The fact that it is not
suggests that overbank deposition is not the primary

mechanism by which a flood plain is formed. Further,
if overbank deposition is not a major factor in raising
the elevation of the surface of the flood plain, it follows
that in a normal channel the bed will not become pro-
gressively farther below its own flood plain as a result
of continued overbank deposition.

The data presented thus far indicate that despite
frequent flooding, the elevation of the surface of a

flood plain remains stable relative to the level of the
channel bed. In the following section we shall con-
sider some possible explanations for the absence of
continued increase in elevation.

CONDITIONS AFFECTING AMOUNTS OF OVERBANK
DEPOSITION

Three lines of evidence may help to explain the
relative unimportance of overbank deposition in flood-
plain formation which we postulate. First, periodic
removal of the flood plain by lateral erosion helps to
control its height. Second, the highest discharges are
often characterized by lower concentrations of sus-
pended sediment than discharges of intermediate sizes.
Third, velocities of water on the flood plain during
periods of overbank flow may be high and competent
to move sediment of small and medium size.

The extent to which periodic removal and replace-

ment is effective in limiting the height of the flood-plain
surface depends on the relative rates of lateral swinging
and overbank accretion. The available data do not
provide satisfactory comparison of these rates. Some
rough relations, however, can be inferred from data
presented earlier in this paper.

Table 4 indicates that it is likely that specific areas
of any flood plain may not be eroded by the stream for
periods as long as 200 or more years. This figure
would be even greater if one considered the fact that
the movement of the channel across the valley floor
more often than not consists of many reversals of direc-

tion rather than continuous movement from one side of
the valley to the other. Those areas of the flood plain
which have not been reached by the river channel for a
long time should presumably have higher elevations as
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a result of continued overbank deposition than the more
recently constructed areas of the flood plain. Figure
64 suggests that in 200 to 400 years one could expect
1 to 2 feet of deposition above present flood-plain level
as a result of overbank flows. The relief on any flood
plain would then be a function of rate of migration or
of difference in age. When a flood plain is flat as
many are, the low relief suggests that although the
elevation of the flood plain is partially controlled by
lateral migration, additional factors also control the
amount of overbank deposition.

Contrary to some expectations, high discharges are
often associated with lower concentrations of suspended
load than are more moderate floods. The curves of
sediment concentration and discharge presented in
figure 65 show, for example, that in several Kansas
streams concentration reaches a maximum and declines
while discharge is continuing to increase. In addition,
during individual floods the peak of the sediment con-
centration often precedes or follows the peak discharge.

It has been suggested that the decrease in concentra-
tion may result from deposition on the flood plain as a
stream goes out of its banks. In the South Fork
Solomon River at Alton, Kans., and in the Solomon
River at Beloit, Kans. (fig. 65), the maximum sediment
concentration occurs in discharges well below bankfull
stage, and thus the decrease of concentration at high
flow cannot be attributed to deposition on the flood
plain. If we consider the fact that the load is primarily
a function of the physiographic and climatic conditions
in the contributing drainage area and, although corre-
lated with discharge, is not a function of the discharge
itself, it is by no means necessary that the highest con-
centrations be associated with the highest flows. The
fact that high flows may not be associated with the
highest sediment concentration may help to account
for a paucity of deposition during these periods.

Another possible mechanism contributing to small
amounts of overbank deposition relates to the ability
of overbank flows to transport material across the flood
plain. There are many streams transporting material
having a moderate range of sizes that do not have
natural levees, nor do they display a major amount of
overbanked position. Only the finer particles are car-
ried near the water surface or in the upper part of the

flow, and these sizes are not likely to drop out along the
edge of the channel in accord with the simple natural-
levee explanation, nor need they be deposited to any
great extent on the surface of the flood plain. Water
which leaves the channel and flows over the flood plain

tends to move directly downvalley rather than to
follow the longer distance along the more sinuous

TABLE 6.-Velocity and depth of flow in overbank 8ection8 of river
flood plains

[Data from current-meter discharge measurements by U. S. Geological Survey]
Approximate Total flood Mean Mean veloc-

drainage discharge Depth of velocity ity of over-
area (square (cubic feet overflow (feet per flow '(feet

miles) Date per second) (feet) second) per second)

OSAGE RIVER NEAR ST. THOMAS, MO.
14,500 July 17,1951 116,590 6.7 1.5

3.0 .5
7.0 2.2 1.2
4.8 .8
4.S 2.1
4.7 -2

MISSOURI RIVER AT JEFFERSON CITY, MO.
507, 525 July 18,1951 519, 800 5.0 1.0

8.5 5.4
7.7 2.8
7.5 2.0 2.4
6.0 3.4

10.3 2.0
7.0 4.7

MERAMEC RIVER NEAR EUREKA, MO.

3,788 June 11,1945 114,000 4.0 .9
6.0 2.4
6.0 .2 1.6
8.0 1.5
5.0 2.4

CHIPPEWA RIVER NEAR NELSON, WIS.
5,600 Mar. 25,1935 58,200 5.0-7.0 1.3-3.4

Mar. 30,1935------------- 2.3-4.0 1.1-1.9
Apr. 1,1935------------1.6-2.3 0.3-0.7

MISSISSIPPI RIVER AT PRESCOTT, WIS.

44,800 Apr. 14,1939

WHITE WATER

30,800 8.4
7.5

10. 5
RIVER AT BEAVER,

1.1
.7
.5

MINN.

288 Mar. 30,1940 1,530 .6 1.1

.5 1.3

.9 2.0
Mar. 25,1943 1,930 1.2 1..7

1.3 .04
.8 1.2
.6 .5

Jan. 6,1946 2,470 1.7 .11
1.2 1.96

ROOT RIVER NEAR HOUSTON, MINN.

1,300 Apr. 1,1952 29,970 3.3 2.6
5.3 3.4
7.8 3.2
9.2 3.9

SENECA CREEK NEAR DAWSONVILLE, MD.

101 Sept. 1,1952 3,300 1.4 .48
1.5 .62
1.7 .77
1.6 1.68
2.0 1.71
2.2 2.44
2.0 2.30
1.2 1.80

HUMBOLDT RIVER NEAR ROSE CREEK. NEV.
11, 000 May 9,1952 5, 790 .8 .101

1.5 .12
2.6 .16
4.3 3.01
5.5 3.43

HUMBOLDT RIVER NEAR IMLAY, NEV.

13,500 May 10,1952 5,960 1.2 1.69
1.7 21
1.8 1.562.2 III2
2.8 173

1 Discharge in overflow divided by cross-sectional area of overflow.
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path of the channel. The downvalley slope may be
considerably greater than that of the channel, and this
higher gradient tends to keep the velocity high and
reduces the probability of deposition.

Some data on the conditions of overbank flow are
available in measurements of velocity made by the
Geological Survey. Although such measurements on
truly natural, unobstructed flood plains are difficult to
find, table 6 shows measured depths and velocities from

10 overbank sections. Some of the observed velocities
are rather high, even as great as mean velocities ob-
served in natural channels themselves. These results
are plausible if one considers that the slope may be
greater and the roughness of the flood-plain section may
be less than the roughness of the main channel. These
observed velocities exceed the velocities competent to
transport silts and sands (Inman, 1949). Because silt
and sand are the predominant sizes carried in the over-
bank section where such velocities occur, it is perhaps
to be expected that much of the material can be carried
downvalley and not deposited on the flood plain.

The data from the Humboldt River in table 6 repre-
sent velocities measured in overflow sections which are
former channels of the river (M. T. Wilson, personal
communication). As in the main channel, depending
upon the depth and proximity to the banks, great vari-
ation is to be expected in the velocity. In a flood plain
constructed by lateral migration accompanied by
abandonment of old channels, the remnants of these
channels may serve at high flows as avenues of trans-
port or as places for deposition, depending upon their
orientation in relation to the direction of overbank
flows. On many streams where flood plains are several
hundred to several thousand feet wide, channels are
often found at the margin of the flood plain adjacent
to the valley wall. These may represent courses of
former channels but their position suggests that they
are probably drainage channels on the surface of the
flood plain created and maintained by overbank flows.
Only where oxbows or distinct relics of a channel pat-
tern exist elsewhere on the flood plain, is it possible to
distinguish between remnants of abandoned channels
and surficial drainage channels produced by floods.

It has been pointed out to us that conditions on the
present flood plain may not be representative of the

period of flood-plain formation. In particular, the
removal of trees from flood plains in the East and in the
Middle West may have markedly reduced the likelihood
of deposition (H. C. Bolon, 1954, personal communica-
tion). In some areas, however, including many in the

flood-frequency study previously mentioned, there has
probably been little or no change in the plant cover and
there is no apparent difference between these and the
other flood plains studied.

In summary, we suggest that one possible reason for
the general lack of deposition by overbank flow may be
the ability of the overbank section itself to transport
sediment.

FLOOD PLAINS IN STABLE, AGGRADING, AND DEGRAD-
ING STREAMS

Thus far the "typical" flood plain considered here is
one in which the relative position of the bed of the chan-
nel to the surface of the flood plain has remained stable
during the formation of the flood plain. The relatively
constant frequency of overbank flooding described
earlier could apply even if the entire valley were being

aggraded at a constant rate, with channel bed and flood
plain rising uniformly. In such an instance there would
be the usual difficulty in differentiating overbank from
point-bar deposits, and there would be added the diffi-

culty of differentiating deposits of different ages in the
aggrading sections. The difficulty is illustrated in the

following analysis of several flood plains in North and
South Carolina and in Georgia. The description of
these flood plains is based on numerous borings (P. K.
Theobald, Jr., and W. C. Overstreet, 1954-55, personal
communication), and examples are presented in cross-
section form in figure 66.

The flood plains rest upon bedrock and have surfaces
which are overtopped by the annual flood approxi-
mately once each year or once every 2 years (table 1).
They are composed of silt, sand, and clay in an infinite
variety of combinations. These are commonly under-
lain by pebble and cobble gravels, as figure 66 illus-
trates. From the stratigraphy alone it is impossible to
tell how much of this material is overbank and how
much is point bar. A log found within a similar flood-
plain section in North Carolina is 2,370 t200 years old,
according to a carbon-14 determination.

At first glance it might seem as if these sections are
actually aggraded ones rather than stable, alluvial
sequences. The following analysis, however, indicates
first, that the distinction between the two is not easily

made, and second, that the flood plains in figure 66 may
well represent a single stable deposit.

Figure 67A is a graph of the depth of fill in valleys
in the North and South Carolina region, plotted against
the length of the valley from its headwaters to the
given cross section. Although there is considerable
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FIGURE 66.-Cross sections of river flood plains in North Carolina and South
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scatter on this graph, the average relation can be
described by the equation

mean depth of fill oclength-" (1)
That is, the depth of fill is proportional to the .45 power
of the valley length. Figure 67B is a graph relating
the mean depth of the water corresponding to average
discharge (mean annual discharge) in channels of
different sizes to the valley length. In many rivers the
mean annual discharge is equaled or exceeded about 25
percent of the time. This second curve, derived from
gaging stations in the same region as the locations in
figure 67A, indicates that the mean depth at the
average discharge, as well as the depth of fill, is pro-
portional to the valley length. This relation is ex-
pressed by the equation

mean depth of flowoclength"64  (2)
The progressive increase downstream of both the depth
of fill and the mean depth of flow suggests that the fill

may be related to the development of the present channel.
The interrelation of the flood plain and the present

channel is suggested further by computations of the
potential depth of scour in these channels. Analysis
of the flood records at 8 gaging stations indicates that
mean depths of flow from 10 to 15 feet (includes both
scour and depth above mean bed level) are attained
during floods which recur on the average, once each 5
to 8 years. Lacey's studies (Inglis, 1949, p. 327) of
irrigation canals indicate that the maximum depth of
scour in a regime or equilibrium channel may be on the
order of 1.75 to 2 times the regime depth. Such scour
is associated with a dominant flow in the regime channel
which probably is somewhat lower than a flood dis-
charge having a recurrence interval of about 5 to, 8
years. Such flows, however, do not represent extremely
unusual conditions. Assuming that conditions in the
regime channel are akin to those in natural channels, it
is reasonable to suppose that depths of scour 1% to 2
times the depths attained during these flows are both
reasonable and possible. These conditions make it
seem probable that the Carolina streams represented in
figures 66 and 67 actually scour to bedrock at infrequent
intervals. Even if they do so only once every 50 years,
this still allows for many scourings during the period of
2,300 years available for formation of flood plains in
this area.
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Evidence of this scour is also provided by observa-
tions of the flood of 1903(?), which occurred on the
Pacolet River in North Carolina (P. K. Theobald, Jr.,
1954-55, personal communication). Observers re-
ported that "the entire alluvial fill was removed to bed-
rock" by this flood. Allowing for possible exaggera-
tions, it is probably safe to say that scour to bedrock
occurred even if "the entire alluvial fill" was not re-
moved. Because the bedrock is occasionally reached by
the flowing water, one must suppose that slow degrada-
tion of the valley is taking place; but the rate of degra-
dation is extremely slow and, in relation to flood-plain
formation, the elevation of the river is in effect stable.
Both the frequency of flooding and the calculated
potentialities for scour imply that these flood plains are
being continuously constructed and reconstructed by
the streams which now flow within them in accord with
the processes described earlier.

Although the active flood plain associated with the
present regimen of the river has been emphasized here,
it has already been pointed out that flood plains can
exist in aggrading channels. During the process of
aggradation the discharge regimen of a stream may be
maintained; that is, floods occur and the stream as a
rule experiences a certain range in discharge. During
the process of aggradation both the bed of the channel
and the surface of the flood plain continue to rise.
Although the channel may be choked with material at
times (Happ, 1950), there is no reason to believe that
a flood plain will not continue to be constructed during
the rise.

In those cases where continual aggradation produced
the valley fill, it is difficult to explain how the relative
position of the channel to the flood plain remained fixed
during aggradation if overbank deposition is considered
the principal mechanism of laying down the valley fill.
Rather, concomitant rise of both stream bed and
flood-plain surface appears to be best explained by
attributing the bulk of the deposited material to the
process of point bar formation.

The uniform frequency of flooding of flood plains does
not rule out the possibility that both the surface of the
flood plain and the bed of the channel are being built
simultaneously. Gages on the Nile River, which pro-
vide the longest periods of record of any river in the
world, indicate that both the bed and the flood plain of
the Nile are being raised at a rate of about 3 to 4 feet in
1,000 years (Lyons, 1906, p. 313-317). Such rates are
unmeasurable in the brief periods of record with which
we are dealing. The 1,500 to 2,300-year-old logs be-
neath the flood plain in Pennsylvania and North Caro-
lina, respectively, provide the only fairly good evidence
of the age of the modern flood plain. These dates are in
general in accord with dates derived from terrace

sequences found in the West (Leopold and Miller, 1954).
It must be admitted that at this time the stability of

the absolute elevation of the surfaces of most flood
plains cannot be proven. The evidence demonstrates,
however, that even during aggradation the difference in
elevation between the river bed and the surface of its
flood plain does in many instances remain constant
over long periods of time. That the same may be true
during periods of rapid degradation as well as the slow
degradation previously mentioned (p. 33) is indicated
by observations of the Ukak River in Alaska. In 1912
volcanic ash from the eruption of Katmai filled the river
valley. In the 40-year period since the eruption, the
river has cut down 10 to 40 feet and is continuing to do
so (H. Coulter, 1955, personal communication). At
the same time the Ukak has and is continuing to con-
struct a flood plain. These observations of a variety of
rivers indicate that a channel may have a flood plain
associated with it when it is stable and flowing on bed-
rock, gradually eroding a valley, or gradually depositing
a fill.

When aggraded valley fill or any flood plain is incised
after its formation, the former flood plain becomes a
terrace. An alluvial terrace is an abandoned flood
plain whose surface no longer bears the normal relation
to the stream bed. This study indicates that the
normal relation between the surface of the active flood
plain and the stream bed on many streams can be de-
fined by the frequency of flooding. Where such is the
case a flood plain becomes a terrace when the channel
incises itself to the point where the former active flood
plain is no longer overtopped by that annual flood,
which on the average occurs less than once every 2 years.

CHANNEL PATTERN AND FORMATION OF THE FLOOD
PLAIN

Point bars have been described in the literature
primarily in relation to meandering streams. Many of
the examples given above are from such streams. We
have shown (Leopold and Wolman, 1957), however,
that there are only small differences in the fundamental
characteristics of so-called straight channels, meanders,
and braids. Very few straight channels are actually
straight. An inspection of their thalwegs reveals bars
and pools analogous to those found in meanders. The
wandering straight channel deposits material in the
same way as does a meander and hence, is equally
capable of forming a true flood plain even though the
process of formation may be somewhat more difficult to
recognize. Braided channels also build islands and bars
to elevations correlative with the flood-plain surface.
The New Fork River example (pl. 2B) shows one such
bar. The data also show that such incipient flood
plains are overtopped at a frequency similar to that of
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flood plains elsewhere in the United States. In sum-
mary, flood plains may be constructed by channels of
any type or size.

CONCLUSION

This study supports the views of several authors
that the flood plain is composed of channel deposits,
or point bars, and some overbank deposits. The
relative amounts of each vary, but on the average, the
proportion of overbank material appears to be small.
This conclusion is supported by the uniform frequency
of flooding and by the small amount of deposition ob-
served in great floods. Lateral migration, relatively
high velocities which can occur in overbank flows, and
the decrease in sediment concentration at high flows
contribute to this result.

In many instances it is difficult to differentiate in
stratigraphic section alone the two fundamental types
of deposits. Point bars are extremely heterogeneous,
and where overbank deposition does take place the
small amount of material deposited and its irregular
distribution usually make it difficult to identify.

Frequency studies indicate that many flood plains
are subject to flooding at approximately yearly intervals.
These studies, as well as stratigraphic observations,
indicate that the flood plain is also related to the present
regimen of the stream flowing within it.

If neither natural nor man-induced changes take
place in the structural, climatic, or physiographic con-
ditions which control the regimen of a natural channel,
the channel will not form terraces by gradually building
up its own flood plain until flooding no longer occurs.
The flood plain can only be transformed into a terrace
by some tectonic, climatic, or man-induced change
which alters the regimen of the river, causing it to
intrench itself below its established bed and associated
flood plain.

Lateral migration of a stream across its flood plain
takes place with almost no change in channel width.
The volume of material deposited tends to be about
equal to the volume eroded. Material eroded from the
drainage basin is only temporarily stored in the flood
plain. Only when the stream erodes laterally into
terraces or hillsides higher than the flood plain does the
volume eroded exceed the volume deposited. Only in
this case can stream-bank protection be expected to
reduce the total sediment yield from a drainage basin.

Although we recognize the conclusions presented here
require much additional supporting data, we give them
forthrightly in the hope that they will stimulate fur-
ther observation and study.
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FLOW RESISTANCE IN SINUOUS OR IRREGULAR CHANNELS

By LUNA B. LEOPOLD, RALPH A. BAGNOLD, M. GORDON WOLMAN, and LUCIEN M. BRUSH, JR.

ABSTRACT

The resistance to fully developed turbulent flow at constant
depth in an open channel increases as the square of the mean
velocity as long as the boundary conditions remain completely
unchanged. The presence of the free water surface allows the
possibility of departure from the relationship of resistance to the
square of the velocity. Experimental evidence is given, which
is in quantitative agreement with fluid dynamic theory, that
such departure may be abrupt, with a marked increase of resist-
ance. These departures are observed under conditions of
boundary and flow which occur commonly in natural rivers.

It is shown that the condition under which this discontinuous
increase in resistance occurs is definable by the mean Froude
number for the whole flow which may be as small as 0.4. At
this initial state, the rate of resistance increase with the square
of the velocity may be more than double.

The phenomenon, which is absent in straight uniform channels,
is associated with excessive deformations of the free surface due
to transverse deflections of the whole or a part of the flow by
changes along the channel in the curvature of the flow boundary.

In the simple cases examined the critical Froude number at
which the sudden jump occurs depends mainly on the ratio of
channel width to mean radius of channel curvature, though the
inclination of the banks appears also to have a minor effect.

Over the range of values of the above ratio usually to be found
in natural rivers, the critical Froude number ranges between 0.4
and 0.55. The possible significance is discussed of the remark-
able correspondence between this range of critical Froude
number and the range of Froude number within which river
flow at bankfull stage appears to be restricted.

GENERAL STATEMENT

The resistance to flow in open channels is usually
discussed by engineers in terms of a friction factor or
coefficient. Though in American practice the factor
most commonly employed is of the Manning type, this
factor originates from the Chezy relation

u= C ss

where u is the mean velocity, R is the hydraulic mean
depth, and s is the slope of the energy grade line.

The Chezy factor C provided a link between the
impelling force and the unaccelerated velocity. This
link was at the time of its development perforce an
empirical one. The nature of internal shear stresses
within the flow, upon which the velocities of both
turbulent and viscous flow depend, was unknown at
that time. Thus the general relation

u2 a force

was used because it was believed consistent with the
fundamental Newtonian concept that force equals the
time-rate of change of fluid momentum.

The d'Arcy school employed the same concept by
expressing all the various elements of resistance exerted

by closed pipes in terms of the velocity head, j1 2 /2g.
The total head could be conveniently written

H=u 1+f+E)

where the friction factor, f, represented the uniformly
distributed wall friction per unit length of straight pipe,
Z the pipe length under consideration, and ME the sum

of the individual discrete resistances associated with
various fittings.

For the case of open channels in steady uniform flow
and considering only skin resistance, the discrete resist-
ances, E, being mostly of an indefinable nature, we get

HR=i
~ 2g

Since the drop in head per unit length is s,

i= VRs= C Rs

which is the simple Chezy formula.
It is now known that for fully developed turbulent

flow, the Newtonian concept covers shear resistance as
well as direct fluid-dynamic force. Thus the Chezy
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formula becomes theoretically correct in that all resist-
ances, distributed or discrete, continue to vary as u2
provided there is no change in any part of the flow
boundary as velocity is varied.

The application of the d'Arcy term "friction factor"
beyond the context within which it was developed has
tended to encourage the tacit assumption that flow
resistance in open water courses is due principally to
boundary friction associated with distributed skin
roughness.

This simplified and traditional view of open-channel
resistance disregards two facts. First, the "square-
law" resistance may be appreciably increased, as it is
in pipes, by the distortion of the flow at discrete bends
and other large-scale channel irregularities. Second,
such internal distortion is accompanied, inevitably, by
some deformation of the free water surface. Such
deformation invalidates the required condition that the
whole boundary remains fixed and unchanging.

Thus the possibility exists that appreciable departures
from the square-law relation may occur. Such depar-

tures need not be associated with the general resonance
expected when Froude number has a value at or near
unity.

Resistance in open channels, like that in closed pipes,
is composed in reality of at least three resistance ele-
ments of different kinds.

In a straight uniform pipe the whole of the resistance
to flow may be assumed uniformly distributed along the
flow as a skin resistance. Assuming fully developed
turbulence, this skin resistance, expressed as force per
unit boundary area, depends, for any given shape and
size of cross section, only on the square of the flow

velocity and on the roughness of the boundary surface.
Roughness may be considered to be measured by the
mean size of distributed boundary irregularities which
are small in relation to the pipe size.

In a run of piping, however, other additional resist-
ances are exerted at discrete points wherever any bound-
ary feature-bend, or other fitting-deflects the flow
or part of it away from its former direction. In general
any such deflection creates energy dissipation by eddy-
ing, secondary circulation, and increased shear rate.
It is usual in pipe work to estimate each of these flow-

deflecting resistances separately and to add their total
to the resistance of the straight piping. This type of
resistance we will refer to as internal distortion resistance.

There is a third and important kind of resistance,
also applied at discrete places. It occurs when a sud-
den reduction in velocity is forcibly imposed upon the
flow, as at the sudden expansion just beyond a par-
tially opened valve in a run of piping. The foot of
a waterfall would be perhaps an extreme example in
the case of open-channel flow.

When this kind of resistance occurs at the sudden
expansion of a closed pipe, it is often called impact
resistance, the mathematical expression for the result-
ing energy dissipation being of the same form as that
for the dissipation resulting from inelastic solid-body
impact.

A sudden forced reduction in flow velocity may be
visualized as resulting in an abrupt telescoping of the
streamlines, accompanied inevitably by violent local
vorticity. This telescoping of streamlines may also
result in violent vorticity due to internal breakaway
or mushrooming not directly associated with a fixed
boundary. This abrupt, discontinuous expansion of
the streamlines is forced to take place when the flow
is rigidly confined, as in a closed pipe, and must do
so regardless of the oncoming velocity. The closed
pipe does not permit any volume adjustment, so in
this case this resistance element obeys the square-law.
But owing to the volume adjustment permitted the
flow in an open channel, a discontinuous telescoping
and expansion of the streamlines becomes possible
only when the oncoming flow is supercritical; that is,
when its velocity exceeds that at which an increase
of fluid pressure can be propagated upstream. No
prior volume adjustment is then possible.

To avoid any ambiguity, this kind of resistance in

open channels will in the present context be called
spill resistance.

In natural river channels skin and internal distortion
resistance are common, and it is probable that spill
resistance is not uncommon in parts of the flow, even
though the mean river flow is subcritical (F less than
unity). Yet, for practical reasons, distortion and spill

resistances are largely overlooked because large-scale
and discrete boundary irregularities which cause them
in natural channels are not easily described in quanti-
tative terms; and therefore their resistance effects
cannot easily be reduced to quantitative coefficients
of useful form. Further, the ordinary laboratory
flume in which much of the experimental work on

open channels is conducted is straight and uniform
and wholly devoid of the large-scale boundary irregu-
larities which cause distortion and spill resistance.

As a consequence, the general resistance coefficient
is often thought of as synonymous with the skin fric-
tion of pipes, even when the worker is dealing with
natural channels. The large-scale irregularities of
natural channels are conspicuous features. Indeed,
few river channels are straight for distances exceeding
10 times the channel width (Leopold and Wolman,
1957, p. 53), and undulations and protuberances on
the banks exist even in reaches of channel which in
plan view appear straight.

Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) made an important
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advance when they broke down natural channel rough-
ness into grain roughness and that caused by "sand
bars, sand waves, and other irregularities of the chan-
nel" (p. 1125). These latter elements they considered
analogous in a mathematical sense to a series of "uni-
formly sized and uniformly spaced protrusions of the
stream bed, such as piles of single rocks" (p. 1125).
In their analysis they postulated that the flow resistance
created by these irregularities would be a function of
sediment transport.

But relatively few experimental tests have been made
under controlled conditions to assess the relative magni-

tude of resistance due to boundry irregularities of large-
scale as compared with small roughness elements. Nor
have tests been made to verify the assumption that the

overall resistance of natural open channels that include
such large irregularities varies as the square of the veloc-
ity through a wide range of velocities.

In the present paper some preliminary tests in the
laboratory are described. The results suggest that the

prevailing approach to resistance in natural rivers may
be seriously oversimplified. The tests indicate that
large boundary irregularities may greatly increase the
square-law resistance over and above that attributable
to boundary roughness. And further, in combination
with the presence of a free water surface, these irregu-
larities, by the creation of a spill resistance, may under

certain conditions give rise to an astonishingly large
upward departure from the square-law at a threshold
mean Froude number considerably less than unity.

The experiments were designed to explore the resist-
ance effects of only one simple type of boundary irregu-
larity that related to regular or repetitive sinuousity of
a channel of uniform cross section. A mathematical
model of flow under such conditions was not available
when the experimental work was begun. A preliminary
theoretical model was developed after the experimental
results were complete, and for this reason it is the plan
of the present paper to describe the experiments after
a brief introductory discussion of flow in irregular chan-
nels. Following this is a presentation of a mathematical
model which appears to explain many of the observed
features. We conclude with a discussion of some pos-
sible implications of the theory in natural channels.

The sequence of development of the ideas will help

explain why some phases of the experimental data are
somewhat less complete than might be desired. The
experiments should be viewed as preliminary, but they
do imply that an extension of such investigations may
yield interesting and informative results.

FLOW IN IRREGULAR OPEN CHANNELS

When flow in a shallow open channel is locally deflected
around a bulge in the bank boundary, the local water

is subjected to radial accelerations. As a consequence
of the requirement for constant pressure at the water
surface, the radial forces are offset by an increase in
the gravity head on the upstream and a decrease on the
downstream side of the bulge. This creates a local fall
in water-surface level, often large enough to be easily
noticeable. An acceleration of local water along the
direction of flow is also noticed, as the water flows
through this area of local fall in water surface.

Provided the velocity of the accelerated water does
not exceed -V, adjustments between velocity head
and elevation head can take place with no energy loss
specifically attributable to the deformation of the free
surface.

But as the mean flow velocity is increased, a stage
must be reached at which the accelerated local flow
from high to low level begins to exceed the local prop-
agation velocity, -'J. At this stage the Bernoulli
adjustment ceases to be possible; that is, elevation
head and velocity head cannot be interchanged smooth-
ly. Rather, the local high velocity flow impinges
violently on slower water downstream at the lower
level, with the creation of spill resistance as previously
defined, and with an inevitable dissipation of energy.

To describe the types of resistances in terms of
shear stress, let r, represent the shear resulting from
skin friction, and Ti a distributed stress equivalent to
the resistance from internal distortion of flow by bank
irregularities or bulges. Both elements may be ex-
pected to increase as the square of the mean velocity,
as in pipes. In terms of a mean distributed boundary
stress, r=r,+r and

where c is the overall resistance coefficient (c=2=

which should remain constant for flow of constant
cross section through a given channel.

When, however, the energy dissipation due to spill is
introduced, an expression for an equivalent distributed
boundary stress might be in the form T=T,+Ti+rz
where r, is the resistance due to energy dissipation in
the spill process.

The total resistance, r, could no longer be expected
to vary as the square of the mean velocity when r, is
introduced, because, as mentioned earlier, spill
resistance in an open channel cannot exist at low
velocities but must start increasing from zero at some
finite mean velocity at which parts of the flow become
locally supercritical.

It is visualized that the extra resistance element
, is not directly related to wave phenomena, nor

should it necessarily be connected with any resonance
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effect within the main flow as Froude number ap-
proaches unity. Rather, the elevations and depres-

sions of the water surface are the direct result of local

radial accelerations, the positions of which are fixed by
local curvatures of the bank. The positions do not

depend on flow velocity and therefore cannot be re-

garded as standing waves. The velocity merely
determines the amplitude of the local water surface

dislevelment, and thus the magnitude of excess local

velocities.

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT

The preliminary object of the experiments was to

gain some idea of the relative magnitudes of the

resistance elements represented by r, due to skin

friction and T due to internal distortion of the flow.
It was further desired to discover whether the expected
sudden departure from the square-law due to the

postulated element r, might be sufficiently pronounced
to be detected. The experiments were therefore
designed to contrive a quantitative separation of these
elements from one another.

Each of these elements of stress represents equivalent

distributed values of force per unit of boundary area.
It was desired to determine the separate effects of

these three resistances on the flow velocity in a channel
having a uniform cross section but analogous in shape
to that of a natural river.

A quantitative expression of the relation between
mean velocity, ii, and applied stress in a given channel
cannot be derived analytically but only by experiment.
Similarly, when the channel form is changed the new
relation between u and applied stress can be determined
only by experiment. But the two relations may be
compared to determine the effect of the change made
in the channel.

Skin resistance can be measured in a straight channel
of uniform and definable roughness. The resistance
due to internal distortion or eddies, r , can be com-
pared with skin resistance, T 8, only if the changes made
in the channel do not alter either the flow cross section
or the boundary texture roughness. Moreover, if it

is desired to vary the type of channel irregularity, the
effects can only be compared one to another if flow
cross section and boundary roughness are again made
identical.

This necessity unfortunately precludes the introduc-
tion of abrupt baffles into a straight channel, because
any experimental variation of the size or spacing of
the baffles in relation to the channel cross-sectional
dimensions at once makes the cross section indeter-
minate.

The simplest definable type of nonuniformity whose
variation does not affect the cross section is a regular
sinuosity of channel course. This was the type adopted.

Other types suggest themselves, all of which involve
definable fluctuation of the cross section along the
flow about a constant mean shape, and should be
practicable provided the repetition distances down-
stream are long compared to the cross-sectional di-
mensions and provided the "bulges" are reasonably
streamline. For example, the channel bed can be
corrugated, the banks-remaining straight; or the bank
sinuosities can be brought into phase, to cause alternate
expansions and contractions; or both bed and banks
can be corrugated.

The following simple method of estimating the
relative values of the three forms of flow resistance is
applicable when of necessity the channels, straight and
sinuous, are in other respects identical, and when the
flow depth is maintained constant, the flow being
varied by varying the slope s only.

The skin resistance r3 is measurable in the straight
channel by pgRs. In figure 68 a hypothetical relation
is suggested between pgRs and pu2. Velocity, hydraulic
mean depth, and slope can be measured in the experi-
mental setup. It is then assumed that T, represents
the skin resistance of the sinuous channel when a small
correction is made for the very minor extension in
channel length. The postulated relation between T,

and pu 2 is represented by the straight line OA in figure
68.

For the sinuous channel pgRs no longer gives the
skin resistance only, but instead pgRs=T,+Ti. In
figure 68, a relation of Ts,r to pu2 would give the
second straight line OB if the resistance r, were neg-
ligible. For any given value of pu2, r can be read off

"
U

0

FIGURE 68.-Diagram showing postulated relation of stress, pgRe, to the square offlow velocity. The postulated types of resistances are indicated by the lines of
different slopes. The abscissa, p W, is also the product of pgR and the square of the
Froude number.

Spill resistance T,
plus ''j+

Internal distortion
resistance Ti
plus T'

Skin resistance, 'r,

E
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the figure as BD-AD. If, as thought, r, is appreciable
beyond some finite value of pu2, E in figure 68, it should
appear as a steepening of the line, sketched as EC in
the figure. At higher values of p 2, r, can be read off
the figure as CB.

Dividing both ordinate and abscissa by pgR, hy-
draulic mean depth being kept constant in the experi-
ment, the diagram is unaffected and the abscissa is
then expressed in terms of F2 =u2/gR which is plotted
against s. The overall resistance coefficient c=f/2 =g/C2
is equal to the slope of the straight line OE in figure 68,
which represents the linear relation between shear and
the square of the velocity.

But the overall resistance coefficient will not be
given by the changed slope of the curve beyond E.
If such a resistance coefficient is required, it would at
any given stage be proportional to the varying slope
of a straight line OC. But since the elemental coeffi-
cients are no longer additive, they appear to serve no
useful purpose in the present context.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

A trapezoidal channel was moulded in noncohesive
sand contained in a flume having a length of 52 feet
and a width of 4 feet. The adjustable-slope flume in
which a channel could be moulded, built by the Geo-
logical Survey in the hydraulics laboratory of the
University of Maryland, is described elsewhere by
Wolman and Brush 1 and is similar to the one used for
previous experiments at the California Institute of
Technology (Leopold and Wolman, 1957).

The sand in which the channel was formed had a
median diameter of 0.0067 ft (2.00 mm) and was rather
well sorted. The Trask sorting coefficient was 1.21.

In order to maintain a uniform cross section even
around bends in the channel, the template used to mold
the channel was not a thin plate but was turned on a
wood lathe in a form resembling a round cake pan with
sloping sides. All of the data discussed pertain to one
cross-sectional shape made with the same template
(see fig. 69).

1 Wolman, M. G., and Brush, Jr., L. M., Factors controlling the size and shape of
stream channels in coarse noncohensive sands: U.S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper, in
preparation.

In molding a straight channel the template was held
rigidly in a carriage which rolled along the length of
the flume. For a sinuous channel, the template was
moved laterally by a mechanical linkage as it was

pushed by hand along the length of the flume. Plate
3 shows two of the channels thus formed.

Because we desired to go to Froude numbers well
above those observed in rivers and to maintain constant
cross section of channel, it was necessary to prevent
scour of grains. This was accomplished by spraying
the molded channel with three thin coats of semigloss
enamel paint. The grain roughness was still prominent
and, in fact, the paint was so thin that it would not hold
the grains indefinitely as the discharge was raised. The
material used was fast-drying paint packaged in cans
under pressure and equipped with a spray nozzle. It
was found desirable to use a different color for each
coat of paint, making it easy to see whether the new
coat was of uniform thickness and covered the whole
area.

The entrance consisted of a weir which discharged
into a 2-foot approach channel having gradually
converging metal sides terminating in a 4-foot reach of
straight channel molded in the sand. The working
length of channel was 46 feet. The discharge end of the
flume was controlled by a vertically adjustable tailgate.

Water was delivered from a constant-head tank
through either a 2-inch or 1-inch pipe to the entrance-
box of the flume. Discharge was measured by piezom-
eter tubes inserted in a 90 pipe bend, which was rated.
Head was measured by a manometer containing carbon
tetrachloride.

Elevations were measured by a point gage mounted

on an overhead travelling carriage. The vernier could

be read to 0.001 foot.
Runs were made for each of two depths of water. A

run consisted of setting the flume to a desired slope,
adjusting the discharge until the water depth in the
channel was equal to the chosen value. Profile of the
water surface was then measured to determine whether

the water surface slope was parallel to the channel bed.
Tailgate setting and discharge where then adjusted
until the depth was the desired value and the flow

0.735 ft Water surface width, full depth

0.625 ft Water surface width,"half"depth

0.133ft
0.09 f t

O03O

0.385f t

Water
depth

(ft)

Wetted
perimeter

(f t)

0.090 0.685
.133 .825

Area

(ft=)

Hydraulic
mean depth

(ft)

0.045 0.066
.075 .090

FIGURE 69.-Cross section of all the channels used in the experiments. The two values of depth shown were used in each channel pattern investigated.
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uniform. The discharge was then determined from run at various discharges, and at each of the two chosen
the manometer reading and the slope and depth depths. The dimensions of the cross section at each
recorded. depth are shown in figure 69 and the definitions of L

The experimental conditions investigated consisted and A can be seen on the sketches of sinuous channels
of the following channel patterns, each one of which was in figures 70 and 71.
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FIGURE 70.-Diagrams of channel slope, 8, proportional to resisting stress, plotted against the square of the Froude number. Data for the two depths of flow used in the
experiments are represented by different symbols. As a standard for comparison, mean lines for the straight channels are shown. A, Data for straight channel;
B, sinuous channel having repeating length 4.00 ft, amplitude 0.30 ft; and C, sinuous channel having repeating length 3.87 ft, amplitude 0.54 ft
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2L=2.30ft

2A7=0.4ft

0.012

.010

.008

.006

.004

.002

Depth (d) Channel
- (feet) Sinuous Straight

0.133 o- --
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If
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B

.2 .4 .6 .8 .
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FICURE 71.-Diagrams of channel slope, s, proportional to resisting stress, plotted against the square of the Froude number. Data for the two depths of flow used in the
experiments are represented by different symbols. As a standard for comparison, mean lines for the straight channels are shown on all the graphs. A, Sinuous channel
having repeating length 2.12 ft, amplitude 0.30 ft; B, sinuous channel having repeating length 2.30 ft, amplitude 0.54 ft.

TABLE 1.-Characteristics of channel patterns investigated,
expressed as length and amplitude of repeating sinuosities 1

Repeating Amplitude
Series No. Channel form distance (2 A,

(2 L, in feet) in feet)

70A ---------- Straight channel_-------_______----- -_______
70B---------- Sinuous channel----------- 4. 00 0. 30
70C--------- -----do---------------------3.87 .54
71A-------- ---- do-------------------2. 12 .30
71B-------------do------------------.. _ . 2. 30 .54

1 The geometry of sinous channel patterns has previously been discussed (Leopold
and Wolman, 1957), in terms of a meander "wavelength" and "amplitude," using
these terms as they are usually used to describe a sine curve. Since the presence of
a free water surface admits the possibility of true wave effects being found relevant,
in future discussions it may be advisable to reserve the term "wavelength" accord-
ingly. For meanders, the term "meander length" will, in the future, perhaps be
better than "wavelength." Amplitude is synonymous with "width of meander
belt." The molded curves of the present study are here described in terms of the
ratio of repeating length to amplitude, where repeating length is analogous to
"meander length," a downvalley straight line distance between symmetrically
located points on successive channel curves. Amplitude is the total spread in height
from wave crest to wave trough. L and A are respectively the semilength and
semiamplitude.

The repeating distances shown above are average
values for different curves along the length of the flume.
Two basic lengths were molded, approximately 2 and
4 feet, and the slight variation from these values oc-
curred in the molding of the channel. The bulge

forms were to the eye quite uniform, however, as can
be seen in plate 3B.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The quantitative results are shown graphically in
figures 70 and 71 in the form s plotted against P. Val-
ues of the stress element r and of is 2 can be obtained
by multiplying by pgR (see fig. 68). The original data
are tabulated in the appendix.

Some scatter of the plotted points will be noted.
This we found is not in excess of the scatter expected
from random errors involved in reading the discharges
from the rating curve.

In spite of the scatter it is clear from the plots that
the simple square-law relation expected for turbulent
flow was obeyed in the straight channel and also at
low Froude numbers in the sinuous channels. The
smallest Reynolds number for the channel at the re-
duced depth and at the lowest mean velocities measured
was 3600. It is possible that at these low velocities
turbulence was not fully developed in the shallows
over the inclined banks. However, the data for the
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straight channel as plotted in figure 70A discloses no
significant departure from the linear relation between
mean stress and the square of the mean velocity. It
seems unlikely, therefore, that Reynolds number effects
enter significantly into the results obtained at higher
velocities.

The square-law relation ceased to hold in the sinuous
channels when a certain critical or threshold Froude
number was exceeded. Beyond such a threshold the
curves break sharply upward to a steeper slope, indi-
cating the onset of additional energy loss.

At values of F2 below the threshold-that is, in the
square-law region-an idea of the relative magnitude
of the extra square-law resistance ri introduced by
channel curvature can be gained by considering the
experimental values of the ratio Ti/r; that is, the
ratio of internal distortion resistance to skin-resistance
of the straight channel. This ratio is that of AB to
AD in figure 68, and can be read off the plots of figures
70 and 71. It is given in column 8 of table 2.

The variation of Ti/T, with flow depth is peculiar.
In the absence of any theoretical understanding of the
factors on which the square-law resistance of "irregular"
channels depend, we offer no explanation. The general
effect of the presence of irregularities is evidently very
appreciable.

It will be noticed that the ratio Ti/T, tends generally
to increase with the increase in sharpness of bend.
This sharpness depends not only on the radius of curva-
ture but on the ratio of channel width to radius. This
ratio, b/rm, is used throughout the present paper as an
index of channel curvature. The quantity Tm is the
radius of a circle which passes through the centerline
of the channel at the points of inflexion and maximum
amplitude.

In figure 72 are plotted mean values of the ratio
Ti/T, for the two water depths. These mean values are
plotted against mean values of the index of curvature,
also computed as the mean value for the two water
depths. The data appear in columns 9 and 10 of table 2.

TABLE 2.-Experimental values of ratio of internal distortion resistance, Ti, to skin resistance,
T~. in channels of various indices of curvature

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Series of runs in Semi- Semi- Mean Surface Hydraulic Mean Mean
figure No. length amplitude radius width mean depth b/rm Ti/T, b/rm Ti/Ta

(L, in feet) (A, in feet) (rm, in feet) (b, in feet) (R, in feet)

B 2.00 0.15 3.34 0.735 0.09 0.22 070B_----------------- 2.00 .15 3.34 .625 .066 .19 0 0.2 0
C 1.93 .27 1.87 .735 .09 .39 .5070C------------------ 1.93 .27 1.87 .625 .066 .33 .43 f46
7 1.06 .15 1.00 .735 .09 .73 1.7871A------------------ 1.06 .15 1.00 .625 .066 .62 .43 .68 1.10

1.15 .27 .74 .735 .09 1.19 3.1171B_-.------------{ 1.15 .27 .74 .625 .066 .99 2.19 f} 1.09 2.63

The data indicate that channel curvature alone can
account for energy loss of the same order as that due to
skin friction, and in tight curves may be double that
quantity. _

At values of F2 higher than the threshold the plots
indicate an abrupt upward trend resembling that
sketched in figure 68, but the experimental points do
not provide any certain estimate of the abruptness of
the departure from the square-law. A small but system-

atic trend will be noticed which suggests that the
relation beyond the threshold value, F,, is curvilinear

as indicated in figure 73, in which case the maximum
gradient would occur at the point of departure, Fi.
That is, an actual discontinuity may occur. The theory
to be outlined later suggests that this should be so.

Since the resistance to flow no longer obeys the square-
law, the most useful way in which to discuss its varia-
tion in this region is in terms of the magnitude of the

change of gradient. In other words, the magnitude of
the change in the rate of increase of resistance as F2 is
increased.

If, as seems probable, the plots in this region are
really curved, the relation will be as indicated in figure
73. As that figure indicates, the change of gradient
at the actual threshold Fi would be measured by
ds/d(F'2)-ds/d(F2),_where F' refers to the Froude
number just above FF and F to that below.

The experimental values of the change of gradient
are shown in column 7, and the relative values in column
8 of table 3. For each channel pattern indicated by
the series number, data are given for full water depth,
R=0.09 feet, and reduced depth, R=0.066 feet, if both
are available.

In figure 74 the changes of gradient from column 7
are shown plotted against the channel curvature crite-
rion b/rm. It will be seen that the results for the two
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3.0
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2.5

2.0

.5

71A
0

I.0

7 70C

70B _____________

.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2

WIDTH TO CURVATURE RATIO,--

FIGURE 72.-Experimental relation of ratio of internal distortion resistance, Ti, to
skin resistance, r,, at various values of index of curvature.

steepest plots, series 71B, which in table 3 have values
of b/rm equal to 0.99 and 1.19, have too small ordinate
values in figure 74A. Estimates of gradients from
plotted points are subject to rapidly increasing error as
the general inclination steepens. In figure 71B if the
gradients shown in column 5 of table 3 had been deter-
mined from the initial slope of curves drawn through
individual plotted points, the values in column 5 would
have been appreciably larger, and in figure 74A, the
point 71B marked with a circle would plot at an ordi-
nate value of 0.038. With this correction there appears
to be a reasonably good correlation in figure 74A be-

tween the change of gradient and the index of curvature,
b/rm.

Figure 74B shows the experimental variation of the
threshold FE2 with b/rm. The trend is consistent with
the requirement on general grounds that F,2 should
approach unity as b/rm approaches zero (straight
channel).

1k
.

-J
c',

/ ~ -
ds /--

d(F ' -

'7 / <
ds -

d(F 2)

-2

FIGURE 73.-Diagram showing postulated relation of channel slope, a, proportional
to flow resistance, and square of mean Froude number, the relation becoming curvi-
linear above a threshold value, F,.

CHARACTER OF THE FLOW; DEFORMATION OF THE
FREE SURFACE

CONDITIONS BELOW THRESHOLD VALUE

A lee eddy occupied the upstream portion of each
re-entrant in cases of relatively high mean velocity and
strong curvature. The eddy is shown in the surface

TABLE 3.-Values of threshold Froude number, F,, for channels having various indices of curvature, b/r.,

[Columns 7 and 8 show abrupt jump in rates of resistance increase, and the threshold Froude number, F. (column 10), at which they occur]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Series of runs in Hydraulic Semi- - - Difference, Column
figure No. mean b/r., length (L, ds/d(F'2) ds/d(F2) column 4 7 X 100 F; F,

depth (R, in feet) minus ds/d(F2)
in feet) column 5 (percent)

70B 0.09 0.22 2.00 0.0125 0.0085 0.004 47.1 0.37 0.61.---------------- .066 .19 2.00 .010 .008 .002 25.0 .31 .56
70C .09 .39 1.93 .023 .0135 .0095 70.4 .31 .56-------------------. 066 .33 1.93 .0195 .012 .0075 62.5 .31 .56
71A_.09 .73 1.06 .056 .025 .031 124.0 .21 .46

-------------------. 066 .62 1.06 .0375 .012 .0255 213 .21 .46
71B_________ . 09 1. 19 1. 15 . 072 . 037 . 035 95 . 16 . 40{ .066 .99 1.15 .047 .025 .022 88 .16 .40
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FIGURE 74.-A. Experimental relation showing difference in rate of increase of
resistance above and below threshold value of Fl, as a function of index of curvature.
B. Experimental relation of square of threshold Froude number, Fa and index of
channel curvature.

paths sketched in figure 75. The effect of this eddy is
to restrict the flow to a narrower cross section and to

create secondary circulations. These effects undoubt-

EXPLANATION OF FIGURE 75

FIGURE 75.-Sketches of flow features seen on water surface. The four diagrams are
arranged with Froude number increasing from top to bottom. Serial numbers are
listed, with accompanying data, in the appendix.

A. Froude number below threshold value; no standing waves observed; eddies
are developed at concave bank near center of curvature.

B. Froude number near threshold. Standing waves developed just upstream of
points of maximum amplitude. Eddies located between point of convex bank
and position of maximum amplitude of concave bank.

C. Froude number slightly above threshold. Slanting waves developed. Eddies'
located downstream of point of inflection and upstream of position of maxi-
mum amplitude of concave bank.

D. Froude number well above threshold. Standing waves well developed.

Prominently steepened water surface near convex bank just upstream of the
nose of each point. Eddies just downstream of point and hugs convex bank.

No surface waves (Observed 
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edly are responsible for much of the increase in the
square-law resistance. A quantitative statement of
the limiting conditions at which the eddy first appears
cannot be made from the available data.

In appearance, the effect of the eddy upon the flow
was to reduce its real width and also to displace the
phase of its sinuosity downstream with respect to the
sinuosity of the channel banks, without however appre-
ciably affecting the mean curvature.

The water surface was undisturbed by any travelling
deformations other than a general fine texture of sur-
face-tension ripples originating at the grain-roughness
at the water's edge.

The inevitable difference of local pressures imme-
diately upstream and downstream of each bank
convexity, which are due to the flow deflection, gave
rise to slight local surface elevation upstream and a
corresponding depression downstream. But the local
current appeared to pass each bank convexity without
any discontinuity in the streamlines.

CONDITIONS AT AND ABOVE THRESHOLD VALUE

The critical stage FV as defined by the plots of figures
70 and 71 coincided with the formation of a system of
small standing waves shown on figure 75B located just
downstream of the point of inflection of the bank
curvature and at or about the estimated point of

inflection of the mean flow -path.. The crests of these
wavelets, starting nearly normally to the waterline,
curved downstream as shown, fading out as they did so.

The critical stage also coincided with a marked

change in the appearance of the -flow past each bank
convexity. This now assumed the nature of a plunge,
or spill, from high level to low, with a pronounced
local acceleration and a pronounced disturbance below
where the descending water met the main stream.

As the flow velocity was further increased, the
general appearance of the water surface when one
looked upstream resembled that of a mountain torrent

where jets of water deflected by boulders at the stream

bank impinge inwards upon the main flow.

Owing to the steepening .of the local water surface
slope past each bank convexity, the mounds and
hollows were much more readily noticed. Figure 76
shows the configuration of the water surface in detail
for conditions approximating closely to those of figure
71A, and at a stage when F2 was approximately_29
percent in excess of FF (13 percent in excess of Fe).
The surface contours have been drawn in planes parallel
to that of the mean water surface; that is, having the
same slope as the channel. It will be noticed that the
surface pattern repeats itself in mirror image from one
reach to the next.

O = 0.071 cfs
u = .947 fps
F2= .27
F = .21
s = .0078

2L =2.22 ft

2 A = .30 f t

Contours on water surface above datum
Drown relative to sloping datum

of mean water surface

Contours on water surface below datum
Drown relative to sloping datum

of mean water surface

b

Observed elevation, in feet above datum
0

Observed elevation, in feet below datum

Path of surface floats

Small standing surface riffles
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FIGURE 76.-Topographic map of water surface in sinuous channel at Froude number above threshold value. The datum is a sloping plane parallel to and coinciding
with the mean water surface elevation. The contour lines represent elevations above and depressions below that sloping plane.
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By drawing the surface.contour lines relative to the
mean channel slope and then assuming the slope to be
zero, the surface topography thus represented should
be a reasonable approximation to. that of an ideal
frictionless liquid subjected to the radial accelerations
imposed by the boundary curvature. The only implicit
assumption made here is that resistances remain uni-
formly distributed.

The main features disclosed by this map are a pro-
nounced mound of water upstream of each bank con-
vexity, a pronounced hollow downstream of it, and an
accelerated local flow from the mound towards the
hollow.

A further feature which may be particularly noted is
that the water surface remained free of any appreciable
travelling distrubances. The deformations shown in
the map were in fact static,.located by the fixed curva-
tures of the banks, their locations being independent

of the mean velocity of the flow. The wholly static
n a t ur e o f t h e deformations appears to rule out
wave propagation as an explanation of the energy
dissipation which results in the extra resistance T=.

After observing the superelevated and depressed areas
of water surface associated with the bulge in the
sinuous channel of the laboratory, we sought similar
phenomena in the field. An example is shown in
plate 4. The bulge was formed by a piece of sod col-
lapsing into the channel. The superelevated water
surface upstream from the obstruction and a depressed
surface just downstream were noticeable in the field and
can be discerned in the photograph.

The characteristics mentioned above also applied to
the field example: accelerated local flow from mound to
hollow, static deformation-that is, not travelling with
the flow, but associated with the obstruction.

PART 2. A THEORETICAL MODEL OF ENERGY LOSS IN CURVED CHANNELS

By RALPH A. BAGNOLD

FLUID-DYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS

In the conventional straight channel the body-force
acceleration is g, which remains constant in both
magnitude and direction. But when the whole or a
part of a liquid flowing steadily in an open channel is
subject to transverse acceleration due to some large-
scale irregularity in the bank configuration, the direc-
tion of the resultant body-force acceleration is no
longer that of g, though its magnitude may for many
practical purposes be taken as that of g. Changes
in the direction of the resultant body-force acceleration
along the channel give rise to certain special hydraulic
conditions. Superelevation of the water surface along
the concave bank is but one of the effects which are a
matter of everyday observation. But these effects
have not been investigated as extensively as their
ubiquitous occurrence might warrant.

Transverse accelerations in the plane of the free
surface occur whenever the local flow is deflected from a
straight course by a boundary surface which has a
curvature component in that plane. Such accelerations
occur whenever one or both banks'of a stream has any
kind of bulge. A single bulge, whether streamline or
otherwise, deflects the streamlines in its neighborhood
so as to create a reversal of their curvature. Thus
the forces applied at the boundary which maintains
the radial accelerations are reversed in sense. Be-
cause the pressures must be constant everywhere, the
free water surface is successively elevated and de-
pressed. As a consequence the local water surface
in the direction of local flow tends to fall steeply from a
high to a low level as the flow passes the bulge.

In the case of a single bulge neither the pattern of the
streamline curvature nor that of the velocity distribu-
tion is readily definable. Because the precise pattern
of the surface elevation is doubtful, the dynamical
effects of the local fall in level are not easy to investigate
quantitatively. But consider the simpler case where
the whole flow in a channel of uniform cross section
is deflected around an S-bend of definable curvature.
In figure 77 let the velocity u at any radius r, within the

rL

\

FIGUE 77.-A sinuous channel showing the center of curvature of a bend and symbols
designating the radii of curvature
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width b=r-r 2 of the water surface, be defined as the
tangential component at r. Further, let this velocity
u be the mean of the velocity through the vertical
depth at r. Thus defined, radial velocity components
inward and outward due to internal motions cancel
each other everywhere. It is further assumed that the

flow is slow or subcritical; that is, u<VgR or 4gd
And let it also be assumed that the flow as it ap-

proaches the section of curvature reversal has already
reached a state of equilibrium under the constant
applied forces due to the constant channel curvature.
In this state the body-forces exerted on each unit mass
of liquid at radius r consist of the acceleration g up-
wards, and the radial acceleration u, 2/r horizontally
inwards towards the center of channel curvature and
therefore perpendicular to the local flow direction.

The resultant body-force is thus inclined to the fixed

vertical at an angle tan-1 -' ; a pendulum moving

with the local current is tilted through this angle,
and the local horizontal plane is likewise tilted. But
an observer in a closed vessel drifting with the local
current would not notice any peculiarity because his
axes of reference are also tilted. 1

The gradient of the free surface at radius r, with
respect to the fixed horizontal through the axis of chan-
nel curvature, is u2 /gr. Thus the increase in the water
surface level at radius r above that at the inner bank

1 r'u2

radius r2 is - - dr. The total superelevation z over
r

the whole width b is
1 'iu 2

z=- - dr
gr2 r

Beyond the section of curvature reversal the sense of
the radial forces acting on the fluid from the banks is
reversed. The high water level along what was the
outer bank has to be lowered through the distance z;
and the low level along the other bank has to be raised
through the same distance.

The raising of level presents no problem. It is
achieved progressively by an upward displacement of
local water by the positive radial force of the inwardly
advancing bank.

But the fall of level may cause a plunge or spill assum-
ing the nature of a collapse, depending on the velocity
u attained in the fall z, and on the local depth d. In the

1 The radial acceleration causes a small but real increase in the magnitude of "g",
from g to

So the period of the pendulum is actually reduced, and the wave velocity is
actually increased. But these changes are too small to be relevant in the present
context.

event of such a spill, energy will be dissipated by local
impact. The word "spill" is used here in the context
described on page 112.

MAGNITUDE OF THE SUPERELEVATION IN A
CONTINUING CHANNEL BEND

The pattern of the internal flow in a continuing bend
of a river or canal is imperfectly known. Particularly is
observational evidence incomplete on the variation of u
over a cross section for channel curves of different radii.

But let u be some arbitrary function f(r) or r. Then,
making a number of alternative reasonable assumptions
as tof(r), it appears that although the transverse profile
of the water-surface elevation varies in shape from func-
tion to function, the overall bank-to-bank supereleva-
tion z is remarkably independent of the function as-
summed. For instance:

Case 1: Assume that the velocity u at various posi-
tions across the channel is constant and equal to
the mean channel velocity U.

Then the equation for superelevation becomes

z 'f dr= r

Because ri=r.+b/2
and r2=rm-b/2

then g zn (2+br)
. 2 g \2-b/rm/

This case results in a logarithmic profile of water surface
across the channel.

Case 2: u varies as r.

Ur r,+r2u=-- and rmr
rm 2

Then
z, 1 r 1

2
-- r 2

2

9 u2m 2
and

z b
S rm

The profile is the arc of a parabola having.a vertical
axis through the center of channel curvature.

Case 3: u constant everywhere, and flow such that
the effective radius is constant at rm.

This case might possibly be approximate to flow in a
channel consisting of a succession of short alternatively
reversed arcs. It might also approximate local flow
round a single bulge in one bank with suitable local
values given to b and rm.

z, r1-r2  b
9 = rm rm

The profile is now a straight line.
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Case 4: Whole discharge concentrated within a
narrow midchannel zone. The profile is now steplike.
But again

z b
9 u-r

Case 5: As a realistic modification of case 4, the
probable velocity profile can be sketched for the
conditions of a sinuous channel.

Making allowance for: a narrowing of the flow by an
eddy against the inner bank such as is shown in figure
75B, a reduction in velocity towards both flow boun-
daries because of friction, and for a consequent velocity
increase towards the now modified midchannel radius,
a graphical integration of u2 /r gives a value to z which
approximates very closely to that given by

z b
9 u2-r

(b and rm referring to the whole material channel).
The profile in case 5 resembles that of case 4 with

the abrupt step smoothed out to a flattened S. This
profile bears a reasonable resemblance to that indicated
by the contours of the experimental water surface
shown in figure 76 if a transverse section is taken
through the summit of the mound.

The choice of the expression most likely to give the
true superelevation therefore seems to lie between
b/rm and the log expression of case 1. And it happens
that over a wide practical range of b/rm the log expression
approximates very closely to b/rm itself. Thus

b/r. 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

in 2 +br 0 .100 0.201 0.406 0.62 0.84 1.098
2-br/~n

Finally, as experimental confirmation that the super-
elevation z is really given to a close approximation by
u2b/grm the evidence of figure 76 may be referred to.
Under the experimental conditions u was 0.95 ft per
sec, b was 0.735 ft, and rm was 1.0 ft. Whence u 2b/grm=
0.0206 ft. The measured superelevation, as given by
the overall drop between the mound top and the
bottom of the hollow indicated by the contours, is
0.021 ft. In another experimental run at half depth
(R=0.09 ft) not pictured here, u 2b/grm=0.0135 ft and
the measured superelevation 0.013 ft. The agreement
is well within the limits of experimental error.

It is sometimes assumed that the existence of a
secondary circulation may greatly reduce the super-
elevation. But this seems unlikely. For whatever
may be the internal motion the whole stream momen-
tum pub per unit depth must certainly be changing at
the mean time rate u/rm. Hence the excess pressure

against the outer bank will be , and to oppose this a
Tm

superelevation is required.
grm

Data giving the surveyed water surface profiles across
meander bends in rivers or across bends in canals are
not published in detail. Leliavsky (1955, p. 124) states
that leveling across the Rhine confirmed a logarithmic
variation analogous to case 1 above, but no data are
given. In default of factual evidence, it will be assumed
that the superelevation is given with fair accuracy by

z= i 2 b/grm

ENERGY CHANGES IN THE ZONE OF CURVATURE
REVERSAL

Consider now the conditions in the transition zone
in the neighborhood of the reversal of curvature, along
that bank at which the water level falls.

There appear to be two rather different cases. Case
A where this bank, locally, is inclined to the vertical;
and case B where it is vertical.

Case A.-Banks inclined to the vertical. Let the
following boundary conditions be assumed. The sur-
face width of the stream is uniform and has a value
equal to b, as previously supposed. But the cross
section may vary in shape from section to section and
may be asymmetrical to any reasonable extent. De-
fining a reach as the curved channel between successive
reversals of curvature, all the conditions, both of cross-
sectional shape and of flow, are repeated from reach to
reach, those in one reach being antisymmetrical, or in
mirror image with respect to those in the next.

The asymmetry, and the variation, of the cross-
sectional shape will affect the velocity distribution; but

as shown previously, the distance z=- through which
grm

the side-water falls is unlikely to be affected to any
appreciable extent.

Consider an element q, shown shaded in figure 78A,
of discharge of this side-water flowing over the inclined
bank. The lower sketch shows the element of discharge
as it approaches the section Y-Y' where the curvature
reverses. It is reasonable to assume that q remains
continuous and constant from a point upstream at
which the curved channel flow has developed its full
water-surface superelevation, as far downstream as the
section Y-Y'. This superelevation is equal to z/2
above the mean level. Moreover, within this restricted
zone the curvature is small and may be neglected.
Hence, it is legitimate to compare the action of this
element q to flow in a straight channel over a local
broad-crested weir.
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A

Position downstream
of inflection pointT

YQ

Position upstream \
of inflection point

T/ y

HC d H-

JY

'I,~ d IH

Y
FIGURE 78.-A (upper), Cross sections above and below point of inflection of channel curvature showing superelevated and depressed water surface along a sloping bank.

(lower) Longitudinal profile near bank through the same reach indicating energy grade line (upper dashed curve), water surface, and channel bed. B, Same as A above
but in a channel having vertical banks.

For lack of sufficiently definite knowledge of the
distribution of flow velocity across a curved channel,
let it be assumed as an approximation that the velocitiesui and u2 of q in the equilibrium zones upstream and
downstream of the transition zone may both be repre-
sented by the mean velocity u. And assuming that
the inclined bank extends to a sufficient depth, the flow
depth d of q will be the same both upstream and down-
stream of the transition zone, figure 78A. Hence the
total energy level H will have fallen, through the transi-
tion zone, by the same distance z as the water level,
though without ultimate change in either velocity or
flow depth.

Now if we consider the case of straight-channel flow
over a broad-crested weir, the flow energy,

(1)

can be reduced without accompanying energy dissipa-
tion by spill only by the amount represented by the differ-
ence between Hi upstream from the weir, and HH over
the crest, as shown in the longitudinal profile sketched
at the bottom of figure 78A. The quantity HH is the

energy level at critical depth and the minimum value
U

2

of the quantity -+d for constant q.
2g

An expression for this critical energy level for a broad-
crested weir is as follows.

Assuming a constant discharge q,

u2 = 
2/d2 (1)

which substituted in the Bernouilli expression, equa-
tion (1) above, gives

H= -2 +d=-- 2-+d
2g 29d2

To obtain the minimum value, H1, of the above, differ-
entiate and equate to zero.

dHqg2 (-2d 8 )+1=O
d(d) 2g

dd 32_ 9 de

g g
and

d g=-2

B

Qo

d- 
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Because

uc = gd
Then

2 2 2 ; q 2
HC=u -+"u"=1.5 u -=1.5 ig2g 9 9

(2)

This merely states that the energy grade line over the
weir at critical depth is half as high again as the water
level dc.

In the present case, because q=&di
then

3 j 2 d2

H~=l5 (3

The maximum energy removal which can take place
without accompanying dissipation is therefore given
by Hi-H, or

(4)

This amount of energy is not lost by the stream as a
whole, for it is transferable across to the opposite bank.

It may be noted here that the critical velocityu.,
which occurs directly over a broad-crested weir in the
case of a straight channel should occur in the present
conditions at the section Y-Y' of curvature reversal,
the dynamics involved in the reversal having here
taken the place of the static thrust of the real weir.
Thus the fall in water level should begin upstream of
this point. This is consistent with the experimental
evidence. The contour lines of figure 76 show the fall
in level from the equilibrium state achieved at the top
of the mound to begin well upstream of the local point
of inflection. Moreover figure 75 shows a system of
standing wavelets indicative of the critical state situated
just at the point of inflection and of curvature reversal.

ENERGY DISSIPATION

If z does not exceed Hi-H, the stream should ex-
perience no real energy loss arising specifically from
the local deformation of the free surface; and for
constant depth the overall resistance to flow should in-
crease as the square of the mean velocity u.

But if z exceeds Hi-HE, the excess energy removal
z- (Hi-HH) will be subject to dissipational loss. The
descent of the side-water q will now assume the nature
of a downward plunge or spill. How much of this
excess energy removed from one side of the channel
will be dissipated will depend on the conditions below
where the plunging side-water meets the main stream.

But it is relevant to express the whole of it in terms of
measurable stream quantities.

2- ( -2 2
Hz-- z- -d+ 1.5

29 9

Now

and

where

Then if d be
letting

i2b
z=

gr.

can be written d3 F2

g

F2

gd

the mean flow depth of the stream, and

z-(Hi-HH)=dt

which is the excess energy to be removed, we have

u= (- -)d(1-1.5 F2/3 )
g 9r2

(5)

It is now required to express the local d and F in terms
of d and F. In this inclined bank case the local depth
d is supposed independent of U. Let it also be assumed
tentatively that d is independent of the channel
curvature characteristic birm, being a function only of
bank inclination and of its effect on the real frictional
velocity gradient towards the water's edge. Then we
can write d=ad where a is some numerical constant
less than unity.

Thus
-=F 2

2 2d F

and -=F2d
g

Thence

d F=d2 (. l-.a+1.5(a)2/3} (6a)

Case B.-Vertical banks. Because the local bank is
vertical, figure 78B, in this case the equilibrium depth
d1 upstream is not equal to d2 downstream as before,
but d2 =d 1-z. With the same approximation that
u1=u2=7, the required fall in the energy level is still
z and equation 5 remains unchanged.

But d is now

-z - F/eb

d2=- (i+)2r '

and

F2

1+Feb
2 r,
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Equation 5 now becomes

d =d F2 (_1-)1+1.5F2/ 3 (i+Fb)2}/ (6b)
2 \r,, /\ 2rmn J

In each case the theoretical threshold values F! of F2,
at which a departure from the square law is to be
expected, is obtained by equating the dimensionless
quantity r to zero and solving for F2 by a simple
graphical method. In case A some arbitrary assump-
tion must be made as to the value of a (see below).

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

The theoretical threshold values F2 of F2 are shown
in figure 79, plotted against the channel characteristic

b/rm. The three continuous curves are obtained from
equation 6a (inclined banks), for a=1, 0.8, and 0.5.
The experimental values of PI as read from the plots of
figures are also shown. The precise experimental
values of PI for the longer channel radii are, however,
difficult to determine from the plot; and these readings
may be in appreciable error. The general trend of the
theoretical F1 as the channel curvature is varied is
nevertheless in remarkable agreement with experiment.
The best fit for the particular cross-sectional shape of
the experimental channel used appears to be that for
a=0.8.

The broken curve of figure 79 is that obtained from
equation 6b (rectangular channel). As will be seen,
it approximates closely to the curve for equation 6a,

L.o

.y

70A
Series number

.7 0
Runs at depth 0.133 ft

\ x

Runs at depth .090ft
.6

.3

.2

7171A
0708

00

0 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2

WIDTH TO CURVATURE RATIO, b/rm

FIGrau 79.-Theoretical curves showing relation of square of threshold Fronde number, Fp., to index of channel curvature, for various assumed values of factor a. This
factor is a measure of the limiting depth of water near a bank at which the local velocity ceases to approximate the mean flow velocity. Points plotted represent
experimental values of Tro and b/r. for comparison with theory.
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for a= 1. These two curves both give F2=1 for the
extreme case of a straight channel, b/rm=0; whereas
for a straight channel with inclined banks, F2 is smaller,
at F2=a in the general case where a<1. This is
consistent with the simplifying assumption made that
u1 =; that is, bank friction causes negligible reduction
in the velocity with decreasing depth. So a can be
regarded as defining the limiting reduced depth near
the bank at which, in practice, the local velocity
ceases to approximate to u, owing to bank friction.

The family of continuous curves in figure 80 show
the values of ' according to equation 6a as F2 is increased
above the threshold F2. The two broken curves show
the corresponding values according to equation 6b for
the rectangular channel. It will be noted that in both
sets of curves the gradient d /d (F2) has a finite and
maximum value at the threshold =0 and F2 =FF2.
This again is wholly consistent with the experimental
results. The finite value indicates that the gradient
of the overall resistance to flow changes discontinuously

Inclined bank _ b I\ I
(solid line) - r . m 2)-o~.5a

Vertical bank bI( b (3 'b
(dashed line) 2 rm 2r,,,
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FIGURE 80.-Theoretical curves of the relation of flow resiatance to square of Froude
number at values of F2 higher than the threshold, F.

2
. Full lines represent condi-

tions with sloping channel bank, and dashed lines with vertical bank. Curves
are developed for various values of curvature index, b/rm. In each case the zero
ordinate value of r corresponds to the threshold value, F,2.

/
/

/

at F,2 as the experimental results show. And the sub-
sequent decrease of gradient as F2 is increased above
FF2 can indeed be detected in the experimental plots
by a close inspection of the individual plotted points,
though in the absence of theoretical support, this tend-
ency might well be taken as being due to systematic
experimental error. The subsequent reversal of this
tendency as shown by the plots to occur at still higher
values of F2 may well be attributable to the onset of a
general instability on the part of the whole flow as
general resonance is approached towards F2= 1.

The dimensionless quantity bears the same relation
to the specific and localized resisting force to which
the local energy dissipation is equivalent as the dimen-
sionless quantity s bears to the overall resisting force
acting on the whole flow.

Over the length L containing one reversal of channel
curvature the local energy dissipation is measurable by

(pgd ) X (A') where A' is the effective cross-sectional
area of the side-flow q. Over the same length of channel
the overall energy dissipation is pgLsXA. So the
ratio of the overall resistance to the specific localized
part of it which appears when F2>FC2 is

s L AdLA

assuming of course that the whole of the excess energy
di is in fact dissipated.

Of particular relevance to the behavior of natural
rivers is the magnitude of the discontinuous jump in
the rate of resistance increase with velocity increase
which occurs at the threshold stage defined by Ff2.

From the experimental data the additional resisting
force applied to the length L of the whole flow when
F2 exceeds F' 2 is measureable from the plots by (s-sb)

X pgAL (fig. 73). And in the limit when F2 is brought
very close to FR 2 the discontinuous change of gradient is

ds ds

d(F'2) d(F2 )jpgAL,

where F refers to conditions immediately beyond the
discontinuity and F to square-law conditions in which
s/F2 is constant.

The corresponding theoretical change of gradient is

dp -pgA'T-
d(F2 )

Hence theory may be compared with experiment by
considering the values of A'/A in

ds ds

A' d (F' 2)~d (F2) L
A d d

d(F2 )

(7)

/ t 7 1 T

I

.
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It would be difficult to predict the proportion of the
excess energy d (or R if the hydraulic mean depth is
preferred) which will be dissipated, because it cannot
be assumed that the side-flow q is definably continuous
below the critical depth d,. Nor is it possible to cal-
culate the cross section A' involved, for this would
require a knowledge of the actual distribution of the
flow velocity over the channel section. From an
inspection of the water surface map, figure 76, the area
A' involved might be guessed as being between one-

tenth and one-third of the whole area A. Thus if it is

assumed that the whole of the excess energy d is

dissipated, then the expression on the right of equation

7 when evaluated should give values between, say,
0.1 and 0.3. And these values should be reasonably

constant from one experimental channel to another.

From (6a)

dr b 1 l.
5 

2- f-_r .=--+ '.5x3(F F2)-3 at F.
d(F2) rm 2 3

6 1 0.431
- +0.3for a=0.8 (8)rm 2 (F2)'

The precise experimental values of ds/d (F'2) at the
threshold stage FC 2 cannot be determined from the
plots. And the alternative adoption of the mean
gradient through all the plotted points may introduce
appreciable error. With this understanding, the result-
ing values of A'/A, as given by equation 7 are shown in
the following table. Values of d /d (F2) are wholly
theoretical, having been calculated from equation 8 by
giving F,2 the appropriate theoretical values shown in
figure 80.

TABLE 4.-Calculated fractions of cross section of flowing water within which energy loss occurs because of spill resistance

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Hydraulic __Difference,
Series of runs in figure No. mean b/r. ds/d(F' 2) ds/d(F2) column 4 d /d(F2) L/R A'/A

depth (R, minus
in feet) column 5

f 0. 09 0. 22 0. 0125 0. 0085 0. 004 0. 60 22. 2 0. 148
70B-------------------------- .066 . 19 .010 .008 .002 .58 30.3 . 105

7 . 09 .39 .023 .0135 .0095 1. 156 21.5 . 17670C-------------------------- .066 .33 . 195 .012 .0075 .837 29.3 .264
7 . 09 .73 .056 .025 .031 1.515 11.7 .24271A ------------------------- .066 .62 .0375 .012 .0255 1.345 16. 1 .305

7 . 09 1. 19 .072 .037 .035 2. 14 12.8 .20971B----------------------------. 066 .99 .047 .025 .022 1.85 17.4 .207

It will be seen from table 4 that the ratio A'/A does
in fact lie within the range of values expected on the
assumption that the greater part of the excess energy
is dissipated in the impact of plunging side-flow q against
the main stream. And on this assumption the extra
resisting force predictable from fundamental principles
is adequate to explain the facts.

DISCUSSION

The foregoing conceptual model, based on funda..
mental dynamic principles, appears capable of repro-
ducing all the salient experimental features. It ex-
plains the reason for the abrupt jump in the rate of
increase of the flow resistance. It predicts correctly
the threshold conditions at which this jump occurs, the
magnitude of the extra resistance, and the general
trend of its increase. The model also predicts the
pattern and the scale of the water surface deformation.

The special case chosen is a simple one. But the
underlying principles should apply to the effects of any
single and discrete obstacle to the flow, provided the
obstacle is such as to deflect some part of the flow

which has a velocity comparable with the datum ve-
locity u. The effect would not be expected to result
from the existence of a small obstacle in a shallow
depth close to the water's edge, for here the velocity
of the deflected flow might well be considerably less
than u.

The stage F 2 at which a discontinuous jump occurs
in the rate of increase of resistance appears to be deter-
mined by the shape of the obstacle as defined by the
horizontal curvature of its boundary rather than by
its size. For a small obstacle the relevant cross-sec-
tional area A' will be small in relation to the whole
area A of the stream. But a number of small deflect-
ing obstacles in a given length of channel may well give
rise to as large an extra resistance as a single bend in
the whole channel.

Moreover, it follows from the theory that it is not
necessary that the obstacle shall form a part of a bank
boundary. It could as well take the form of an island.
This leads to the interesting question: to what extent
will the effect occur in the case of a submerged island,
such as an isolated bank or dune? This again leads
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to a consideration of the effect of a meandering thalweg
in an otherwise straight reach of river.

There thus appears to be scope for a great deal more
experiment with fixed channels before conditions are
further complicated by the presence of moving sedi-
ment.

A further interesting problem arises from the local-
ized nature of the effect. A discrete source of energy
dissipation has been shown to occur, and this must in-
evitably be associated with an equal resisting force ap-

plied at the flow boundary. How far, and where, is
this extra resisting force concentrated at discrete por-
tions of the boundary? It seems probable that if it is
concentrated in the immediate neighborhood of the
deflecting obstacle, which at low values of F would tend
to protect the bank boundaries elsewhere, the obstacle
would tend to be eroded away if above-threshold values
of F were to be attained. As a consequence, the

channel would widen.

PART 3. IMPLICATION OF THE RESULTS

APPLICATION OF EXPERIMENTS TO
NATURAL CHANNELS

The present experiment appears to have a bearing on
some aspects of the river width problem from two points
of view. First, it was found in the experiments that an
additional resistance became appreciable at a threshold
defined in terms of the hydraulic Froude number, and
that the threshold tended to be restricted to limited
range of values. In most natural rivers, observed
values of Froude number tend to be less than this
threshold range of values. This warrants comment and
further investigation. Second, the observation that
spill resistance was associated with a concentration of
stress on some portions of the channel boundary sug-
gests a mechanism which under certain conditions may
contribute materially to adjustments in width of natural
channels. These two inferences will now be discussed.

The mean Froude number of a river cross section
expressed in terms of mean velocity and hydraulic
radius is

F- U

From the average change of velocity and depth (Leopold
and Maddock, 1953) in a downstream direction, the
downstream change of F with discharge can be expressed
as

Foc Q-o-1

With increasing discharge at a given stream cross
section, on the other hand, Froude number increases as
a power function of discharge, the exponent having an
average value of 0.23. The value of F is thus greatest
at high stage; that is, bankfull stage, and for head-
water streams. But even for such conditions, long
reaches of natural channel practically never achieve
critical flow (F=1.0) except in some streams whose
beds are composed predominantly of sand. On the
contrary, in most rivers values of Froude number are
much less than unity. A sample of values which occur
in rivers can be obtained from velocity and depth data
compiled from gaging station data.

For the computation of bankfull value of F, it was

necessary to restrict the examples to those gaging sta-
tions for which an independent determination could be
made of what discharge or stage represented bankfull
conditions. These cases (see table 5) included stations
at which the authors had made field surveys relating
gage datum to flood-plain level, or where a "flood
stage" had been determined by actual flood experience,
or where flood frequency curves could be used to check
determinations based on a channel cross section. Even
with these restrictions the determinations of bankfull
stage for 62 gaging stations in the United States are

of varying reliability. Once the bankfull stage or dis-
charge has been chosen, data on velocity and mean
depth are readily available. The reliability of the final
values of F is limited principally in the choice of

bankfull stage.

TABLE 5.-Frequency distribution of values of Froude number, F,
for rivers at bankfull stage

Number Percent
Range of F of cases of cars

<0. 20
0. 20-. 25
.26-. 30
.31-. 35
.36-. 40
. 41-. 45
.46-. 50
. 51-. 55
.56-. 60

>. 60

6 10
11 18
13 21
12 19
7 11
8 13
2 3
1
1 5

62 100

Table 5 shows that there is no single value of Froude

number around which a large percentage of the cases
are clustered. The salient feature of the data is the
fact that there is a sharp cutoff at a value of 0.45,.
with only 8 percent (5 stations) of the cases exceeding
this value, and only one case exceeding 0.60.

Were the value of Froude number at bankfull stage
a random consequence of various combinations of bank
materials, river size, and other features representing the
range of conditions included in the sample, an approxi-
mation of a statistically normal distribution curve
would be expected. In contrast the data do not ap-
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proximate a normal distribution. The sharp diminu-
tion observed at a value of 0.45 suggests strongly that
there exists some kind of threshold beyond which proc-
esses operating in a natural channel alter the hydraulic
relations at channel cross sections in such a way that
the velocity-to-depth ratio is reduced, and thus the
Froude number is limited.

Now the range of threshold values, F, observed in
the present experiments is from 0.40 to 0.61 (table 3).
Beyond P. spill resistance becomes an appreciable and
sometimes a dominant part of the flow resistance. The
coincidence of the range of F. observed and the cutoff
value of Froude number in natural rivers is remarkable.
Some inferences may be drawn from the theory present-
ed previously which suggest that this coincidence is not
merely fortuitous.

From equation 6a the graphs of figure 79 were plot-
ted showing the relation of the square of the threshold
Froude number, F,2, to the curvature criterion, b/rm,
for various values of the parameter a. As explained,
this parameter is defined as a=d/d, and represents the
ratio of local depth, d, over an inclined bank to the
mean depth of the whole channel, d, beyond which the
local near-bank velocity no longer is approximated by
the mean flow velocity in the whole channel. Thus the
parameter a depends on the relation between bank in-
clination and the effect of bank friction in reducing the
local velocity over the inclined bank. For a given bank
inclination, the smoother the bank surface the closer
to the water's edge would the local velocity approxi-
mate the mean velocity of the channel; and thus the
smaller would be the value of a. Looking at figure 79,
one can see that for any value of b/rm, the value of the
threshold Froude number, Ff2, depends on the value of
a, and by the above reasoning, depends then on the
roughness of the bank boundary.

The experimental values of 7,2 plotted on figure 79
suggest a value of a equal to 0.8 for the experimental
channel. If in natural rivers the value of a were
slightly smaller, the threshold F,2 would be appreciably
reduced, as can be seen in figure 79.

It seems possible that the wide range of values of
Froude number shown for rivers in table 5 may be due
to variations in bank roughness from river to river.
Also differences in Reynolds number from river to
river would probably cause some variation in a. High
velocities would probably extend further toward the
banks at high Reynolds number than at low, and to the
extent that this were true, high Reynolds numbers
would tend to be accompanied by lower values of a and
F,.

Thus, the theory suggests why the Froude numbers

for various rivers might vary through a range of values
but are quite sharply limited by an upper value of
about 0.45.

It is necessary to discuss the elements of a physical
mechanism by which the onset of spill resistance would
set the upper limit for Froude number in a river. The
experiments suggest that this mechanism operates
through the fact that spill resistance represents a local-
ized and concentrated dissipation of energy near the
banks. It might be expected, therefore, that this local
dissipation affects bank erosion, or erosion of the bulge
or projection causing the spill process. Further, the
energy dissipation increases rapidly after the threshold
value of Froude number is exceeded, and thus the
erosion process would probably tend to increase in
intensity with increase in F above F.

SUMMARY

Little is known in terms of quantitative mechanics
about how river width is determined and maintained.
Common observation indicates that among rivers of
comparable discharge, those with cohesive banks tend
to be narrow and deeper than those having sandy or
less cohesive banks. Under certain conditions vege-
tation must exert an important control on river width
by encroachment on bars or banks that then become
stabilized by roots. The stems and exposed roots also
locally reduce flow velocity and thus shield the bank
materials from stress.

Even in the nearly ideal condition of cohesionless
material, details of width-determining processes are but
poorly known.

In general the experiments imply that an appreciable
part of the whole flow resistance pgsR of an irregular
channel is due to internal energy loss in eddies and
vortices at local deflections. The thrusts are probably
borne by the projecting portions of the banks. A con-
siderable portion of this thrust will consist of compo-
nents normal to the local boundary and therefore of a
nonerosive nature.

As a result, the river bed on the whole must be
relieved of a portion of the overall tractive stress pgsR.
Certain small parts of the bed may experience an exces-
sive stress, but these may be expected to relieve them-
selves of the tangential component of this excess by
receding as local depressions.

It may well be, therefore, that a river which is defi-
cient of bed material of large enough size to stabilize a
straight channel may become stabilized in an irregular
channel merely by creating random bank projections.
In computing the bed stress necessary to dislodge bed
material, the present experiments suggest that the stress
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at initial movement may in reality be less than the
distributed stress given by pgsR.

The same reasoning may have implication to river
meanders when the basic hydrodynamic mechanism
becomes better understood. The meander form may
represent one of the channel patterns to which the above
generalization applies, only the random bank projections
are replaced by somewhat symmetrical channel curves.

Finally, the experiments show that a great deal more
needs to be known about open flow in irregular fixed
channels in the absence of sediment movement, and
that research on this subject might well proceed hand
in hand with further research on sediment movement
per se.
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APPENDIX

Flume data for fixed-grain channel having various sinuosities

(
Dis-

Serial charge
No. (Q, in

cfs)

1 0. 0255
2 .032
3 .038
4 .045
5 .052
6 .058
7 .062
8 .024
9 .0395

10 .055
11 .063
12 .082
13 .103
14 .115

15 .017
16 .025
17 .031
18 .037
19 .042
20 .047
21 .053
22 .059
23 .064
24 . 0305
25 .043
26 .057
27 .068
28 .078
29 .087
30 .096
31 .108
32 .115

33 .023
34 .030
35 .037
36 .042
37 .046
38 .051
39 .041
40 .055
41 .066
42 .077
43 .084
44 .092

45 .022
46 .028
47 .031
48 .033
49 .036
50 . 0375
51 .04
52 .030
53 .038
54 .046
55 .051
56 .058
57 .061
58 .066

59 .019
60 .027
61 .029
62 .032

Center- Hy-
line draulic Water

water mean surface
depth depth slope (s)
(feet) (R, in

feet)

0. 090 0. 066 0. 00125
.090 . 066 . 00175
.090 . 066 . 00295
.090 . 066 . 00395
.090 . 066 . 00505
.090 .066 .0062
.090 . 066 . 00725
.133 . 090 .00033

133 . 090 . 00097
133 . 090 .00146

.133 . 090 . 00216
133 . 090 . 00375
133 . 090 . 0055
133 .090 . 00754

.090 . 066 . 00035

.090 . 066 . 00097

.090 . 066 . 00166

.090 . 066 . 00246

.090 . 066 . 00337

.090 . 066 . 00448

.090 . 066 . 00559

.090 . 066 . 00723

.090 .066 . 00853
133 . 090 . 00036
133 . 090 . 00097
133 . 090 . 00156
133 . 090 . 00239
133 . 090 . 00319
133 .090 . 00448
133 . 090 . 00559
133 . 090 .00723
133 . 090 . 00853

.090 . 066 . 00124

.090 . 066 . 00255

.090 . 066 . 00370

.090 . 066 . 00544

.090 . 066 . 00686

.090 . 066 . 00914
133 .090 . 00124
133 . 090 .00255
133 .090 . 00370
133 . 090 .00544

.133 .090 .00686
133 . 090 . 00914

.090 .066 .00112

.090 . 066 . 00217

.090 . 066 . 00297

.090 . 066 . 00382

.090 . 066 . 0050

.090 . 066 . 00654

.090 .066 .0080

.133 . 090 .00122

.133 . 090 . 00224

.133 .090 . 00299

.133 .090 .00396

.133 .090 . 00516

.133 . 090 . 00658

.133 .090 . 0081

.090 . 066 . 0022

.090 . 066 . 0042

.090 . 066 . 0058

.090 . 066 . 0072

Te
rera

Mean
velocity u2

(u, in
fps)

0. 560 0. 314
.703 .494
.835 .697
.989 .978

1.14 1.30
1.27 1.61
1.36 1.85
.32 .102
.53 .28
.73 .54
.84 .71

1.09 1.20
1.37 1.89
1.53 2.34

.374 .140

.549 .301

.681 .464

.813 .661

.923 .852
1.03 1.06
1.16 1.35
1.30 1.69
1.41 1.99
.407 .166
.573 .328
.760 .578
.907 .823

1.04 1.08
1.16 1.35
1.28 1.64
1.44 2.07
1.53 2.34

.505 .255

.659 .434

.813 .661

.923 .852
1.01 1.02
1.12 1.25
.547 .299
.733 .537
.880 .774

1. 027 1. 05
1.12 1.25
1. 227 1. 51

.484 .234

.615 .378

.681 .464

.725 .526

.791 .626

.824 .679

.88 .774

.400 .16

.51 .26

.61 .38

.68 .46

.77 .60

.81 .656

.88 .774

.417 .174

.593 .352

.637 .406

.703 .494

-2Froude
number

gR (F)

0. 148 0. 38
.233 .48
.329 .57
.461 .68
.613 .78
.759 .87
.873 .93
.035 .187
.096 .31
.185 .43
.243 .49
.413 .64
.65 .81
.81 .90

.066 .26

.142 .38

.219 .47

.312 .56

.402 .63

.500 .71

.637 .79

.797 .89

.939 .97

.057 .24
.113 .34
.199 .45
.284 .53
.372 .61
.466 .68
.566 .75
.714 .84
.807 .90

. 120 .35

.205 .45

.312 .56

.402 .63

.481 .69

.590 .77

.103 .32

.185 .43

.267 .52

.362 .60

.431 .66

.521 .72

.110 .33

.178 .42

.219 .47

.248 .50

.295 .54

.320 .56

.365 .60

.055 .23

.088 .30

.130 .36

.159 .40

.206 .46

.226 .48

.267 .52

.082 .29

.166 .41

.192 .44

.233 .48

amp-
%ture Remarks
*F)

63 Data plotted in fig. 70A. Straight
63 channel.
63
63
63
63
63
63
59
59
59
59
59
59

64 Data plotted in fig. 70B.
64 Repeating distance 2L=4.00 ft.
64 Amplitude 2A = 0.30 ft.
64 Thalweg length= 4.1 ft.
64 Sinuosity (thalweg length: valley
64 length) =1.024.
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64

66 Data plotted in fig. 70C.
66 Repeating distance 2L=3.87 ft.
66 Amplitude 2A =0.54 ft.
66 Thalweg length=4.09.
66 Sinuosity (thalweg length: valley
66 length) = 1.056.
66
66
66
66
66
66

60 Data plotted in fig. 71A.
60 Repeating distance 2L=2.12ft.
60 Amplitude 2A =0.30 ft.
60 Thalweg length= 2.22 ft.
60 Sinuosity (thalweg length: valley
60 length) = 1.048.
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

64 Data plotted in fig. 71B.
64 Repeating distance 2L=2.30 ft.
64 Amplitude 2A = 0.54 ft.
64 Thalweg length= 2.60 ft.
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Flume data for fixed-grain channel having various sinuosities-Continued

Center- Hy-
Dis- line draulic Water Mean - Froude Temp-

eia t charge water mean surface velocity u u2  number erature Remarks
No. (Q, in depth depth slope (s) (u, in gR (F) (*F)

cfs) (feet) (R, in fps)
feet)

63 0. 034 0. 090 0. 066 0. 0086 0. 747 0. 558 0. 263 0. 51 64 Sinuosity (thalweg length :valley
64 .033 .133 .090 .0022 .440 .194 .067 .26 64 length)=1.13.
65 .041 .133 .090 .0039 .547 .299 .103 .32 64
66 .050 .133 .090 .0057 .667 .445 .153 .39 64
67 .054 .133 .090 .0072 .720 .518 .179 .42 64
68 .055 .133 .090 .0078 .733 .537 .185 .43 64
69 .058 .133 .090 .0088 .773 .598 .206 .45 64
70 .0615 .133 .090 .0102 .820 .672 .232 .48 64
71 .062 .133 .090 .0118 .827 .684 .236 .49 64

The following data were not included in the figures or analyses in the present paper because the number of runs in each channel was
insufficient to define the relation between slope and square of Froude number. The data are published here for the record.

72 0.033 0.090 0.066 0.00311 0.725 0.526 0.248 0.50 71
73 . 041 . 090 . 066 . 00566 . 90 . 81 . 382 . 62 71 Sinuous channel.
74 . 048 . 090 . 066 . 0095 1. 054 1. 111 . 525 . 72 71 Repeating distance 2L=4.00 ft.

Amplitude 2A=1.14 ft.
75 . 041 . 133 . 090 . 00119 . 547 . 299 . 103 . 32 71 Thalweg length=4.71 ft.
76 . 060 . 133 . 090 . 00311 . 80 . 64 . 221 . 47 71 Sinuosity (thalweg length: valley

length) =1.178
77 . 078 . 133 . 090 . 00566 1. 04 1. 08 . 372 . 61 71 Radius of curvature, rm=1.14 ft.
78 .093 .133 .090 .0095 1.24 1.54 .53 .73 71

0
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SYMBOLS

A cross-sectional area of flow
a a numerical coefficient
b channel width

C, a coefficient of wall friction

c a coefficient related to head loss
d diameter of pipe
e overall resistance coefficient
F force
F Froude number
g acceleration of gravity

H a drawdown in head in a pipe
j a numerical coefficient
k a numerical coefficient
n a numerical coefficient

rm mean radius of curvature of channel
R mean radius of curvature of pipe
s slope of water surface
u velocity
v tangential velocity
r distributed stress
p mass density of water
0 angle subtended by a curve, being the angle between radii at beginning and end of curve
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PHYSIOGRAPHIC AND HYDRAULIC STUDIES OF RIVERS

SOME ASPECTS OF THE SHAPE OF RIVER MEANDERS

By RALPH A. BAGNOLD

ABSTRACT

From consideration of the probable nature of flow resistance
in curved channels, a simple dynamical model is proposed to
relate resistance to a criterion of bend curvature applicable both
to closed pipes and to open channels. The theory indicates that
resistance should fall to a minimum when the radius of channel
curvature bears a certain critical ratio to the channel width; and
this critical ratio should have approximately the same value for
both closed and open channels, irrespectively of scale or of
boundary roughness.

Resistances of pipe bends are known to fall to a sharply defined
minimum when the curvature ratio, mean radius to diameter, is
between 2 and 3. Recently measured flow resistances of sinuous
open channels disclose that the same minimum occurs at approxi-
mately the same curvature ratio.

The theory therefore appears to go some way in explaining
the mechanism tending to restrict the bends of rivers of all sizes
to a curvature ratio between 2 and 3.

ENERGY DISSIPATION IN A CURVED CHANNEL

When water flows through a curved circular pipe of
diameter d and mean radius of curvature R a transverse
flow is created (fig. 81). Such a transverse flow is
inevitable so long as the pipe walls exert a frictional
drag on the tangential flow, for the radial acceleration
gives rise to a calculable excess of fluid pressure on the
outside of the bend and a corresponding pressure deficit
in the inside. Throughout the main body of the flow
the radial pressure gradient is balanced by the gradient
of the centrifugal pressure. But it must remain un-
balanced over the periphery, owing to the effect of
boundary friction in reducing the flow velocity and
therefore the peripheral pressure gradient in the radial
direction. Hence water must flow radially inwards over
the periphery, down the radial pressure gradient. And
its place is taken by an outward flow across the center-
line of the cross section.

The effect of the transverse flow is to reduce the
internal shear due to the distortion of the flow round
the bend. For if the transverse flow were prevented,
say by the insertion of frictionless fins projecting in-

wards towards the central axis of the pipe, the mainte-

nance of unaccelerated flow would require a uniform
shear between the outside water and the inside water

k- d ->
FIGURE 81.-Idealized diagram of transverse flow in a pipe bend. R Is mean

radius of pipe curvature, and d is diameter of pipe.

as in figure 82. The rate of shear would be d'
R+d

2

where v is the tangential velocity, R is the radius of

curvature, and d is the pipe diameter.

The effect of the transverse flow may be compared to

the effect of the lay in a rope which makes it flexible by

greatly reducing the internal shear occasioned by

bending it.
If the path of a peripheral water particle is regarded

as a helix whose projected cross section is semicircular,

the internal distortion over any given central angle
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FIGURE 82.-Idealized diagram of shearing motion between water filaments in a
pipe bend if transverse flow were prevented.

subtended by the are of the channel bend may be
measured as the difference in path length between that
of the helix and that of its core arc. For any given
ratio R/d this difference has a minimum value for a
certain pitch of the helix. That is, a certain optimum
ratio exists between the transverse and the tangential
velocities.

Let it now be assumed, on the general principle of
least effort, that the transverse flow ultimately attains
this optimum velocity ratio. An angular acceleration
is required to create the transverse flow, and this may
be supposed to occur within some finite initial length
of the channel arc. So, let it also be assumed that the
arc of the curved channel exceeds this initial length, as
defined by a certain minimum subtended angle B0.

Then if we neglect, as a first approximation, any
residual energy dissipation due to the small continuing
internal distortion after the steady state has obtained,
the resistance to flow through the whole channel arc
is measurable by the sum of: (a) the rate of energy
expenditure required to create the transverse flow
(assumed dissipated beyond the end of the channel
bend); and (b) the rate of energy dissipation by wall
friction.

The total resistance to flow, due to the channel bend,
is thus the sum of two forces: (a) force Fa required to
overcome the inertia-resistance to the creation of the
transverse flow, and (b) a force Fb required to overcome
wall friction.

Fa should be proportional to Apv2d/R where A is the
cross-sectional area of the flow= rd2/4. F is equal to
r,7rdR6= Cpv24A/dR6 where C= Tpv 2, the coefficient of
wall friction.

The total resisting force F=Fa+F8 should therefore
be

Apv2(ad/R)+4C5 0R/d)
where a is some unknown constant.

The overall resistance coefficient e should therefore be

e=ad/R+4C,R/d (1)

Comparing channel bends which subtend any con-
stant central angle 0 exceeding 0o, equation (1) can be
written in the general form

e'= e/a= d/R+n2R/d (2)

where n2 is a constant (assuming as an approximation
that C, is constant, depending only on the wall rough-
ness).

Equation (2) contains only two independent variables
R/d and n, and e' has a minimum value 2n at R/d=1/n.

The family of curves obtained by giving n a range of
arbitrary values is shown in figure 83. It should be
noted that the geometry (fig. 84D) imposes an absolute
cutoff at R/d=0.5, for the inner boundary then has
a zero radius of curvature and becomes an abrupt angle.
Hence the curves of figure 83 for R/d<0.5 are
imaginary only.

EFFECT OF BREAKAWAY AND EDDY FORMATION

Further, as R/d is reduced towards this limit the
tacit assumption that the flow conforms to its solid

2R.d

1.1

10

i.e

1.8

1.--

-- 0.

0.-

CURVATURE CRITERION, Rid

.

w
C)
Z

F-

FIGURE 83.-Theoretical relation between overall resistance coefficient e' and curva-

ture criterion, radius of curvature divided by pipe diameter, for different arbitrary
wall resistances.
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o I

I
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I

0

R/d =2

C

/
/

R/d =3.0

R/d=0.5

D

FIGURE 84.-Diagrammatic relation between local radius of curvature of water filaments and radius of curvature of pipe bend.
A. Curvature without appreciable asymmetry of the flow.
B. Flow asymmetry creates a relatively stagnant but still stable zone, and a decrease in the effective value of R/d.
C. Breakaway occurs, at which the stagnant zone becomes unstable and dissipates energy in eddying.
D. When the bend ultimately forms a right angle, the unstable zone is large and very much pronounced.

boundary must cease to be true at some critical value
of R/d considerably greater than 0.5. For a stage must
be reached at which the flow along the inner boundary
becomes unstable and breaks away from the boundary,
leaving an intervening space occupied by a zone of
unstable and confused fluid motion, figures 84C and D.

That such a stage must be reached is a matter of
common experience. A real fluid will not flow smoothly
round a sharp projecting curve. But it is not possible
to predict quantitatively just what that stage will be
in the case of a real frictional fluid. Nor is it possible
to predict what effect the change in the flow condition
will have on the overall resistance to flow.

The factors most likely to determine the breakaway
stage are the ratio R/d, the degree of turbulence in the
entry flow, and the velocity distribution over the entry
cross section. Under comparable conditions as regards

the two last factors, the breakaway stage is likely to be
determined only by the ratio R/d.

But there are no grounds for assuming that the criti-
cal value of R/d at which breakaway occurs will coin-
cide with the critical value at which the resistance
becomes a minimum by the considerations leading to
equation (2). So, it is to be expected that breakaway
may occur at a larger or a smaller value of R/d.

The study of the effects of breakaway has been con-
fined largely to conditions of diverging flow. As the
divergence is increased, the flow is found to become
suddenly unstable in the neighborhood of the diverging
boundaries, with a consequent sudden increase in the

rate of energy dissipation.
But in the case of a bend in a channel of uniform

width there is no initial divergence anywhere. As the
radius of bend curvature is reduced, the velocity distri-

A
R/d =3.5

B

0
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bution becomes progressively more asymmetrical. 1 The
flow tends to recede away from the inside region of
greatest curvature and towards the outer boundary.
Consequently, in the region near the inner boundary
the shear rate is reduced, and with it both the shear
stress in the fluid and the pressure gradient in the
direction of flow.

A final abrupt change occurs when the pressure gra-
dient along the inner boundary is so far reduced as to
allow a backward leakage to take place. Flow in
the inside region now becomes unstable. Local eddy-
ing results, accompanied by increased energy dissipa-
tion and increased flow resistance associated with
breakaway.

But if we confine attention to conditions that exist
just prior to this breakdown of the inside flow into
large eddies, we have: (a) A reduction in boundary
resistance at the inner side. This is, however, probably
compensated by a corresponding increase at the outer
side where the velocity gradient is increased. (b) A
restriction of the flow proper to the outer side of the
channel because of inertia effects, while as yet the
inside flow is still stable and no dissipatory eddying
has set in.

As the critical value of the ratio R/d of channel
boundary curvature is closely approached, and the
asymmetry of the velocity distribution increases, the
still stable and nondissipatory body of relatively un-
sheared fluid on the inner side may be expected to
increase in width, thereby narrowing the effective
width of the flow proper from d to d', and increasing 2

its effective radius from R to R', as sketched in figure
84B.

Consistent with this notion we have therefore imme-
diately prior to the breakdown of the inside flow a
stage in which frictional dissipation has not appreciably
increased, but in which the flow proper has an effective
curvature ratio R'/d' increasingly larger than the
channel value R/d.

As a result, we should expect the value of the first
term of equation (2), which represents the inertia re-

1 The experimental evidence is somewhat confused as regards the changes in the
velocity distribution which takes place within a pipe bend. There is general agree-
ment that the distribution within the bend is principally asymmetrical, the effec-
tive flow being confined to a proportion only of the channel cross section. But
whether the zone of high velocity is found to hug the outer or the inner wall of the
bend at any particular cross section of it appears to depend on a combination of
factos, such as velocity distribution at entry, angular distance from entry, and the
curvature ratio R/d.

The reasoning which follows is, however, very largely independent of whether the
effective flow hugs the outer or the inner boundary, being based only on the generally
accepted fact that the effective flow is constricted to occupy a less width than that of
the channel. Hence the words "outer" and "inner" may be interchanged without
affecting the general sense.

2 Interchanging if necessary the words "inner" and "outer," the effective radius
R' is decreased. But the change in radius is small compared to that in width. Hence
the effect of a decrease in width, from either the inner or the outer boundary, from d
to d' is always an increase in the effective curvature ratio from R/d to R'/d'. And
the changes are approximately proportional, the error becoming mote appreciable as
R/d approaches its limit at 0.5.

a)

w

U

Z

N

N

w

d'

W

0

FIGURE 85.-Theoretical relation between total pipe resistance and curvature criteria
(equations 2 and 3) modified on the assumption that the effective values d'/R' of
the ratio d/R becomes reduced to half the channel value d/R just before the break-
away in stability occurs.

sistance, to decrease from d/R to d'/R', while the second
term representing the boundary friction, to remain more
or less unchanged at R/d. On this view the overall
resistance represented by e' in equation (2) should begin
to depart from the values indicated by figure 83 at
some value of R/d not far exceeding the critical value
at which the breakdown of the inner fluid zone occurs.
And the overall resistance should reach a local minimum
value at the point of breakdown, followed when the
breakdown has actually occurred by a rapid and pro-
gressive rise due to the well-known throttling effect of
an unstable flow zone.

In figure 85 the curves of equation (2) as shown in
figure 83 have been modified on the assumption that as
the abscissa value, channel ratio, R/d is reduced, (a) the
inner zone becomes unstable and breaks down at R/d =
2; (b) as the abscissa ratio is reduced towards 2 the
effective flow ratio R'/d' in the first term of equation
(2) increases to a maximum value of 4 attained at the
point of breakdown, while R'/d' in the second term
remains unchanged at R/d; (c) for still smaller abscissa
ratios (actual channel dimensions) the overall resistance
increases rapidly.
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All the curves show a minimum resistance at the
assumed breakdown ratio R/d=2. But those for small
values of n (smooth channels) also retain the original
minimum at the larger value of R/d.

Now compare figure 85 with figure 86, which repro-

duces the summary diagram given by Hofmann (1929, p.

45) of the experimental data on the resistance of 900
pipe bends of varying roughness.

The experimental curves appear inconsistent among
themselves, presumably because of differences in the

experimental conditions, most probably in the condi-
tions of entry flow. 3

In spite of the apparent mutual inconsistencies
disclosed in figure 86, the correspondence in general
pattern between figure 86 and figure 85 is remarkable

in view of the gross simplifying assumptions introduced
into the reasoning on which figure 85 is based.

In particular, all the experimental curves show either

a sharp minimum or else an abrupt upturn in the value

of the resistance coefficient to occur within the same
narrow range from 2 to 3 in the ratio R/d, irrespective
of large variations in the boundary roughness and ir-
respective of the variations in other experimental

conditions which are evident from the disparity in the
shapes of the different curves.

It would seem difficult to account for this nearly

constant critical value of R/d and for the pronounced
changes in the resistance value associated with it by
any other explanation than that of the phenomenon of
breakaway.

Whatever the explanation offered, the experimental
evidence on the resistance of closed 900 pipe bends
indicates that with the possible exception of very
smooth bends, the resistance undergoes a decrease to a

pronounced minimum value when R/d is between 2
and 3.

If the foregoing explanation is correct, this marked
decrease in resistance should occur within the same
range of R/d whatever the subtended angle, provided
it exceeds some minimum angle, and whatever the
boundary roughness, provided the roughness of the
channel upstream of the bend is of the same order.

CONDITIONS IN A CURVED OPEN CHANNEL

The conditions of flow round a bend in an open

channel can, as a first approximation, be regarded as
those of the flow in the lower half of a closed pipe
bend. The single transverse flow can be regarded as
that of one only of the two equal and opposite circula-
tions in the case of a closed pipe.

3 For the results of subsequent work, none of which discloses any radical disagree-
ment with figure 86, see Yarnell and Woodward, 1936; Robertson, 1944; Mockmore,
1944.

Differences exist, however, which may or may not
have an influence on the occurrence and effects of
breakaway. The pattern of the internal turbulence
cannot be the same because the free surface of the open
channel flow prevents any internal fluid motion taking
place through it in the vertical direction. Again, in
any natural open channel the cross section is far from
semicircular, being greatly flattened. And, whereas,
experiment shows that the transverse peripheral flow

extends over the whole of each semiperiphery from the
outside to the inside of a circular pipe, in the same

type of experiment on flow in a shallow open channel
(Leopold and others, 1960) the transverse peripheral

flow inwards did not extend much beyond the center-
line. Towards the inner bank the transverse motion
appears to become confused by merging in a random
way with the main flow. This suggests that the

degree of turbulence increases towards the inner bank
in a way it does not do towards the inner wall of a
circular pipe bend.

Now experiments on the conditions under which the

flow breaks away from the boundary, in the case of
rectilinear diverging flow, show that the occurrence of
breakaway can be appreciably delayed by increasing
the degree of turbulence near the boundary. This has
the effect, by increasing the shear stress in the fluid
in the downstream direction, of tearing away any
incipient eddy as it begins to form. This follows
from the fact that the greater the downstream shear,

the greater the stability of the flow against the effects
of a local upstream pressure gradient, or a local reversed
gravity slope in the open channel case. That is, in
terms of the inverse ration b/r, used in a previous
paper (Leopold and others, 1960) on the results of

relevant open channel experiments, the critical value

of b/rm might be nearer 0.5 than 0.33, where b is the
channel width and rm the mean radius of the channel
centerline.

On this view it would not be unexpected that the
breakaway stage should occur in a shallow open

channel at a rather smaller value of R/d than in a

circular pipe. The critical value might well be nearer
2 than 3.

Apart from this possible change, no clear reason is

apparent for any radical difference in the shape of the

curves of resistance coefficient against R/d when the

closed pipe bends are exchanged for open channel
bends which subtend the same central angle. But the

experimental curves are likely to have a like diversity

among themselves, as is apparent in Hofmann's curves

for the closed bends, on account of differences in

experimental entry conditions. In particular, some

special peculiarities are to be expected in the case of
a succession of alternately reversed bends, because the
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE SHAPE OF THE RIVER MEANDERS

entry flow into each bend will be asymmetrical about

the centerline of the channel.

APPLICATION TO SUCCESSIVE BENDS IN CONSTANT
CHANNEL LENGTH

It must be remembered that the existence of the
resistance minimum shown in figure 83 arises solely
on account of the definition of the bend as subtending
a constant central angle. The increase of resistance
with increasing R/d towards the right of the figure is
due to the increase in frictional resistance as the wall
area increases with R.

The conditions become very different in the case of a
succession of bends contained within a constant length
of channel. The second term in equation (1) then be-
comes constant; and the equation takes the simple
form

d
e=a (3+e)

where e, is constant and is measurable by the resist-
ance of a straight channel of identical cross section
and roughness. The curve of e against R/d is now
that of a rectangular hyperbola.' And if the theory
is sound, an experimental plot of e against R/d should
conform to this curve for all values of R/d except
in the immediate neighborhood of the critical value
at which breakaway occurs.

But by inference from the results of the pipe ex-
periments, we should expect an abrupt departure
from this curve in the order of R/d=2 to 3, in the form
of a marked fall in resistance that is due to conditions
immediately preceding the occurrence of breakaway.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT IN OPEN CHANNELS

In the results of laboratory experiments on flow
resistances in open sinuous channels (Leopold and
others, 1960) the flow resistances derived from measure-
ments made during three of the many runs appeared
anomalous. The data respecting two of these three
were omitted from the analyses in that paper on
grounds of relatively inadequate coverage by individual
measurements. The data were, however, published
in the appendix of that paper (p. 134), and those data
are included in figure 87 of the present paper. All
three results previously thought to be anomalous
now appear in the light of the present discussion to be
wholly consistent.

4 Robertson (1944) having plotted in his figure 18 the measured resistance coef-
ficients of bends in both pipes and rectangular open channels against R/d, suggested
this hyperbolic relationship on empirical grounds. Unfortunately his experimental
range of R/d was confined to small values. So the anomalous kink disclosed by the
present figure 87 was not apparent.

Figure 87 shows all the resistance valueso btained
(appendix Leopold and others, 1960) without omission,
plotted b against the channel curvature ratio
rm/b(= R/d).

The three previously anomalous resistance values are
those lying together at a value of rm/b in the order of 1.75.
By inference from the pipe bend results, the low resist-
ances here indicate the special conditions obtaining
when breakaway is closely approached. The circles in
figure 87 represent the results of runs at full depth, and
the crosses, the results at reduced depth. The broken
curve is that of the hyperbola

e=0.0624d/R + 0.0026 (4)

the numerical parameters having been chosen to give
the best fit.

The only discrepancy from the theory is that in order
to make the hyperbola given by equation (3) fit the
plotted experimental curve, the asymptote e, must be

given the value 0.0026, whereas the values of e, as
measured for the straight channel were 0.0165 for full

flow depth and 0.0160 for reduced flow depth. These

measured values are in fact very close to those obtained
in the experimental curved channel of least curvature
(rmlb 4.55 and 5.25), the channel curvature being then
still very appreciable.

It appears, on the face of it, that channels of less

curvature (rm/b >5) offer no greater resistance to flow

than a straight channel. This is just possible on the

assumption that no transverse flow is set up, the internal

shear involved in simple tangential flow being permitted
without any increase of resistance by some change
towards organization in the otherwise random internal

turbulent motion."
It is of interest that in figure 87 the plotted points

marked by a cross (reduced depth) give by themselves

5 In this plot the ordinate is the overall square-law coefficient

,rj (which is equal to s/F2 because in the experiment the
pa2

hydraulic mean depth was kept constant) given by the constant
slope of the lower portion of each of the graphs, figures 70 and
71, of the above-mentioned paper. For comparison of the
numerical values of the ordinates of the present figures 86 and 87,
it should be noted that the functional definitions differ by a

factor of 2. The coefficient e of figure 87 can be written _=

h being the hydraulic mean depth, whereas the coefficient c
AH

of Hofmann's pipe bend diagram, figure 86, is defined as c= _OH
6 The above discrepancy appears consistent with the notion that the resistance of

a straight channel may, for some purposes, be usefully regarded as comprised of two
separate elements: a skin element proper due to energy dissipation arising directly
from and proceeding very close to the boundary and an indirect body element pro-
ceeding internally throughout the general body of the flow. On this view the hyper-
bola of equation (4) shown by the broken curve of figure 87 would be expected to be
asymptotic not to the whole straight channel resistance but to the lesser skin resist-
ance whose contribution to e is only 0.0026.
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE SHAPE OF THE RIVER MEANDERS

a curve which is systematically displaced downwards
from the curve given by the full depth plot marked by
circles. And the ratio of the reduction in e is 1 to 1.03
approximately between rm/b 3 to 5. The corresponding
ratio of the two straight-channel values of e, was almost
identical with this, being 1 to 1.04.

It is also of interest to note that the magnitude of the
reduction in the resistance coefficient e at R/d =1.75 in
figure 87 is consistent with the view that this reduction
is due to the increase in the effective curvature ratio
R'/d' in equation (3), for the magnitude of the reduction
found experimentally appears to be predictable from a
reasonable assumption regarding the relative constric-
tion of the effective flow width.

Let us assume that the stagnant but still stable and
nondissipatory zone occupies approximately the same
proportion jd of the whole channel width d as when at
a slightly increased curvature it breaks down into an
easily observable dissipatory eddy zone. The effective
flow width d' is then d (1-j). And the effective flow
radius R' is R(1+Ijd/R). Where

R'=k_ R_ 1+-jd/R

d' d d- 1-j

and

k1+ijd/R
1-j

The first (inertia resistance) term in equations (1)
and (3) will be reduced by a factor 1/k. From observa-
tions made during the sinuous channel experiments, the
effective flow width was reduced by about 0.35d; that is
j=0.35. Then, if breakaway occurs at R/d=1.75, the
factor 1/k=0.59. And the fall in resistance from what
it could have been if the breakaway phenomenon had
been absent will be 0.41 ad/R. Taking a as 0.0624
from equation (4), and d/R=0.57, the fall in the value
of the resistance coefficient e should be 0.015 approxi-
mately.

The experimental fall in e, along the ordinate R/d=
1.75, from the hyperbola curve to the lowest plotted
points is 0.016 approximately, which is in astonishingly
good agreement.

It should also be noted that the relative amount of
the fall in resistance, which takes place just before the
final rise in the pipe results, figure 86, is of just the same
order as that in the open channel results, figure 87,
taking the different critical values of R/d into consider-
ation in the above calculation.

A pronounced fall in the resistance to flow, confined
within the same narrow range of boundary curvature,
is thus found to occur in the same degree in both closed-
pipe bends and open-channel bends. Hence, evidently
it cannot be associated with the instability of the free

surface of an open channel as defined by the Froude
number criterion. There can be little doubt that this
fall in resistance must be associated directly with the
breaking away of the flow from a boundary of the bend.
If so, since breakaway always occurs at some stage as
the channel curvature is increased, whatever the shape
of the channel cross section and whatever the degree of
turbulence, the fall in resistance appears to be a very
general property of the flow of real fluids, a property in
which neither Froude number nor Reynolds number is
essentially involved.

The precise channel curvature, as defined by the
ratio R/d or b/rm, at which the resistance minimum
occurs is likely, however, to be influenced by the flow
conditions immediately upstream of the channel curva-
ture. But provided these conditions are similar, for
example, if in comparable cases the channel consists of
a succession of alternately reversed bends as in a mean-
dering river, the critical value of b/rm is likely to remain
of the same order.

Thus the critical value found in the small-scale
sinuous open channel experiments seem likely to be of
the same order as that to be found for the largest
meandering river flowing at a low Froude number and

for a small stream flowing at a very high Froude
number in a meandering melt channel cut in the steep
ice surface of a glacier.

RELATION TO RIVER MEANDERS

Leopold and Wolman (1960) have compiled consider-

able evidence that when other conditions-as yet
unknown-cause a stream of any size which flows in a
deformable channel to develop a meander pattern, the
ratio rm/b of the meander bends does in fact tend to a

constant common value between 2 and 3. One might
be tempted to conclude that a satisfactory explanation
has now been found.

But such a conclusion would gloss over several im-

portant steps in the reasoning. Strong evidence has
been found that the resistance to flow in a channel of
uniform cross section falls to a sharply defined mini-
mum within the narrow range of the curvature ratio
rm/b between 2 and 3 approximately. But we have yet
to show that the same minimum of resistance does in
fact occur in a natural meandering channel whose

cross section is not uniform.
If the same resistance minimum is found to occur in

a natural channel, we have still to explain why the
configuration of the natural channel should tend towards

that giving minimum resistance. The reason is far
from being self-evident.

Any explanation which may be put forward must
remain speculative until the nature of the general
dynamic mechanism is understood whereby flow in a
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deformable channel tends to mould its channel to
a certain preferred configuration.
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DRAINAGE BASINS, CHANNELS, AND FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED STREAMS
IN CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA

By LUCIEN M. BRUSH, JR.

ABSTRACT

The hydraulic, basin, and geologic characteristics of 16 selected
streams in central Pennsylvania were measured for the purpose
of studying the relations among these general characteristics and
their process of development. The basic parameters which were
measured include bankfull width and depth, channel slope, bed
material size and shape, length of stream from drainage divide,
and size of drainage area. The kinds of bedrock over which
the streams flow were noted.

In these streams the bankfull channel is filled by flows approxi-
mating the 2.3-year flood. By measuring the breadth and mean
depth of the channel, it was possible to compute the bankfull
mean velocity for each of the 119 sampling stations. These data
were then used to compute the downstream changes in hydraulic
geometry of the streams studied. This method has been called
an indirect computation of the hydraulic geometry. The results
obtained by the indirect method are similar to those of the
direct method of other workers.

The basins were studied by examining the relations of drainage
area, discharge, and length of stream from drainage divide.
For the streams investigated, excellent correlations were found
to exist between drainage area and the 2.3-year flood, as well as
between length of stream from the basin divide and drainage
area. From these correlations it is possible to predict the
discharge for the 2.3-year flood at any arbitrary point along the
length of the stream.

The long, intermediate, and short axes of pebbles sampled
from the bed of the stream were recorded to study both size and
sphericity changes along individual streams and among the
streams studied. No systematic downstream changes in
sphericity were found.

Particle size changes are erratic and show no consistent relation
to channel slope. Particle size decreases downstream in many
streams but remains constant or increases in others. Addition
of material by tributaries is one factor affecting particle size and
another is the parent material. Wear does not appear to account
for some of the changes noted in particle size in a downstream
direction. Comparison with laboratory studies indicates that
at least in some streams the downstream decrease in size is
much greater than would be expected from wear alone.

The type of bedrock underlying the channels included in this
study appears to affect both channel slope and particle size.
For a given length of stream, a stream channel underlain by
sandstone tends to have a steeper slope and larger bed material
than channels underlain by shale or limestone. Hence, a stream
which heads in sandstone and ends in limestone tends to have
a more rapid decrease in slope and particle size than a stream
heading in limestone and ending in sandstone. The association
of steep slopes and small particles for limestone channels implies
that slope and particle size may show a vague correlation between
lithologic groups although no correlation may exist within a
given lithologic type.

In addition to the effect of bedrock on slope and particle size,
there is some evidence that channels in limestone or dolomite
have a slightly smaller cross section at bankfull stage than
channels in shale or sandstone.

Near the headwaters of many of these streams, a deposit of
periglacial rubble affects the slope and bed material size. Some
of the debris contains residual boulders which are too large to be
moved by ordinary floods and, therefore, impose larger particle
sizes in the bed of the stream. The addition of this very coarse
debris to the bed material is another example of the influence of
geologic factors on stream channels even though the channel con-
sists of unconsolidated debris instead of bedrock.

The influence of geologic factors noted in selected streams in
central Pennsylvania may not be directly applicable to areas
other than the Appalachian Mountains, but the general process
is no doubt similar in most areas. In large alluvial valleys bed-
rock cannot be much of an influencing factor; yet large, thick
alluvial deposits and terraces are in a sense "bedrock" materials
upon which the stream works to form the landscape.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, considerable progress in the subject of
fluvial morphology has been achieved by quantitative
studies of streams, drainage basins, and geology.
Some of the concepts which have evolved as a result of
quantitative studies are the hydraulic geometry (Leo-
pold and Maddock, 1953), the hypsometric integral
(Strahler, 1952), and the effect of the kind of bedrock
over which streams flow on their longitudinal profiles
(Hack, 1957). Because these studies contain basic
general ideas and quantitative data, they may be
extended easily by later studies. The aim of this paper
is to integrate the results and approaches of several
previous investigations by earlier authors and, where
possible, to extend the understanding of the relations

among hydraulics, the characteristics of drainage
basins, and geologic factors.

To explain the need for combining a few of the pre-
vious observations pertaining to fluvial morphology, it
is necessary to review briefly portions of previous
studies dealing with the hydraulic geometry of streams
and longitudinal profiles.

The conception of hydraulic geometry as stated by
Leopold and Maddock (1953, p. 18) is as follows:

The channel characteristics of natural rivers are seen to con-
stitute then, an interdependent system, which can be described
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by a series of graphs having simple geometric form. The
geometric form of the graphs describing these interactions
suggests the term "hydraulic geometry."

The channel and flow characteristics considered were
width, depth, velocity, discharge, suspended sediment
load, slope of the water surface, and the Manning
roughness factor. Although Leopold and Maddock
were the first to express these characteristics of natural
channels in terms of a hydraulic geometry, many others,
including Lacey (1930), Shulits (1937), Kimball (1948),
and Rubey (1952), demonstrated or implied that
power function relations exist. The data collected by
Leopold and Maddock were taken primarily from
western streams. Wolman (1955) found similar ex-
ponential relations for Brandywine Creek, Pa., and
Leopold and Miller (1956) have shown that similar
relations hold for arroyos in the Southwestern United
States.

The general idea of hydraulic geometry is reasonably
well established, but many ramifications have not been
considered. The effect of the character of the bed-
rock and of the particles of bed material on the hy-
draulic geometry has not been studied. Size of bed
material has not been studied as a primary variable
with the hydraulic geometry. Wolman (1955) pre-
sented some data on bed material, but the samples
were too few to show any significant trends. Hack
(1957) made a detailed study of the characteristics of
bed material in Virginia and Maryland but did not
attempt to relate these characteristics to details of the
hydraulic environment. There is evidence indicating
that considerable order is exhibited by the hydraulic
and channel environment of streams. Few data are
available, however, for determining whether the con-
stants and coefficients utilized in describing this order
vary in relation to the geologic setting. The deviation
of individual points from the general empirical relations
has not been studied in detail but may be related to
some control other than the hydraulic characteristics
of streams.

As opposed to the hydraulic approach, numerous
workers have made detailed investigations of the geo-
logic and morphologic features of drainage basins.
A few of the more recent investigations which were
designed to study characteristics of drainage basins
and the interrelations of geology and topography are
those of Strahler (1952, 1954), Miller (1953), Schumm
(1954), and Hack (1957). With the exception of
Hack's study, the primary aim of these papers was to
present basic data and hypotheses relating the physical
characteristics of the basin, longitudinal profiles, and
valley slopes to other features of the basin and to its
geology. Hack attempted to show that geology affects
the hydraulic regimen, but the emphasis of his work

was not on hydraulics. Furthermore, where geology
has been considered, concentrated study has been
directed generally toward areas of uniform structure
or homogeneous rocks. The relations of the various
drainage basin and channel characteristics are not
well known for areas of complex geology.

Investigations of basin morphology reveal a certain
amount of order between variables such as slope, length
of stream, size of drainage area, and kinds of rocks
within each area studied. It is not known, however,
whether the same order found in studies of small areas
exists in larger areas. The relative importance of
geology and hydraulics in determining both the char-
acteristics of natural channels and the development of
drainage basins requires much additional study.

Although many qualitative observations suggest
that certain relations between the geologic and hy-
draulic characters exist, sufficient quantitative data
are lacking to establish the nature of these relations.
In an attempt to supply some of these data this study
of the geology, hydraulics, and basin characteristics of
16 streams in central Pennsylvania was made.

ORDER OF DISCUSSION

The first part of this study describes the physical
properties of individual streams and drainage basins.
The data presented are the foundations upon which the
succeeding parts are developed. Next, the composite
or combined geologic and hydraulic characteristics, in-
cluding hydraulic geometry, basin-form, and particle-
size relations of all the basins and streams were investi-
gated. The final part deals with the effect of the
geologic character of the basins on the relations found
in the preceding parts.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA

An area in central Pennsylvania was chosen for study,
the boundaries of which are outlined in figure 88. Most
of this area, covering 1,425 square miles, is in Centre
County. All of it lies within the Susquehanna River
basin.

The average annual precipitation for central Penn-
sylvania is approximately 39 inches per year' and

I Based on the means of Weather Bureau 75-year records.
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ranges from 25 to 55 inches. The average annual runoff
is about 15 to 20 inches per year (Langbein and others,
1949). Heavy rainfall may be expected during any
month, but most frequently occurs during March or
April. The mean temperatures for January and July
are 290 F and 700 F respectively (Linsley, Kohler, and
Paulhus, 1949). A generally amenable climate produces
the rather luxurious mixed deciduous forest cover of
oak, hemlock, and pine.

Farming is the principal occupation and is confined
for the most part to the valleys. Fortunately, at least
for purposes of this paper, very few dams or other
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FIGURE 88.-Location of area of investigation, central Pennsylvania. The shaded
part represents the study area.

cultural features that might disrupt the natural flow

of the streams have been constructed.
The Valley and Ridge province of the Appalachian

Highlands in which the study was made is characterized
by long linear ridges and valleys. The trend of these
lineaments is southwest. Part of the Allegheny
Plateau province is included in the northernmost
portion of the area studied; the natural boundary
between these two provinces is the so-called Allegheny
Front which transects several of the streams investi-
gated. Local relief is roughly 1,200 feet and the
maximum relief is close to 1,800 feet. For a view of the
general physiography see plate 6A.

Trellis drainage patterns prevail in this region of long
linear ridges and valleys, but in some of the broad
valleys a dendritic system has developed. Each
drainage basin exhibits a slightly different shape (see
pl. 5). Nevertheless, two shapes of drainage basins
predominate. If the trunk stream parallels the valley,
the basin is generally elongated in this direction; but
if the trunk stream flows perpendicular to the trend
of the valleys and ridges, the basin is generally short
and rotund.

The streams studied range in length from 4 to 35
miles. The largest stream included is the upper 35
miles of the Little Juniata River; the smallest is Reeds
Run, which measures 3.8 miles from drainage divide to

mouth. The headwaters of the streams possess steep
gradients and rather coarse bed material (pl. 6B).
Coarse bed material is also present in larger streams
where outcrops of bedrock occur in a stream (see pl. 6C).

Flood plains composed of alluvium tend to form
downstream, but are sporadic and differ appreciably in
width. Terraces are rare, but at a few reaches berms
do occur. The berms are not continuous for any great
distance along the stream, and commonly occur on only
one side of the channel.

The stabilized boulder fields and rock streams near
the summits of many mountains have an important
effect on the nature of flow of rivers studied. Presum-
ably, these features (pl. 6D) are relics of intense peri-
glacial action during the Pleistocene (Smith, 1948).
The area studied is only a few miles southeast of the
limits of Pleistocene glaciation and is free of glacial
deposits such as moraines and outwash. Quite com-
monly the bouldery debris at the summits grades into
finer material toward the valleys. This residuum is of
considerable interest because it is possible that a portion
of the stream bed may be a relic of the Pleistocene
epoch. The importance of this phenomenon is dis-
cussed in a subsequent section.

Detailed geologic maps were not available, and it was
beyond the scope of this investigation to map so ex-
tensive an area. Therefore, the geologic map of Penn-
sylvania (Stose and Ljungstedt, 1931) was used as a
base map. The stratigraphic nomenclature and age
designations used on the map and the columnar section
do not necessarily follow current usage of the U.S.
Geological Survey. The rocks range in age from Cam-
brian to Pennsylvanian, but the majority of the sam-
pling stations are in areas of Ordovician, Silurian, and
Devonian outcrops (Butts and Moore, 1936).

The rocks of the area are all sedimentary rocks and
their weathering or erosional products. Limestone and
dolomite are the predominant rocks in the valleys.
Sandstone and shale tend to occur on the ridges or
valley slopes, but shale underlies a considerable portion
of some valleys. The most resistant detrital rocks are
provided by the sandstones and conglomerates of the
Tuscarora, Oswego, Pocono, and Pottsville formations
and the least resistant rocks by the shales, limestones,
and dolomites of the Hamilton, Trenton, Nittany, and
Bellefonte formations.

Structure plainly controls the linear trends of the
ridges and valleys. Most of the area is characterized by
plunging anticlines and synclines that trend southwest.
On the plateau, the strata are very nearly horizontal.
Both normal and thrust faults are present. The strike
of the thrust planes is generally parallel to the axes of
the folds. There are several prominent joint systems,
but these have not been studied in detail.

i i.41
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PROCEDURE

Sixteen streams were studied and 119 sampling
stations were established. The procedure for locating
sampling stations was arbitrary, although care was
taken to spread the points fairly evenly along stream
courses. Approximate positions of sampling points
were first located on a map. The final field location
was made by selecting a riffle near the point on the
map as the sampling point. A riffle is defined here as
a segment of the stream bed, generally less than 100
yards in length, possessing a gradient greater than
that of adjacent segments of the stream bed and is
accompanied by local increase in the slope of the water
surface. Flow over the riffle is characterized by a
lesser depth and greater velocity compared to condi-
tions of flow in the pools above and below the riffle.

Stations were located at riffles for two reasons. First,
if streams are to be compared on the basis of the data
collected at each station, it is best to have these
sampling points located in similar environments. An
alternative would be to measure in pools, at meanders,
and at straight reaches. Second, because a riffle usually
consists of loose debris capable of being moved if
discharge is sufficient, it is very likely to represent a
larger percentage of bed load than would other bed
segments, such as pools. However, it should be noted
that some riffles are due to the presence of bedrock
outcrops in the stream. These riffles were avoided in
the collection of data for this study.

The final selection of a station was made in the field
by finding the riffle nearest the predesignated map
point; one was usually within 200 yards. In head-
waters, channels are not always divided into readily
discernible pools and riffles. Where it was impossible
to find a distinctive riffle, the field station was located
as close to the map point as possible.

After the sampling station was located, the following
measurements and observations were made in the field:

1. Bankfull width was measured by stretching a
measuring tape from one bank to the other.

2. Bankfull depths were measured by determining
the distance from the taut tape to the channel bottom
at short intervals across the channel. Hence, a mean
bankfull depth could be calculated and the shape of
the channel could be plotted.

3. Particle size on the riffle was measured by the
Wolman (1954) method of sampling coarse material.
Because the riffles in this area are usually composed
of pebbles and cobbles, the method is applicable.
Sampling was done by picking up individual particles
at the intersections of previously established grid lines.
In order that shape might be considered, three mutually
perpendicular axes were recorded to the nearest milli-
meter. At least 60 pebbles were included in each sample.

4. Notes were made on the geologic and general
characteristics of the sampling site.

In the office, measurements of the following were
made: 1. Distance of the sampling station from the
headwater divide. 2. Drainage area above the sta-
tion. 3. Mean gradient of the reach at each station
determined from topographic maps. The length of
the reach used for this determination ranged from 0.5
to 2.0 miles on maps having a scale of 1:62,500.

The kind of bedrock at the station was determined
from geologic maps where field data were insufficient.

CHARACTERISTICS OF INDIVIDUAL STREAMS AND
DRAINAGE BASINS

To determine the influence of geologic factors on
streams, it is necessary to measure certain physical
characteristics of the streams. Having done that, it
is possible then to study the effect of differences in
geologic character of their drainage areas upon them.
In comparing longitudinal profiles of channels it is
logical to consider related factors such as bedrock, bed
material, drainage-basin morphology, and the hydraulic
characteristics of the stream.

Consideration of the hydraulic variables with regard
to the longitudinal profile has been placed last, because
many of the hydraulic factors, such as discharge and
roughness, are, in this area, less intimately related to
the profile than are the kinds of bed material and
basin form.

LONGITUDINAL PROFILES OF STREAMS

To express the longitudinal profile of a stream bed
mathematically, let F represent the fall, in feet, taken
positive downward, and L represent the stream length,
in feet, taken positive in the direction of flow. The
line of the longitudinal profile then is F=f(L), where
f represents a function.

Except for Sixmile Creek, the streams in central
Pennsylvania covered by this study possess typical
concave upward profiles (fig. 89). It is evident, how-
ever, that the profiles of various streams differ in
concavity and regularity. The explanation of these
differences constitutes one of the basic aims of this study.

The irregularities in longitudinal profiles often pre-
vent the use of a simple mathematical expression for
the relation between fall and length. In some instances
a function of the form

L=KeaF

Where L=length of stream, F=fall, K=a constant,
a=a constant, and e=the base of natural logarithms,
may adequately portray the profile (see fig. 90 A). In
other instances, an equation of the form

F=KL'
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and stream length may be determined from topographic
maps; hence the relation between slope and length may
be investigated without regard to elevation. However,
if a power function relation exists between slope and
length, the profile may be reconstructed by integration
of the slope-length equation. This procedure, outlined
by Hack (1957) is a useful tool.

Several plots of channel slope against length may be
seen in figure 91. Straight lines were fitted to the
plotted points by eye. 2 It is obvious that marked

3

FIGURE 89.-Generalized diagrams of longitudinal profiles of six of the major streams
investigated. Note large variation in shapes of the profiles. Length is used here
as the distance from the headwater divide.

where K and p are constants fits the data reasonably
well (see fig. 90B). It is evident that there is some
scatter of points about the titled line (see fig. 90A and
B), but both types of equations described the profile
reasonably well. In order to standardize the results
and facilitate comparisons, the type of equation adopted
for this report is the simple power function, namely
F=KL", in which K and p are constants.

Another way of considering features of the longi-
tudinal profile is through the relation of slope (S) to
length (L). For the general equation,
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(1)F=f(L)

then dF=f'(L)dL,

or slope, S=--=f'(L)

From the power function equation,

F=KL' (3)

S=-F pKL<,-1
dL

in which K and p are constants,

letting Kp=C1 and (p-1)=p;

then S= C1L" (4)

This means that if the relation between F and L is
a power function, then S also is related to L by a power
function with different constants and exponents. Slope
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FIGURE 90.-Relation of fall to length of stream from drainage divide for Sinmile,
Honey, and Marsh Creeks as plotted on A, semllogarithmic paper, B, logarithmic
paper.

differences occur in the slopes of the fitted lines. Aside
from these differences, there is a large amount of scatter
about each line. This is an expression of the irregu-
larities in various profiles causing deviation from the
fitted power function equation, plus the errors of
measurement. If these deviations can be shown to be
outside the limits of error of measurement, they assume
importance, because each aberrant point means that
there are a set of special environmental conditions. A
partial examination of the aberrant points is given in
subsequent sections.

2 To illustrate trends, lines were fitted by eye; to predict values of dependent vari-
ables, curves were fitted by the method of least squares.
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FIGURE 91.-Relation of channel slope to length of stream from drainage divide for
Shaver, Standing Stone, Sixmile, Bald Eagle, and Marsh Creeks.

In summary, the longitudinal profiles of 16 streams
in central Pennsylvania exhibit marked variation within
a homogeneous climatic and physiographic environ-
ment. This variation manifests itself in the different
mathematical equations which were used to describe
the profiles and in the amount of deviation from the
general trends of the mathematical equations.

BED MATERIAL

In this study, size, sorting, and shape have been
measured to gain an understanding of the relations
between these parameters, the longitudinal profile, and
the flow within the channel. Some of the irregularities
noted in the longitudinal profiles may be ascribed to
the variations in size of the bed material. Size alone,
however, may not constitute an adequate description
of the characteristics of the bed material. Mean or
median particle size gives no indication of the range in
size of bed material; therefore, some measure of dis-
persion is desirable. For this reason, sorting is also
considered in relation to characteristics of the longi-
tudinal profile. Another characteristic of the bed
material which may be important is the shape of the
individual particles. Two particles of different shape
having identical intermediate axes may contribute
different roughness to flow. Finally, it is desirable to
have some explanation of why particle size or shape
differs from one reach to another and how the material
found on the beds of these streams behaves in terms of
current hypotheses concerning wear and selective
sorting.

PARTICLE SIZE

To establish a sampling technique, a test of the
sampling procedure described by Wolman (1954) was
made in the field. Five operators measured 60 pebbles,
not necessarily the same ones, by making 6 traverses
parallel to the stream channel. The analyses of vari-
ance indicated no significant differences within traverses
or operators, but did show significant differences
between traverses at the 1-percent level. No signifi-
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FIGURE 92.-Relation of mean particle size to length of stream from drainage divide
for Shaver, Standing Stone, Sixmile, Bald Eagle, and Marsh Creeks.
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cant interactions were present. On the basis of these
tests, the number of samples was fixed at 60, and it
was found that different operators obtained statistically
similar results. The statistical results of the method
of sampling indicates that the mean particle size may
be used to represent a sampling point and that vari-
ations in size are not dependent on the operator.

If particle size determines the characteristics of the
longitudinal profile, as was suggested by Shulits (1941),
and Leopold and Wolman (1957), plots of particle size
against slope or length should show a significant
correlation. Figure 92 shows the relation between
particle size and length for several representative
streams.

A comparison of figures 91 and 92 shows certain
features of the relation between particle size and slope.
First, the scatter of points on these graphs, in both
figures, is great. Second, the slopes of the lines for
any one parameter differ from one stream to another.
Third, the change of particle size with length of stream
from drainage divide is not necessarily associated with
a change of slope with length in the same direction.
For example, Bald Eagle Creek shows a slight increase
in particle size downstream, but slope decreases very
rapidly. For Sixmile Creek, particle size is in effect
independent of length, but slope increases with the
distance. In the remaining streams both particle size
and slope decrease with an increase in length of stream.

The relation between slope and particle size may be
seen in figure 93. The plotted points indicate that for
four of five representative streams a fairly good corre-
lation exists between particle size and slope, and it
might be concluded that slope may be approximately
predicted from particle size. However, for Bald Eagle
Creek, slope is independent of particle size despite the
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close correlation because the line of best fit is approxi-
mately vertical. The data from Bald Eagle Creek
suggest that at least one other variable must be used
to describe the downstream changes in slope for all the
streams in the area.

To investigate more fully the possibility of a relation
between particle size and slope, the deviations of aber-
rant points from the plotted lines of particle size,
channel slope, and length of stream from basin divide
were studied. For example, if a point falls below the
fitted regression line in the relation between slope and
length, the same point would be expected to occur
below a fitted regression line between particle size and
slope, provided that slope depends primarily on particle
size. Owing to errors inherent in sampling and the
fact that chance variation occurs in employing sum-
mary statistics such as the mean, every point would
not be expected to conform to the foregoing statement.
However, if the deviations were measured for all the
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DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICLE SIZE

In addition to calculations of the mean particle size,
three other statistics were employed to estimate disper-
sion and skewness. The purpose of making these cal-
culations was to determine whether any trends might
be found within one stream bed or between streams
and whether an aberrant particle size at a given reach
might be attributed to a difference in the statistical
population at this reach which would be reflected by
changes in the characteristics of the distributions of
particle size.

The a, b, and c axes of particles were measured in
intervals of ' q.3 Means were calculated for each axis
but only the b axis was studied in terms of sorting and
skewness. (Values of the statistics for individual sta-
tions are given in appendix A.) Cumulative frequency
curves were constructed for each b-axis population and
were plotted on probability paper. In most instances,
the fact that curves very nearly approached a straight
line indicates that the populations approximate normal
distributions. A few plots indicate a bimodal distri-
bution. Figure 94 shows some examples of the distri-
butions.

Dispersion in the form of phi standard deviation (oo)
was measured from the probability plots and was cal-
culated in the following manner:

2 (5)

FIGURE 93.-Relation of channel slope and mean particle size for Shaver, Standing
Stone, Sixmile, Bald Eagle, and Marsh Creeks. Note that slope is independent
of particle size for Bald Eagle Creek and that the lines fitted to the plotted points
of the other streams have very steep slopes.

points on the scatter diagram, a trend would be ex-
pected. Deviations of points on the slope-length
curves were plotted against deviations on the particle
size-length curves and no trends were observed.

As a result of this brief analysis of the relations be-
tween particle size, slope, and stream length, it was
found that both particle size and slope vary with stream
length, but particle size in general shows a closer rela-
tion to slope than to the length of the stream. How-
ever, at any given length, a slope which deviates from
the line of best fit is not necessarily accompanied by a
particle size which deviates from the line of best fit in
the same direction. This suggests that the cause for
these deviations has not been accounted for in the
parameters used. There is a suggestion that the ele-
ment unaccounted for may also be contributing to the
general trends of the various regression lines. An at-
tempt will be made in a subsequent section to identify
the additional variable or variables necessary for de-
scribing the relations of slope and particle size.

in which the subscript denotes the percentage of ma-
terial coarser. oo was found to range from 0.550 to
2.064 but usually ranged from 0.804 to 0.90q5.

Although sorting is a function of dispersion, the
standard deviation is rarely used as a basis of compari-
son in the geologic literature. The well-known measure
of sorting usually employed is Trask's (1932) sorting
coefficient, So. For purposes of comparison both sta-
tistics are given in appendix A.

Trask's equation for estimating sorting is:

(6)

where Q 3=diameter in millimeters, of which 75 per-

cent of the material is finer, and Q 1=diameter in mill-

imeters, of which 25 percent of the material is finer.

For the particles on riffles in streams of central
Pennsylvania, Trask's sorting coefficient ranges from

1.29 to 3.32 and has a mean of 1.57. On the basis of
Trask's measure, the particles on riffles in general may
be called well sorted.

3 4=-log 2N, where Nis the size in millimeters (Krumbein, 1938).
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FIGURE 94.-cumulative frequency curves of particle size for stations 1-6 for Shaver
Creek as plotted on probability paper. Stations are numbered consecutively
from the headwaters (No. 1) toward the mouth.

Skewness was studied according to the method sug-
gested by Inman (1952) wherein,

a4= 2 (084+016) -50 7a, = Q(7)

where a 4 =phi skewness, and c584, 1, f5 o=values of
phi which are larger than 84, 16, and 50 percent of
the total range, respectively. The recorded values of
skewness range from -0.405 to +0.762, and the mean
is +0.097. The particles in general possess a slight
positive skewness which, when considered in terms of
size, indicates that the distributions of the samples
show a small excess of particles in the larger sizes.
No estimation of kurtosis was made.

In a recent paper by Emery (1955) which sum-
marizes a portion of published data on particle size in
streams from many different areas, it was shown that
where streams possessed a range in particle size of
from 10.4 to 355 mm, the Trask sorting coefficient
ranged from 1.34 to 5.49, the median value being
listed as 3.18. This value is somewhat higher than
for streams of central Pennsylvania. The difference
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between Pennsylvania data and Emery's data is to be
expected because only riffles were measured in the
former and the methods of measurement were different.
Because the velocity of flow over riffles is higher than
in pools, competence is greater on the riffles and small
particles may pass over them. Pools tend to trap the
finer debris because the velocity is less most of the time.
Selective sorting in this fashion eliminates much of the
finer debris from riffles and causes the material on riffles
to be well sorted. The lower range of sorting given
by Emery agrees with data from Pennsylvania. In
general, the two sets of data are in agreement if one
considers that a slightly different approach and sam-
pling method was used in Pennsylvania.

No definite trends of changes in sorting or skewness
with stream length, particle size, or slope were found.
High values of skewness or sorting seem to show no

systematic relation to aberrant points on plots of slope
and particle size with respect to length. Buffalo Run
possesses values of skewness and sorting which are
much higher than for the other streams, but no logical
explanation for this can be given.

In summary, it may be concluded that variations
in particle-size distribution of bed material in these
streams are independent of particle size, slope and length
of stream, and do not differ appreciably from one stream
to another.

PARTICLE SHAPE

For each pebble count, a record was made of the
length of the a, b, and c axes. These data were used
to study changes in shape within and between streams,
and to determine any relations that might exist be-
tween particle shape and length of transport, or shape

and the slope of the stream.
How to recognize a change in shape is indeed a diffi-

cult problem. In practice, certain aspects of shape
are measured, usually in terms of sphericity (closeness
to a sphere-see Wadell, 1932), roughness, and surface
texture. Surface texture and roundness are interde-
pendent, but the same is not true for roundness and
sphericity. A perfect sphere must be perfectly round,
but any shape other than a sphere may have varying

degrees of roundness. For example, a cube has a high
sphericity, but all of its faces meet at right angles; a
right circular cylinder terminated at both ends by a
hemisphere has low sphericity and high roundness.
Hence, except in the limiting case, roundness is inde-
pendent of sphericity. In practice, roundness is ex-
tremely difficult to measure. There are, to be sure,
many methods which attempt to portray roundness,
but none is entirely satisfactory.

Sphericity also contains limitations inherent in its
definition, but it was studied in order to obtain at least
one measure of shape. The presently accepted con-
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ception of sphericity is the proximity of a particular
grain to a sphere. Most commonly, sphericity is
measured by means of Krumbein's (1941a) equation
for intercept sphericity.

3 bce

a= 2 (8)

in which a, b, and c are the long, intermediate, and
short axes, respectively.

Intercept sphericity is determined by taking the
ratio of the volume of an ellipsoid defined by the dimen-
sions of the axes of the particle to the volume of a
circumscribing sphere which has a diameter equal to the
longest axis of the particle. Because this equation has
been used extensively in the literature, it was employed
in this study.

Experimental studies of changes in sphericity with
distance of travel indicate that sphericity increases
with the distance of transport (Thiel, 1940; Krumbein,
1941b). Field observations do not always agree with
the laboratory results. For example, Krumbein (1940)
found no change in shape in the downstream direction
of the flood gravels of the San Gabriel Canyon, Calif.
Krumbein (1942) also noted no change in sphericity with
distance of travel of the gravels in Arroyo Seco, Calif.
In studying the sands of the Mississippi River, Russell
and Taylor (1937) found a small decrease in sphericity
in about 1,000 miles of travel. For the 16 streams
studied in central Pennsylvania, it was found that

w

-

0zw
0

w
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sphericity remains practically constant in a down-
stream direction. Figure 95 shows the relation of
sphericity to length of travel for three of these streams
which are typical of the group.

The results are logical because there are many factors
which tend either to increase or decrease sphericity in a
downstream direction. Sphericity is a function of the
initial shape characteristics of the particles which are
introduced to the channel, the place along the stream
where these particles enter, the wear of the particles in
the channel, and selective transport of different shapes
of particles. These opposite tendencies are reflected by
the data which reveal that no significant trends exist
for sphericity.

The initial shape of the bed particles is largely
determined by the characteristics of the bedrock,
including jointing, cleavage, and bedding from which
the particles are derived. In central Pennsylvania
sandstone and limestone often possess joint systems
which tend to produce particles that are nearly equi-
dimensional and therefore possess high sphericity.
Outcrops of sandstone and limestone occur sporadically
along the entire length of these streams. Hence, high
sphericity is introduced from bedrock erosion at many
points along a stream. On the other hand, the shale
in the area is characterized by a pronounced cleavage,
either platy cleavage or pencil cleavage, which yields
low values of sphericity. The presence of shale is not
restricted to a specific area along these streams, hence
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FIGURE 95.-Relation of intercept sphericity and length of stream from drainage divide for Shaver, Standing Stone, and Sixmile Creeks.
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a source of low sphericity is also present along the entire
length of the streams. A potential source of both high
and low sphericity exists at any point along a stream,
depending on the characteristics of bedrock over which
the stream passes. If the channel does not erode bed-
rock, the shape characteristics of particles in the alluvial
fill or colluvium assume the role of parent in the deter-
mination of the initial shape of the bed material. None
of these initial factors of shape would tend to cause a
trend to occur in sphericity in the streams of Penn-
sylvania.

The sphericity of material produced by tributaries is
also governed by the nature and occurrence of various
types of bedrock and therefore may be either high or low.

Ironically, wear may also cause high or low sphericity.
Rounding of protuberances is definitely a condition
leading to higher sphericity, but the breaking of a large
boulder may result in two or more particles possessing
high or low sphericity. The shape of the broken par-

ticles also reflects the nature of the bedding, jointing,
and cleavage of the parent material. Both rounding
and fracturing occur in the streams of Pennsylvania,
and this results in no general trend of sphericity in a
downstream direction.

The other factor, selective sorting, is the most difficult
to evaluate. Although selective sorting is frequently
considered to be an important process governing the
distribution of particle shape along a stream, it is very
difficult to understand exactly how this process works.
It may be argued that selective sorting occurs because
particles with high sphericity offer less resistance to flow
and therefore are left upstream while particles having
low sphericity and offering more resistance to flow are
carried downstream. This is not a very strong argu-
ment, however, because the same particles with high
sphericity also offer less resistance to rolling. Without
more information on the relations between shape and
the movement of particles on the bed, the role of
selective sorting cannot be adequately evaluated.

In summary, it may be stated that intercept spheric-

ity shows no systematic relation to stream length for
streams in central Pennsylvania. The primary factors

governing sphericity: initial shape, location of the
introduction of the particle, wear, and selective sorting,
all may cause particles to possess either high or low
sphericity depending upon local conditions. In the
streams of central Pennsylvania these factors tend to
cancel all trends of increasing or decreasing sphericity
with length of stream.

EFFECT OF WEAR ON PARTICLE SIZE

Studies of particle wear are often made under artificial
conditions, such as those studies by Wentworth (1919),
Thiel (1940), Krumbein (1941b), and Kuenen (1956).

In each of these experiments particles were placed in
rotating barrels, and particle weight was measured at
intervals. The assumption was made that 1 mile of
barrel rotations is equivalent to 1 mile of travel in a
stream.

The results of these investigations have aided in
understanding certain aspects of particle wear; however,
if the procedure is not examined critically it may be
misleading. By measuring changes in weight, the
absolute magnitudes of change in particle size are
exaggerated. For example, a cube or a sphere which
is reduced in diameter by a factor of 2 will be reduced by
a factor of 8 in terms of weight. The large reductions
in weight noted by Krumbein and Wentworth do not
represent a very great reduction in particle diameter.

In order to compare the results of the tumbling
barrel experiments with field data collected in Penn-
sylvania, a conversion of units was made for the barrel
experiments. It was assumed that the limestone
pebbles used in the experimental study possessed a
specific gravity of 2.7 and were spherical in shape. By
making these assumptions, it is possible to compare
the change of mean particle size with length of travel
in a barrel (see fig. 96) to the curves plotted from actual
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FIGURE 96.-Relation of computed particle size and length of travel by rotation in a
barrel for data of Wentworth (1919) and Krumbein (1941b). Note the fact that little
change takes place in size except at very great distances of travel.

field determinations (fig. 92). The rate of change of
particle size with length of travel in both the Krumbein
and Wentworth experiments is small except toward the
ends of the runs. On the other hand, it was noted
previously (see fig. 92) that the particle size decreases
extremely rapidly with length for Shaver and Standing
Stone Creeks. If the experimental wear curves are
applicable to rates of wear in general, it must be con-

cluded that the rapid decrease in particle size down-
stream in Shaver and Standing Stone Creeks cannot be
accounted for by wear alone. Furthermore, many of
the pebbles found in the natural streams are composed
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of resistant sandstone, whereas most barrel experiments
used less resistant limestone.

If wear alone cannot account for the rapid decrease
in particle size in Shaver and Standing Stone Creeks,
perhaps other factors such as parent material, tributary
addition, and selective sorting are important because
the tributaries to these streams yield large particles
which would tend to keep particle size fairly high in
the trunk stream. For example, Garner Run, tributary
to Shaver Creek, has bed material near its mouth on
the order of 76 mm, whereas Shaver Creek just below
Garner Run has a mean bed particle size of 48 mm.

Selective sorting may cause a decrease in particle
size in a downstream direction. In order for this to
occur one may reason that the mean velocity or the
velocity distribution must be the controlling factor.
Empirical studies have shown that mean velocity
increases in the downstream direction (see Leopold and
Maddock, 1953; Wolman, 1955). A decrease in parti-
cle size associated with an increase in mean velocity is
the reverse of the relation of velocity and particle size
which is the basis of the definition of competence.
Hence, the velocity distribution is perhaps a more
reasonable factor to study. The shape of the velocity
profile close to the bed may change in such a manner

as to cause a decrease in effective shear despite an
increase in mean velocity. Leopold (1953) suggests
that a progressive change in velocity profiles down-
stream may cause certain particles to move while
others remain in place. Proof that selective sorting
operates to some extent is shown by the removal of
some of the smaller material on riffles. Thus it is
reasonable to believe that selective sorting may be
active over the entire stream length. On the other
hand, because particle size shows such a large scatter
of points when plotted against length for different
streams, it is hard to believe that selective sorting can
account for all of the scatter.

The other important factor which might influence
particle size to a large extent is the nature of the parent
material from which the particles were derived. It was
found for example that particle size varies with the
type of bedrock. Streams flowing on sandstone tend to
have larger particles than streams flowing on shale or
limestone and dolomite. This relation was considered

to be important enough to warrant detailed investiga-
tion and will be discussed in a subsequent section where
geologic factors are considered in detail. There is no
question that parent material must be included with
wear in order to explain the rapid decrease in particle
size for streams such as Shaver and Standing Stone

Creeks.
In summary, the characteristics of parent material of

the particles in the stream channels of central Penn-

sylvania are probably important in determining the
size and shape of these particles. Wear and selective
transport also affect size and shape but are considered
to be of minor importance

The characteristics of longitudinal profiles and bed
material in the channels have been described. The
third major division which is interrelated to the pre-
vious parameters is that of the characteristics of the
drainage basins bounding the streams.

MORPHOLOGY OF DRAINAGE BASINS

Characteristics of the area from which a stream
receives water determine many factors that affect
streamflow. Infiltration, evaporation, and transpira-
tion, in addition to the geometry of the basin, are the
most important factors. Omitting plant and soil
environment, the geometric properties of importance
are size, shape, and relief. The size of the basin
governs the average amount of flow or discharge of a
stream; basin shape affects the timing involved in the
concentration of runoff; and relief is an important factor
in determining the erosion potential of the basin. In
order to study the importance of some of these geometric
factors, several methods of quantitative description
have been used.

RELATION OF LENGTH OF STREAM TO SIZE OF
DRAINAGE AREA

One of the earliest and most important quantitative
studies of basin geometry was that of Horton (1945).
As a part of his analysis, he was able to show simple
geometric relations between such parameters as stream
order, number, length, and slope. For a working
definition of stream order, Horton considered the small-
est unbranched tributaries as order 1. Streams which
receive flow from first order streams only are classified
as order 2. Order 3 consists of those receiving flow from
first and second order streams, and so on.

Streams of the Susquehanna River basin conform to
the scheme of classification described by Horton (see
fig. 97). First order streams are taken as the smallest
unbranched tributaries which possess recognizable
channels. By using this definition of first order streams,
the Susquehanna River becomes a tenth order stream.
Most of the streams in this study range in order from
four to seven. It can be seen from figure 97 that the
relations among number of streams, length, drainage

area, and order possess very little point scatter and
suggest that these elements of the basin are in equilib-
rium with their environment.

The Horton analysis does not yield information on
shapes of drainage basins and is somewhat restricted in
the sense that it is often difficult to evaluate the
physical significance of the parameters: mean length of
streams and mean size of drainage areas.
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FIGURE 97.-Relation of number of streams, mean lengths of streams, and mean
areasof drainage basins to stream order, for the Susquehanna River drainage basin.
Data include small tributaries which are not shown on maps with a scale of 1:62,500.
Horton's system of orders was employed.

Instead of using mean lengths and mean size of
drainage areas, it is possible to plot the actual length
of stream from the drainage divide against the size of
the drainage area (Hack, 1957). This is more desir-
able than using averages, because the empirical rela-
tion obtained is an expression of the basin shape.
This method was employed for studying each of the
16 streams of which 5 typical examples are plotted in
figure 98 for illustration. Without exception among
the streams studied, the relation between length of
stream from the divide and size of drainage area is
well defined by a small scatter of points. The power
function coefficients and exponents of the equation
L= KAd in which Ad is drainage area, K and p are
constants for all streams studied are listed in table 1.

The exponents and coefficients reflect, in a very
general way, the shape of the basins and depict the
physiographic variations between individual streams
which were previously hidden in values of mean length
and mean drainage area in the Horton analysis.

Values of p range from 1.00 to 0.50, or the relation
between length and drainage area ranges from LocAd
(McClain Run) to L oc Ad2 (Little Juniata River).
McClain Run has approximately constant width and
its basin is nearly rectangular. From the equation
WL=Ad it is clear that if length is proportional to
size of drainage area to the first power, mean width
must be constant. Mean width is not a very useful
parameter but is used merely to illustrate the fact that
for McClain Run, the relation between length and
drainage area does give some hint as to the shape of
an individual basin. In contrast, the equation for
the Little Juniata River reveals that because L oc Ad4,
W must also be proportional to Ad2. This is not
immediately obvious from examination of the shape
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FIGURE 98.-Relation of length of stream from drainage divide to size of drainage area for Shaver, Standing Stone, Sixmile, Bald Eagle, and Marsh Creeks.
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TABLE 1.-Summary of the power function equations relating
length of stream and size of drainage area, where L = KA

Stir
McClain Run-_________
Reeds Run____--_-____
Globe Run
Beech Creek------

Marsh Creek_______
Standing Stone Creek ---
Bald Eagle Creek _ _ _ _ _ __
Sixmile Creek -____-____
Fishing Creek________ -
Honey Creek...___-____
Shaver Creek _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _ _
Weiker Run___-_ ---
Warriors Mark Creek -- -
Slab Cabin Creek-- ____
Buffalo Run--t-------

Little Juniata River_

eam K
--_- _0.98

_- -- --_. _ _------_ _--- . 1.00
-- . 96

------------------.5 0
-- ------ -- - -- ----- 1.00
_-- - _- _ _- . _-- -- - --- 1 . 1 0
_- ------- ---- - _-_- - 1.3 0
_ - - - -_ _ _ _ _ ._ ._ _ _ _ 1 .5 0
-------- ------------ 1.90
------ ---. ----- .__- 1. 70
-----.------ _ ------- 1. 50

------------------ 2. 50
-_.-- _---- _.- ------..-- 1.40

_--- - -- --- --- .-----_ 2.00

-- -0-- - 1.40
.- ----------------1 .8 0

p
1. 00
. 84

5 1

. 70

.62

.60

.60

.59

.59

.59

.57

.55

.52

.51
.50

of the Little Juniata River basin (see pl. 5), but the

basin has the general appearance of being short rela-

tive to width, with width increasing downstream. In
fact from the equation it can be shown that Wc L.

Values of exponents intermediate between 0.5 and 1.0
indicate basin shapes which lie between these two

extremes although the irregularities in outline of these
basins are extremely large.

In general, drainage basins that possess nearly

constant average widths tend to have high values of

the exponent p in the expression relating length to area.

Streams that show a linear relation between width and

length tend to have low values of p. Streams generally

show curvilinear relations between length and width

and have intermediate values of p which range from

about 0.55 to 0.75. The common basin shape, approxi-
mately an inverted pear in form, appears on the basis

of this study to have a value of p approximately equal

to 0.6. Finally, the erosional stream patterns that
determine basin shapes depend almost entirely on the
topography which, for this area, is largely governed by
the geology. For example, McClain Run has a p equal
to 1 and its drainage basin closely resembles a rectangle.
The reason the drainage divides for McClain Run are
parallel to the stream is that it flows along the axis of a
tightly folded syncline in the Clinton formation (mostly
shale) and is bounded laterally by limbs composed of

Tuscarora sandstone. The shape of this basin is

almost entirely determined by structure and although

it is just one example, it clearly illustrates one way in

which the mean width of a drainage basin may remain

constant.
Large synclines and anticlines which have been

breached by erosion do not exhibit the same charac-
teristics because the drainage networks have space to
develop. This allows tributary divides to follow minor
stratigraphic controls in addition to structure. Never-

549710-60--

theless, the outlines of the major basins generally
parallel the strike of the rocks or of the fault planes and
may be considered as structurally controlled.

The exponents and coefficients of the equation
relating length of stream and size of drainage area give
some indication of the general shapes of the basins
although they do not depict the irregularities in out-
line. The scatter of points about each plot may be the
result of several factors. First, the scatter may be due
to irregularities in the outline form of the basin.
Second, part of the scatter may be due to the effect of
tributaries entering the main stream. Despite these
reasons for scatter, the relations between length of
stream and size of drainage area plot with such little
scatter that length of stream may prove to be a useful
parameter for studying landforms or hydrology.

RELATION BETWEEN MEAN ANNUAL FLOOD AND
DRAINAGE AREA

The relations between length of stream and size of
drainage area were obtained for each of the 16 streams
studied. If either of these variables can be related to

a hydraulic variable, a link between longitudinal
profiles, drainage basins, and channel hydraulics will

be formed. Assuming similar climatic and geologic

conditions drainage basins of equal size should have
approximately equal discharge.

In order to study the relation between drainage area

and discharge, it is necessary to utilize a flow frequency

of some hydrologic significance. Leopold and Maddock
(1953) have demonstrated that the selection of a con-

stant flow frequency is extremely important if com-

parisons are to be made within and between streams.
The selection of the flow frequency to be used was

governed by several considerations. First, presumably

moderately large flows are required to move coarse bed
material. Second, if parameters such as channel shape

are to be considered, it would be advantageous to deal
with discharge at stages which nearly fill the entire

channel, and this points again to large flows. Third,
an investigator must be able to locate objectively

within the channel some characteristic which may be
related to the chosen frequency of flow. The last

requirement considerably limits the possibilities. How-

ever, if the bankfull stage can be shown to approximate

an equal frequency of flow among and within drainage

basins, it would be an ideal choice because there is less

subjectivity involved in identifying the bankfull

channel. Furthermore, stages accompanying bankfull

discharge also fulfill the requirement of possessing a high

discharge with a high erosion potential.
In order to evaluate the bankfull discharge for any

stream, it is necessary either to measure the bankfull

discharge at each reach to be studied or to determine
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the frequency at which bankfull discharge occurs by
analyzing gaging station records covering a period of
years. It was both impractical to wait for a storm
capable of producing bankfull flow and impossible to
synchronize measurements of these values at 119
stations. As a result, bankfull discharge was measured
at only two stations, neither of which was a regular
gaging station. However, at five gaging stations
within the area of study it was possible to measure the
gage height of the bankfull stage and to obtain the
discharge from the rating curve for each station. The
recurrence intervals of these flows were calculated by
use of the partial duration series and were found to
range from about 1.9 to 10 years.

The partial duration series was selected for use in the
study because the values of discharge for various re-
currence intervals take into account secondary floods
within 1 year; these are not included in the annual
flood series (see Langbein, 1949).

A typical flood frequency curve is shown in figure 99.
Because of the apparent range in recurrence intervals at
bankfull flow, flood-frequency analyses were made by
use of the partial duration series and were plotted
against drainage area for various recurrence intervals.
The recurrence interval which best fit the measured
and estimated flows was about 2.3 years.

A plot of the 2.3 year-discharge against drainage
area may be seen in figure 100.

Figure 100 includes a graphic representation of the
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FIGURE 99.-Relation of discharge to recurrence interval for gaging station on Stand-
ing Stone Creek near Huntingdon, Pa., for water years 1939-50.

standard error of estimate, the equation of the line of
best fit, and the correlation coefficient which is sig-
nificant at the 1 percent level.

The significance of the relation between bankfull
discharge and size of drainage area is worth noting.
For example, the magnitude of the 2.3-year discharge
is related to the size of the drainage area, but the
length of stream is also related to area. Hence, it is
possible to estimate roughly the bankfull discharge
of any stream in the area of study by measuring
the length of the stream. Again, in order to emphasize
the unity of these relations, it must be stated that an
element of the longitudinal profile therefore may be
roughly related to discharge, as well as to character-
istics of the channel and the general morphology of the
basin. The addition of discharge to the known basin
and profile characteristics leads to the possibility of
relating other hydraulic variables to the characteristics
of the basin.

HYDRAULIC GEOMETRY

It has been shown that the discharge at any point
in a stream may be estimated from the drainage area,
and it is therefore possible from the measurement of
the cross-sectional area to estimate the mean velocities
of these streams at the bankfull stage because

v=Q/A. (9)

Sufficient data are available through computation or
field measurements to describe the downstream hy-
draulic geometry of streams in central Pennsylvania,
following the general pattern set by Leopold and
Maddock (1953). This is a partial discussion of hy-
draulic geometry because only the downstream changes

will be considered, leaving out, because of insufficient
data, the at-a-station relations.

HYDRAULIC GEOMETRY BY INDIRECT APPROXI-
MATIONS

Although hydraulic geometry has not been studied
by indirect methods, all of the necessary components
for making the study are present. For each station,
bankfull depth, bankfull width, and slope were meas-
ured. Discharge was calculated from size of drainage
area and velocity computed from the relation v= QIA.
The parameters mentioned above pertain only to bank-
full frequency assumed to be 2.3 years. The plots of
downstream values of bankfull width, depth, and
velocity against Q2.3 for several streams are given in
figure 101.

These plots represent the downstream portion of the
hydraulic geometry for each stream. It is noteworthy
that width and bankfull discharge are very closely
related, for the scatter about regression lines fitted by
eye is relatively small. On the other hand, most plots
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FIGURE 100.-Relation of mean annual flood and drainage area for gaging stations in the vicinity of the field area. Mean annual flood was assumed to have a recurrence in-
terval of 2.3 years. Two points represent measured discharge, five points represent the mean annual flood as determined by flood frequency analyses of gaging station
records. The equation for the line of best fit is shown along with the standard error of estimate (S,:) and the correlation coefficient (r).

of velocity against bankfull discharge show a large
amount of scatter. For these particular streams it may
be argued that the scatter may be partly due to the fact
that velocity was computed from Q/A and, in turn,
discharge was calculated from drainage area. However,
other workers (Leopold and Maddock, 1953; Wolman,
1955) have also discovered that points of measured
velocity scatter more than points of width or depth
where plotted against discharge.

For many streams, changes in bed configuration
during the rising and falling stages may account for a
range in velocity at a given discharge. Backwater from
ice or debris dams may also affect velocity. Without
more information about the above factors for a given
discharge it is impossible to explain the scatter of
points on the plots of velocity against discharge for the
streams in this area.

EXPONENTS OF POWER FUNCTIONS FOR DOWN-
STREAM RELATIONS

Power function relations between bankfull width
(wb), depth (db) velocity (vb), and discharge (Q) in a
downstream direction are represented by straight lines
on log paper. The exponents must total 1.0 because
wdv=Q. Then
wbdbvb= Q2.3 =aQb2.3 -cQ2.3.kQm 2 .3 (see Leopold and Mad-
dock, 1953) where b, f, and m are regression coefficients
of straight lines on log plots of w, d, and v, respectively,
against Q2.3. Thus

b+fJ+m=1 (10)

Failure of the exponents to total 1.0 can be explained
by two reasons. First, error may arise from fitting a
line to scattered points on graph paper. A discrepancy
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TABLE 2.-The exponents of power function relations in the
equations for width, depth, and velocity

Stream b f m (b +f+m)

Weiker Run-____ _ -----0. 67 0. 55 -0. 18 1. 04
Beech Creek------------- . 65 . 36 0 1. 01
Sixmile Creek~------------. 51 . 33 . 16 1. 00
Marsh Creek--... ------. 89 . 63 -. 51 1. 01
Fishing Creek-------------. 64 . 38 0 1. 02
Reeds Run...-------__ _ .. 48 . 56 -. 06 . 98
Shaver Creek._......---....._ _ _.._. 47 . 34 . 21 1. 02
Standing Stone Creek-------. 65 . 25 . 10 1. 00
Honey Creek________-__ .43 .31 .28 1.02
Bald Eagle Creek---------. 47 . 21 . 25 1. 01
Globe Run--------------- . 36 . 30 . 29 .95
Little Juniata River--------. 55 . 38 .07 1. 00
McClain Run....---...-.... 66 . 38 0 1. 04
Warriors Mark Creek------ . 77 . 32 -. 05 1. 04
Buffalo Run_-_____..- . 30 . 70 0 1. 00
Slab Cabin Creek---------. 42 . 29 . 29 1. 00

of this nature has no bearing on hydraulic characteris-
tics, but the possibility of error must be noted. Second,
the addition of bf+m may not yield a value of unity
if the relation between wb, db, and vb plotted against
Q2.3 is not truly a simple power function. In practically
all cases a simple power relation seems to fit the scatter
of points, but it must be remembered that the only
requirement is that a given discharge must equal the
product wb.db.vb. In table 2 the values of b, f, and m
for the streams in central Pennsylvania are given.

The results of table 2 support the hypothesis that
the exponents add up to one in the downstream direc-
tion at the bankfull stage. However, it is important to
note that individual values of b, f, and m have a con-
siderable range from one stream to another. Further-
more, the fact that m, the exponent relating velocity
to discharge, is negative for four streams implies that
mean velocity decreases downstream in each of these
streams. This is unusual, according to the results of
Leopold and Maddock (1953), Wolman (1955), and
Leopold and Miller (1956).

It is difficult to explain why velocity appears to
decrease in a downstream direction in four streams.
Velocity was computed, but width and depth were
measured in the field. If the size of the cross-sectional
area at any station is small, a large computed velocity
would result. If the size of the channel is unusually
large, the equations used for computing velocity would
yield small velocities. Consider a channel which is
undergoing active erosion from the mouth toward the
headwaters in response to a lowering of base level.
Although the channel might be much too deep at the
mouth, it is likely that at some point upstream the
change in base level would not affect the bottom of the
channel. A stream undergoing this type of change
might cause an apparent decrease in bankfull velocity
in a downstream direction because of the formation of

an over-deepened channel which is no longer directly
related to the 2.3-year flood. In other words, this
example respresents what might happen if a knickpoint
developed and migrated upstream. In the case of
Reeds Run, Marsh Creek, and Warriors Mark Creek,
the idea of a knickpoint deserves consideration because
qualitative field observations and topographic maps
suggest that faint knickpoints may be present. Un-
fortunately, the evidence is not precise enough to
warrant definite conclusions, but the suggestion of this
possibility is worth mentioning in attempting to
explain the downstream decrease in computed velocity
in 4 of the 16 streams studied.

VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENTS FOR DOWNSTREAM
RELATIONS

By means of the equation wdv= Q, it can also be
shown that ack=1, in which a, c, and k are intercept
values of the power relation at Q2.3=1. The values
of these coefficients for central Pennsylvania streams
are given in table 3.

TABLE 3.-Coefficients of the power function equations relating
bankfull width, depth, and velocity to discharge

a c k ack

Weiker Run..._....-- ..--_ 0. 52 0. 088 20. 0 0. 82
Beech Creek-------------- . 41 . 15 12.0 . 74
Sixmile Creek_-------------- 1.00 . 30 2. 8 . 84
Marsh Creek__------------. 14 . 042 220. 0 1. 29
Fishing Creek------------- .26 . 18 18.0 . 84
Reeds Run__------------1. 55 . 12 4. 8 . 89
Shaver Creek_-~_----------1.50 .29 1. 9 .83
Standing Stone Creek-_-----. 41 . 42 4. 30 . 74
Honey C reek_--------------1. 95 . 29 1. 55 . 88
Bald Eagle Creek-----------1.90 . 43 1. 25 1. 02
Globe Run_______----_-_ 2. 00 . 40 1. 80 1. 44
Little Juniata River---------1. 15 . 28 2. 60 . 84
McClain Run____- ----___ . 64 . 31 4. 30 . 85
Warriors Mark Creek--------. 14 . 29 18. 5 . 75
Buffalo Run__-____-_-____ 2. 40 . 023 20. 0 1. 10
Slab Cabin Creek---...-_ _ _ _ _ _ 1. 65 . 34 1. 75 . 98

Variation from unity in the product ack shows a
marked difference in magnitude from one stream to
another. It is evident that the magnitude of deviation
is much larger than the deviation from unity in the
summation of the exponents. However, this variation
is to be expected because the value of the coefficient
depends to a certain extent on the value of the exponent.

Owing to this interrelation of the values of the co-
efficients and exponents, and to the fact that velocity
was not actually measured, it is impossible to explain
the variation of coefficients from one stream to another.

The general method of studying the hydraulic
geometry by indirect approximations, that is, by
calculating discharge from size of drainage area and
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FIGURE 101.-Relation of bankfull depth, bankfull width, and computed bankfull velocity to bankfull discharge, which was assumed to be equal to the mean annual flood,
for Shaver, Standing Stone, and Sixmile Creeks.

then computing velocity, appears to yield reasonable
results. Although the absolute values may be in error,
the relative rates of change designated by the exponents
b, f, and m agree for the most part with results obtained
by field measurement in other areas. The coefficients
of the power function equations are not independent
of the value of the exponents and do not yield inde-
pendently derived supporting evidence of variations
from one stream to another.

The discussion to this point has been aimed at
describing the characteristics, including aberrancies and
differences, of individual streams in terms of the longi-
tudinal profile, basin morphology, and hydraulics. A
degree of order has been found in many of the plotted
graphs, which manifests itself in the amount of point
scatter and the slopes of the lines of best fit. Although
these relations for individual streams are important, it
would be advantageous to determine whether any
generalizations can be made.

COMPOSITE CHARACTERISTICS OF STREAMS

COMPOSITE RELATIONS

In order to visualize the picture for the entire area
covered by 16 streams, it is desirable to summarize the
relations of variables obtained at each stream. One
method for doing this is to find the mean values for the
exponents and coefficients of the different equations
relating the variables. This would not be the most
desirable procedure because not all streams have the
same number of sampling stations. Hence, streams
with only a few stations would give less reliable esti-
mates of the exponents and coefficients. In order to
avoid unequal weighting because of sampling, the data

at each station were treated as if they represented one
stream flowing at the bankfull stage. By plotting the
points of all streams on one graph, the composite or
general picture of relations of the pertinent variables
may be studied. The data have been divided into two
categories. Longitudinal profile and basin charac-
teristics have been placed in one group and the hydraulic
characteristics in another.

The composite relationships of drainage basins and
profiles which were plotted are slope against length of
stream, length of stream against size of drainage area,
mean particle size against slope, and sphericity against
length of stream.

The plot of slope against length (fig. 102A) indicates
that there is a definite trend toward a decrease in slope
with length of stream despite the fact that some indi-
vidual streams have a very wide range in relations
involving the same variables. The scatter of points is
very large but there is no question that a trend exists.
The plotted points of length and drainage area (fig.
102B) fit very well with the line drawn by eye. The
scatter is so small in these data that there seems to be
no doubt that the lengths of the streams studied in the
area are closely related to the size of the drainage basin
to about the 0.6 power. On the other hand, the plot of
particle size against slope (fig. 1020) shows much more
scatter, indicating that the variation within individual
streams is too large to permit an estimate of trends with
any degree of certainty. As might be expected from the
individual stream plots, sphericity bears no relation to
stream length (fig. 102D). The fact that length and
size of drainage area are closely related supports the
initial assumption that the composite plot of all
sampling stations represents one hypothetical stream.
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The equation obtained for the relation of length to
size of drainage area compares very well with similar
observations made by Hack (1957) for streams in the
Appalachian Mountains further south. Hack's equa-
tion for these same variables is

L=1.43A 4 (11)

Further information about the hypothetical stream
may be obtained by studying the hydraulic geometry
of the composite plots of w, d, and v shown in figure 103.
The scatter of points is large for velocity plotted against
discharge, but the relations of width and depth to
discharge indicate that a definite trend is present.
Furthermore, the exponents in the power function
equations which are drawn through the points compare
very favorably with the average values of these expo-
nents for other streams as listed by Leopold and Mad-
dock (1953).

Pennsylvania streams

b =0. 55
f= .36
m= . 09

Average streams
(Leopold and Maddock, 1953, p. 16)

b =0. 5
f = .4
m= . 1

These results emphasize the fact that the variation
between individual streams is not so great as to mask
the overall relation for all the stations plotted as one
stream. Furthermore, the curves can be used for other
purposes. For example, the scatter of points about a
trend line can be plotted against other variables with
the hope of delimiting the cause of the scatter of points.

EFFECT OF KIND OF BEDROCK ON LONGITUDINAL
PROFILES AND BASIN CHARACTERISTICS

Erosion surfaces in the stratigraphic column indicate
that streams erode all types of bedrock, though in a
given period of time the total amount of erosion is
not necessarily the same for all rocks. An interplay
of hydraulic and geologic forces occurs but it is difficult
to estimate the relative magnitudes of these forces. In
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order to evaluate certain of geologic influences on
longitudinal profiles, kinds of bedrock, stratigraphic
position, and structure were considered. If geologic
factors can be shown to be unimportant, the conclusion
would be that the prime determinant of profile charac-
teristics is of a hydraulic nature. However, if geologic
factors are important, they may also influence other
aspects of hydrologic environment in addition to
merely the longitudinal profile.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

Because most streams in mountainous areas flow
close to the bedrock, it is reasonable to suppose that
the characteristics of the bedrock beneath the stream
might influence the channel shape and the absolute
position of the channel in space. Two of the bedrock
characteristics which may be important are composi-
tion and relative ability to resist erosion. These two
factors are intimately related for most climates, al-
though variations between the relations occur from
one area to another.

Detailed geologic mapping of the quadrangles has
been completed for only 2 of 11 quadrangles included
in the present study. Plate 7 is a reproduction of a
portion of the geologic map of Pennsylvania produced
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by Stose and Ljungstedt (1931), which was used as a
base map for this study.

Stratigraphy was also considered, in terms of the
relative positions of various formations and the rock
types in the stratigraphic column. For reference pur-
poses the column produced by Butts and Moore (1936)
is included (see pl. 8).

BEDROCK LITHOLOGY AND THE LONGITUDINAL
PROFILE

Three main kinds of bedrock were recognized: sand-
stone, shale, and limestone-dolomite. No attempt was
made to break the sandstone category into components
such as graywacke, arkose, and orthoquartzite. Lime-
stone and dolomite were considered to be sufficiently
equivalent in compositional properties to warrant
combining them into one category. Hence, the studies
of bedrock are of a general nature and only as important
as the variations within and between categories.

In the previous section it was demonstrated that all
the stations on different streams may be thought of as
stations along one large, hypothetical stream. The
scatter of points about regression lines which may be
fitted to variables of the imaginary stream is quite
large in some cases and small in others. Those graphs
which show the largest scatter may actually yield the
most information if some of the deviations can be
explained. If the type of bedrock at each station is
designated, the large, hypothetical stream may be
thought of as a series of different streams each of which
flows on one kind of rock. Stations which lie upon or
slightly above formations which were composed of
interbedded sandstone and shale, as well as other
mixtures of the three categories, were not considered
in this discussion. However, the general principles which
will be derived may be applicable to other rock types
as well. After each point had been labelled as to kind
of bedrock present, it was found that the streams at
20 stations flow on or slightly above sandstone, 14 on
shale, and 15 on limestone-dolomite. The assignment
of a station to a rock category depends on the bedrock
at the local site. The other 70 stations are located at
reaches of streams which flow on combinations of the
major rock types.

RELATION OF SLOPE TO LENGTH OF STREAM FOR
DIFFERENT KINDS OF BEDROCK

Figure 104 shows the relation of channel slope and
length in areas having three types of bedrock.

The equations of best fit derived from regression
analyses are:

Sandstone: S=0.046L--"7

Shale: S=0.034L-- 81

(12)

(13)

FIGURE 103.-Relation of bankfull width, bankfull depth, and computed bankfull
mean velocity to bankfull discharge for all sampling stations.
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cients (r) are given.

Plots of these equations, along with the graphical rep-
resentation of the standard error of estimate, which is
a measure of the standard deviation of the scatter of
points about the regression line, are shown on the figure.
Correlation coefficients for the regression of slope on
length are also shown. Each is significant at the 1
percent level.

To investigate whether the three equations are sta-
tistically different, an analysis of covariance was made
by standard statistical methods (Snedecor, 1946, p.
318).

The first test consists of an analysis of variance of
slopes and rock types. An outline of the form used is
shown in table 4.

The results of the initial analysis of variance indicate
that there are significant differences at the 1 percent
level between slopes for sandstone, shale, and limestone.
This test does not determine whether these differences
are caused by the fact that most limestone tends to
occur at larger values of length or that sandstone occurs
only at small values of length. In order to determine
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TABLE 5.-Analysis of covariance of slope among adjusted group means of rock types

Total sum of Level of
Source of variation Degrees of Sum of S2 Sum of SL Sum of L2 squares of Degrees of Mean signifi-

freedom estimate freedom square cance
(percent)

Within rock types----------------- 46 57. 100 -50. 749 69. 408 19. 994 45 0. 444
Among rock types-------------------__ _-2 29. 443 -13.244 6.000 12. 243 2 6. 12

Total__________-------____48 86. 543 -63. 993 75. 408 32. 237 47
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TABLE 4.-Analysis of variance of channel slopes for three rock
types

Level of
Degrees Sum of Mean Value signifi-

Source of variation of squares square of I cancer
freedom (per-

cent)

Within rock types.. _ _ 46 57. 100 1. 24 ---...
Among rock types _ _ 2 29. 443 14. 721 11. 87 1

Total----------48 86. 543

whether these differences are independent of length, an
analysis of covariance was made. This test may be
described as a test of significance of differences among
adjusted group means. The results of the analysis are
shown in table 5.

This analysis shows that length does not account for
differences among slopes which were found in the
original analysis of variance.

The relative positions of means of slopes for the
different rock types have been established; however,
it has not been determined whether the slopes of the
regression lines within rock types (regression coefficients,
fig. 104) are signicantly different. In order to test
this, the outline shown in table 6 was used.

This test indicates that the differences between the
regression coefficients for the rock types are significant
at the 5 percent level. Furthermore, the relation of
slope to length for shale was found to be the one which
is causing the significant difference.

The following statements may be made about the
three types of rocks in the area:
1. The variation of slope with length is significantly

different for the three rock types.
2. The length of the stream does not account for these

differences.
3. The regression coefficients are significantly different

at the 5 percent level.
4. The regression coefficient for the streams in shale

was found to be the primary factor contributing
to this difference.

Each rock type has a unique equation expressing the
relation between slope and length. The exponents in

the power function equations are nearly the same for
all rocks, although shale does possess a slightly larger

I I
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TABLE 6.-Analysis of errors of estimate from average regression
within groups of rock types

De- Level of
Source of variation grees Sum of Mean signifi-

of free- squares square cance
dom (percent)

Deviation from average
regression within rock
types-----------------.45 19. 994 --------

Deviation from individual
regressions----..-------- 43 16. 694 0. 388

Difference among regres-
sions for different rock
types________.______ 2 3. 300 1.650 5

(significant at the 5 percent level) negative value.
This means that changes in slope in the downstream
direction are fairly similar regardless of the lithologic
character of the channel. In contrast, the absolute
values of slope for any given length of stream are quite
different, depending on the lithology. For the range
in stream length considered, the average slope is
greater on sandstone than on shale, which in turn is
greater than the slope on limestone-dolomite for any
given length.

The relationships found in these streams appear to
agree with general knowledge of the resistance of
similar rock types. In temperate humid areas, it is
generally believed that sandstone is more resistant than
shale, which in turn is more resistant than limestone-
dolomite. Visual proof of this conclusion abounds in
the Appalachian Mountains. Sandstone is almost
invariably the ridge former of the mountains, whereas
limestone and dolomite usually occur in the valleys.

If all mountain ridges were composed entirely of
sandstone and all valleys of limestone and dolomite,
the analysis of covariance would have indicated that
the differences between slopes for different rock types
were attributable to the length of the stream. The
analysis did not; hence the ideas pertaining to relative
resistance to erosion must be thought of as average
relationships in which many exceptions may occur.
For example, the thickness of the individual rock types
would alter the general relationships. It takes a fairly
thick sandstone to form a large mountain, and wide
valleys require a great thickness of limestone and
dolomite. Another important exception to the general
rule may be related to stratigraphic position. For
example, if the distance separating two resistant forma-
tions is small, only one mountain with two ridges may
result; but if the distance is large, two mountains may
be formed. The fact that there are variations in the
distance between units and in the stratigraphic arrange-
ment of limestones, shales, and sandstones tends to
complicate the general relations. Nevertheless, order

exists within rock types as was shown by the relation
between slope and length in figure 104.

There is no question that a large amount of scatter
is exhibited on these plots of slope against length, but
it must be remembered that the rock types are extremely
broad and include within them considerable lithologic
variation.

In summary, it may be stated that slope tends to
decrease in a downstream direction almost independ-
ently of bedrock character, but the absolute values of
slope at any given length depends on the bedrock.
The geologic and hydraulic controls each exert an
influence on the slope of the longitudinal profile, and
the effect of each can be detected.

LONGITUDINAL PROFILES DETERMINED BY IN-
TEGRATION OF THE EQUATIONS RELATING SLOPE
AND LENGTH OF STREAM

Another method by which the effects of geologic
factors on the longitudinal profile may be studied is to
reconstruct the longitudinal profiles of the hypothetical
streams previously considered. This may be done by
integrating the equations which express the relation
between slope and length (Hack, 1957).

Integration of the slope-versus-length equations for
sandstone, shale, and limestone-dolomite in central
Pennsylvania yields the following results,

Sandstone H=Ho-736L.33

Shale H=Ho- 945L."19

Limestone-dolomite H=Ho- 346L."29

(15)

(16)

(17)

where height, H, is expressed in feet, and length, L, is
expressed in miles.

The summit of the arbitrarily selected datum was

chosen so that Ho=0 and the profiles were plotted in
figure 105. The curves were not extended to lengths
less than 0.2 mile because it is believed that the equa-
tions are not applicable to such short lengths in which
recognizable channels are absent. The profiles (fig.
105) represent hypothetical longitudinal profiles of
streams flowing on homogeneous bedrock and beginning
at a common datum. It should not be forgotten that
the basic data for the original equations were obtained
from 16 different streams and these values were subse-

quently combined in order to study different rock types.
If the profiles were taken to represent the conditions

which actually prevail in streams, it is obvious that

streams flowing on limestone would create valleys with
very small total relief compared to the valleys created
by streams flowing on sandstone and shale. However,

the relative positions of the integrated longitudinal
profiles cannot be used as an index of the rate of
erosion, for it is probable that the erosion rate would
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FIGURE 105.-Relation of hypothetical longitudinal profiles beginning at an arbitrary datum and length of stream for three rock types in areas of sandstone, of shale, and of
limestone-dolomite. The equation for each profile is shown.

be much faster on limestone-dolomite than on sand-
stone, although the total relief is low for a stream
flowing on limestone-dolomite.

After recognizing these limitations, one can utilize
the profiles for other purposes. This may be done by
understanding that the integrated profiles may be com-
pared in a relative sense. For example, if a stream
flows upon sandstone for a length of 2 miles, it would
possess a high overall slope, but at specific points the
slope would still decrease in magnitude with length.
Consider what would happen where a stream passes
from sandstone to limestone. A large decrease in slope
would be expected to occur. For as many miles as the
stream flows on limestone, the profile would be that of
the one shown for limestone for the length range which
is applicable. A return to flow upon sandstone should
be accompanied by an increase in slope although the
absolute value of slope would be less than for sandstone
streams at smaller lengths. By means of these dia-
grams it is possible to devise various lithologic combi-
nations which would cause the longitudinal profiles to
become very irregular in concavity and general ap-

pearance, but be similar, in fact, to conditions in natural
streams.

EFFECT OF KIND OF BEDROCK ON BED MATERIAL IN
THE CHANNEL

RELATION OF PARTICLE SIZE AND LENGTH OF
STREAM

By use of the same procedure as before, the relation
of particle size to length was investigated. Particle
size was plotted against length and the kind of bedrock
at each point was noted (fig. 106). A regression analy-
sis of the three rock types was made. The results are
tabulated below:

Sandstone d,=116L0 -0 0

Shale d,=90L-0 -30

Limestone-dolomite d,=24L0-1 8

(18)

(19)

(20)

The correlation coefficients for sandstone and for
limestone-dolomite are not significantly different from
zero, but the correlation coefficient for shale is sig-
nificant at the 5 percent level. Furthermore, none of

0
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slope-length curve
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FIGURE 106.-Relation of mean particle size and length of stream from drainage divide
for three rock types in areas of sandstone, of shale, and of limestone-dolomite.
The standard errors of estimate (S,:) are shown graphically and the values of the
correlation coefficients (r) are given.

the regression coefficients is significantly different
from zero. Thus, despite the fact that the equations
of best fit appear different, statistically they might all
just as well be horizontal lines. This, of course, results
from the large scatter and the rather small number of
samples.

To determine whether a significant difference in parti-
cle size existed between the three rock types, an analysis
of variance was made. Table 7 summarizes this anal-
ysis.

From this table it may be seen that the difference in
particle size between rock types is significant at the 1

percent level. Hence, the noted differences in particle
size would be expected less than 1 percent of the time
if random samples were drawn from a population pos-
sessing a normal distribution.

An analysis of covariance showed that the variation
between particle size for the various bedrock types is
not accounted for by stream length at the 1 percent
level. A summary of this test is given in table 8.

TABLE 7.-Analysis of variance of particle size for three rock types

De- Level of
Source of variation grees Sum of Mean signifi-

of particle size of free- squares square cance
dom (percent)

Within rock types----------46 12. 829 0. 2789-.
Among rock types---------2 16. 768 8. 384 1

Total--------------48 29. 597 -_--_...-.......

These analyses show that particle size differs among
sandstone, shale, or limestone-dolomite at the 1 percent
level of significance. Particle size may or may not
decrease in the downstream direction in the hypothetical
stream channel of uniform bedrock.

Some explanation is needed to account for the fact
that in the hypothetical channels in any given bedrock
type (1) the particle size which occurs on the bed
appears to be independent of stream length, and (2)
different particle sizes occur on different types of bed-
rock. One plausible suggestion is that the properties
of the various bedrock types are different and result in
large sandstone particles, smaller shale particles, and
even smaller limestone particles. The relationship
between sandstone with large particles and limestone
with small particles implies that a complete mixing of
the bed material does not occur. Otherwise, the differ-
ences in size with respect to bedrock would not be
obvious. The lack of mixing implies that at least a
fraction of the bed material does not move except at
high flows or that the supply of new material is very
large.

In either case the pebbles in the bed material should
be related to the bedrock. Unfortunately only qualita-
tive estimates of the rocks of the bed material were
made and these show no conclusive results except that
in channels cut on sandstone few other rock types were
noted. A detailed study of the lithologic character of
bed material in Virginia and Maryland was made by
Hack (1957). His results indicate that a very large
percentage of the coarse bed material reflects the
underlying bedrock and that many of the boulders in
the bed material rarely move. It seems reasonable to
assume that the same thing is true for the streams in
central Pennsylvania.

TABLE 8.-Analysis of covariance of particle size for three rock types

Degrees of Sum of Sum of Sum of Sum of Degrees of Mean Level of
Source of variation freedom L2 dL d,2 squares freedom square significance

(percent)

Within rock types.__ ..-..--.---....-.. 46 12.829 -7.555 68.408 11.995 45 0.267 --
Among rock types------------------.. _. .2 16.768 -10.027 7.000 13. 503 2 6.752-1

Total--..--_. .__-__-_-__-__ -48 29. 597 -17. 582 75. 408 25. 498 47
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COMPETENCE

Because hydraulic data are available for the streams
in Pennsylvania, it is possible to investigate the proba-
bility of movement of particles present on the bed by
calculating the competence of the stream. One method
is to compute the so-called competent velocity necessary
to move a particle, such as was determined by
Hjulstrom (1939) and Menard (1950). Although this
approach is valid, the method does not take into
account differences in slope. Another method which
does involve the use of slope is that used by Lane (1953),
in which the shear stress at the bed of the channel is
used as a criterion of competence. The shear stress (r)
at the bed of a stream is equal to ydS, in which y is
the specific weight of water, d is the depth, and S is the
slope.

The maximum shear stress computed for a station in
central Pennsylvania is about 6 pounds per square foot,
which, extrapolating from Lane's graph of limiting
fractive forces (1953, fig. 7), would just move a particle
250 mm in diameter. Table 9 is a summary of some
headwater stations which have large fractions of coarse
bed material. Included in the table is the maximum
particle size which would move for the given shear
stress as given by the empirical plot of Lane.

The data listed in table 9 indicate that many riffles
contain large percentages of particles greater than 150
mm in diameter. There is reason to believe that a
sizeable (perhaps 10-20 percent) portion of the bed
material in the headwaters is stationary except during

rare floods, because the shear stress at many of the
headwater stations would not be sufficient to move
many of the particles resting on the bed.

Several factors may cause bed material that is too
large to be moved by the 2.3-year flood to remain on

TABLE 9.-Frequency of occurrence of large particles in headwaters
of streams in central Pennsylvania

Stream

Honey Creek-..-----. .......-
D o - - - - - - - - - - - -

Shaver Creek-
D o -- - - - - - - - - - -

Standing Stone Creek
D o - - - - - - - - - - - -

Slab abin~Creek
Weiker Run_
Globe Run__________
McClain Run_________
Little Juniata River-Reeds Run__________
SixmileRCreek
Bald Eagle Creek._..........._

Station
No.

107
108

2
13
14
87
55
48
66
92
73
24
40

Percent Percent Percent
150 >200 >250

mm' mm' mm'

5.0
21.0
40.0
47.
30.0
6.5

19.0
49. 0
7.5

25.0
37. 0
8.0

14.0
2. 0

1 ? denotes details of distribution not determined.

5.0
17.0
28.0
11.0
1.8
7.5

25.0
3. 7

11. 7
23.0

1.4
7.0

9.0
15.0
6.0

5.0
16.0
3.0
8.0

17.0

5.0
7

Approxi-
mate
maxi-
mum
size of

particle
expected
to move
for given
bankfull

shear
(mm)

80
85
90

140
140

80
130

55
230
200
160
130

80
90

the bed. One is that bedrock outcrops in the channel
are common and these outcrops may contribute large
boulders to the stream, depending upon the weathering
and jointing characteristics of the bedrock. Some
joint systems are present in the area and can be seen
in many outcrops. The distance separating joint
planes was estimated to range from a few inches to
several feet. If an outcrop which possesses a joint
system of widely spaced joints occurs in a stream bed,
it is obvious that large boulders could be contributed
to the stream. Another source of large boulders is the
mantle of coarse debris which occurs in the headwater
areas. This mantle of debris is believed by Smith
(1948) to have been caused by intense periglacial

activity during the Pleistocene. Rock streams and
boulder fields are common, but in addition, a blanket
of unconsolidated boulders, sand, and silt occurs over
wide areas. Some of these boulders fall into the
streams because of undercutting of the banks and mass
movement on the adjacent slopes. Other large boul-
ders which the streams are not competent to move may
be residual and occur in the channels because the finer
debris has been removed.

In addition, the fact that many particles in the bed
do not move is of considerable importance because this
is one mechanism, though only a portion of the bed
material is affected, by which the bed material may
reflect the local lithology, as was suggested in the
previous section.

HYDRAULIC GEOMETRY AND KINDS OF BEDROCK

If the geologic environment is an important factor
in determining absolute values of slope and particle
size in any length of channel, it is reasonable to believe
that differences may be reflected in other channel
characteristics. In order to determine whether this
assumption is true, the hydraulic geometry was treated
in a way similar to the analyses of slope, particle size,
and length.

Composite graphs of width, depth, and bankfull
velocity were plotted against size of drainage area.
The points were labelled according to the type of bed-
rock. Kinds of bedrock had no obvious effect on width

or depth in these plots, but in the plots of bankfull
velocity against drainage area, the points representing
streams that flow on limestone-dolomite plot above
most of the points for sandstone and for shale (fig. 107).

This graph shows that for a given drainage area,
the bankfull velocity of a stream flowing on limestone-

dolomite is greater than the bankfull velocity of streams
flowing on sandstone or shale. It is difficult to say

which of several plausible hypotheses may explain this
fact. If bankfull discharge truly represents an equal

flood frequency for all stations for a given drainage

i 1-1-
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FIGURE 107.-Relation of computed bankfull velocity and size of drainage basin in areas of sandstone, of shale, and of limestone-dolomite. The line of best fit is shown for
limestone-dolomite.

area, a small channel may exist provided its roughness
is low compared to the larger channels. The only
measure of roughness made in the field was of particle
size. It showed that small particles are present in
the channels of limestone-dolomite bedrock and, hence,
that roughness is lower. On the other hand, equal
frequency of bankfull flow is an assumption which can
not be proved absolutely. It is conceiveable that lime-
stone-dolomite channels may overflow their banks at
a frequency somewhat more often than once every
2.3 years. If this is so, it is equally difficult to explain
the reason for it. Underflow or leakage is not believed
to be greater in limestone-dolomite channels and cannot
be used to explain the smallness of cross sections of
the streams measured. Nevertheless it appears that
the type of bedrock also influences to some extent the
size of the channel.

Less weight must be given to the points on figure 107
for larger drainage areas because the bedrock is in most
cases not in immediate contact with the channel but
is separated from it by alluvium.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The 10-20 percent of almost stationary material
present in the channels of the headwaters does not
explain why different sizes of particles occur in channels
which flow on different types of bedrock. Particle
size was found to be largest in streams flowing on sand-
stone, smaller on shale, and smallest on limestone-
dolomite. Because sandstone usually weathers into
large blocks, it is to be expected that particle size is
large in channels on sandstone. Shale tends to weather

into two shapes: plates and rods, which are usually
smaller than the weathering products of sandstone.
On the other hand, limestone and dolomite are found
to weather into rather large blocks at some places
along a stream. However, many of these large blocks
appear to be practically stationary. Hack (1957)
supports the observation that many large limestone
blocks do not move but are reduced in size in place
until the particle is small enough to be moved by the
available velocity. There are many long reaches of
streams which flow over limestone or dolomite in which
the bed material is not large. These reaches in which
the channel has small pebbles outnumber the reaches
that have large blocks and tend to make the mean
particle size in channels on limestone-dolomite smaller
than in channels on shale or sandstone.

The relations of particle size to length are in accord
with ideas of competence. If it is recalled that for a
given length of stream, slope was greater in channels on
sandstone than on shale and limestone-dolomite, it
follows that competence is greater for channels on
sandstone than on shale or limestone-dolomite. Thus,
particle size would be expected to be greater on sand-
stone than on shale or limestone-dolomite, as it is in
central Pennsylvania.

It was suggested that slope is determined by the
amount of discharge, which is related to channel
length and to the relative resistance to erosion of the
bedrock. Particle size appears to be related to bed-
rock and does not correlate significantly with length.
Competence determines the particle size at some
reaches, and in other reaches the weathering character-
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istics of the bedrock or particle size of the parent
material, such as periglacial debris, determines the size
of the particles which enter the stream channels. Thus,
slope and particle size in the streams of central Penn-

sylvania respond to discharge, weathering, and general
resistance to erosion. The relative magnitudes of

these forces in a particular stream determine whether
there is a simple relation between particle size and

slope. The suggestion that slope and particle size
respond to some controls other than hydraulic reduces
the probability that there is a direct cause and effect

relation between particle size and slope in these streams.
Finally, the data which were derived from a study of

channel characteristics, such as width, depth, and
velocity, indicate that the bedrock may indirectly affect
channel size.

RELATIONS OF SLOPE, PARTICLE SIZE, LENGTH, AND
KIND OF BEDROCK

It has already been shown that there is no relation

between particle size and slope in streams flowing on
sandstone, shale, and limestone-dolomite. This is

true because particle size was found to be independent
of length, and slope was noted as being related to

length. There are two obvious and likely places along

a stream that might tend to obscure the relation of
particle size and slope. One, of course, is the head-

water area and the other, the mouth. Active slope
movement or interplay between mass wasting and
streamflow may hide relations which are present in

other reaches. In contrast, toward the mouth of a

steam backwater from the main channel may alter the

relation between particle size and slope.

PARTICLE SIZE AND SLOPE FOR COMMON LENGTHS

To test the possibility that headwater reaches and the

extreme downstream portions of these streams might

obscure relations between particle size and slope, the
data were arbitrarily divided into three categories of
length on a logarithmic scale. The categories are 1
mile to 3.2 miles, 3.2 miles to 10 miles, and 10 to 32
miles. The results of this separation may be seen in
figure 108. The stations have been labelled according
to the type of bedrock present. It is obvious that the
separation was fairly successful insofar as the plot for
the intermediate length category indicates that a
relationship exists between particle size and slope.
There is no trend for the headwater category, and there
is a very doubtful relationship for the longer streams.

Although the original boundaries for the three cate-
gories of length were arbitrarily defined so that an
approximately equal division of the points would
result, it is possible to increase the range in the inter-
mediate category from 2 miles to 15 miles and not
seriously disrupt the general relationship previously
noted.

The initial conclusion reached from figure 108B is
that for streams in this length range, particle size and
slope are related. If this statement were approximately
true, it would be desirable to investigate whether all
stations regardless of geologic factors, between lengths
of 3.2 to 10 miles show a relation between particle size
and slope independent of the bedrock lithology. A plot
of these data did not indicate a trend. In fact, the
relation was less well defined than the original particle

size-slope diagram (fig. 102C) which was based on all

the stations measured. From figure 102C, one must

conclude that particle size is independent of slope for

lengths of 10 to 32 miles. Some explanation must be

offered for the fact that in figure 108B particle size and
slope appear to be related. The answer may rest with
the fact that the station points were selected to represent

definite kinds of rocks. From figure 106 it was shown
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FIGURE 108.-Relation of mean particle size and channel slope for three categories of length. Lengths of streams are divided into groups on the basis of a logarithmic scale.
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that particle size was independent of length for each of
these kinds of rock and is in effect constant. Particle
size is different for each type of bedrock in such a
fashion that particle size decreases from sandstone to
shale to limestone-dolomite respectively. In figure 104,
it was shown that slope was proportional to length for
each type of rock, but the relation was different for each
rock type in such a manner that for any given length,
slopes on sandstone are greater than slopes on shale,
which, in turn, are greater than slopes on limestone-
dolomite. It follows then that for a given length
category, particle size and slope for sandstone should
be greater than for shale which is greater than for
limestone-dolomite, and that a general relation between
particle size and slope might be expected. Particle
size and slope are dependent upon other factors, such
as weathering characteristics of the bedrock, stream
competence, and presence of residual boulders in the
channel, in such a fashion that a correlation between
particle size and slope may exist in some streams and
not in others.

ROCK TYPE, SLOPE, AND PARTICLE SIZE FOR IN-
DIVIDUAL STREAMS

Although plots of slope against particle size of bed
material for individual stations do not show precise
relations, perhaps trends exist between particle size and
slope for whole streams. A plot of the exponents in the
equations relating slopes to drainage area (Ad) and
particle size (d8 ) to drainage area (Ad) was used to
investigate this possibility (see fig. 109). z is the
exponent in the equation relating slope to drainage area,

S=KA (21)

and a is the exponent in the equation relating particle
size to drainage area,

d,=KA (22)

From figure 109 it is apparent that a linear relation
exists between a and z, and it may be expressed as,

a=0.08 0.64z (23)

This equation may be interpreted to mean that the
faster log S decreases with log Ad, the faster log d,

decreases with log Ad. In terms of an actual stream,
the results indicate that the faster slope decreases in a
downstream direction, the faster particle size decreases.

Because previous results indicate that the kind of
bedrock controls to a large extent the absolute values
of particle size and slope at any given length of stream,
it is desirable to investigate the possibility that bedrock
may also control the rates of change of the variables,
slope and particle size. This was done by making
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FIGURE 109.-Relation of the rate of change of log channel slope to log drainage area
and rate of change of log particle size to log drainage area. Each point represents
one stream.

detailed examinations of three of the streams repre-
sented by points on figure 109.

Shaver Creek, Little Juniata River, and Sixmile
Creek were the streams selected. Shaver and Sixmile
Creeks have extreme values of z, namely, -1.10 and
+0.08, respectively, and the Little Juniata River, an
intermediate value of z, -0.48.

The values of z and a for Shaver Creek indicate that
particle size and slope decrease very rapidly with an
increase in drainage area or length. The rocks under-
lying the various stations listed from head to mouth are
shown in figure 110. The creek flows from most
resistant bedrock at the head to least resistant at the
mouth. According to previously established principles,
particle size would be expected to be greater for shale
with some sandstone than for limestone and shale or
for limestone alone. Also, slopes would be expected to
respond in a similar fashion. Hence, it would be
expected that particle size and slope would correlate
very well for this stream, which in fact they do (fig. 93).
Furthermore, because slope also decreases with length
or discharge, it would be expected that the rate of
change of slope with drainage area would be excep-
tionally rapid, as in fact it is.

The Little Juniata River behaves somewhat differ-
ently because the bedrock over which it flows offers a
different pattern of resistance to erosion. Although
slope tends to decrease with length, it is not accompan-
ied by an orderly decrease in relative resistance of the
bedrock and slope does not decrease as markedly as
for Shaver Creek. Furthermore, the change in particle
size in a downstream direction is variable because the
bedrock changes. The total reduction in particle size
between the uppermost and lowest station is merely the
difference between particle size for sandstone and the
particle size for shale with some interbedded sandstone.
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FIGURE 110.-Longitudinal profiles of Sixmile Creek, Shaver Creek, and the Little Juniata River, including rock type, channel slope, and mean particle
size for each sampling station.

Sixmile Creek represents another extreme in which
the observed relations are converse to the relations
found in Shaver Creek. Slope is everywhere (all 7
stations) extremely steep and particle size is large at
almost all stations. In addition, at 6 of the 7 stations
the stream bed is on sandstone in which steep slopes
and large particle size are to be expected (see fig. 110).
The exceptional feature of Sixmile Creek is that slope
actually increases slightly in a downstream direction.

For each of the other streams in the area, most of the
relations of slope and particle size may be explained in
terms of the expected weathering characteristics of the
bedrock. This is especially true of particle size but
must be qualified for slope when it is considered that
slope tends to decrease downstream regardless of the
kind of bedrock. Therefore, it is suggested that the
relation of a and z (fig. 109) exists because slope and
particle size respond to other variables, one of which is
the kind of bedrock.

COMPARISON WITH RESULTS OF OTHER AUTHORS

Hack's (1957) findings in Virginia and Maryland on
the effects of geologic factors on stream properties may

be compared with the results of this study of streams
in Pennsylvania. Although there are slight differences
in procedure, results, and interpretations, in general
the similarities outweigh the differences. Hack sam-
pled streams which flow on sedimentary, igneous, and
metamorphic rocks and on unconsolidated Coastal
Plain material. Many of the streams which he selected
for study were not characterized by large variations
in kind of bedrock along individual streams. His com-

posite plots of data are, for the most part, combina-

tions of main streams and tributaries, both of which
have very few major lithologic differences along their
courses. In contrast, the study in central Pennsyl-
vania was centered on streams which have many
lithologic differences along their courses.

Hack was able to segregate successfully the relations
of slope to length of stream for many types of bedrock
including the igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary
rocks. Furthermore, he found that for a given length,
streams on sandstone have a greater slope than those
on limestone or shale. Separations of the latter types
were not so pronounced as in Pennsylvania; that is,
there was considerable overlap of points on the curves.
Nevertheless, the fact that he could distinguish between
relations of slope and length of stream for various
kinds of rocks attests to the general validity of the
assumption made for Pennsylvania; namely, that all
stations from various streams common only in rock
type might be grouped and their data treated as
representing one stream.

Correlations which Hack made involving particle
size of bed material were not quite so successful as
were those for streams in central Pennsylvania, although
he found several correlations of particle size and length
of travel. Hack (1957) concludes that particle size is
a contributing determinant of slope. This is brought
out in his relation which takes the form,

S=18s ()0 6 (24)

In the data for central Pennsylvania, a plot of slope
against drainage area was slightly improved, as reflected
by a small decrease in scatter, by introducing particle
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size into the equation. The difference was not nearly
so great as found by Hack but nonetheless a slight
improvement was evident. If it may be assumed for
the purpose of illustration that length of stream is pro-
portional to drainage area to the 0.6 power (refer to
fig. 103), then it can be shown that particle size will
decrease in the downstream direction only where slope
is related to length with an exponent more negative
than minus one.

L=1.43A0%6  (11)

8 (1.4)(18)d". 25d 6  (25)
L L

If Soc , d,=a constant (26)

_ 1
If Soc 1, d06 oc- (27)

1
If Soc- d.6OcL*-5  (28)

Eight of the 16 streams in central Pennsylvania that

were studied show a relation of Soc+, but show a

decrease in particle size with length. For this reason
it is believed that although the empirical equation
found by Hack (1957) may be used to summarize the
composite relations of slope, drainage area, and parti-
cle size for the entire area, the relations found in indi-
vidual streams are somewhat different. This does not
detract from the merits of his relation but may indicate
that one or more additional parameters are needed to
describe the interaction of particle size, slope, and
drainage area. The data from streams in Pennsylva-
nia suggest that one of these additional parameters is
kind of bedrock.

SUMMARY OF RELATIONS BETWEEN KIND OF BED-
ROCK AND THE LONGITUDINAL PROFILE

Relations between particle size, slope, and length
were demonstrated by studying bedrock types. Slope
is related to length, insofar as the rate of change of
slope is proportional to the rate of change of length
(exponent in slope-length relation). The absolute
value of slope depends on the type of bedrock. Particle
size was found to be independent of length for each of
the same bedrock types, hence, independent of slope,
but very much dependent upon the type of bedrock
material upon which the stream flows. The size of the
particles was in turn ascribed to the weathering,
jointing, and residual debris (in the case of periglacial
debris) of the bedrock. Relationship exists between
particle size and slope where rock types change in a

downstream direction from more resistant to less
resistant in coincidence with the hydraulically con-
trolled change of slopes with length or discharge. Com-
parison of results with those of Hack (1957) indicate
that slope depends upon rock types in both areas.
Particle size was also found by Hack to differ with rock
types, but their relations were not so well defined as in
central Pennsylvania.

A large part (10-20 percent) of the bed material in the
headwater reaches is believed to be stationary. This
conclusion is based on consideration of the competence
of the stream to move bed material and comparison
with field studies made by Hack. Tributary action also
contributes to the change of particle size downstream.
No relations of sphericity and sorting to kind of bedrock
were noted.

The effect of the type of bedrock in the area upon
the characteristics of the longitudinal profile was found
to be very great. In fact, the relationships involving
particle size and slope fit so well with the accepted
ideas of relative resistance of sandstone, shale, and
limestone-dolomite in humid areas, that the longitudinal
profiles may be thought of as being quite similar to the
general profiles of the mountains present in the area,
which have steep slopes on ridge-making sandstones and
gentle slopes on valley-forming limestones.

Finally, the results and interpretations listed above
are not expected to apply to dissimilar areas. Certainly
the bedrock under rivers flowing in large alluvial
valleys cannot affect appreciably the slopes, particle
sizes, and shapes of the channels; however, the valley
fill in these areas replaces the solid bedrock and this
replacement becomes the lithologic type which in turn
influences the longitudinal profile. In alluvial valleys,
the stream may move the bed material according to its
slope requirements, but the same is not true for head-
water areas except over very long periods of time. In
fact, the process must be slow or the differences in slope
and particle size for various types of bedrock would
not exist.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Obviously there are many facets of this investigation
which could not be evaluated precisely because of in-
sufficient data. Nevertheless, many relations between
hydraulic and geologic factors, basin morphology, and
longitudinal profiles were studied. Some of these
findings apply only to streams less than 35 miles long in
central Pennsylvania but a few may have general
application. For the purpose of brevity and clarity,
the principle conclusions are outlined below.

1. Hydraulic and geologic factors contribute to the
differences found between the various longitudinal
profiles. The absolute value of slope at any point
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along a stream depends in part on the type of bedrock,
but slope decreases in a downstream direction for all
types of bedrock. The decrease in slope with length
of stream from watershed for common rock types cor-
relates with the increase in discharge in a downstream
direction. The basic slope-length equations for points
in similar rock types may be integrated to obtain the
longitudinal profiles which would be expected if the
streams flowed continuously within regions of homo-
geneous bedrock. The profiles derived by integration
compare well with those found by Hack (1957) for
natural streams in the Appalachian Mountains in

Virginia and Maryland.
2. Particle size is related to length of stream from

watershed and slope for many of the streams studied
but not in others. The distributions of the bed particle
sizes indicate that the material on riffles is well sorted
and contains a slight skewness indicated by a lack of
finer material. This skewness is thought to represent
selective erosion of fine material at riffles. Particle
shape is independent of the longitudinal profile and is
thought to be primarily a reflection of shape charac-
teristics which were inherited from the parent bedrock,
alluvium, or colluvium. Wear of particles in transport
seems to be of minor importance in determining particle
size.

3. In the selected streams of central Pennsylvania,
particle size is related to the type of bedrock and is not
always dependent on discharge or the length of stream.
It is believed that particles constituting 10-20 percent
of the bed material in the headwaters do not move;
this belief is based on a study of competence and on
the work of Hack (1957).

4. Slope and particle size are related to kinds of
bedrock. Slope is also related to length. In many
streams slope and particle size are related because each
is related to the type of bedrock. Sandstone tends to
produce steep slopes and large particle size, shale tends
to produce gentler slopes and smaller particle size, and
limestone-dolomite tends to have the most gentle slopes
and smallest particles. Thus, the distribution of rock
types and their relative positions along the length of

a stream tend to govern the rate of change of slope and
particle size and to determine the correlation between
these variables if one exists. The relations between
particle size, slope, and bedrock are similar to those
which would be expected by differential erosion in
areas with humid temperate climates.

5. Orderly geometric relations exist between certain
characteristics of drainage basins, such as length of
stream, size of drainage area, and the mean annual
flood. Relations between length of stream and drain-
age area describe the general shape of the drainage
basins but not the irregularities. Analyses of the type

suggested by Horton (1945) reveal that drainage de-
velopment and pattern follow regular geometric pro-
gressions independent of the diversity of the bedrock
throughout the area.

6. By means of the relation between this 2.3-year flood
and the size of the drainage area, the hydraulic geom-
etry of streams may be studied by indirect methods.
The power function equations relating bankfull width,
depth, and velocity to bankfull discharge in a down-
stream direction are similar to those reported by
Leopold and Maddock (1953). There is slight sug-
gestion that the bedrock may influence the hydraulic
geometry of streams. The effect is seen in small cross-
sectional areas of streams flowing in limestone and
dolomite.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A.-Summary of data

Mean Length Station Mean Trask Phi Phi Mean Mean
Bankfull Bankfull Bankfull Drainage annual Slope, of eleva- b-axis sorting standard skew- a-axis c-axis Intercept Kind of

Station width, depth, velocity,
1  area, flood, S stream, tion, particle coeffi- devi- ness, particle particle spher- bedrock 2

No. w d n Ad Q,.3 (ft per L E size cient, ation, a# size, size, icity, under
(ft) (ft) (ft per sec) (sq miles) (ft3 per ft) (mi) (ft) d, So 0+ a c 4 station

sec) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Shaver Creek

1 16 1.40 5.1 1.83 115 0.0210 1.8 1,315 141 1.42 0.75 +0.160 209 74.1 0.62 sh(ss)
2 16 1.44 7.4 3.01 171 .0290 2.9 1,260 133 1.59 .99 +. 212 242 103 .62 sh(ss)
3 19 2.19 6.3 4.71 246 .0320 3.5 1,160 88 1.69 1.16 -. 017 116 24.8 .54 sh(ss)
4 19 2.42 6.6 6.11 300 .0210 4.8 900 56 1.43 .90 +.056 72 21.0 .61 ls & sh
5 22 2.54 7.5 9.14 420 .0055 6.7 790 56 1.30 .73 +. 342 77 26.3 .63 ls & sh
6 26 2.05 9.7 11.92 520 .0042 8.0 760 33.3 1.33 .61 +.098 57.8 14.1 .52 ls & sh
7 35 2.55 8.1 17.54 720 .0019 9.3 740 35 1.80 1.23 +.138 56.2 19.1 .59 ls & sh
8 40 2.59 9.2 25.41 960 .0019 10.1 730 40 2.22 1.52 +. 211 60.7 24.4 .64 Is & sh
9 38 2.56 12.9 35.70 1,260 .0022 11.0 720 40 1.54 1.04 -. 077 76.4 19.9 .52 is & sh

10 43 3.20 11.6 47.60 1,600 .0020 12.1 705 48 1.54 .98 -. 082 68 17.0 .56 Is & sh
11 50 4.07 8.3 49.38 1, 680 .0012 13.1 690 23 1.42 .82 +.097 39 11.6 .56 ls & sh
12 55 4.27 7.8 55.01 1, 840 .0010 14.6 685 29 1.46 .76 +.053 40 6.8 .50 Is

Standing Stone Creek

13 8 1.30 6.2 0.88 64 0.0340 1.0 1, 520 112 1.39 0.71 +0.127 156 66 0.67 sh(ss)
14 15 1.58 12.15 5.78 290 .0150 2.9 1,125 65.5 1.51 .88 +.136 75 48 .82 sh(ss)
15 23 2.17 9.82 10.73 490 .0170 4.5 995 117 1.67 1.15 +.130 171 73 .66 sh(ss)
16 35 2.29 10.2 20.69 820 .0110 6.8 850 46 1.29 .55 +.091 72 30 .65 Is &sh
17 47 2.66 10.1 34.27 1,260 .0038 10.0 770 74.5 1.61 .92 +.065 114.5 43 .62 Is &sh
18 58 2.47 15.1 66.01 2,150 .0015 13.9 720 41.4 1.49 .85 +.292 68.7 20 .57 is
19 68 2.92 21.4 92.63 2,800 0.0024 17.7 680 28.0 1.40 0.84 -. 405 54 18.3 0.56 sh(ss, ls)
20 75 5.19 7.7 99.88 3,000 .0012 20.1 660 24.6 1.47 .81 -. 086 45.7 12.3 .51 sh
21 100 3.70 8.9 109.72 3, 300 .0010 24.7 635 11.5 1.55 1.02 +.059 17.4 8.7 .69 sh
22 100 3.18 12.0 133.30 3,800 .0010 28.0 620 40.2 1.49 .96 0 62.1 17.5 .57 sh & ss

Sixmile Creek

24 14 1.6 5.9 2.20 133 0.0150 2.5 1,990 78 1.45 0.92 +0.054 110 40 0.63 ss
25 19 1.7 8.1 6.01 260 .0110 4.1 1,800 78 1.55 .95 +.042 106 46 .67 ss
26 24 2.1 9.2 10.03 462 .010 4.9 1, 760 76 1.46 .95 +.042 113 37 .60 sh
27 29 2.5 7.5 12.12 540 .0150 6.4 1,690 59 1.35 .59 +.017 88 30 .60 ss
28 33 2.1 9.8 16.15 680 .0150 7.0 1,610 66 1.84 1.19 0 121 50.5 .61 ss
29 36 2.8 7.3 17.55 740 .0185 8.6 1,490 95 1.49 1.05 +.152 122 52 .69 ss
30 32 2.8 8.5 18.42 760 .0300 9.8 1, 390 111 1.51 .97 +.155 163 72 .67 ss

Fishing Creek

31 25 2.1 20.4 28.09 1,070 0.0038 11.5 1,205 36 1.49 0.90 +0.089 51 24.5 0.70 Is & dol
32 30 2.9 14.7 34.48 1, 280 .0021 14.5 1,160 50 1.60 1.14 +. 271 65 12.7 .61 ls & dol
33 33 2.5 20.0 48.04 1,650 .0038 19.7 1,090 37 1.44 .78 0 62.5 24.8 .62 Is & dol
34 41 3.0 15.5 57.08 1,900 .0059 23.0 1,000 72 1.39 .78 +. 205 110 52 .67 sh
35 55 3.1 20.5 121.88 3,500 .0050 29.5 765 76 1.38 .72 +. 208 120 54 .65 Is &sh
36 55 3.8 17.7 126.50 3, 700 .0029 31.8 710 65 1.44 .81 +.037 96 40.5 .66 Is & dol
37 85 5.2 9.1 141.08 4,000 .0032 37.2 610 51 1.54 .92 +.043 61.5 26.3 .71 dol(ss)

See footnotes at end of table.
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APPENDIX A.-Summary of data-Continued

Mean Length Station Mean Trask Phi Phi Mean Mean
Bankfull Bankfull Bankfull Drainage annual Slope, of eleva- b-axis sorting standard skew- a-axis c-axis Intercept Kind of

Station width, depth, velocity,
1  

area, flood, S stream, tion, particle coeffi- devi- ness, particle particle spher- bedrock 
2

No. w d v Ad QI.: (ft per L E size cient, ation, a4 size, size, icity, under
(ft) (ft) (ft per sec) (sq miles) (ft per ft) (mi) (ft) d. So a. a c 0 station

sec) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Bald Eagle Creek

38 13.5 1.42 3.44 0.96 66 0.0380 1.25 1,510 46 1.62 1.34 +0.477 57 14.2 0.58 sh & ss
39 22 2.04 4.90 4.05 220 .0190 3. 1 1,200 51 1.67 .72 .028 74 18.8 .56 sh & ss
40 27 2.33 4.70 5.79 295 .0125 4.8 1,055 58 1.49 .81 +. 111 78 21.2 .58 sh(ss, is)
41 40 3.71 5.25 19.91 780 .0033 7.1 1,000 36 1.61 .97 +.052 48 8.2 .50 sh(ss, is)
42 50 3.50 6.90 32.27 1,200 .0054 9.4 950 45 1.42 1.06 +. 302 67 19.4 .58 sh(ss, is)
43 60 4.06 5.83 40.59 1,420 .0035 10.5 905 67 1.59 .94 -. 362 120 44.0 .58 sh(ss, Is)
44 65 2.68 10.30 53.42 1,800 .0029 14.5 850 62 1.51 .87 +.103 78.5 37.5 .72 sh(ss, is)
45 65 3.95 8.40 66.36 2,160 .0042 17.7 815 37.5 1.46 .86 -. 116 55 11.8 .51 sh(ss, Is)
46 85 4.93 8.35 120.99 3,500 .0036 25.1 710 50 1.48 .81 -. 012 70 14.3 .52 sh & ss
47 113 4.84 13.90 311.09 7,600 .0021 33.0 610 104 1.45 .81 -. 161 144 51.5 .63 ss

Globe Run

48 8 1.05 2.7 0.25 22 0.0760 0.3 1,420 65 2.00 1.33 -0.150 104 35.2 0.59 sh(ss)
49 6.5 1.7 9.1 1.55 100 .0150 1.7 1,060 63 1.80 1.45 +. 228 99 35.7 .61 sh(ss)
50 15 2.0 9.5 5.60 285 .0150 2.8 1,030 131 1.72 1.20 +. 250 231 70.4 .55 ss
51 18 1.8 10.6 7.02 342 .0150 3.7 1,005 97 1.89 1.40 +.071 158 45.4 .56 sh(ss)
52 16 2.0 12.5 8.50 400 .0150 5.5 800 98 1.32 1.13 +.292 147 51.0 .61 sh(ss)
53 16.5 2.75 9.6 9.46 438 .0100 6.5 730 63 1.92 1.45 +.145 111 41.1 .59 is & sh
54 17 3.0 8.7 9.72 445 .0095 7.0 715 16 1.40 .72 +.083 24 6.2 .55 ls & sh

Weiker Run

55 4 0.5 11.8 0.25 23.5 0.0340 1.0 1,940 142 1.37 0.66 -0.017 205 53.5 0.56 ss
56 8 .8 9.5 .84 61 .0300 2.4 1,720 141 1.43 .76 +. 025 192 67 .63 ss
57 15 1.0 7.7 1.82 115 .0330 3.9 1,510 132 1.49 .86 +.059 176 60 .63 ss
58 19 1.5 6.7 3.40 190 .0275 5.5 1,300 105 1.52 .87 -. 034 160 52.5 .60 ss
59 21 2.3 6.8 6.94 330 .0210 6.5 1,140 95 1.54 .94 +. 064 115 37.5 .65 ss
60 30 1.8 7.6 8.75 410 .0210 8.4 960 117 1.52 .93 +.054 176 58 .60 ss
61 32 2.6 6.3 11.75 520 .0170 9.3 850 112 1.54 .94 +.032 165 77 .68 ss

Buffalo Run

62 9 0.52 16.2 1. 13 76 0.0190 1. 5 1,295 20 3.32 2.06 +0.387 43 12.5 0.52 is
63 12.5 1.20 28.2 9.15 422 .0076 3.5 1,080 6.6 1.51 .90 +. 133 9.6 4.1 .66 dol(ss)
64 16 2.16 15.9 12.37 550 .0034 5.5 1,000 39 2.53 2.01 +.762 58 19.3 .60 dol(ss)
65 19 2.51 16.9 20.02 810 .0063 8.4 910 27 2.01 1.28 +.297 49 13.6 .54 dol

McClain Run

66 4 0.9 5.0 0.19 18 0.0760 0.2 1,430 96 1.51 0.90 +0.067 138 65 0.68 sh(ss)
67 7 1.2 4.4 .43 37 .0760 .4 1,335 86 1.80 1.16 +.009 120 38 .61 sh(ss)
68 9 1.5 3.9 .71 53 .0570 .7 1,240 28.5 1.59 1.08 -. 056 46.5 16.2 .59 sh(ss)
69 12 1.5 3.8 .97 69 .0520 1.05 1,150 51 1.64 1.18 +.076 92 26.6 .54 sh(ss)
70 15 1.6 4.5 1.68 107 .0380 1.80 1,010 72 1.45 .75 -. 040 103 42.5 .66 sh(ss)
71 18 2.0 3.9 2.33 140 .0325 2.45 900 52 1.57 .92 -. 120 76 32.3 .66 sh(ss)
72 20 2.5 4.4 4.05 220 .0150 4.00 715 21.5 1.54 .93 0 39.5 16.4 .61 is & sh

Reeds Run

73 10 0.98 4.3 0.54 42 0.0380 0.5 1, 055 78 1.42 0.73 +0.096 151 35.8 0.50 sh(ss)
74 11 1.33 3.5 .69 51 .0365 .75 990 86 1.47 .84 +.107 122 52.0 .67 sh(ss)
75 12 1.14 5.8 1.17 79 .0305 1.1 920 36.5 1.75 1.16 +.121 74.5 17.1 .48 sh(ss)
76 15 1.47 4.8 1.65 105 .0345 1.75 830 38.5 1.53 .91 -. 099 58 15.4 .56 sh(ss)
77 17 1.59 4.4 1.91 120 .0165 2.5 750 32.0 1.38 .68 +.147 56.5 12.0 .49 is & sh
78 22 2.18 4.4 3.86 210 .0150 2.7 735 29.5 1.46 .79 +.114 41.5 11.8 .58 ls & sh
79 26 3.03 3.6 5.48 280 .0105 3.7 670 32.5 1.45 .80 +.112 57.5 12.6 .50 is & sh

See footnotes at end of table.
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APPENDIX A.-Summary of data-Continued

Mean Length Station Mean Trask Phi Mean Mean
Bankfull Bankfull Bankfull Drainage annual Slope, of eleva- b-axis sorting standard Phi a-axis c-axis Intercept Kind of

Station width, depth, velocity, 1  area, flood, S stream, tion, particle coeffi- devi- skew- particle particle spher- bedrock 2
No. W d v Aa Qi. (ft per L E size cient, ation, ness, size, size, icity, under

(ft) (ft) (ft persec) (sq miles) (ft per ft) (mi) (ft) d. So o a a c ' station
sec) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Marsh Creek

80 8 1.00 17.5 2.31 140 0.0076 2.0 1,140 52 1.65 1.04 +0.048 85 19.6 0.52 sh & ss
81 12 1.12 18.2 4.68 245 .0067 2.6 1,090 52 1.57 .83 +.096 85 13.7 .46 sh & ss
82 24 1.66 10.3 8.81 410 .0067 5.2 940 16 1.89 1.36 +. 382 35.5 10.4 .51 sh & ss
83 22 2.21 11.5 12.63 560 .0057 7.3 850 37 1.57 .99 -. 131 60 25.2 .67 sh & ss
84 41 2.70 9.9 29.34 1,100 .0069 10.3 750 51 1.52 .91 +.088 81 11.2 .44 sh & ss
85 55 2.97 8.1 37.12 1,330 .0058 12.7 680 45 1.42 .75 +.147 60 13.7 .55 sh & ss
86 55 4.91 5.7 44.38 1,550 .0024 16.0 595 23.5 1.64 .98 +.102 36 9.0 .55 sh(ls, ss)

Slab Cabin Creek

87 8 1.0 5.75 0.60 46 0.0370 1.5 1,600 127 1.35 0.61 -0.213 212 62.1 0.56 sa
88 16 1.74 7.0 3.54 195 .0042 3.9 1,115 37 1.53 .83 +.060 66 23.3 .58 dol
89 17 2.05 8.9 6.22 310 .0052 5.0 1,085 82 1.56 .94 +.043 131 40.8 .58 dol(ss)
90 25 2.08 12.9 15.73 670 .0042 7.6 1, 030 35 1.32 .61 +.082 56.5 19.0 .59 dol
91 29 2.20 11.3 17.11 720 .0038 9.4 955 25 1.72 1.02 +.255 35.5 16.9 .69 dol

Little Juniata River

92 7 1.0 5.6 0.49 39 0.0500 1.0 2,370 127 1.54 0.90 +0.011 177 70.0 0.65 sa
93 16 1.5 4.1 1.51 98 .0285 3.1 1, 425 71 1.52 .84 +.298 103 35 .61 sh &ss
94 32 2.6 3.5 5.74 290 .0100 5.0 1,200 58 1.45 .82 +.072 106 28.3 .53 sh
95 53 3.7 4.7 23.48 920 .0027 9.5 1, 060 43 1.54 .93 +.011 77 19 .52 sh(ss,1s)
96 80 5.0 5.5 67.09 2,180 .0042 11.8 1,030 62 1.78 1.12 +.080 101 33 .58 as
97 95 6.2 5.1 97.07 3,000 .0038 17.0 940 45 1.41 .73 -. 041 67.5 23.7 .62 Is & sh
98 110 7.1 5.4 166.39 4,600 .0027 22.2 870 46.5 1.43 .84 +.048 77 23 .57 is
99 130 8.0 8.2 354.92 8,500 .0030 34.4 700 58.0 1.55 .95 +.021 88 33.7 .63 sh(ss)

Warriors Mark Creek

100 6.5 1.4 17.5 2.80 160 0.0150 2.3 1,185 33 1.49 1.02 +0.333 43.5 23.3 0.74 dol(ss)
101 10 1.98 12.0 4.46 237 .0125 3.4 1,105 56 1.53 .91 +. 231 111 30.3 .52 dol(Is)
102 14 2.10 12.2 7.42 358 .0058 4.7 1,060 48 1.44 .86 +.151 82 20.2 .52 is
103 20 2.12 15.8 12.79 670 .0084 5.6 1, 020 55 1.84 1.20 +. 350 101 35.0 .57 dol(ss)
104 22 2.28 16.1 20.21 805 .0095 6.7 980 29 1.67 1.07 +.121 42.5 18.7 .67 dol(ss)
105 25 2.40 15.3 23.66 920 .0047 8.0 955 20 1.60 .94 +.170 35.5 15.2 .62 dol(s)
106 30 3.02 11.5 27.42 1,040 .0105 9.4 900 38.5 2.27 1.64 +.500 90 27.4 .51 dol(ss)

Honey Creek

107 6 0.60 3.6 0.13 13.2 0.0410 0.6 1,520 74 1.49 0.74 +0.324 119 45.5 0.62 sh
108 10 .90 5.0 .58 45 .0300 1.2 1,320 91 1.54 .90 +.078 120 56 .71 sh
109 21 1.82 6.0 4.25 230 .0110 3.7 1,080 52 1.46 .80 +.125 86 20.5 .52 sh
110 26 1.92 10.2 11.13 510 .0057 7.0 880 58 1.42 .77 +.324 85 26 .59 sh
111 38 2.60 6.9 16.09 680 .0069 10.1 760 80 1.56 .89 +.213 138 49.5 .59 sh
112 42 2.91 7.0 21.48 860 .0072 12.9 680 54 1.39 .72 0 85 37.5 .65 sh
113 45 2.20 19.2 55.80 1,900 .0030 13.8 675 33.5 1.41 .78 +.077 39 12.2 .65 sh
114 62 3.40 13.4 92.96 2,820 .0042 18.1 610 31 1.43 .82 +.049 52.3 19.8 .61 sh

Beech Creek

115 35 1.98 11.1 18.54 770 0.0050 5.0 1,360 68 1.38 0.70 -0.286 96 21 0.54 ss
116 60 2.37 13.7 59.03 1, 950 .0095 10.8 1,115 69 1.48 .85 -. 200 127 29 .50 sh
117 64 2.06 25.0 106.16 3,300 .0064 21.4 860 145 1.43 .76 +.079 203 64.8 .61 sS
118 108 2.58 5.9 167.64 4,700 .0076 28.4 760 91 1.48 .88 +.182 126 38 .60 sh & as
119 115 4.67 8.9 178.44 4,800 .0027 33.5 580 44.3 1.39 .73 +.178 66 22.0 .60 Is & sh

1 Calculated from Q=wdv.
2 Ss, sandstone; sh, shale; ls, limestone; dol, dolomite. Parentheses indicate minor amounts.
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APPENDIX B.-Summary of flood-frequency analyses and measured bankfull discharge

Bankfull discharge,
Mean Qb Drainage

annual area
Stations in Pennsylvania flood Ad

Q2.3 Rating Current (sq mi)
(cfs) curve meter

(cfs) (cfs)

Susquehanna River at Harrisburg..-----------..------------ _______._ _ --..--.291, 000--------------------24, 100
West Branch Susquehanna River at Karthaus_-__._._____________________ 33,500 ._---------------------1, 462
West Branch Susquehanna River at Lewisburg_-_.--___.__._____________ _._ 122, 500.-------------------- 6,847
West Branch Susquehanna River at Renova----___..___-______.--.---_ 79, 000.-------------------- 2,975
Susquehanna River at Danville-_________._____________-____.____--____ 150, 000_--------------------11,220
Little Fishing Creek at Eyers Grove_.---------------------------------------- 1, 860----------------------56. 5
North Bald Eagle Creek at Beech Creek Station__--_. ___________.__._-__ 11, 500-_-.-.--------------.--559
Shaver Creek near Charter Oak_-__....---. -_ ____________.____________ 117 1,2 680-------- --- 1-3. 7
Frankstown Branch of Juniata River at Huntingdon________________ - _____ 11, 800--_-_-----_ ___-____--_ 816
Fishing Creek near Bloomsburg..............----..-----..-..__. . .--.----- __. 10, 300--_______-_--_-_...--274
Raystown Branch of Juniata River near Huntingdon________-_-------_.. ____ 16, 250--------__..__.-_----- 957
Grafius Run at Williamsport.. __-_____-----_-_____-__-__-_-___________281_-_-_--_----_--_-_3. 14
Juniata River at Newport._--------- -----_ --..-- --.---_-________ 44, 000_____-_--____----- 3,354
South Bald Eagle Creek at Tyrone_- ---------_-________________....- ------- 2,250 2 2, 080----------- -45. 1
Muncy Creek near Sonestown-.---------------------------------------------1, 800-__..--.-_-_.. ---.. -23. 8
Standing Stone Creek near Huntingdon..-.-_....-.--.-....---..-- .--------- _3,070------------------____ 128.
Little Juniata River at Spruce Creek-------------------------_- --___ ----- 5,250 2 7, 150 _-_____--- 220
Penns Creek between Middleburg and Miffinburg-------------------------------- ------- 5 370 _-.._.-__-_ 301
Kishacoquillas Creek at Reedsville-...---__--____-----.-----------_-_-_....__ .2, 530._----... -164
Slab Cabin Creek near Lemont_-----.....-.-.-..------.--...----.--.--..-.-.._--.....-... --.--.. --- 502 15.2
Crooked Creek near Pine Grove Mills---------------------------------------------------------- 14. 5 . 7

11938 rating, possible leakage prior to 1950.2 Not used for regression analyses.
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SYMBOLS

a coefficient representing width at unit discharge
A cross sectional area
b an exponent in the equation relating width to dis-

charge
d mean depth, defined as ratio of cross-sectional area

to width
dL centerline depth
f an exponent in the equation relating mean depth

and discharge
f Darcy-Weisbach resistance factor
F Froude number
k a coefficient
K ratio of tractive force on channel bank and bed
m an exponent in the equation relating mean velocity

and discharge

Iv

n

q

Q
R
s

t

v

w
w

T

Tc

computed roughness
water discharge per unit width

discharge of sediment per unit width

water discharge, in cubic feet per second
hydraulic radius, in feet

slope of water surface

time, in hours and minutes

velocity

width of top of channel

mean width of top of channel

specific weight of water

total shear or tractive force

critical shear or tractive force

wavelength of pseudomeander
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FACTORS CONTROLLING THE SIZE AND SHAPE OF STREAM CHANNELS IN COARSE
NONCOHESIVE SANDS

By M. GORDON WOLMAN and LUCIEN M. BRUSH, JR.

ABSTRACT

The size and shape of equilibrium channels in uniform, non-
cohesive sands, 0.67 mm and 2.0 mm in diameter, were studied
experimentally in a laboratory flume 52 feet long in which dis-
charge, slope, sediment load, and bed and bank material could
be varied independently. For each run a straight trapezoidal
channel was molded in the sand and the flume set at a pre-
determined slope. Introduction of the discharge was ac-
companied by widening and aggradation until a stable channel
was established. By definition a stable equilibrium existed when
channel width, water surface slope, and rate of transport became
constant. The duration of individual runs ranged from 2 to
52 hours depending upon the time required for establishing
equilibrium.

Stability of the banks determined channel shape. In the 2.0
mm sand at a given slope and discharge, only one depth was
stable. At this depth the flow was just competent to move
particles along the bed of the channel. An increase in discharge
produced a wider channel of the same depth and thus transport
per unit width remained at a minimum. Channels in the 0.67
mm sand were somewhat more stable and permitted a 1.5
fold increase in depth above that required to start movement
of the bed material. An increased transport was associated with
the increase in depth. The rate of transport is adequately
described in terms of the total shear or in terms of the difference
between the total shear and the critical shear required to begin
movement.

In these experiments the finer, or 0.67 mm, sand, began to
move along the bed of the channel at a constant shear stress.
Incipient movement of the coarser, or 2.0 mm, sand, varied with
the shear stress as well as the mean velocity. At the initiation
of movement a lower shear was associated with a higher velocity
and vice versa.

Anabranches of braided rivers and some natural river channels
formed in relatively noncohesive materials resemble the essential
characteristics of the flume channels. For a given slope and size
of bed material the discharge per unit width in the laboratory
channels was similar to that computed for anabranches and river
channels measured in the field. Unlike most natural channels,
despite impressive bank erosion, the channels in the laboratory
only meandered at supercritical flows associated with very
steep slopes. These conditions involving shallow depths, high
velocity, and steep slopes are uncommon in most natural rivers.

INTRODUCTION

The description of natural river channels based upon
measurements of selected hydraulic and channel

parameters has led to the formulation of a number of

empirical relations describing the average behavior

of a wide variety of rivers. Field studies suggest

that in many rivers the downstream increase in width,

depth, and velocity may be generally described by

simple power functions of the discharge at a given

frequency of flow (Leopold and Maddock, 1953;

Wolman, 1955; Leopold and Miller, 1956). In rivers
and in self-formed equilibrium canals in erodible

material it has been observed (Blench, 1957) that the

rate of change of width with increasing discharge is

relatively conservative. Thus, the exponent b in the

equation

w- aQ (1)

generally has a value of approximately 0.5.

The close association of width and discharge was

noted by Leopold and Wolman (1957); but because of

the larger number or uncontrollable variables involved,

it was not possible to establish on the basis of field data

alone the basic or underlying factors controlling river
width. The present experiments were designed to

study the size and shape of small self-formed channels

under ideal laboratory conditions in which discharge,

slope, and both bed and bank material could be con-

trolled. To make the analysis as simple as possible,
the bed and bank were made of uniform sand. A series

of experimental runs was made in each of which an

initial artificial channel molded in the sand was permitted
to develop an equilibrium cross section appropriate
to the discharge, slope, and particle size fixed by the

experimenters. By varying each factor independently,

a simple relation could be established between channel

form and the independent variables. Because of the

simplicity of the experimental conditions, it was felt

that the results might provide a useful basis for

analyzing the similar but far more complex conditions

found in natural river channels. To test this sup-

position, following the presentation of the laboratory

procedures and results, the channels produced in the
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flume are compared with similar channels observed
in large braided rivers.

The study was made in the General Hydrology
Branch, under the general supervision of C. C. Mc-
Donald, chief. The experimental runs were made in a
structural steel flume built by the Geological Survey
in the hydraulic laboratory at the University of Mary-
land, College Park, Md. We are indebted to S. S.
Steinberg, former dean of engineering at the university,
for making the construction of the flume possible.
The successful pursuit of the work was made possible
through the willing active cooperation of A. A. Plusch,
C. L. Jones, and C. E. McCalester, in charge of the
various laboratory shop facilities at the university, and
through the help of R. D. Gaynor, in charge of the
laboratory maintained by the Sand and Gravel Institute
at the university.

The authors also thank their colleagues in the Geo-
logical Survey, Thomas Maddock, Jr., L. B. Leopold,
S. A. Schumm, R. F. Hadley, N. J. King, R. W. Carter,
W. S. Eisenlohr, Jr., and R. A. Bagnold of Great
Britain, for their critical review of the manuscript.
Many of the suggestions made by the reviewers have
been incorporated in the text, but as always, the authors
alone retain title to errors both of commission and
omission.

EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

THE FLUME

The flume used for the study was 52 feet long. It
had a maximum width of 4 feet and a maximum depth
of 8 inches. Pivoted at the upper end and supported
by two chain hoists at the lower end, it could be readily
raised or lowered to change the slope.

Water was provided from a constant-head tank and
the discharge measured at pipe elbows which were
tapped and connected to a manometer containing
carbon tetrachloride colored with iodine. Each elbow
used was rated in the laboratory. Water entered the
flume from a stilling basin and was conducted through
an approach channel 3 feet long. The width of the
transition could be adjusted to provide a smooth con-
traction to the molded sand channel. Below the exit
from the flume the flow passed into a stilling tank and
thence to a large sump from which the water was
recirculated to the constant-head tank.

Sediment could be fed into the approach channel at
desired rates by means of a vibrating feeder. The out-
flowing sediment was weighed continuously as it
accumulated in a tank in which the volume of water
was kept constant through continuous overflow. The
tank was suspended from a lever arm which was
pivoted at one end and supported at an intermediate

point by a vertical support resting on a scale. The
position of the vertical support along the lever arm was
designed to magnify the sediment weight by a factor
of 1.61 thus converting from weight under water to dry
weight. This magnification was useful in readily
indicating the weight of sediment to be fed at the upper
end, in facilitating future computations of bed-load
movement, and particularly in making it possible to
measure the small quantities of sediment transported.

All slope and depth determinations were made with
a point gage mounted on a moving carriage suspended
from overhead rails. The datum of the gage was hori-
zontal and independent of the flume. Velocity distri-
butions in two runs were measured with a bubbler
gage and transducer.

RUN PROCEDURE

The flume was filled with sand to a depth of 4 or 5
inches and before each run an initial channel and
"flood plain" were molded in the sand by means of a
wooden templet mounted on a rolling carriage that
travelled the length of the flume (see fig. 111). The
slope of the channel was then set by adjusting the
chain hoists at the lower end of the flume. A longi-
tudinal profile of the bed was measured with the point
gage following which the flow was introduced into the
channel. After determining a discharge at which the
bed material just began to move, the discharge was
increased rapidly to the desired value for the run (see
table 7) and kept constant thereafter.

During each run, water-surface slope, top width of

the channel, and sediment load were measured period-
ically. The top width and water-surface elevation
were measured at 4-foot intervals along the length of
the flume. Mean top width, w, was computed, and an
average water-surface profile was plotted from the data.

FIGURE 111.-Templet mounted on rolling carriage used to mold initial channel and
flood plain in sand.
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The inflow of sediment was adjusted to equal as nearly
as possible the outflow rate as indicated by the weight
of the accumulating sediment.

The length of run depended in part upon the rapidity
with which equilibrium conditions were attained and
ranged from about 8 to 54 hours. Figure 112 shows
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FIrURE 112.-Typical stable equilibrium channel. Run 40, in 0.67 mm sand after 23

hours 30 minutes.

the final condition of the channel after 232 hours in
run 40. Equilibrium was considered to exist when the
following conditions had been established:

1. Rate of bed-load movement became constant.
2. Changes in channel shape approached zero.
3. The longitudinal profile of the water surface

was regular and nearly constant.
The templet channel was always made somewhat
smaller than the expected size of the equilibrium
channel. Thus the templets varied from about 5 to
10 inches in width. In the early stages of a run, changes
in width and the movement of bed load were usually
extremely rapid. The rate of change of width and the
rate of movement declined with time as equilibrium
was approached. Widening in almost every run was
accompanied by aggradation on the bed. Sediment
from the banks moved toward the center of the channel
where the rate of transport was insufficient to carry it
downstream. Computations for several runs show that

more than 75 percent of the material removed from the
banks was deposited on the bed. The remainder col-
lected in the weighing tank, a large part of it in the
early stages of the run. This invariant process by
which the narrow deep channel became wider and
shallower is depicted diagrammatically in figure 113.
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FIGURE 113.-Graph showing decreasing rate of aggradation with time during a run.
Inset shows typical mode of channel widening with concomitant aggradation of
channel bed.

The rate of aggradation, then, as well as the rate of
widening and change in rate of transport, is indicative
of the gradual approach to equilibrium. In runs 24
and 25 (fig. 113) successive longitudinal profiles of the
bed indicate a progressive decline in the rate of aggra-
dation from an initial high of about 0.01 foot per hour
to about 0.002 after 4 hours of running time. There-
after the rate of aggradation became exceedingly slow.
The last point on figure 113 actually represents the
end of an interval of time greater than 15 hours.

Figure 114 shows how plots of width and rate of bed-
load movement against time were used to determine
the condition of equilibrium. In run 40 it may be seen
that after 6 hours, there was, in effect, no additional
change in width. Similarly, the plot of load against
time (fig. 114) shows that after 2 hours, the rate of
change of load with time becomes constant. During
this run the water-surface slope was in effect constant.
Therefore in run 40 after 6 hours the channel was con-
sidered to have reached a state of equilibrium.

Upon the completion of each run a longitudinal pro-
file of the bed was plotted and a cross section measured
in a reach considered typical for the run. The measure-
ments of this cross section were used in the subsequent
computations. Only one representative section was
measured after measurements of a number of cross
sections in several runs indicated that the variation in
dimensions of the cross sections in a given stable
equilibrium channel was small. The measurements of
the representative cross sections in each run and the
hydraulic computations based upon them are given
in table 7, along with the mean of 11 measurements of
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Aggradation
0

Run 24
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0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32

TIME ELAPSED DURING RUN, IN HOURS

36 40 44 48

FIGURE 114.-Progressive establishment of equilibrium channel width and steady rate of transport in several channels.

the top width, w, made at 4-foot intervals along the
final stable channel. For most of the runs the total
variation in width was on the order of 5 percent or less
Four feet at the entrance and four at the exit were not
included in the computation of the average width.

SIZE OF BED AND BANK MATERIAL

Two sands having median diameters of 0.67 mm and
2.0 mm were used in the experiments. Their size
characteristics are summarized in table 1, and figure
115. The sands were predominantly quartz although
the very coarse 2.0 mm sand contained some feldspar
and other rock fragments. For the purposes of com-
putation a specific gravity of 2.65 was assumed. Nei-
ther sphericity nor roundness was measured, but
megascopically the material may be described as
subequant and subrounded. No sorting by the flow
took place, as demonstrated by samples collected from
the bed of the channel and from the settling tank
following runs 25 and 27.

TABLE 1.-Size characteristics of bed material

Coarse Very coarse
sand, sand,

0.67 mm 2.0 mm

Phi median-------------------_.__Mdo=+5 o- 0.58 -1.0
Phi median--------------.1._ _ =2(Q116+084)-- . 56 -1.0
Phi deviation------------- =2(084--16) _ _ .26 . 50

Phi skewness__---------_M_-Md---_-.... -. 08 0

2d phi skewness Md2=2-- -. 15 -. 12

Phi kurtosis----___-+ -- _ .54 .64

0=-log2 (mm)

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

CONDITIONS OF INCIPIENT MOVEMENT OF BED
MATERIAL

For all runs in the coarser (2.0 mm) sand and several

in the finer (0.67 mm) sand, the discharge at the start

was too low to cause particles on the bed of the channel
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to begin to move on the slope provided. The dis-
charge was gradually increased until movement began.
A measured rate of movement of 3 to 10 particles per
minute from the bed along a given reach 1 foot long
was defined as the critical point or condition of in-
cipient motion. Discharge, area of cross section, water-
surface slope, and rate of particle movement were
measured, and then the discharge was increased rapidly
to the quantity desired for the run. The conditions of
incipient motion for runs 22, 26, 28, and 30 in the 0.67
mm sand and for runs 48, 50, 21, 53, and 54 in the
coarser material are given in Table 7. Because the
duration of the run is of no significance in the determi-
nation of the condition of incipient motion, this in-
formation is not given for all those runs in Table 7.

The critical tractive force at which movement began
was computed from the equation
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where y is the specific weight of water, 62.4 pounds
per cubic foot, R is the hydraulic radius in feet, and
s the slope. It can be seen from the data that the
critical shear required to start movement of the 0.67
mm sand ranged from 0.0047 to 0.0074 pound per square
foot; the mean value was 0.006. For the coarser 2.0
mm sand, the critical tractive force ranged from a low
of 0.024 to a high of 0.039 pound per square foot; the
mean was 0.032. Although in both sands the median
values for the critical shear are close to those given by
Shields (see Brown, 1950, p. 790), in neither sand was
the tractive force a constant at the beginning of move-
ment and in both a progressive decrease in critical
tractive force was accompanied by a progressive in
crease in velocity, and, vice versa; the change in velocity
being very much greater in the coarser sand.

This relation between velocity and critical tractive
force was pointed out by Rubey (1938) who showed,
using the Gilbert (1914) data for 6 uniform sands, that
for particles 5 mm and larger, velocity rather than the
depth-slope product became the primary factor con-
trolling the beginning of sediment movement. For
particles less than about 1.7 mm Rubey (1938) found
that the influence of velocity was reduced and the be-
ginning of movement was determined primarily by the
depth-slope product alone. Figure 116 shows the re-
lation between the "critical" depth-slope product and
velocity. Results of this investigation are also shown
on the graph, as are data from Bogardi and Yen (p. 49),1
which extend the data to very large particles.

Although the finer sand moved at a somewhat lower
tractive force, or depth-slope product, the results for
these two sands are seen to agree closely with those
obtained by Rubey (1938). The relation is best shown
by the position and slope of the line for the 2.0 mm
sand inasmuch as the beginning of movement for Gil-
bert's two smallest sizes is not well defined. Th e 2.0
mm line falls between the 1.71 mm and 3.17 mm size of
Gilbert and has an intermediate slope as it should.
The initial movement of Bogardi and Yen's 15.5 mm
particles appears to be wholly related to velocity and
not to tractive force.

It should be pointed out that although the tractive
force required to begin movement did vary, the mean
values of it for both the 2.0 mm and the 0.67 mm sands
are close to those predicted by Shields (Brown, 1950,
p. 790). Although the variation of critical tractive
force for the coarser sands appears to be considerably
greater than for the finer sands, when the variation
is expressed as a percent of the mean value, the varia-
tion is found to be roughly the same in the two sizes.

I Bogardi, I., and Yen, C. H., 1938, Traction of pebbles by flowing water: Thesis
for Dept. Mechanics and Hydraulics, State Univ. Iowa.rc yRs (2 )
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increases with increase in particle size. Original from Rubey, (1938, fig. 20, p. 128) based on Gilbert (1914) data. For 2.0 mm sand, points designated
by x's indicate conditions at end of runs when bedload movement had been reduced to a minimum.
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Despite these two qualifications however, within
the conditions of the experiments (Ralph A. Bagnold,
written communication, has called attention to the
high Froude numbers), these data do appear to support
Rubey's (1938, p. 129) conclusions that the force
required to start particle movement depends on both
the velocity of a stream and on the depth-slope product,
and that the movement of the large particles is more
sensitive to changes of velocity and movement of the
small particles to the depth-slope product, or tractive
force.

It was noted that in the coarser (2.0 mm) sand at
the beginning of particle movement the product of
slope and centerline depth remained constant. To
test the significance of this relation an additional run
was made in a channel having a movable bed composed
of the same 2.0 mm sand but having fixed walls of
smooth galvanized metal and a width of 0.83 foot.
The slope and discharge in this run (run 54 in table 7)
were made the same as in run 53a, and it was found
that bed movement began at the same values of tractive
force, yRs (0.024 pound per square foot) and mean
velocity (1.56 fps). In contrast, however, because of
the smooth walls, the centerline depth and, hence,
the centerline shear (ydLs), was lower than in the
previous critical runs for the 2.0 mm sand. This
observation indicates that the combination of velocity
and shear, computed from the product of hydraulic
radius and slope, rather than the shear for any partic-
ular depth, best describes the hydraulic conditions
in these experiments at the beginning of movement
of the bed material.

Assuming again that channel shape might have a
pronounced effect on the conditions of incipient move-
ment of the bed material (Keulegan, 1938), we re-
analyzed the Gilbert data for sand G (4.94 mm), using
the hydraulic radius of the bed instead of the mean
depth used by Rubey. Use of the hydraulic radius of
the bed produced no change in the results. It was
also possible to compare conditions at the beginning
of movement in run 51 with those at the end of run 53a
when bedload movement had been reduced to a mini-
mum. The depth-slope product is the same in both
channels although the width-to-depth ratio is twice as
large in run 53a. A comparison of runs 48a and 53a
indicates that when transport had been reduced to
near the threshold value, a lower shear in run 53a was
associated with a higher mean velocity, as in the runs
used to determine the beginning of movement, despite
the fact that the width-to-depth ratio in both runs
exceeded 12.

In the Gilbert experiments, as in the sand channels

reported here, the increasing velocity and decreasing
tractive force for a constant discharge were associated

with a decrease in the width-to-depth ratio. If we as-
sume that the total shear must actually be a function of
the velocity distribution, it follows that the effect of the
channel shape is to modify the distribution of shear,
a narrow channel producing a low apparent shear and
a high mean velocity. Thus, although the true shear
required to move a given particle might have remained
constant, in terms of the depth, slope, and velocity
usually measured it is necessary here to include the
velocity as well as the depth and slope in describing the
conditions prevailing at the inception of movement of
the particles on the bed.

RELATION OF DISCHARGE, AREA OF CROSS SECTION,
AND ROUGHNESS

The channel dimensions and flow characteristics for

equilibrium runs in which the bed and bank material
was 0.67 mmn in diameter are shown in Table 7. Dis-
charge in these runs was varied from 0.011 cfs to 0.069
cfs, and slope from 0.001 to 0.0071 foot per foot. In
the coarser 2.0 mm sand, discharge ranged from 0.032
cfs to 0.280 cfs, and slope from 0.0024 to 0.010 foot per
foot. The lower limit of the slope was determined by
the flow conditions required for transport of the sedi-

ment and the upper limit was determined by the sta-
bility of the erodible banks of noncohesive sand. Be-
cause of the erodibility of the banks, the depth and,
hence, the transport per unit width could not be in-
creased simply by increasing the discharge at a given
slope as is done in flumes with fixed walls.

Figure 117 shows the relation between the discharge,
an independent parameter, and cross-sectional area,
a dependent one, for runs in both sands. As one would
expect, the size of the channel is closely related to the
quantity of flow. Although occupying different re-
gions of the graph, the runs in 0.67 mm sand and those
in the coarser sand are both roughly described by the
equation

A=kQo.-7 (3)

where A is the cross-sectional area in square feet, Q
the discharge in cubic feet per second, and k, a co-
efficient. With velocity added, the graph simply shows
the relation Q=Av. The points for the coarser sand
lie to the right, at a somewhat larger k value, indicating
the higher velocities and discharges in runs with the
coarser sand. The higher discharges and the absence
of runs on the flatter slopes reflect the greater depths
needed to produce movement of the larger particles.
The limited range of cross-sectional area for a given
grain size at a constant discharge indicates the small
variation in mean velocity associated with several com-
binations of slope and depth.
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The effect on rugosity of differences in the sand size
is brought out in a comparison of the roughness or n
values computed from the Manning equation, in which

n 1 4 9
s1/2R2/3 (4)

V

where n is the computed roughness,

v the mean velocity, in feet per second,
s the slope, and
R the hydraulic radius in feet.

For the runs in which the median sand size was 0.67

mm, n varied from 0.008 to 0.016, and had a mean of

0.012. Fifty percent of the n values fell between 0.010

and 0.012. In contrast, half of the n values for the

very coarse sand, 2.0 mm, were between 0.013 and 0.024

with a mean of 0.015. The maximum of 0.024 here,

as well as the maximum in the finer sand, was observed

in runs in which the discharge was small, the flow in

the original molded channel having been increased only

to the point of incipient motion of the bed material.

The mean n values vary with grain size to about the
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% power which is close to the ; power relation described
by Strickler (1923) despite the wide range of values in
each size presumably caused by variations in channel
shape. A similar comparison of the values of the di-
mensionless Darcy-Weisbach resistance factor (table 7)

f8gRs
V

2 (5)

for runs in the two different sands shows 60 percent of
the runs in the 0.67 mm sand have values from 0.03 to
0.049, whereas 50 percent of the values for runs in the
coarser material lie between 0.04 and 0.069.

On the average the roughness of the coarser sand
exceeds that of the finer sand by 20 percent. With
respect to the shape of "self-formed" channels this dif-
ference in roughness is important in channels where the
flow is inadequate to move the bed and bank material
on the slope provided. In this case, the "shape of the
channel" is simply the shape of the prism of flowing
water. For a given discharge, slope, and width, the
rougher channel will have a lower velocity and hence a
greater depth. On the other hand, as discussed below,
if the flow is capable of moving the sediments in the bed
and banks, the critical conditions of movement rather
than the roughness (although the two may be related)
determine the channel shape.

RELATION OF SLOPE, DISCHARGE, AND WIDTH;
COARSER (2 MM) SAND

The results of all the runs in the coarser of the two
sands are readily shown by the single curve in figure
118 in which discharge per unit width is plotted against
slope. From a low discharge per unit width at the
point of incipient motion, the discharge per unit width
was raised to a maximum at the start of each run.
As shown by the arrows tracing the progress of run 48a
(fig. 118), from the maximum (t=0), by progressive

erosion of the banks, coupled with aggradation as
described earlier, the channel widened and shallowed
its bed at a rate dependent upon the discharge and
slope, until the depth at the end of the run (t=20:05)
was reduced to near the critical required for sediment
movement. Along with the increase in width went a
progressive decrease in the rate of sediment transport.
The slopes of the lines in figure 119 show this decline
in transport with time for several runs. It can be
seen that in runs 48a and 49, during which no sediment
was fed, transport declined rapidly to the point where
it was almost unmeasurable, whereas for runs 50a,
51a, and 53a, in which sediment was fed, the final rate
of movement was somewhat greater. In each of these
runs a few particles could be seen in motion along the
bed at the end of the run although the quantity was

too small to be measured in the weighing tank at the
outlet.

All of the final equilibrium channels had similar
shapes (fig. 120). The angle of the sloping banks
increased in steepness from a value of about 20 at
the bed to 350 at the water surface. The average
angle of the side slope ranged from 180 to 30 and the
mean of 25 was somewhat less than the angle of repose,
which for this sand in still water is 30. The latter
value agrees in general with those for uniform sand
under water given by Van Burkalow (1945) and Lane
(1955). These authors also show, however, that the
angle of repose of uniform sand is affected by the shape
of the particles and that angularity alone may cause
variations of 15 for a given grain size (Lane, 1955).

For the coarser sand the sloping banks were deter-
mined by the angle of repose of the sand and by the
component of gravity acting down the side slope and
in the direction of flow (see below). Similarly, because
the banks are readily erodible, a given slope and given
discharge will, when channel equilibrium has been
established, produce an unvariable width and channel
form. At a given slope but with increasing discharge,
width will also increase. In both cases just one depth
develops-a depth that remains constant. As the
sediment being transported was the same size as that
comprising the bed and banks, the low threshold of
erosion of the noncohesive banks resulted in the forma-
tion of a shallow channel capable only of transporting
the bed material at the minimum rate; that is, at a rate
equivalent to that at the critical or incipient stage of
movement.

At slopes greater than 0.011, depths of flow became
exceedingly small, and at the transition from tranquil
to rapid or shooting flow, straight channels became
sinuous. These sinuous channels were not considered
in equilibrium in these experiments and are described
in a separate section below.

RELATION OF SLOPE, DISCHARGE, AND WIDTH;
FINER (0.67 MM) SAND

The conditions of equilibrium for the 0.67 mm ex-
perimental sand are fundamentally like those already
described for the coarser sand. However, instead of
a single stable channel having a single discharge per
unit width, in the finer sand, channels at different depths

and unit discharges were observed to be in equilibrium on

a given slope.

The range of stable equilibrium channels is shown

by the lower graph in figure 118. At a slope of 0.0025,
for example, the channel associated with the beginning
of movement of the bed material had a discharge per
unit width of 0.025 (run 26). On the same slope the

564813 0-61-2
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equilibrium channel in run 17 became stable at a dis-
charge per unit width of 0.051. The difference rep-
resented an increase of about 1.5 times in both the
depth and velocity. The increase in depth and veloc-
ity was associated with an increase in the rate of sedi-
ment transport.

The conditions of incipient motion for the 0.67 mm
sand are given for runs 22, 26, 28, and 30 in table 7. As
explained above, velocity has less influence on the
beginning of motion in the finer sizes, and thus the
slope of the "critical" curve for the 0.67 mm sand

Water surface

Rn5:sad ted

Run 49a: no sand fed

0 0.027 cfs 0.
s 0.00177

67 mm sand

Nater surface

0 0.076 cfs
s 0.0075

Water surface

O 0.190 cfs

s 0.0069
2.0 mm sand

FIGURE 120.-cross sections in 0.67 mm sand and in 2.0 mm sand. Sections show similarity in shape of channels.
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4ur differs from that for the 2.0 mm sand on the graph
relating discharge per unit width and slope (fig. 118).

Because the noncohesive banks in the finer sand
were capable of supporting more than one depth and
velocity, some range in the rate of sediment transport
could also be observed. Thus lines of equal concen-
tration have been drawn through the points for the

0.67 mm sand in figure 118. The flume channels
transporting sediment of the same size as that com-
posing the noncohesive bed and banks were capable
of transporting at best only a very low concentration
of material. Thus the rate of sediment transport
throughout the entire range of equilibrium channels
is low, the highest concentrations (by volume) ranging
from 1 x 10-5 to 35 x 10-5.

The measured rates of sediment transport can be
described by equations in which q, the rate of move-
ment per unit width, is a function of the total shear,
T (Einstein, 1942, Bagnold, 1956), or by equations of
the form quocr-T, (Brown, 1950), where r, is the trac-
tive force required to begin movement. For the lim-
ited data available, it appears that the several points
for the 2.0 mm sand fit the more abundant data for
the finer sand if an equation of the latter type is used
where r, is based upon results of these experiments
given in figure 116. The relation is shown in figure
121. Because transport of the coarser sand was neg-
ligible, however, no great weight is attached to this
mode of expression, and the observed transport in the
0.67 mm sand is equally well described by an equation
in which q5 is related to total shear. In these experi-
ments up to the point at which the equilibrium chan-
nels become unstable, the rate of sediment transport
is in a sense independent of the factors controlling the
channel form. The upper limit of transport, however,
in both sands is fixed by the upper limit of stability
of the noncohesive bank.

Water surface

. . . . .
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On the flatter slopes from 0.001 to 0.002 in the
0.67 mm sand there is actually little or nor range in
sediment concentration in the equilibrium channels
(figs. 118 and 126). This is attributable to the fact
that in order to start sediment movement relatively
large depths were required at the outset. A high
discharge per unit width necessitated in turn an ini-
tial channel virtually triangular in shape. As the
steep banks were readily eroded by the flow, the sand

0

from the banks collected on the bed in the apex of the
triangle, rapidly reducing the depth. Thus, the
maximum and sole rate of transport occurred only
during the stage of incipient motion. At higher
slopes with increasing velocity a greater discharge per
unit width was obtainable without causing erosion of
the banks.

The angle of repose of the finer 0.67 mm sand was
the same as in the coarser 2.0 mm sand. The channel
banks were also similarly concave, with decreasing
slope at the base. The greater stability of the 0.67 mm
sand which permitted it to maintain a 50 percent
increase in depth (fig. 120) is perhaps attributable to
several factors: (1) The greater permeability of the
coarser sand may have reduced its stability by per-
mitting greater seepage into and out of the bank.
(2) The increase in velocity associated with an increase
in depth may not have influenced the stability of the
finer bank because of the fact that velocity had little
effect on the movement of finer material. (3) The
apparent cohesiveness due to surface tension or capil-
lary effects may have been greater in the finer (0.67 mm)
sand.

Because of the small size of the experimental channels
and the instability of the noncohesive sand, it was
exceedingly difficult to measure the velocity distri-
butions adequately in them, particularly at meaning-
ful points adjacent to the boundaries. An attempt
was made, however, to compare values of the tractive
force computed from velocity distributions (Leighly,
1932) in stable and eroding channels in the 2.0 mm
sand. These values are shown in figure 122 along
with the critical tractive force at each of the selected
points on the boundary. The critical values were
determined from figure 116 by using the observed
mean velocity at each vertical.

In the stable channel the computed tractive force
along the boundary nowhere exceeded the critical
tractive force required to start movement (fig. 122),
whereas in the channel still in the process of widening,
the critical value is exceeded at several points. These
results indicate that for a given sand the shape of the

channel is related to the shear or tractive force at the

boundaries as determined by the velocity distribution.
Because of the uncertainties in these measurements
and the significance of small differences in velocity
near the bed, evidence from measurements of the
overall geometry of laboratory channels is perhaps
more significant in determining the factors responsible
for the size and shape of these channels. As discussed
below, the shape and size of the channels is in general
accord with theoretical analysis, laboratory experi-
mentation in larger channels, and with field observations
of comparable natural channels.
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taking place. Critical ti active for ce required to start mov ement at each position was determined from figure 116 on the basis of known mean velocity. Right margin
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In summary, it is apparent that in the finer sand
as well as in the coarser, channel shape is controlled
by the characteristics of the bank material. These
characteristics determine the upper limit of force
which the bank can withstand. Thus control is ex-
ercised fundamentally by the depth limitation imposed
upon the channel by the erodibility of the noncohesive
bank. To convey a given discharge on a given slope
requires a specified cross-sectional area for a particular
roughness. The latter is determined here by the size
of the granular material. If the available discharge
in a channel of a given conveyance requires a depth

and velocity which exceed the threshold of erosion
of the bank, then the width of the resultant channel
will, in effect, be determined by the depth and ve-
locity which the banks are capable of withstanding.
The overall width in turn is a function of the total
discharge and the erodibility of the banks. The
sloping angle of the banks, primarily a detail of the
shape when the width is large, is determined by the
angle of repose of the bank material and by the down-
stream component of the gravitational force acting
along the side slope.

These results for the straight equilibrium channels
are in general agreement with the analysis made by
Koechlin (1924) and with the experimental results of
Lane (1955). Koechlin (p. 99), basing his analysis
on the angle of repose of the material and on the forces

tending to move a particle from the bank, predicted
that the side slopes of a channel in noncohesive ma-
terial approximate a parabola. Analysis of the data
from several runs in the 2.0 mm sand indicates that
the nonrectangular or side areas of the cross section
considered together have a parabolic shape and that
this combined area differs from that of a parabola
by less than 5 percent. Similarly, in several runs
for which the comparison was made, the ratio of the
depth of flow at successive points in the cross section
to the value predicted by Koechlin is a constant.

The equation is not applicable at shallow depths
because the angle of the side slope near the water
surface in the experimental channels exceeded the
angle of repose. It is possible that this steep angle
was maintained because of apparent cohesion in the
moist sand near the surface produced by surface ten-
sion of thin films of water (Van Burkalow, 1945, p.
692). Koechlin's analysis provides a channel in
which motion of the grains begins at the same time
at every point on the perimeter. In this case, on a
given slope, only one side slope and depth are possible
for a given cohesionless material and thus the equation
would not apply as well to the results in the finer
(0.67 mm) sand where there was a small range in
depth. In general, the experimental stable equilib-
rium channels appear to be formed by erosion which
proceeds until the channel shape is such that resistance
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to movement of the material at each point on the
perimeter just balances the applied tractive force at
that point.

EVIDENCE OF SECONDARY CIRCULATION

In several runs in the 0.67 mm sand, longitudinal
sand ridges formed on the bed of the straight channels.
With crests only 0.005 to 0.010 foot above the bed,
these parallel ridges on occasion extended unbroken
for distances as great as 16 feet (fig. 123). They

now

FIGURE 123.-Photograph showing parallel sand ridges along channel bed. Flow
is from left to right.

were observed to form in channels where the rate of
transport was low, the ridges appearing any time
from 2 to 20 hours after the beginning of the run. In
most runs they did not persist throughout the run.
Although both the distance between crests and the
depth of flow varied considerably, table 2 shows that
the ratio of the two was relatively constant, varying
from 1.74 to 2.36 and having a mean of about 2.1.
The parallel sand ridges appear to result from pairs
of vortices rotating in the plane perpendicular to
the flow, adjacent vortices having opposite directions
of rotation. The downward component of each vortex
occurs midway between adjacent crests.

TABLE 2-Spacing of crests of longitudinal sand ridges in relation
to depth of the flow

Ratio of dis-
Local Distance be- tance between

Run No. depth tween ridge crests of sand
(feet) crests (feet) ridges to

depth of flow

5------------------------- 0.041 0.08 1.95
14------------------------- .045 .08 1. 78
15------------------------- .055 . 13 2.36
16---------------------------.065 . 12 1. 75
17------------------------- .069 1 12 1. 74
19------------------------- .051 .12 2.35
30---------------------------027 .06 2.21

1Approximate.

Similar ridges attributed to secondary currents have
been observed in several laboratory experiments (see
Leliavsky, 1955, p. 185 for a summary of these ob-
servations). Comparison at roughly similar discharges
and slopes of runs with and without ridges (runs 15
and 4, table 7) indicates that these secondary circula-
tions had no observable effect on the size or shape of
the equilibrium channel. Similarly, the consistent
relation between the width and shape of channels
in which sand ridges formed and the width and shape
of all the other straight channels also suggests that the
secondary currents did not affect the form of the
channel.

PSEUDOMEANDERS

As the slope of the flume was increased, the channels
in both sands became progressively wider and shallower,
with a resultant increase in the ratio of velocity to
depth. At a sufficiently high slope the Froude number,
as defined by the equation:

(6)F= 
gR

where v is the mean velocity,
R the hydraulic radius, and
g the acceleration of gravity,

approached or exceeded a value of 1.0. At this value
the transition from tranquil to shooting flow takes
place and standing waves formed on the surface of the
water. Trains of surface waves parallel to the channel

banks formed, with the fronts of the waves perpen-
dicular to the channel walls. These initially straight
wave trains gradually became sinuous, and on the
moving bed of sand could be observed alternating
diagonal shoals in phase with the sinuous trains of sur-
face waves. Eventually meanders developed which,
because of their mode of formation and association with
supercritical flows, we have called pseudomeanders.
Most meandering streams in nature have Froude

numbers of perhaps 0.2 to 0.5, and there is little evi-

dence to indicate that the meanders owe their origin

to the prior existence of supercritical conditions. The

Mississippi River, for example, has velocities perhaps

4 to 5 times those in the experimental channels, but

depths 200 to 400 times as great.
The successive stages of development of the pseudo-

meanders, beginning with the formation of standing

waves, are sketched in figure 124. As the curvature

of the flow increased, the banks of the channel at first

remained straight, while the width of the channel and

the spacing between the shoals increased and while the

shoals moved progressively downstream. The fronts

of the advancing diagonal shoals at their upstream ends

became parallel to the channel banks at a distance from
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FIGURE 124.-Diagrammatic sketch of successive stages in formation of pseudo-
meanders.

the banks of roughly 0.2 foot. The narrow defile be-
tween the bar and bank was a region of nondeposition,
in contrast to the center of the channel where aggrada-
tion was associated with active transport and with pro-
gressive movement of the diagonal shoals.

As successive bars moved downstream, a dune front
on the channel margin also moved downstream partly
or wholly filling the narrow corridor (fig. 124B). Sev-
eral rates of movement of this front are given in table 3.
The direction of flow and the direction of movement of
the bed material became more sinuous until the flow
eventually was directed against the channel banks.
The banks were gradually eroded (fig. 124C) and the
channel developed the asymetric cross section similar
to the bend section in true meanders (fig. 124 cross sec-
tion A-A). Once erosion of the bank had begun, par-
ticles of sediment were no longer directed downstream
but followed diagonal paths toward the center of the
channel. This reduced the sediment supply to the nar-
row marginal corridors which were abandoned by the
flow. In the final meandering pattern these dead
sloughs can be seen shoreward of the point bars in suc-

-} ; I I 11 -- ' !

FIGURE 125.-Pseudomeander. Shows dead sloughs near channel banks, steep front
of diagonna shoal, and fanlike layered bars in line of sight similar to those shown in
Friedkin (1945).

cessive bends (figs. 124 and 125). These are funda-
mentally areas of nondeposition and not erosional or
scour features and hence are not to be compared to the
chutes or sloughs often formed as parts of point bars
and cutoffs in similar positions in large river meanders.

Assuming mean values of the Manning n for each
sand and solving for values of s, it was possible to

compute lines of Froude number equal to 1.0 (figs. 118
and 126) to show the region in which pseudomeanders
formed. Runs in both sand sizes (fig. 118) verified the
fact that the line for Froude number equal to 1.0
delineates the transition from straight to pseudomean-
dering channels.

Because the diagonal shoals and dead sloughs in
the pseudomeanders (fig. 115) resembled features of
some of the meanders produced in the laboratory
studies described by Friedkin (1945, pl. 22), an attempt
was made to compute Froude numbers for some of
those experiments. As in the present experiments,
velocities were not measured, and the Froude number
was computed on the basis of the mean velocity. The
computed values in several instances were about 0.7,
similar to the average values reported here for runs

7 and 11 (table 3). The data indicate that because of
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TABLE 3.-Selected data for runs with diagonal shoals and pseudomeanders

Wave-
Froude length of Width of Ratio of Time

Run No. Discharge Station 1 number shoals or channel wavelength elapsed Remarks
(cfs) v pseudo- (feet) to channel during run

meanders width (hours)
(feet)

3----------- 

4----------- 

5c --- .- ...- .--

7------------

8a .-- --- ..---

9------------

11 -..........

12 . . .-- ..- ...

13 -- - ..---

21.- . -- -- ..

32- .- ...- -
50a 6 ... ..- ._.

0. 020

. 038

. 039

. 011

. 019

- ---- - - --- -- --.-- --
.041 -..-- - --- .-

-040 --- - . -------

. 030

. 025

. 019

44

44

66

24
24

12

14

28

31. 5

0. 90

. 84

1. 15
. 71

1. 09

. 94-2. 1

. 72

3. 7-1. 24

_ 2. 3 6

5 1. 54

5 1. 35
.021 8 1. 13

. 065

. 024
163

26

14-48

44
41
10

1. 37

1. 13
1. 18

. 96

1. 05

. 0

6. 7

7. 5
4. 6
4. 8

6. 0
5.0

7. 3
5. 1

6.7
7. 8
5. 2

9. 2
4. 6
6. 9
7. 8

3.0

4. 0
5. 4
7. 4
5. 8
7. 2

7. 2

1. 4
2. 2
3. 2
2. 9

6. 3
6. 8

6.0

7. 6
6.0
9. 0

0. 64

. 96

1. 1
. 45
. 56

. 70

. 84

1. 30
1.0

1. 1
1. 4
1. 01

1. 68
. 99

1. 06
1. 43

68

75
81
93
69

.97

97

48
57
61

.64

. 72

.89

. 74
1. 43

. 75
1. 4
1. 32

1 Where station is not given a mean of several cross sections was used.
2 Pseudomeander: one in which overall channel pattern is meandering.
3 Represents approximately difference between shallow sections and deep sections.

the asymmetry of the cross sections, however, a Froude
number based on the average depth and velocity may
be somewhat misleading (table 2) because locally, and
often over a large part of the section (see runs 11 and
12, table 3), depths were exceedingly low and velocities
correspondingly high. This is by no means true of all
experiments, for many of the Friedkin (1945) experi-
ments were run at moderate Froude numbers. In
simple trough experiments, however, there is some-
times a tendency to use steep slopes and small quantities
of flow in producing what appear to be bona fide

12. 5

7. 0

6. 8
10. 2

8. 6

8. 6
6.0

5. 6
5. 1

6. 1
6. 1
5. 2

5. 5
4. 7
6. 5
5. 5

4. 5

5. 3
6. 7
8. 0

2. 9
3. 9
5. 2
4. 5

8. 7
7. 6

4. 2

10. 1
4.3
6. 8

8. 8

3. 5

8. 2
.8

1. 3

3. 1
1. 6

3. 6
.7

1. 2
1. 9
.6

1. 6
.7

1. 6
2. 5

.4

.8
1. 3
2. 2
1. 1
3. 1

3. 1

3. 1
0. 01
0. 25
0. 78
1. 2

2. 3
4. 1
4. 1

19. 5

3. 7
.4

3. 4

Faint diagonal shoals; also sand streaks
parallel to flow 0.07 ft apart.

Diagonal shoals. Downstream movement
of lateral margin of shoal, 0.09 ft per min.

s=0.0042.
s=0.0069; diagonal shoals.
Diagonal shoals and bank cutting, down-

stream movement of lateral margin of
shoal, 0.08 ft per min and 0.10 ft per min.

Pseudomeanders. 2

Diagonal shoals; downstream movement of
lateral margin of shoal, 0.23 ft per min.

Pseudomeanders.
Diagonal shoals; rate of movement, 0.12 ft

per min.
Do.

Pseudomeanders.
Diagonal shoals; rate of movement, 0.12 ft

per min.
Pseudomeanders.
Diagonal shoals, s=0.0072.

Do.
Pseudomeanders, s=0.0072, A=0.033 sq ft,

w=1.0 ft.
Diagonal shoals, s=0.0063, A =0.039 sq ft,

w=1.41-1.46.
Do.

Pseudomeanders.
Do.

s=0.0067, diagonal shoals.
Velocity by dye over shoal at depth 0.011 ft,

1.4 fps, pseudomeanders.
Cross section in bend.
A=0.022 sq ft, w=1.27 ft.
w=0.97 ft.
Diagonal shoals, s=0.0062.

Do.
Do.
Do. Slight waviness in banks, rate of

movement of lateral margin of shoal.
0.31 ft per min.

Pseudomeanders begin.
Pseudomeanders.

Do. R=0.0273 ft, v=1.11 fps.
Diagonal shoals, s=0.00271, concentra-

tion= 0.000095.
Diagonal shoals, s=0.0051.
Diagonal shoals, s=0.010.

Do.

4 Maximum.
5 Mean.
6 Median grain size 2.0 mm; all other runs are with median grain size 0.67 mm.

meanders. There is some suggestion here that me-
anders so formed may not be characteristic of natural
streams.

In this study the pseudomeandering channels cannot
be compared with the equilibrium straight channels.
Because of the channel width and because the amplitude

of the pseudomeanders was too large, no pseudomean-
ders were permitted to develop fully, but in all cases the

channel shapes and widths were not in keeping with
the values obtained for the straight channels. The
data from run 21 suggest that a different mechanism
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I I I

Unstable banks

Froude No.=1.0
n=0.015

Incipient particle motion=Stable channels
Pseudomeanders

2.0 mm sand

0.01 |-

0.005

0.00

Unstable banks

Stable

Incipient particle motion Froude No.=1.0
channels n=0.011

Pseudom

No sediment movement

0.67 mm sand

eanders

I I I I I I 1

1 0.005

SLOPE

0.01

-.

0.02

FIGURE 126.-Diagrammatic relation between discharge per unit width and slope for experimental channels showing region of stable equilibrium for
coarse and very coarse sand. Region of stability bounded by no transport, eroding banks, and formation of pseudomeanders.
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G6

4 -

2--
-Diagonal shoals begin

0

0 4 8 12 16
TIME ELAPSED DURING RUN, IN HOURS

20 24

FIGURE 127.-Change of channel width with time. Shows increase in width due to
formation of diagonal shoal during run 21.

may perhaps control the width and form of these or
similar meandering channels. A plot of mean channel
width against time for run 21 (fig. 127) shows the
characteristic rapid increase in width at the beginning
of the run and the subsequent leveling off with time
(see fig. 114). At time 12 hours, however, the rate of
change of width increases abruptly for a second time.
This change in width is coincident with the appearance
of pronounced surface waves and diagonal shoals.
With the passage of time the width curve (fig. 127) can
be seen to flatten again, gradually approaching a con-
stant value of about 1.46 feet. Because the channel
impinged on the wall of the flume the run was stopped
after 21.5 hours. There is some indication that be-
tween 8 and 12 hours the width was approaching a
stable value determined by the flow and bank material
in accord with the equilibrium principles for straight
channels described earlier. In contrast, the final width
of the sinuous channel which was being approached at
21.5 hours may be determined by a different set of
conditions in which the erosion of the concave bank is
balanced by deposition on the opposite convex bar.

Although the final ratio of wave length to channel
width in the pseudomeanders ranges from about 5
to 10, approximating the value of 7 observed by Leo-
pold and Wolman (1957) in small rivers, the examples
in figure 128 show that in the pseudomeanders the
ratio is not constant but changes progressively with
time. This may be due in part to the fact that width
had not become truly stabilized in the meanders before
the end of the run when the bands impinged upon the
walls of the flume.

With the inclusion of the pseudomeanders in the
experimental data, the limiting conditions for equilib-
rium of the straight self-formed stable channels can
be shown on a diagrammatic graph of discharge per
unit width against slope (fig. 126). The upper limit
of stability of the equilibrium experimental channels
in both sands is determined by the erodibility of the
bank material. The threshold of sediment movement

10 |

8

Small-streams ---- x

(Leopold and Wolman x
1957) W un 8 Ron

2
H

ZI=

JO
WU

0 1

TIME ELAPSED DURING RUN, IN HOURS

FIGURE 128.-Increase in ratio of channel width to wavelength of diagonal shoals
with time during several runs.

may be thought of as the lower limit of the equilibrium
channel in the sense that below this threshold, al-
though the channel may be stable, its size and shape
do not represent equilibrium conditions adjusted to
the imposed discharge, load, slope, and particle size.
In these experimental channels an additional factor,
the development of pseudomeanders at Froude numbers
greater than 1, defined the third limiting condition of
the adjusted equilibrium channels.

COMPARISON WITH FIELD OBSERVATIONS OF
NATURAL CHANNELS

ANABRANCHES, RIVER CHANNELS, AND FLUME
CHANNELS COMPARED

The self-adjusted channels in the flume are not

models of larger channels but are themselves small

stream channels similar to those in nature. They
represent an ideal case, however, inasmuch as there

are few natural channels which are straight and in
which the bed and banks are composed of material of

the same size which material is nearly unigranular

and noncohesive. There are fewer still in which the

hydraulic roughness is solely a function of the size of

the bed material and not a function of the configuration
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of dunes which form on the channel bed. Individual
anabranches of braided channel systems appeared
likely to provide conditions as close to those in the
flume as it was possible to find in nature, and for this
reason the authors sought to measure a number of
these channels in the field. A typical anabranch is
shown on the photograph in figure 129.

FIGURE 129.-Typical braided channel, Coldwater Creek near Lisco, Nehr., looking
upstream (see fig. 130, table 4).

The dimensions and hydraulic characteristics of
several natural channels are given in table 4. It
was impossible to obtain discharge measurements at
the bankfull stage, the stage which appears to corre-
spond most closely to the conditions established in
the laboratory; hence it was necessary to resort to an
estimate of this velocity based on the equation (Leo-
pold and Wolman, 1957, fig. 49, p. 65).

d (8gds) 01

D84 \ v2 / (7)

in which d= the mean depth at the bankfull stage,
s=the mean slope of the water surface at

low flow,
D8 4=that size of the bed material derived from

a pebble count such that 84 percent of the
material on the cumulative curve is finer
than the size D84, and

v=the mean velocity.

We are aware of the large error of estimate in this
empirical relation but, in the absence of a more satis-
factory measure of field conditions, this estimate of
velocity must be considered adequate for present

purposes.
Besides measurements of anabranches, measure-

ments were available of the width, depth, and dis-
charge of several natural channels transporting fine
material within relatively erodible banks. The stage
of incipient motion was determined from the known
grain size and slope by using the relation between

critical tractive force and grain size given by Lane
(1955, p. 1253). Knowing the depth, we took the
associated discharge and width from curves relating
measurements of width, depth, and velocity to dis-
charge at the river cross section (Leopold and Mad-
dock, 1953). At shallow or moderate stages these
rivers wander within self-formed low-water channels
of relatively noncohesive material. At the bankfull
stage and well beyond the condition of incipient mo-
tion, which characterized the bankfull stage in the
flume channels, the banks contain sufficient quantities
of silt and clay to make them quite cohesive. Thus,
in contrast to the large anabranches, it was assumed
that in these rivers, the readily adjustable low-water
channels most closely approximated the flume channels.

The relation between two sets of laboratory channels
and the channels in nature is given in figure 130 where

TABLE 4.-Estimated bankfull discharge, width, and slope in selected natural channels including anabranches of braided rivers in
relatively noncohesive materials 1

River and location Discharge Width Discharge Slope Type of channel Remarks
(cfs) (ft)

width

Greybull River near Basin, Wyo_ 109 81. 0 1. 35 0. 0070 Anabranch _ D50 =0.16 foot.
Wind River near Dubois, Wyo------ --- 70 41. 0 1. 71 . 0037 Channel-------- Between point bars Section C,

near Sheridan ranger station,
D50 =0.089 foot.

Du Noir Creek near Dubois, Wyo__ 538 66. 0 8. 15 . 00098 Main channel---. At bar level, D5o=0.033 foot.
Lava Creek near Moran, Wyo --- 17 20.0 . 86 .0135 Anabranch - D50=0.161 foot.
Pacific Creek near Moran, Wyo_ _ _ _ _ 26 41. 5 . 64 . 0033 -_ - do--------- D50 =0.250 foot.
New Fork River near Pinedale, Wyo_ 36 20. 0 1. 80 .0100 - _- do--------- D5 0=0.12 foot.

Do- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1,300 54.0 24. 0 .0029 Undivided chan- D50=0.12 foot American Gothic
nel. reach (Leopold and Wolman,

1957, p. 77, 79, 80).
Green River at Daniel, Wyo-------- 2,000 70. 0 29. 0 . 0005 - do--------- DSO=0.056 foot (Idem, p. 77, 79).
Coldwater Creek near Lisco, Nebr_ _ . 23 1. 4 . 16 . 0069 Anabranch_ _ _ _ _ D50 =0.0089 foot.
White River below Emmons Glacier, . 29 1. 5 . 19 . 013+ -.. do--------- Tiny channel, D5o=0.0135 foot.

Wash.

I Data for other river sections in figure 130 given in Leopold and Wolman, 1957, app. II.
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(see table 4)
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FIGURE 130.-Relation of discharge per unit width to quotient of slope and bed material size in experimental channels and natural chan-
nels and natural channels in relatively noncohesive materials. Natural channels include anabranches and undivided reaches of
braided channels and low-water sand channels in large rivers.
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the unit discharge is related to the quotient of bed
material size and slope. This is simply a transforma-
tion of figures 118 and 126. D50 is the median diameter
of the bed material. Sufficient laboratory data are
given to define the range of stable equilibrium chan-
nels in each grain size. The greater scatter of the
data for the laboratory channels in the 0.67 mm sand
as contrasted with the channels in the coarser, 2 mm
sand, reflects again the range in unit discharge that
can be accommodated by the equilibrium channels
in the finer sand. Despite the crude and limited char-
acter of the field data, it is interesting to note that for
a wide range of particle size and slope, the discharge
per unit width which was obtained where the banks
are virtually noncohesive is quite limited. The in.
crease from the sand in the flume to the 50 mm gravel
in the bed and 25 mm gravel in the bank of Lava Creek
is a 10- to 25-fold increase in particle size. The dis-
charge per unit width, however, is 5 times as great.
No explanation for the position of the point for Pacific
Creek has been found although it appears that the
large bed material may not actually move at the bank-
full stage according to the graph in Lane (Lane, 1955,
p. 1253). The behavior of these natural channels in
relatively noncohesive material appears to be quite
similar to the behavior of the very much smaller labo-
ratory sand channels.

In braided-river channels in the coarse material stud-
ied, the diameter of the bank material is approximately
one-half the diameter of the bed material (table 5).
On Wind River, near Dubois, Wyo., section C, for ex-
ample, the size, D75, of the bed material is about 41 mm
and the bank is 19 mm. The tractive force required
to move the bank material here is about 0.38 of that
required to move the bed material (Lane, 1955, p.1253).

This value agrees closely with the expected value of
0.40 from Lane's (1955, fig. 3, p. 1245) curve based on
the angle of repose of the bank material (310) and the
known angle of the side slope (280) measured in the
field. Predicted ratios of tractive force on the bed to
tractive force on the side are based on measured angle
of slope of bank (table 5, column 9), and calculated
ratios are based on tractive force required to move par-
ticle size found in bank (table 5, column 6). Compar-
ative values of the two are also given for the 7 addi-
tional sections in coarse noncohesive sediments.

The agreement in some cases is excellent, but it is
apparent that in natural channels the heterogeneity of
the materials, particularly the admixture of even small
amounts of cohesive silts and clays, produces consider-
ably steeper side slopes than would be expected in non-
cohesive materials. This is illustrated by the Wind
River near Dubois, Wyo., (sec. A) where the angle of
the sloping bank is 34 . Had the side slope been 300,
closer to the average value observed in the field, the
estimated ratio of the tractive force on the sloping side
to that on the bed would have been about 0.45, very
close to the observed or calculated one.

Considering both the difficulties involved in deter-
mining the angle of repose and the extreme variability
of natural bank materials, it is perhaps significant that
as many as one-half of the sections in this limited sam-
ple show rather close agreement between Lane's (1955)
predicted values and those computed from the field
measurement of the size of bed and bank material and
the angle of the sloping banks of the natural channels.
That some bedload transport does occur in channels in
the 0.67 mm sand without erosion of the banks, how-
ever, does indicate that in this narrow range the be-
havior of the experimental channels is not described by

TABLE 5.-Size of bed and bank materials in river sections in relatively noncohesive material and critical tractive force required to initiate
movement

Tractive Tractive Ratio of Angle of
Size of bed force re- Size of bank force re- bank trac- Angle of repose of Computed

River and location material D7a quired to material D75 quired to tive force to sloping bank ma- ratio of Remarks
(mm) move bed (mm) move bank bed tractive bank (de- terial (de- tractive

material ' material force grees) grees) forces, (K)
(lb per ft2) (lb per ft2)

Lava Creek near Moran, 80 1. 3 30 0. 41 0. 32 28 34 0. 53
Wyo.

New Fork near Pine- 57 .87 40 .61 .70 29 36 .53
dale, Wyo.

Pacific Creek near Moran, 105 1. 6 63 1. 0 . 63 22-30 38 . 80-. 59
Wyo.

Little Snake River near 111 1. 7 64 1. 1 . 65 30 38 . 59 Bank material is angular,
Baggs, Wyo. all other rounded.

Greybull River near Ba-_-------_---_-----.-.. ---... _------..__ --_ 27
sin, Wyo.

Wind River Dubois, Wyo 37 . 56 34 . 47 . 84 34 35 . 21 Section A, some cohesive-
ness to bank material.

Do----.-.-.-.-. -------- 77 1. 2 20 . 27 . 22 21 32 . 52 Section B, same.
Do----------------- 41 . 62 19 . 24 . 38 28 31 . 40 Section C, noncohesive.

1 From Lane, 1955, p. 1253.
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PHYSIOGRAPHIC AND HYDRAULIC STUDIES OF RIVERS

Lane's (1955) equation. As figure 130 shows, however,
the variability in natural channels fully encompasses
the range of transport without bank erosion in the 0.67
mm sand.

The channels in the flume with movable bed and
banks have been described by us as being in "stable"
equilibrium. Under the experimental conditions they
are indeed stable and would so remain indefinitely
provided the controlling conditions were unchanged.
Their counterparts in nature with which they have
been compared, the anabranches of braided rivers,
however, are best known because of their instability.
This paradox must be attributed in part to the fact
that the natural channels, otherwise quite similar to
the flume channels, are characterized by fluctuating
discharges, whereas the discharge in any given flume
channel is constant. The potential effect of a fluctu-
ating discharge is suggested by the curve showing
the progressive change in channel width with time
for a run in which the discharge was halted twice
(fig. 131). After each interval in which the discharge
was stopped and the bank became partly dry, the
resumption of flow resulted in an abrupt increase in
channel width. Repeated fluctuations in discharge,
coupled with overflow stages such as occur in nature,
would undoubtedly produce in easily eroded nonco-
hesive bank material the shifting, unstable channels
found in nature. The form of these transient channels,
however, as we have seen, is similar to the form of
the stable equilibrim channels deveploed in the flume.

The low unit rate of load transport in the flume
channels has been described. In this brief comparison
of the flume and natural channels, it is worth noting
that in many braided river valleys, as in the flume
channels, the capacity for transport of sediment is
likely to be quite low. Because of their great width
that is due to the instability of the banks, the indi-
vidual anabranches are very shallow. This instability

1.2- -

w 1.1-

w

Z-

1.0

C7

w n

0.81 1 L L 1 1I
0 2 4 6 8 10 12

TIME ELAPSED DURING RUN, IN HOURS

FIGURE 131.-change of width with time showing abrupt increase in width after
resumption of flow following periods in which flow was cut off.

of the banks and resultant loss in capacity for transport
may lead to the aggradation sometimes associated
with braiding. A surfeit of load, implying usually a
large volume of large particles, is often given as the
cause of such aggradation. In a sense, the true or
perhaps immediate cause lies in the nature of the
available sediment which produces channels with un-
stable banks. The latter, in turn, result in channel
shapes inefficient in transporting sediment, thus pro-
viding the combination of factors responsible for the
so-called overloading. On the other hand, the mere
appearance of a braided river is not prima facie evidence
of "overloading" (Leopold ad Wolman, 1957). Like
the flume channels, the channels of the braided river
may be so adjusted that they are fully capable of
transporting the size of material and quantity of load
provided. Because the rate of transport per unit
width in such channels is low however, it is not un-
common to find reaches of meandering channels on
relatively flat slopes readily transporting the total
load received from broad, braided, upstream reaches
on steeper slopes. Stricklin (1957) has described one
such case on the Brazos River in Texas in which both
the braided reach and the meandering reach are stable
and not aggrading.

RELATION OF BANK MATERIAL TO AT-A-STATION
AND DOWNSTREAM VARIATION OF WIDTH WITH
DISCHARGE

Runs at different discharges on the same slope in the
flume are similar to the changes which take place at a
river cross section with increasing discharge. Similarly,
the experimental channels in runs with different dis-
charges and variable slopes may represent the changes
which take place with increasing discharge in the down-
stream direction in a drainage basin. It has been
shown that in a large number of river sections the
change in width with increasing discharge is small,
while, on the average, the width increases in the down-
stream direction with increasing discharge to the 0.5
power. (Leopold and Maddock, 1953; Leopold and
Miller, 1956; Wolman, 1955, Blench, 1957). It has
been suggested that the variations in the exponent of
discharge are related to the characteristics of the bed
and bank material (Blench, 1956, p. 21). Analogy
with the experimental channels in noncohesive sands
described here indicates that the distinction between
at-a-station and downstream relations is primarily a
function of the cohesiveness and size of the bank
material. At a constant slope, the width of the flume
channels in the finer (0.67 mm) sand varies approxi-
mately as the 0.7 power of the discharge, reflecting the
small range in depth (see runs 17, 19, 20, 21, 26, 27, and
35). In the coarser (2.0 mm) sand, as previously ob-

Run stopped
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THE SIZE AND SHAPE OF STREAM CHANNELS

served, there is almost no range in depth for a given
slope, and thus there is virtually no at-a-station relation
of depth to discharge. Width, like cross-sectional area
(fig. 117), varies roughly as the 0.9 power of the dis-
charge. Thus, in both sands the hydraulic geometry
describing the at-a-station and downstream relations
(Leopold and Maddock, 1953) consists of only one line
for each of the three variables, width, depth, and
velocity, owing to the lack of cohesion in the bank
material.

We should expect this same continuity of at-a-station
and downstream curves in natural rivers which are
nearly comparable to the experimental conditions; that
is, ones in which the bed and bank material can be con-
sidered noncohesive. Obviously, few rivers possess
these ideal characteristics. Blue Creek, for example, a
stream flowing exclusively from the Sand Hills of Ne-
braska has a bed of 0.4 to 0.7 mm sand almost devoid
of finer sizes but a mixture of finer material in the bank
with the help of vegetation, produces a cohesive bank
whose particles have a median diameter of approxi-
mately 0.1 mm. If the bank material alone is consid-
ered, perhaps the closet parallel to the flume channels
for which records are available in this country are sev-
eral stations on the Platte River system. Figure 132
shows the rates of change of width with discharge at
six stations on the North Platte River in Nebraska.
The braided channel at all of these stations is made up

1000

500--
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Z

0
100

50 -

20 L10 100

of shifting and stable islands. At some stations the
banks are covered with coarse grass and contain con-
siderable fine material (note Lisco, fig. 132). At others,
Sutherland, for example, the material is more uniform
and sandy. Despite departures from the ideal or flume
condition, it can be seen that at these sections the rates
of change of width with discharge are comparable to
the 0.5 power which is the average rate of change of
width with increasing discharge in the downstream di-
rection (Leopold and Maddock, 1953, p. 16). Coupled
with the experimental data, these curves appear to sup-
port the view that the hydraulic characteristics of equi-
librium or regime channels are closely associated with
the characteristics of the bank material.

Aside from the fact that the hydraulic roughness of
the Platte River at all but low stages is a function of
the configuration of the bed and not of the absolute
size of the bed material, the Platte River at Grand
Island is not unlike the flume channels. Data from
discharge measurements on the Platte River, often de-
scribed as, "A mile wide and an inch deep," provide
an additional basis for comparison. For discharges up
to several thousand cubic feet per second, the cross-
sectional area of individual channels in the sand in-
creases as the 0.85 power of the discharge, a rate equiv-
alent to that observed in the flume channels. The
close agreement between the two is shown in figure 117.
As in the experimental channels, because there is little

1000 10,000

DISCHARGE, IN CUBIC FEET PER SECOND

FIGURE 132.-Increase of width with discharge at several stations in the Platte River system.

2

3

4

1 Sutherland, Nebr.
2 Lisco, Nebr.
3 North Platte, Nebr.
4 Mitchell, Nebr.

5 5 Keystone, Nebr.

I II I 1 I
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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PHYSIOGRAPHIC AND HYDRAULIC STUDIES OF RIVERS

or no increase in depth, most of the increase in area
represents an increase in width. It is interesting to
note that White (1940) has previously shown from
dimensional considerations alone that the area of a
cross section will vary as the 0.85 power of the discharge
if the settling velocity of the bed material remains
constant.

On the basis of the foregoing laboratory data and
field relations, a simplified classification of downstream
and at-a-station relations can be constructed (table 6).
For noncohesive materials where the flow is at or
above the critical required for transport the at-a-station
and downstream relations will be the same (table 6).
This condition is perhaps best developed in the 2.0 mm
sand channels in the laboratory experiments where for
a given slope the depth varies but little and the cross-
sectional area is roughly proportional to discharge to
the 0.9 power (Aoc Q 0-9) and width is also proportional
to discharge to the 0.9 power (woc Q 9) for various
slopes. The Platte River at Grand Island at moderate
stages is an example of a channel in noncohesive
material in which to a limited extent the shape of
the lowest water channel at a given cross section
follows the shape made at slightly higher discharges
which were at or above the critical stage of incipient
motion (table 6). Although area is proportional to
discharge to the 0.9 power in this noncohesive material,
the change of width with discharge and stage below
the point of erosion of the bank material is a function
of the angle of the sloping bank formed in the nonco-
hesive sand. At a given section where the grain size
and slope remain constant, with increasing depth, the
following relations can be expected (oc is a sign
of proportionality). From the Manning equation
Voc d-6 7 . If A oc Q- 9 then Voc Q -1, and d ocQ "15. From
the relation wd=A, and from the relations between
d, A, and Q, it follows that w oc Q0-". This is the rela-

tion between width and discharge for the anabranches
of the Platte River at Grand Island, Nebr. (table 6).

In cohesive materials essentially the same principles
apply with the exception that at-a-station the rate of
change of width and depth cannot be predicted easily
because the slope of the channel banks and the bed and
bank roughness are highly variable. The downstream
and at-a-station relations differ owing to the fact that
the downstream curves are for flows either at or above
the critical required to erode the banks or the down-
stream comparisons of lower flows reflect conditions
primarily determined at higher stages. That is, each
point on the downstream curve of width and discharge
represents a width determined by some flow capable of
eroding the channel banks. Thus, the rate of change of
width in the downstream direction is nearly the same
for various frequencies (that is, comparable stages) of
flow. Because the erodibility of the bank as well as the
bed is in part a function of the slope, at a given up-
stream section on a steep slope in cohesive material the
channel width will be determined when a given quantity
of water flowing at a given depth produces an erosive
force just sufficient to balance the forces tending to
hold the bank together.

In most river channels the slope and size of the bed
material decrease rather markedly in the downstream
direction, whereas changes in the character of the bank
material are more limited (Wolman, 1955). To erode
the same bank material at a downstream section on a
flatter slope at a comparable frequency of discharge will
require a greater depth than was required at the up-
stream section. We have already seen that if the
velocity is to increase as the 0.1 power of the discharge
in accord with the increase in cross-sectional area, any
increase in depth must be at the expense of an increase
in width. If the channel bed were composed of un-
erodible concrete, the increase in depth and thus the

TABLE 6.-Generalized relations between discharge, width, depth, and area of cross section at a given cross section and in the
downstream direction

Noncohesive bank material Coehesive bank material

At-a-station Downstream direction At-a-station Downstream direction

At or above critical A ccQo-e Ax00.9

point of incipient w QO-9 w a Qo.
motion. (Flume in 2.0 mm sand) or

wccQe+ wxcQ .5
d « QI (Many rivers, Leopold and
v « Qm Maddock, 1953)
f=m

(Brandywine Creek,
Below critical point of A « Q0 9  Same as for cohesive ma- Pa.) Determined by above;

incipient motion. w 0.75  terial in downstream that is, at or above
(Platte River at Grand direction. point of incipient

Island, Nebr.) motion.
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THE SIZE AND SHAPE OF STREAM CHANNELS

increase in width would be directly proportional to the
decrease in slope. If, as in nature, the erodibility of
the bed tends to increase somewhat in the downstream
direction, the rate of change of width will tend to de-
crease as the rate of change of depth is increased.

It may be expected, however, that with decreasing
slope in the downstream direction where the banks
are cohesive, the rate of increase of width in the down-
stream direction will be less than the 0.75 power of the
discharge (table 6), a value applicable to the change
of width with increasing discharge in noncohesive ma-
terial at a constant slope. As Leopold and Maddock
(1953, p. 51) point out, in many natural channels
width increases as the 0.5 power of discharge, while
depth increases to the 0.4 power. To the extent that
this is a consistent relation, it must presumably be as-
cribed to the fact that taken overall many rivers have
roughly similar bank materials and have longitudinal
profiles which decrease in slope at rates which are not too
dissimilar. As the data show (Leopold and Maddock,
1953, Wolman, 1955), although the average is well de-
fined, individual rivers, and individual reaches in particu-
lar, do have varying rates of change of width and depth
with increasing discharge in the downstream direction.

Inasmuch as low flows do not erode the banks of
channels in cohesive materials, it follows that the rates
of change of width, depth, and velocity at a given sec-
tion will reflect the width and depth determined at
the effective discharges. It is known (Wolman, 1958)
that bank erosion occurs under a variety of discharges,
but in most cohesive materials it may be expected
that the bank will stand at angles greater than the
angle of repose of noncohesive material (roughly 30)
up to 900 or perhaps even overhang. Thus, for a
rather wide range in stage and discharge, width may
remain nearly constant. Ideally, the relative change
of depth and velocity, if the size of the bed material
(roughness) remained constant and if no scour oc-
curred, would be described by the relation vocd213 from
the Manning equation. Changes in width, scour, move-
ment of bed material, vegetation, and changes in the
distribution of velocity all cause departures from this
ideal case. On the average in many river channel
sections, velocity and depth increase with discharge
to about the same power.

As the character of both bed and banks of natural
river channels probably varies continuously, it is rec-

ognized that the breakdown of natural channels here
into two distinct classes, cohesive and noncohesive,
is quite artificial. In this analysis of an oversimplified
case, however, an attempt has been made to use the

2 While this report was in press, Prof. Paper 352-B by S. A. Schumm, "The Shape

of Alluvial Channels in Relation to Sediment Type," was published. His study
does begin to provide the kind of data asked for here and clearly demonstrates the
importance of bank material in determining channel shape.

ideal or extreme case represented by the flume channels
in noncohesive material as an example of one end of the
variety of channels observed in nature. Although it
has certainly not explained this variety, it perhaps
suggests the need for obtaining information on the
bank materials at least comparable to that available
for the longitudinal profile, bed material, and discharge. 2

CONCLUSIONS

In channels composed of uniform coarse noncohesive
sands, the channel size is a function of the discharge
and the hydraulic roughness produced by the granular
material. The shape is determined primarily by the
angle of repose of the noncohesive bank material and
by the force required to move the particles in the banks.
The force competent to initiate movement of the par-
ticles on the bed appears to be a function of both the
tractive force and velocity, the influence of the latter
increasing as the size of the particles increases. Where
the bank material in very coarse sand (2.0 mm) is truly
noncohesive, there is for each slope one stable depth and
hence one discharge per unit width (Q/w). In some-
what finer sand (0.67 mm) some cohesiveness of the
bank material permitted more than one depth at a
given slope. With a 4-fold increase in discharge, a
depth and velocity 1.5 times greater than that required
to begin movement of the bed material could be main-
tained within the sand (0.67 mm) banks.

Stable equilibrium flume channels determined by the
stability of the noncohesive bank material possessed
little capacity for transport of sediment of the same
size material as that making up the bed and banks.
Despite large amounts of bank erosion the adjusted
channels remained straight and showed no tendency
to meander unless the Froude number of the flow, de-
fined by the mean velocity and hydraulic radius, ap-
proached a value of 1. Because the meanders developed
only at supercritical velocities, they have been termed
"pseudomeanders" to distinguish them from meanders
in natural rivers which customarily occur at very much
lower Froude numbers.

The flume conditions, including uniform noncohesive
sand, similarity in bed and bank material, lack of
dunes on the bed, and constant discharge, present an
ideal case seldom found in nature. Braided channels in
gravel and coarse sand such as often characterize
glacial outwash plains provide the nearest counter-
parts to the experimental channels developed in the
laboratory. To the normal instability of the non-
cohesive sands, however, must be added the unstabiliz-
ing effect of fluctuating discharges experienced in
nature. Nevertheless, comparisons of several an-
abranch sections of braided river channels with the
experimental channels indicated close agreement in
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TABLE 7.-Experimental data for stable straight channels

Station Inten- Average
(distance Slope of Wetted Hydrau- Mean Mean Darcy- sity of Water width Sediment Dura-

Run from up- Discharge water Area Width perim- lic radius depth velocity Reynolds Froude Weisbach boundary temper- along Load concen- tion of Remarks
No. stream (cfs) surface (sq ft) (ft) eter (ft) (ft) (fps) number number resistance shear ature channel (lb per tration runend of

flume, Q A w (ft) R d v R F factor (psf) (0 F) (ft) sec) (C,) hr:min
in ft) f T w

Coarse sand: median diameter 0.67 mm

0.42
.67
.93
.58
.70

1.24
.81
.67
.87
.81

1.13
.72

.79

.83

.79

.76

.89

.76

.51

.64

.48

.58

.62

.66

.63

.41

.50

0.46
.69
.95
.60
.72

1.32
.84
.70
.90
.95

1.17
.75

.81

.87

.82

.82

.92

.80
_-- __-_-_- _

.505

.52

.67

.64

.60

.64

.67

.64

.42

.51

0.028
. 032
.041
.033
.033
.029
.037
.036
.049
.056
.050
.048

---........
.043

.067

.055
.054
.063
.061

-- _-- _--- _
.032
.035
.043
.0312
.040
.038
.039
.036
.019
.029

0.031
.033
.042
.034
.034
.031
.038
.037
.051
.065
.052
.050

.044

.070

.057
.058
.065
.064

.032

.045
.032
.041
.039
.039
.037
.019
.030

0.85
.91
.97

1.00
.79

1.05
.81
.88
.77
.77

1.07
.89

---- _-__-_

.74

.84

.87

.89

.84
1.00

--- __-_-_-
.73
.66
.83
.59
.92
.92
.85
.96
.47
.80

8, 900
10,900
14, 900
12,300
9, 700

11,100
11,100
11, 100
14, 100
15, 100
19, 100
15,800

10, 400

18, 500
15, 700
15,800
17,400
22, 200

8, 500
8, 400

13,000
6, 700

13, 400
12, 700
12, 100
12,600

3, 300
8, 700

0.90
.90
.84
.97
.77

1.09
.74
.82
.61
.57
.84
.72

.63

.57

.65

.68

.59

.71

.72

.62
.71
.59
.81
.83
.76
.89
.60
.83

0.041
.039
.043
.032
.087
.046
.103
.042
.089
.056
.029
.044

.036

.045

.039

.034

.040

.027
----.--....-

.046
.050
.044
.088
.036
.037
.049
.038
.111
.057

0. 0072
.0079
.0099
.0079
.0132
.0123
.0164
.0079
.0128
.0080
.0079
.0084

--- _.--- ....--
..-----.---

.0047

.0077

.0072

.0065

.0068

.0067
-..---- --

.0060

.0053

.0074

.0074

.0073

.0076

.0085

.0084
.0059
.0088

69
69
69
69
69
67
68
65
69
65
66
68
66
66
59

59
59
59
59
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
68
69

0.42
.64

1.05
.60
.98

1.58
1.07

.67

.97

.82
1.15

.78
1.34
1.46

.78

.85

.84

.74

.90

.83

.80
-----_.---

.66

.62

.59

.62

.66

.62

.48

0.000137
.00046
.0023
.00049
.00578
.0077
.0033
.00031
.00097
.00021
.00075
.00040
.00128
.00105
.000001

.00021

.000173

.000085

.000178

.00181

.000176

.000352

.000352

.000352

.000352

.000356

.000189

0.000073
.000141
.000359
.000147
.00184
.00123
.000790
.000082
.000175
.000032
.000071
.000075
.000122

-- _-____--
--- 000027_

.000027

.000026

.000013

.000022

.000022

.000045

.000095

.000095

.000095

.000095

.000098
--- 0-----

.000095

2 ..--
3---

40____

4----

19.__

82a ---

10- --

16.-._
17. --
19 ____
20 - --

22_.__

22a_.
22b

23a.-

256 - -.

26a._ _
27.....

28a -
28a..- -

28a..
29___ -

30--.

31. - -

32 - --

33...._

34 -.. ..

35---

36....._

34----
4-5----.

16
44
24
24
12
12
12
28
28
28
28
28

32

28.5
28. 5
28

28

36
24
24
28
16
28
40
32
28
24

40

32

28

0.011
. 020
. 038
. 020
.019
.040
.025
. 022
. 034
.041
. 063
. 032
. 065
.065
.026

.049

.039

.039

.049

.049

.050

.012

.012

.024

.009

.022

.022

. 022

. 022

.0037

.012

.024

.07

. 069

.049

.049

.049

.061

.029

0. 00410
.00394
.00387
.00382
.0064
.00680
.00710
.00350
.00420
.00229
.00254
.00280
.00275
.00271
.00177

.00184

.00211

.00192

.00172

.00175

.00181

.0030

.00244

.00275

.0038

.00294

.00320

.00350

.00375

.0050

.00485
----.- __---

.00

.00192

.0026

.00372

.0033

.00131

.00325

.----- . 68 1. 14----------------
------- -__.__--------_I ------ .--- ----- ---- --.-------- I----.-----..

14.200 I .60 .073 .0097 I 74

8:02
14:12

6:52
11:10
3:40

23:25
12:30
19:25
13:13
24:10
17:25
21:25

2:20

20:25
28:00
23:10
21:55

5:55
1:40

51:40
29:20
29:20
29:20
29:20
22:45

23:40

40:00

8:50

5:30
21:00

.79 1 .000556 | .000124 1 24:00

O
C1

See figure 127.
Incipient movement of

bed material.

Do. 0d

Do.

Do.

Diagonal shoals.
Sand dunes on bed,

depth is approximate.

Channel at exit not
stable.

Same as above.
Sand dunes on channel

bed; map by Topo.
Div. USGS.

0.013
.022
.039
.020
.024
.038
.031
.025
.044
.053
.059
.036

-- -- _- ._- __- _
----- _..---

.035

.058

.045

.044

.058

.049

.0164

.0182

.029
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.024

.024
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.023

.0079

.015
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Very coarse sand: median diameter 2.0 mm

44..--

48----

48a -
49_--.-

50---.

50a---

51.._..

51a_-.
52---_-

53-...

53a --

54_ - --

55----

26

28

16
24
26

10

28

32
28
28

30
32
32

0.032

.10

.127

.21

.05

.163

.145

.179

.247

.076

.190

.270

.280

0. 0137

.0058

.0064

.0024

.0117

.0100

.0040

.0045

.0025

.0075

.0069

.0027
.0027(5)

0.028

.095

. 088

. 131

.036

. 109

. 113

. 114

.164

.055

. 123

. 173

. 181

0.66

.82

1.06
1.06

.65

1. 69

.92

1.15
1.15

.75

1. 78
1.16

.83

0.69

.88

1. 11
1.14

.69

1.73

1.03

1.21
1.25

.81

1.82
1.24
1.27

0.041

.108

.079

.115

.052

.063

.110

.094

.131

.068

.068

.140

.143

0.042

.116

.083

.124

.055

.064

.123

.099

.143

.073

.069

.149

.218

1.14

1.05

1.44
1.60
1.39

1.50

1.28

1.57
1.51
1.38

1. 54
1. 56
1.55

19, 100

47, 700

47, 900
77, 500
30, 800

40, 200

60, 600

63, 500
84, 200
39, 900

44, 600
92, 900
98, 300

0.99

.56

.90

.83
1.08

1.05

.68

.90

.74

.93

1.04
. 73
. 72

0.0350

. 0390

.0316

.0172

.0379

. 0392

. 0274

. 0263

.0204

.0317

. 0292
.0235
.024

0. 111

.146

.063

.028

.081

.072

.069

.044

.037
.069

.051

.040
.042

76

78

78
78
79

79

80

80
79
79

0.83

1.07
1.09

.65

1.70

.91

1.16
1.13

.75

0.00048

--..---.--.-

.00056

--------
....-------

. 00042

0. 000018

.000019

.000013

20:05
5:10

2:29

6:00

22:05
0:10
0:30

Approximate point of in-
cipient movement.

Incipient movement of
bed material.

Very little widening.
Incipient movement of

bed material.
Diagonal shoals, see table

3.
Incipient movement of

bed material.

Very little widening.
Incipient movement of

bed material.

Do.
Fixed walls of smooth

galvanized sheet metal,
sand bed. N

t7

~TJ
b

O1

I0

79 1.86
79 1.17
79 .83



PHYSIOGRAPHIC AND HYDRAULIC STUDIES OF RIVERS

essential characteristics. Comparison with other natu-

ral river sections emphasized the importance of the

characteristics of the bank material in determining the
shapes of natural channels. It is hoped that the analy-
sis of the ideal case may be useful in helping to develop
an understanding of the very much more complex con-
ditions found in most natural channels.
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Mauch Chunk formation
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and Greenbrier limestone in
west; contains fossils of Chester
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Pocono formation
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N o ~ Formation Section ICharacter of rocks Character of soil

) L

Pottsville corlomerate Cpv -- _ Coarse conglomeratic sandstone.
ftsvih COu komeae C V30 Mostly green shale; some red shale.2. Mau c un k 5hale

Medium thick-bedded micaceous green sandstone above (Burgoon Plateau areas underlain by Burgoon member with gray sandy,
Z - Pocono formation Cpo 1100 member); green shale, with some layers of red shale, and green stony soil of small thickness; lower part of Pocono on steep forested
O -- micaceous sandstone in beds and layers of varying thickness. slopes covered with colluvial stony soil, in places bearing large

blocks of conglomerate.
Q N_ 

_

U 0__

Catskill formation

Chemung formation JIDch

Brallier shale

Harrell shale Dhaf
BurketblackshalemerDbki

Hamilton formationI

Marcellus shale Dm- -Oris- ---....er- " "'sandstone V .
SOris- Ridgeley sandstone DG

5 any Shriver formation
. Helderberg limestone Dhb l.T

Tonolowaylimestone

1,6001

2,800

,500

300

600

100
It-/U
70

150

4001

Predominantly red crumbling shale or mudrock and red and brown
sandstone in alternating beds; less green shale and gray sand-
stone. Gray beds marine and slightly fossiliferous; red beds
nonmarine and nonfossiliferous.

Upper 1,000 feet has much chocolate-brown shale and fine-grained
thin-bedded fossiliferous sandstone. Most of the formation is
green and gray shale and mudrock with beds and layers of fine-
grained green or gray sandstone and a few thin beds of quartz-
pebble conglomerate, generally with pebbles less than half an
inch in diameter. Highly fossiliferous throughout; typical
Chemung fauna.

Mainly siliceous, micaceous stiff, slightly crinkly green shale, some
soft green clay shale, through all of which are intercalated thin
layers of very fine grained even-bedded gray or greenish sand-
stone.

Soft gray, finely fissile clay shale.

Stiff, highly fissile densely black shale.

Mainly olive-green shale; a few beds
fossiliferous limestone at top.

Highly fissile densely black shale.

of sandstone; persistent

Coarse brownish fossiliferous sandstone.
Fine-grained laminated soft, slightly fossiliferous sandstone
Rather thick-bedded blue limestone; some chertv,

Mostly rather thin bedded to laminated dark-bluish limestone.

Mostly calcareous yellowish fissile shale with thin layers of impure
Wills Creek shale Swc 400 limestone. Red shale and sandstone (Bloomsburg member) at

Bloomsburg redbeds base.

McKenzie limestone Smc 2001 Medium- or thin-bedded dark-grayish or bluish limestone, possibly
with shale; some red (?).

Southeastern foothills of the Allegheny Front; mainly a deep, fertile,
red loam, extensively cleared and cultivated.

d4

Hilly surface covered with a gray, somewhat stony soil of moderate
depth and fertility. Lower slopes and valleys cultivated; higher
ground largely wooded.

Hilly surface covered with gray clayey soil full of small stones;
largely cultivated.

Steep slope covered with colluvial soil, not important for agriculture.

Very narrow outcrop; soil not important.

Underlies Bald Eagle Valley; covered with creek alluvium.

Narrow outcrop soil not important

Soil not important.

Small areas steep slope, colluviansil agriculturally unimportant.

Steep northwest slope of Bald Eagle Mountain; colluvial soil.

C80 ednsofale.with thin Steep northwest slope of Bald Eagle Mountain; colluvial soil,
Clinton formation $C -- 800 Grbensn layers of fine-grained green sandstone; thin generally full of and covered with boulders of the Tuscarora

- -quartzite from the mountain crest.

Tuscarora quartzite

-i-i--i --

Juniata formation

400 Light-gray or white quartzite. Crest of Bald Eagle Mountain. Source of ganister used for refrac-
tory brick and furnace linines.

1 lt

,000 Mainly red shale and sandstone; some gray sandstone. Southeast slope of Bald Eagle Mountain just southeast of summit.
Red fertile soil favorable for apple growing.

Thick-bedded greenish-gray iron-speckled, somewhat arkosic sand- Wooded ridges; sandy, stony, sterile soil.
Oswego sandstone 0 - _ 800 stone; a little conglomerate.

Reedsville shale 1000
Dark calcareous shale with thin layers of fossiliferous limestone.

Thick-bedded calcareous sandstone at top, 40 feet thick, carrying
Orthorhyncula and Byssonichia; Orthorhyncula zone.

Southeast slope of Bald Eagle Mountain; argillaceous soil of
moderate fertility, free from residual rock fragments but'sprinkled
with boulders of Oswego sandstone from mountain crest.

--D Trenton limestone Thin-bedded dark to black compact limestone. Clayey loam full of small fragments of limestone.

-j Rodman limestone rd 50 Dark, coarsely granular fragmental limestone. Narrow outcrop; soil not important.

ao2 Lowvi lie limestone l 1501 Pure blueor dove-colored thick-beddedlimestone. Quarriedforlime. Limestone soil.

Z ar ieIip Lemont argillaceous limestone member, thick-bedded.

l e 00 Medium- to thin-bedded blue limestone. Limestone soil.

Bellfont doomit Ob1,500- Thc-eddlgtga ooiewt e fsnsoei pe Tawny residual soil of good thickness and fertility. In places soil
?0 Tck-edds lighga dolmiega hbeof stands oninper. is shallow and limestone ledges are exposed or near surface, so as

Bel lefnte doomite b ~ 200 part. Yelds mch dene graychert.oparingydfossliferos, toumpedestlaage.Bouldesnandoragmentrofpchrttpletiful nssoil

L iE

o s

o/
1'xmr imsoe O 50 Preblue thin-ddedawlimestonel with someodlayersnofsdolomite.liLimestonecesoil.

el n1200 kLargely dark steely blue, coarsely crystalline dolomite, yielding

N ittany dolomite Qn -,0 much dense gray, sparingly fossiliferous chert. Lecassespira Soil like that of the Bellefonte dolomite.c- zone.

Mainly medium-bedded blue limestone; layers of edgewise con-
Stonehenge himestone Os - 630 glomnerate common; locally massive steely blue dolomite; Limestone soil.
(rmarkeidolomiteeupper -rsparigly fossiliferous. - -. --- - - -in ol
Cambrian present locally
b,/ow Stpnehensge 5.) _____

c -~~-

Mines dolomite a 200 Thick-bedded dark steely blue coarse-grained dolomite. Ooltic
chert abundant.

Narrow belts of very stony (cherty) sol.

a
Gatesburg formation cg I00 Thick-bedded dark steely blue coarse-grained dolomite including Very sandy, somewhat stony and sterile soil, extensive areas of

many beds of sandstone 1 to 10 feet thick. which, overgrown by scrub oak, are known as "barrens."

Warrior limestone 600t
Impure blue limestone and dolomite with thin partings of sandy

rock; a little oolitic limestone; sparingly fossiliferous (trilobites
and thin beds of Cryptozoa).

Limestone soil full of small sandy chips. In one small area only.

a Mines, Gatesburg, and Larke represent the Ozarkian system
of E. O. Ulrich in this region

COLUMNAR GEOLOGIC SECTION IN THE BELLEFONTE QUADRANGLE, PENNSYLVANIA
From Butts and Moore (1936)
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